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From time to time anthropologists unearth surprises that would mnk on anyone;
register as "discovery." At the center of this fascinating account is just such a
discovery: the copy of a rare fifieenth-century text found in an archive in Beijing
and shown to Hildegard Diemberger in New York. The narrative concerned a
famous Tibetan princess who, against all expectations of her gender, founded an
incarnation lineage higher than that of most male reincarnation lines. The text
was the story of her life. It was a discovery in this sense more for the anthropologist than for the world, but Dr. Diemberger has turned her realization of what
she was looking at into a discovery of another kind. She has uncovered just what
a remarkable tale that manuscript tells.
Dr. Diemberger has made her own translation of the biography the center of
this book, and it is absorbing reading. She brings it alive though the directness of
her language; she also brings it alive through a device that would not be foreign
to her Tibetan counterparts: by providing an account first of what is known
of this princess's life and times, and then of just what it means that this lady,
Chokyi Dronma, can also be thought of as the founder of a dynasty, a lineage of
majestic dimensions with an unbroken succession until the present day. Chokyi
Dronma was also known as the Dorje Phagmo of a notable monastew Sanding.

Dr. Diemberger turns to social anthropology to disclose facts about her subject
in a manner that mirrors the way the biography itself was written. This makes
her translation a very special book within a book-in short, a discovery within a
discovery.
For the original manuscript was itself an act of discovery. It was written in
order to disclose to the world a series of untoward facts about this young woman
who had forsaken her royal marriage to become a nun. The details-about her
thoughts, her exploits, her unusual powers-build up to a picture almost unique
in Tibetan religious writing. So what did the biography uncover? It revealed that
Chokyi Dronma was successor to a tantric master, itself a matter of considerable
remark for a woman; it also reveals that she was the emanation of a deity that
gave her the title Dorje Phagmo, and was written in the knowledge that the deity
in the form of Chokyi Dronma would be reborn in a woman who would succeed
her. So she lived again in what became a whole line of women, from the fifieenth
century to the present.
The Tibetan author of this biography (its compilation may have involved
more than one hand), thought to have compiled the account very shortly after
Chokyi's early death (she was only thirty-three), was doing more that reporting
on the discovery of her identity that had been made during her lifetime. He was
reenacting that discovery in the way he arranged his narrative and in the events
he emphasized, in order to guarantee the continuing effect of her recognition.
And he did so by depicting her experiences with the detail that still makes such
compelling reading. The very manner in which her life as a human being unfolded was what revealed her divine identity.
The book around this book is also a reenactment of sorts. Dr. Diemberger's
identification of the manuscript did not stop with the find. The commentary
that she adds is intended to reveal to a now modern world exactly what she
thought she had discovered. Chokyi DronmaIDorje Phagmo is a well-known
historical figure, already familiar to Western scholars of Tibet, of great renown
to visitors from Europe who sought audiences with her successors, and at times
coupled with the Dalai Lama in the care with which she has been treated by
foreigners. Dr. Diemberger discloses two further dimensions.
The first underlines Chokyi Dronma's gender. It was known that she was a
remarkable woman, and that in the Tibetan tradition few women have aspired
to discipleship and been accepted in the way she was. What was less clear-and
the fact that the biography contains what seem to be fragments from her own
voice or hand is key here-is just how much of an issue that was, or was not, for
X
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her. Her self-knowledge and her self-belief, her persistence and her resignation,
all reveal something of the inspiration she must have been.
The second emphasizes the extent to which she lived in a world of change, of
cultural innovation and technological invention on the one hand and continually shifting religious and political identities on the orher. The reader is made
aware just how Chokyi Dronma's own person becomes multilayered, not least
through her diverse titles and the claims made in turn of what her own spiritual
antecedents were, and learns of a labile and constantly reconfigured web of dlegiances across groups and regions. She was a significant patron and political
figure who clearly was able to manage different identities to great effect. The
skill is discovered again in the most recent Dorje Phagmo, who has weathered
the changing fortunes of life under a Chinese identity, being now a prominent
communist cadre, now the spiritual rebuilder of the Samding monastery.
However, this book shows that the subject of the biography exists not just in
a world of multiple religious and political identities that make it so important to
have her specific and particular life rehearsed again: she also lives in a changing
world of multiple texts. It was crucial that there should be a text. Yet, when the
biography was first being written, it must have existed alongside numerous others discovering deities and proclaiming true discipleship, and it was destined to
be passed on in diverse forms, open in turn to people's readings and interpretations. Among other things, this is a compelling contribution to understanding
the social practices of writing.
We are left with what history itself discloses. Chokyi Dronma endures in the
continuing emanation of Dorje Phagmo's presence in the world through the line
of women who followed, living, physical embodiments of her. You might meet
one walking down a road, as Hildegard did. This original and earliest of her
biographies, at once more fragile and more robust than these many women, has
survived to tell the beginning of the tale.
Scholars in and of Tibet will be gateful that a further facsimile of this precious relic has been returned to its place among what remains of the stupendous literature ofTibet. Other readers will be gateful to the author for bringing
Chokyi DronmaIDorje Phagmo to view. I think of the way a roving searchlight
catches shapes and contours before it fully illuminates its object. In turning some
of our contemporary concerns on her, Dr. Diemberger has discovered a figure,
ahead or behind but not so very far away, walking in time with us.
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Map showing Chokyi Dronma's homeland, Mangyul-Gungthang, and the itinerary of her journeys: as a royal bride
from Gungthang to Shekar in Southern Lato; as a prospective nun from Shekar to Porong Palmo Choding monastery; as a yogini on her final journey from Gungthang to Chung Riwoche in Northern Lato, to Lhasa, and eventually
to Tsari, where she died. 'The map includes the most important place names that appear in the biography.
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CHOKYI D R O N M A ' S J O U R N E Y S

PREFACE

as he was traveling through Tibet on a diplomatic mission, Sir Charier
Bell stopped at the monastery of Samding, where he met "the holiest woman
in Tibet." Like many other travelers, he was captivated by the aura of sanctity
surrounding the woman who embodied the tantric deity Vajravirihi, known in
Tibetan as Dorje Phagmo. "The standing modern example" of Xbetan women
who had devoted their careers to religion, he wrote,

In

1920,

is to be found in the monastery of the peaceful hill overlooking the "Lake of
the Upland Pastures" (Yam-dro Tso) and facing the eternal snows of the Himalaya. Not inaptly is this monastery called "The Soaring Meditation" (Samding). Both the situation and the character of its occupant justify the name. For
here resides the holiest woman in Tibet, the incarnation of the goddess Dor-je
Pa-mo. The present is the eleventh Incarnation. When one dies, or "retires to the
heavenly fields," her spirit passes into a baby girl, and thus the succession goes
on.

. . . It was my privilege to visit her on my way to Lhasa. . . . We were the

first white men to be received by her, indeed the first she had seen. (Bell 1994

[1928]:166)

In the eyes of the Tibetans the human embodiment of Dorje Phagmo is endowed with a particular form of sacredness, seen as a powerful spiritual entity
linked with the cults of Avalokiteivara and Cakrasamvara, and, at times, is considered a symbolic female counterpart to the Dalai Lama. In the 1970s two leading Tibetan scholars described her as "the only female reincarnation spiritually
and officially recognized in the whole of Tibet and famous throughout Central
Asia as Samdhing Dorjee Phagmo-the

Thunderbolt Sow of Soaring Medita-

tion" (Dhondup and Tashi Tsering 1979:11). Research since then has shown that
other, less famous female reincarnation lines had existed in Tibet over the centuries (Tashi Tsering 1993; Chayet 2002), but the Samding Dorje Phagmo was the
first female line to be established and remains the only one most Tibetans know
of and relate to. "The powers attributed to the institution of Dorje Phagmo,"
wrote Dhondup and Tsering,
[have] held considerable spiritual and mystic sway over the Tibetan mind. The
very mention of Samdhing inspired a longing for solitude and peace. Popular
songs in Tibet idealised Yamdrog Samdhing as a spiritual heaven of solitude and
eulogised Dorje Phagmo as a special spiritual force. (Dhondup and Tashi Tsering
1979:12)
Just as the D d a i Lama, the physical manifestation ofAvalokiteivara, is seen as
the defender of Tibetan Buddhism, so is the Dorje Phagmo entrusted with this
task. In addition, she seems to have had a particular significance for women and
is especially invoked by those who are unhappy in love or unhappily married. A
popular song goes:
Oh! Divine Dorje Phagmo,

I do not want to get married!
I am not in love with the world.
Ordain me as a nun
And take me into your fold!
( D H O N D U P A N D TASHI T S E R I N G

1979:12)

These verses reflect the sorrow of women, repeatedly found in Tibetan history,
who have to struggle against social obligations to fulfill their wish to renounce
the world. But they have a special resonance and appeal in the case of the.lineage
of Dorje Phagmo: the actual life of the princess who first established the tradixiv
Pr4ace

tion in the fifieenth century was dominated by such struggle. Chokyi Dronma
renounced her royal life to become a nun and in due course came to be seen as
an emanation of the deity Dorje Phagmo. She died while still a young woman.
and a young girl was recognized as her reincarnation, thus beginning rhc first
and most famous line of female reincarnations in Tibet. Over the centuries chat
lineage has become not only a religious institution but also a powerful symbol in
the Tibetan landscape and a prominent feature in prophecies, long an imponanr
part of Tibetan culture and politics. Sarat Chandra Das, the Bengali scholar
who traveled secretly through Tibet in the nineteenth century, allegedly on a
mission for the intelligence service of the British Empire, wrore of an encounter
at Samding with the tenth Dorje Phagmo and of the prophetic accounts of her
power and importance to the country. He had been taken gravely ill as his parry
approached the monastery, and in his account he recalls the powerful mythology
of lakes and threatened inundations surrounding this holy woman:
It is due, by the way, to the Dorje Phagmo's spiritual influence that the waters of
the inner lake or Dumo tso ("Demon's lake") of the Yamdo tso are held in bounds,
for otherwise they would overflow and inundate the whole ofTibet. It was for this
that the Sarnding lamasery was originally built. . . . My eyes fell on the Dumo tso,
and on the place where the dead are thrown into the lake, and 1 shuddered as I
thought that this had come near being my fate. (Das 1988 [1goz]:136-138)
Samding lay not far from the shortest route taken by travelers hoping to
reach Lhasa from India, and later British explorers and military campaigners also
found their way there. Edmund Candler, one of the reporters who accompanied
the British invasion force that ravaged Tibet in 1903-4, chose from the stories
surrounding the Dorje Phagmo the one that most closely mirrored his own
position as part of a foreign conquering force, and wrote an account that was to
become famous in the West of the miraculous powers she displayed when faced
by earlier invaders:
The wild mountain scenery of the Yandrok Tso, the most romantic in Tibet, has
naturally inspired many legends. When Samding was threatened by the Dzungarian invaders in the early eighteenth century, Dorje Phagmo miraculously converted herself and all her attendants into pigs. Serung Dandub, the Dzungarian
chief, finding the monastery deserted, said that he would not loot a place guarded
only by swine, whereupon Dorje Phagmo again metamorphosed herself and her

satellites. The terrified invaders prostrated themselves in awe before the goddess,
and presented the monastery with the most priceless gifts. . . . I quote these tales,
which have been mentioned in nearly every book on Tibet, as typical of the
country. Doubtless similar legends will be current in a few years about the British to account for the sparing of Sarnding, Nagartse and Pelthe Jong. (Candler
1905:178-179)
Mythical and human at the same time, embodied deity and living person,
the Dorje Phagmo intrigued and charmed foreign visitors; the sacred woman
captured their imagination and their orientalizing gaze. Other Asians were not
immune: four decades later, Mao seemed not indifferent to the charm of a subsequent reincarnation. The Twelfth Dorje Phagmo was invited to Beijing along
with her sister after both young women had escaped from Tibet during the 1959
uprising and had decided to return a few months later. The sister described their
being positioned on the high rostrum near Mao and General He Long at a giant
celebration to mark China's national day, October I, and the tenth anniversary
of the founding of the PRC. "In the evening we had a banquet," she recalled,
"and when the Chairman Mao met with Dorje Phagmo he kept praising her as
the 'female living Buddha' (Ch. niu huofi)."'
Subsequently the Twelfth Dorje Phagmo was given a high position as an official in the administration of the Tibet Autonomous Region, combining her
religious role with a secular one conferred upon her by the Chinese government.
Such personal vicissitudes and paradoxical positionings have made the current
Dorje Phagmo a somewhat mysterious and disputed figure in contemporary
Tibetan religion and politics, and first attracted me to her as a subject of study. I
had heard of the Samding Dorje Phagmo relatively early in my studies ofTibetan
culture and history; she is mentioned in numerous books about Tibet, especially
where issues concerning gender and religion are discussed. I was intrigued by this
deity-woman who has been reincarnating generation after generation for centuries, and I soon discovered that despite her popularity, information about her
was slight and often confused, as Tashi Tsering (1993) and Anne Chayet (2002)
have pointed out. At first, perhaps on account of her fame and the controversies
surrounding her current position, I felt shy about engaging in any research about
her. Only much later did I come across her again, as a result of studying the
scarcely known religious tradition to which she belongs.
I first visited the monastery of Samding in 1996, while on a journey to some
of the monasteries and shrines belonging to the obscure and eclectic Bodongpa
mi
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school of Tibetan Buddhism.' 1 was studying the life and the work of the main
a great polymath
scholar of this tradition, Bodong Chogle Namgyal(1~7516-1451),
who taught many of the masters of his time. During the long evenings at Samding, the monks told me that this great scholar had been the main teacher of the
princess Chokyi Dronme (also called Chokyi Dronma) and described how she
had miraculously founded the monastery and become the first of the famous line
of female incarnations associated with it. They showed me her image among the
mural paintings that decorated the newly reconstructed monastery and told me
of other monasteries where much older portraits of her could still be found.
Two years later, in New York, as I was loolung for further sources on the
Bodongpa tradition, the legendary scholar of Tibetan studies, Gene Smith,
showed me a copy of the biography of the same princess. It was an astonishing discovery: Leonard van der Kuijp, then newly appointed as the Professor
ofTibetan and Himalayan Studies at Harvard, had been able to reproduce this
rare text from an archive in Bejing; later he generously provided me with a copy
and encouraged me to work on it. Coming across the life of this extraordinary
woman was like finding a missing link in the tradition. It is a fascinating narrative, vibrant and unexpectedly human, that became the basis for innumerable
other stories, genealogical accounts, myths, and rituals.
This unique text has now been returned to Tibet, to be available for the people
and the monasteries that currently embody the Dorje Phagmo's tradition. Witnessing their efforts and realizing the significance for them of texts that have
survived the Cultural Revolution induced me to look at the living tradition as
well. The first and second parts of this book are devoted to the life of the princess
as described in her biography and the third part to her tradition: how her reincarnation line was established, how it developed over the centuries, and how
it is currently lived among the Tibetans. The questions I try to answer are not
abstract philosophical issues, but largely practical inquiries about how a woman
came five hundred years ago to occupy an important position in a largely maledominated spiritual hierarchy, and how she is viewed today. Who was this princess in the first place? Why and how was she reincarnated? How could she be
both a woman and an embodied female deity transcending space and time?
What is her significance for her followers, for Tibetans, and for religious women
in general? I use texts, visual materials, and such oral accounts as I have been able
to collect, along with some anthropological methods of investigation into social
practices. To allow the reader to get a feel for the original narrative, 1 decided
to render it in English and include it here. This is a literary translation with
xvi i
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a minimum of explanatory notes, since the material is likely to be interesting
for a readership broader than the academic audience of Tibetologists. A more
technical annotated translation will be provided, in due course, in a specialized
publication, in which the original Tibetan text will be reproduced (Diemberger
and Pasang Wangdu forthcoming).
Tibetan terms are given according to their pronunciation, except where the
transliteration is particularly significant for the context, in which case it is given
in brackets according to the Wylie system. Chinese terms are given in pinyin.
I have transposed the Tibetan system of reckoning age to the international
convention; hence when texts say that Chokyi Dronma (1422-55) died aged
thirty-four, I give the age as thirty-three.

xviii
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INTRODUCTION

7his book is a bout a woman born j v e hundred years ago in southwestern Tibet,
recognized by two of the greatest scholars of her time as the embodiment of
the ancient Indian tantric deity Vajraviirihi, and known in Tibetan as Dorje
Phagmo or "the Thunderbolt Female Pig." Chokyi Dronma was a princess of an
important kingdom in southwestern Tibet in the fifteenth century who, after
the death of her first and only child, a daughter, insisted on renouncing her
royal status and her family obligations in order to become a Buddhist nun. She
rapidly became famous as a dynamic and inspirational follower, possibly a tantric
consort @hyag rgya ma), of three of the outstanding religious tantric masters of
the era. She was also recognized as a master in her own right and as the spiritual
heir of her main teacher. She contributed to some of the most significant works
of art, architecture, and engineering of her time and had seminal influence in the
development of printing. Furthermore, she expressed a particular commitment
toward women, promoting their education, establishing nunneries, and even
creating new religious dances that included roles for them. Chokyi Dronma died
at the age of thirty-three, leaving a tangible mark on history not only through
her own deeds but even more through what happened after her death: her disciples searched for the girl in whom she had reincarnated and thus initiated a

line of female reincarnations that became the first and most famous in Tibet.
Over the centuries these women have embodied a tradition of female leadership
in religion, and sometimes politics, that has continued to the present day. +The
twelfth of this line, each of whom is known as the Samding Dorje Phagrno, is
currently the head of Samding monastery in Tibet and a high government cadre
in the Tibet Autonomous Region.
Hence this book is about a woman who was the embodiment of a deity-a
female tulku or "emanation body"-as well as, in the words of Charles Bell, "the
holiest woman in Tibet." She stands in the minds of most Tibetans both as a
human being and as a spiritual entity who has existed for many centuries. Any
attempt to understand her in her cultural context necessarily questions conventional notions of both deity and woman and has to dispense with assumptions
about the singularity and temporality of human life. She is both one and many.
Different women have embodied her over the centuries and have constituted
a lineage in which the continuing element is some sort of spiritual principle
or mental continuum that reincarnated within each of them, combined with
the memory of the lives of each of the predecessors. ?his line of reincarnations,
called in Tibetan a thrungrab (khrung rabs) or genealogy, has been associated for
the last five centuries with the throne of Samding monastery. It has political and
social implications that make it comparable to a dynasty or succession of related
rulers.' However, the transmission of a spiritual principle rather than kinship as
commonly understood relates one generation to the next, an idiom of relatedness distinctive to Tibetan Buddhism.
The Dorje Phagmo is known not only through the accounts of the few foreign
travelers who passed through southern Tibet or Lhasa in recent centuries, some
of which are described in the preface, but also, more importantly, through a
number of Tibetan narratives, images, and ritual practices that date from the
fifteenth century to the present. Foremost is the biography of Chokyi Dronma,
the princess who established this tradition. The English translation of the main
events of that narrative forms the core of this study. Written and oral narratives
were read and reconstructed in multiple ways in successive generations, producing readings that in turn influenced the construction of her genealogy and
the process through which the Samding Dorje Phagmo emerged as one of the
highest religious institutions in Tibet. She was listed among the highest-ranking
reincarnations at the time of the Fifth Dalai Lama, recognized by the Tibetan
government and acknowledged by the Qing emperors. After the absorption of
Tibet within communist China in the 195os, the Dorje Phagmo survived and
2
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adapted to the paradox of being a prominent religious figure in a radically secular
state.
Looking at the rise and the transformations of the Samding Dorje Phagmo
through some five hundred years of history provides a unique diachronic view
of theTibetan social and cultural fabric. I t also raises questions about some ways
the terms "gender," "individuality," "religion," and "politicsn are used and conceptualized. Study of the later narratives about Chokyi Ilronma and comparison
with her biography, written just after she died, reveals a powerful example of a
phenomenon that has been often described in feminist historiography (see Scott
1988:28-50;Gyatso and Havnevik 200533): the loss or effacement of a woman's
contribution to culture in later, more conventional accounts. Reading her projects and social initiatives back into the historical narrative of che period in which
she lived recasts that time from conventional descriptions of political struggles
and fragmentation to a period of unique social and cultural innovation and creativity.' 'The models of periodization according to which Tibet was "traditional"
at some previous time and "modern" in some current moment, like the construction of a "middle age" (see, for example, Snellgrove and Richardson 1968) that
preceded a climactic epoch of national consolidation, a characterization often
found in descriptions of the seventeenth-century rule of the Fifth Dalai Lama,
lose their solidity when the life stories of their protagonists cross historical periods and override conventional divisions of historiography. As Gyatso showed
in her study of Jigme Lingpa, the Tibetan division of the biographies of those
protagonists into "outer," "inner," and "secret" versions creates further difficulties with common assumptions about individuality: Chokyi Dronma had many
selves while living, and was a single entity embodied by many different women
over the centuries. Biographies, genealogical accounts, and oral life histories thus
disclose the transformation ofwords and concepts over time, the social dynamics
of innovation or orthodoxy, and a fabric of complex subjectivities that contrast
with any holistic image ofTibetan culture.
'The biography of Chokyi Dronma reflects the initial stage of a process
through which the story of the Gungthang princess was merged with that of
the Dorje Phagmo deity and was told and retold over the centuries. The core of
her story acquired an iconic character as part of narratives that circulated widely
among the practitioners of her tradition and as part of more widely shared Tibetan knowledge about history and religion. 'The importance and the distinctive
character of the biography are indicated by its opening words, in an unequivocal
language of revelation: a highly esoteric invocation by the writer to the female
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deity Dorje Phagmo, or Vajravirihi as she is known in Sanskrit. ?he biographer
requests her protection as he embarks on his literary project:
Homage to Vajravirihi!
Ultimate giver of pleasure to Heruka!"
Head of innumerable &kinis,
Ejra queen, mother of all Buddhas,
Protector of the living beings of the auspicious eon, protect me!
Although she is still, in the peace of Dharmakiya,
Her bodily emanations appear in many forms to suit the minds of the followers;
I write the biography of the vajra beauty
who performs and enjoys the multiple magic dance.
The text then moves from verse to a prose statement in which, after paying
respect to the writer's teacher and to the highest female principle in the Buddhist
pantheon, the writer requests permission to reveal what is described as the "highest secret": "Through the blessings of His Eminence the Lover of the Goddess of
Divine Melody [the famous lama, Bodong Chogle Namgyal], the embodiment
of the wisdom of all the buddhas, and through the blessings of Vajrayogini, the
mother of all buddhas, may I be granted permission to write the highest ~ecret."~
Was the biographer referring to Chokyi Dronma's esoteric achievements and relationships or to the fact that she was simultaneously a human being and a deity?
O r just to the events of her life as such?Who gave him permission to write-the
princess as an embodied deity or the spiritual entity itself?
Beyond the more esoteric and complex issues of tantric secrecy, which will be
dealt with later in this book, the act of writing the biography in itself appears to
be highly significant. Perhaps it is here that a first clue to the highest secret can
be found. Writing meant capturing and codieing a pool of oral narratives and
fragmentary notes that had surrounded the life of this exceptional woman. The
idea of writing her secret implied disclosure: narrating Chokyi Dronma's life in
a manner that would reveal her secret identity as an embodiment of the Dorje
Phagmo in a consistent and authoritative way, qualitatively different from verbal
statements and rumors. The written account, in the form of a single coherent
narrative, represented textual authority in itself, through which the biographer
consciously addressed a readership that included not only those with direct
knowledge of the deceased princess but also a wider contemporary audience and
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hture generations. This transmission of a secret was thus linked to the consrruction of a tradition and to its continuity over time.
The life of Chokyi Dronma thus became embroiled with the temporality of
texts and the centuries-long Buddhist tradition of preoccupations with textual
authority and multiple readings. O n a local and limited scale, ir reflected some
of the issues inherent in the relationship between the life of the Buddha and
the Buddhist scriptures. Donald Lopez ( 1 9 8 8 ~ )locates the roots of Buddhist
hermeneutics in the final words of the Buddha himself. According co the Pili
canon, the Buddha said, "The Doctrine and the Discipline, h a n d a , which I
have taught and enjoined upon you is to be your teacher when I am gone."'
With these words the Buddha instructed Ananda that his teaching should be
the teacher. After the teachings had been written down, they were passed on in
the form of texts, in which they were open to multiple readings and discussions
concerning authenticity. L o p a saw in this instruction an effort by the Buddha to
address the problem of continuity and authority that faced the religious community upon the death of its founder by linking continuity to textual tradition, thus
highlighting a dilemma that recurs in all discussions about the authoritativeness
of texts and their interpretations. In Chokyi Dronma's case, as in many other
such instances in Tibetan religious history, the source of authority was not only
the doctrinal assemblage of rules, insights, and teachings that she had received
from her masters but also her own narrative-a story of a life and its celebration
of individual persistence and ability. Even though Buddhism was already well
established in Tibet by Chokyi Dronma's time, the story of this life, cut short
by her early death, acquired a foundational character for the community of her
disciples. She became a narrative that held them together. As time passed, that
narrative was incorporated into rituals, genealogies, and landscape mythologies
that reenacted aspects of Chokyi Dronma's life, keeping her memory, and that
of the continuing Dorje Phagmo principle, alive for over five hundred years.
She became an icon of sacred femininity, a protectress of the Tibetan landscape
deeply linked to some of its most sacred lakes, and an exemplar for other extraordinary religious women.

This book is a journey in which I explore the story of Chokyi Dronma, whose life
as the incarnation of the deity Dorje Phagmo has become particularly meaningful for generations of Tibetans right up to the present day. The first part focuses
on Chokyi Dronma herself, with four chapters that describe the background to

her life and the period in which she lived. The second part is a translation of [he
Tibetan biography. The third part outlines her tradition from the fifteenth to the
twenty-first centuries.
Chapter I outlines the historical context in which Chokyi Dronma was born
and lived. It describes the kingdom of Gungthang and her royal family; the principality of Southern Lato into which she married; her spiritual masters, Bodong
Chogle Namgyal, Thangtong Gyalpo, and, more marginally, Vanaratna and Pal
Chime Drupa; the religious conflicts between Buddhists and Bonpos; and the
cult of the Indian tantric female deities Vajrayogini and Vajravirihi. It also discusses notions that were fundamental to the political and religious practices of
that time, such as the donor-donee relationship and, most importantly, the effort
in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Tibet to revive the legacy of the imperial
era some seven hundred years earlier. This is a key element in understanding
the sense of sacred leadership that can be perceived throughout the biography,
for Chokyi Dronma was (and saw herself as) a direct descendant of the ancient
Tibetan emperors who had controlled much of the heart of Asia between the
sixth and the ninth centuries.
Chapter 2 summarizes the key events in Chokyi Dronma's life. It uses the
biography as the main source but situates these events within the landscape
through which I traveled while researching her story. The passes and lakes, arid
plateaus, snow-capped mountains, and nomadic and agricultural areas feature
significantly in the narrative, and the reading of the text is often informed by the
specificities of place.
Chapter 3 examines the technical difficulties involved in interpreting the
manuscript and its origins, since the text is incomplete and does not give any
explicit information about its compilation. O n the basis of evidence from the
narrative and other sources, I suggest a hypothesis for its dating and authorship
and reconstruct the circumstances of its compilation. I show how the writing of
the biography was closely linked to the author's aim to reveal Chokyi Dronma as
an important incarnation, probably in order to establish a basis for the legitimate
identification of her successor. Through a critical examination of the text, I then
explore general questions: the idea of authorship, the multiplicity of voices that
can be perceived in the narrative, and the role of Buddhist narrative models. In
particular, this analysis leads me to conclude that the writer was a man, a disciple
and companion of Chokyi Dronma. The text, however, presents a remarkable
combination of a male biographer with voices, details, and views that distinctively reflect the lives ofTibetan women, which can be attributed to the multiple
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sources of input in the compilation process, involving female disciples of Chokyi
Dronma.
Chapter 4 explores some of the religious and social themes arising from the
study of Chokyi Dronma's life. The initial section fbcuses on the socioeconomic
context and on cultural production in Chokyi Dronma's time, a process to which
she contributed significantly. This was a period in which political fragmentation
and multifarious forms of patronage accompanied an extraordinary devrlopment of new forms of arts and crafts, writing and printing. Chokyi Ilronrna's
homeland, the hngdom of Gungthang, became one of the main hubs for the
development of printing, which had an important impact on knowledge and
knowledge practices. In this region, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the
earliest prints ofworks on Tibetan medicine, classics such as the Mani bka' 'bum,
and masterpieces ofTibetan literature such as the L@ ofMilavepa were produced
with the patronage of the ruling elite, first and foremost the Gungthang royal
family. At the same time, the ancient Tibetan empire and Buddhist India had
increasingly emerged as models of lost civilizations that needed to be revived.
Chokyi Dronma thus can be seen as an agent of what, leaning upon a powerful
image of European historiography and extending a notion that has been recently
used in relation to the revival of Buddhism from the tenth to the thirteenth centuries (Davidson 2005; Kapstein 2006:95), I call a "Tibetan Renaissance."" I use
this term more as an evocative metaphor than as a cross-cultural historical theory,
mainly in contrast to conventional terms such as the "Middle Ages," which is
often used to define this period of Tibetan history, in order to suggest that the
use of different "historical lenses" might reveal otherwise invisible processes.
In this chapter I also explore issues of gender and relatedness, the role of
crisis and illness in religious experience, and the extraordinary fact that Chokyi
Dronma achieved full ordination even though she was a woman. She was indeed
one of the very few known cases of Tibetan female full ordination, a practice
that has often been claimed by later writers not to exist. In the final section I
discuss the many names and epithets that define her in the biography, which are
highly significant and point to the many forms in which she was viewed. Three
names in particular frame her identity according to a classical Tibetan threefold
model: as a royal princess she was called Queen of the Jewel (Konchog G~almo),
her "outer" name; when she took her vows she became known as Lamp of the
Doctrine (Chokyi Dronma), her "inner" name; as a divine incarnation she was
called %underbolt Female Pig (Dorje Phagmo), her "secret" name. The names
that she progressively acquired during her life also marked three different modes
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of being in the world: the worldly, the monastic, and the esoteric. Thus she positioned herself in different ways within hierarchies and conventions. Ultimately,
however, she transcended them in the light of her experience of Buddhism.
The core material of the book is an annotated translation of the Tibetan text.
I included it in full because it is an important and previously unknown source
in Western literature as well as an engaging narrative. The description of Chokyi
Dronma's successful surmounting of countless obstacles gives a unique insight
into the social fabric of her day, portraying a woman of intense emotions and
exceptional will power. A multilayered historical and religious document based
upon oral materials from Chokyi Dronma herself and her direct disciples, it is
unique in its genre. I have rendered the Tibetan text as a relatively free, literary
translation, giving a literal version of the original only when details of idiom
and construction appeared particularly significant. In those instances I added
vernacular terms in brackets and footnotes to help readers understand these particular feature^.^ Given the richness of the narrative, it will undoubtedly elicit
more readings and interpretations than I can provide within the confines of this
book.
Chapter 5 looks at the events around and after the death of Chokyi Dronma,
exploring the questions of why and how she was reincarnated and was inscribed
in a sort of "genealogy." Relying on sixteenth-century sources, I analyze the issues of succession and the principal factors involved in the establishment of the
reincarnation line.
Chapter 6 examines how the Dorje Phagmo institution was consolidated in
the succeeding centuries and inscribed in Tibetan landscape mythology. This
chapter focuses on the transfcrmations of the institution, outlining the sequence
of women who occupied this position from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries. I review the Dorje Phagmo's increasing social and symbolical significance
and her interaction with the main religious and political leaders of the time: the
Karmapas, the Dalai Lamas, the Panchen Lamas, the Qing empire, and, eventually, representatives of the British Empire. In addition to textual sources, I relied
on a number of hitherto unknown mural paintings that reproduce the lineage
of the Dorje Phagmo.
Chapter 7 explores the life and the experiences of the current Dorje Phagmo,
whom I had the chance to meet on several occasions. Born in Tibet when it was
still under the rule of the Dalai Lama, she was recognized as the reincarnation of
Dorje Phagmo when she was a child of six. During her life she has experienced
the radical transformations and upheavals that affected her country as a result of
8
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the Chinese takeover in the 1950s. She is now, in the post-Mao era, not only the
head of her monastery but also a high-level cadre in the Chinese administration
in what is now the Tibet Autonomous Region. This chapter is based on Tibetan
and Chinese published materials and on interviews with her and her elder sister
conducted between 1996 and 2005.
Chapter 8 outlines Chokyi Dronma's legacy within the living tradition. It
highlights how the moral and religious authority of the past is deployed in the
context of late socialist, contemporary Tibet. ?his view sees Buddhism, in its Tibetan form, as part of a particular history in which the religion has been revived
or disseminated in different waves or phases. Some Tibetans define the revival of
Buddhism in the post-Mao era as the yangdar (yang dar), "the further spread of
the doctrine, following the ngadur (snga dar), the "early spread" of the doctrine in
imperial times (from the sixth to the ninth centuries), and the cbiddr (pbyi dar),
the "later spread" that started in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Thus history
appears as the continuum of the development of Buddhism that encompasses
modern and postmodern technologies and forms of sociality. Accordingly, the
Dorje Phagmo tradition and the story of the princess act as powerful referents for
both women and men who engage in the reconstruction of the tradition under
the challenging circumstances of contemporary Tibet. A short epilogue touches
on the unpredictability of the Dorje Phagmo lineages and manifestations, as she
appears in a surprising, somewhat postmodern, encounter.

Although largely based on textual sources, my work is informed by a particular
attention to social practices that relate to the texts. I therefore looked at what
the Dorje Phagmo means for contemporary Tibetans and for Tibetan women in
particular. Janet Gyatso and Hanna Havnevik have pointed out how both the
Dorje Phagmo deity and famous religious women of the past such as Khandro
Yeshe Tshogyal, Mandiravi, and Machig Labdron8have had a significant impact
on the lives of a number ofTibetan women by acting as powerful exemplars: "To
have authorizing referents for women is extremely important in the context of
Tibet's entrenched system of tulku (reincarnation) recognition, and outstanding
women, both inside Tibet and in exile, still have recourse to these and other
figures in crafting their identity and position" (Gyatso and Havnevik 2005322).
Chokyi Dronma herself was apparently aware of her significance for other
women: the concept of "women," or even "all the women," appears ofien in
her biography and in its later interpretations. Much has been written about the
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most common Tibetan word for woman, kyemen (skye dman), since it is said to
have originally meant "low b i r t h and thereby to inscribe in gender terminology
what is seen as the negative karma of women that caused them to be born in a
female body (Aziz 1988:25-34; Gyatso and Havnevik 2005:9). Even though this
etymology has been occasionally disputed, the very fact that it has been read
into the term (at least since the eleventh century) is telling. What may have been
overlooked are the many different connotations and the possible strategic uses
this language, of which Chokyi Dronma's biography provides very interesting examples. Chokyi Dronma and the biographer used the word kyemen (skye dman),
apparently endorsing its derogatory connotations, but they also used another,
more honorific and positive term for woman, bume (bud med), in contrast to it.
Chokyi Dronma thus announces her explicit commitment to women at the time
of her ordination: "In general there is no significant difference between those
who succeed and are born as male and those who fail and are born as female
(skye rgyalpham). However, from now on, I will focus on supporting Buddhist
practices for women (bud med), the source of trust (610 gtadpa) for all women
(skye dman)" (folio 46a).
The statement refers to the subtext of the word kyemen (skye dman) deliberately, but the purpose is to emphasize the limits of the term-to indicate, by
contrast, the possibility that the condition of kyemen can be transcended. The
general term bume in the context of Chokyi Dronma's life refers to the positive
and honorific side of womanhood-thus, for example, she is called the "most
precious among women" (bud med kyi mchog). In contrast, Chokyi Dronma is
quoted as using kyemen when, for example, she conceded that her project to
benefit all women by opening a religious avenue for them had not produced all
the expected results: "In general I did everything I could for the doctrine and
living beings, and in particular I wished to help all women (skye dman). It seems,
however, that no great benefit has resulted" (folio 72b).
'This strategic use of language is clear in a number of other statements concerning religious women and resonates with passages that reflect Chokyi Dronma's
critique of social customs. For example, Chokyi Dronma is described at one
point as a young bride criticized by her mother-in-law for showing extreme
respect toward a monk who was a simple water carrier, while at the same time
deliberately neglecting to show the deference expected of her toward secular
people of high rank. Chokyi Dronma's approach is also reflected in the descriptions of the social position that nuns acquired as a result of her endeavors, which
contrasted with widely held and continuing assumptions in Tibet about their
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marginality. According to the biography, for example, ar that time people in
her region would pay particular respect to nuns when encountering them. I t
also notes that they had become very prosperous. 'Ihis is in sharp contrast to a
statement attributed to Thangtong Gyalpo about the common difficulties that
nuns faced in sustaining themselves through donations. The comment by this
spiritual master from Northern Lato undoubtedly reflected the more widespread
perception and is consistent with the findings of a number of studies concerning
the status of nuns in Tibetan Buddhism (see, for example, Havnevik 1990).
The narrative of the biography repeatedly mentions women as a distinctive
category and as a major concern for Chokyi Dronma. She had declared this a
principal task for herself at the time of her ordination, a key point in her life, and
pursued her objective with a distinctive, sometimes idiosyncratic approach. She
was remarkably different from other female religious practitioners whose history
we know, such as the seventeenth-century nun Urgyen Chokyi (Schaeffer zoo,+),
who chose a religious life but lamented the plight of women as one of inescapable misery. Chokyi Dronma, perhaps in part because of her elite status as a princess, was militant. She shifted strategically between gendered and gender-neutral
behaviors, and often tried to manipulate the social and religious system to the
advantage of her peers and herself. Her commitment to women, however, was
always located within the context of other relationships that shaped the society
of her time, primarily that between Buddhist monasticism and the lay community. Accordingly, the particular use of gender terminology in the biography
reflects social hierarchy but at the same time refers to the possibility of women
transcending that hierarchy by taking a religious route. Buddhism could thus
express a "counternarrative" to worldly, gendered conventions: these could be
transcended, at least potentially, through a religious life choice.'
What is perhaps particularly remarkable is not that Chokyl Dronma sought
expressly to promote the cause ofwomen with the Buddhist framework, but that
her male teachers specifically endorsed this project, despite considerable opposition. In so doing, her masters were following the counterhegemonic tradition in
Buddhist history of the "crazy
who engaged in social critique and alterity. But they were also building on a particular Buddhist attitude toward gender
present already in the earliest Buddhist scriptures that Alan Sponberg has termed
"soteriological inclusiveness" (1992:8)-that is, the attitude that one's sex, like
one's class or caste, presents no barrier to attaining the Buddhist goal.'0 However,
Chokyi Dronma always had to obtain permission from her father and her fatherin-law in her enterprises, and she encountered serious resistance among other
II
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Buddhist practitioners, so that her position had to be defended by her spiritual
masters. She also experienced mixed outcomes of her ambitious projects. These
inevitably complicate the picture: it is not a story of successful social transformation, still less of feminist reform. A passage in which she rebukes a group of
prostrating monks for being too devout to her clearly illustrates her priorities:
The Venerable Woman said, "Monks!You have too much faith in me!" The monks
replied, "Do not speak like this! If we did not have faith in your great deeds, how
would we be able to develop compassion?" She said, "As a wife and a mother I
had not taken the vows. Since being ordained, I have behaved like an ordinary
member of the monastic community." (folio 54a)
Chokyi Dronma's statements and behavior counter any temptation to read
her story as what Lila Abu-Lughod (1990) calls a "romance of resistance" in protofeminist terms. Rather, they show the complexities of the society and the religious world in which she was operating as an elite woman, thinking about
women and trying to transcend gender-specific constraints through Buddhist
practice. Chokyi Dronma's vision that ordination be an avenue open to all
women remained unfulfilled in spite of the fact that she was defined as "the
Spring of all fully ordained women (bhik!uni)." In the event, she was the only
one to be fully ordained, which might have been related to her royal status. This
is also reflected in the biography by the title "Great Lady," dagnyi chenmo (bdag
nyid chen mo), in contrast to other pious women, who are referred to at most as
"great woman," kyemo chenmo (skye mo chen mo), endorsing social and religious
hierarchy. It is thus important to keep in mind that the overall framework of
Chokyi Dronma's statements about women is that of Buddhist soteriology, even
when it encompasses worldly sociality. It would be misleading to interpret her
position in a different way: her project was primarily religious, not social, and
this defined her priorities. Undeniably, Chokyi Dronma's views resound with
what are now seen as feminist agendas, and it is not surprising that her story,
along with that of the other Dorje Phagmos, has often been read in this perspective. It serves as an illustration of the debate by feminist critics over the tensions
between feminist analytical and political projects (Mahmood 2001; Butler 1990;
Strathern 1987,1988; Rosaldo 1983) and is a powerful rejection of any claims that
modern Western feminism has a prerogative over gendered strategies of power
geared toward changing the conditions of women or of other human beings
more generally. Like the Muslim women described in Saba Mahmood's study of
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piety in contemporary Egypt (tooo:zo2-zj6), Chokyi Dronma was engaged in
a project that was focused on women but was inevitably predicated on her historically and culturally situated self-fashioning, morality, and strategic priorities,
which do not necessarily reflect the normative liberal assumptions, the notions
of female subjectivity, or the teleological orientation of contemporary Western
feminism.
That proto-feminist agendas can to some extent be read into the lives of Tibetan women of past centuries is thus dubious (although not entirely inconceivable). In the twenty-first century, however, the story of Chokyi Dronma's story
and her lineage is certainly read within a framework of feminism-informed perspectives. Even though "the feminist movement has roots so clearly in Western
society that it is imperative to contextualise its own presuppositions" (Strathern
1988:xii), it made waves that penetrated very different contexts, cutting across
religious, political, and ethnic boundaries. The honorific term in Tibetan for
woman, bume, used in Chokyi Dronma's biography to indicate religious women
and women of high rank, is today relatively common, used with a modern,
political, and feminism-informed connotation. Bume and not kyemen has been
chosen to render in Tibetan, both among exiles and within the People's Republic,
terms such as "Woman's Day" (Bume ducbcn)," "Woman's Rights" (Bume wangcba), and the "Women's Federation" of China (Bume nyamdrel l b e n t s ~ g )It. ~is~
also used in the subtitle of Yumtso,'br "Turquoise Lake," a periodical published
by the Arnnye Machen Institute in Dharamsala, where the Tibetan government
in exile resides, which describes itself as "a journal of Tibetan women's studies"
(Bokyi bume rigpe dudeb).14Tellingly, the first issue included an article on the
Dorje Phagmo.
A number of different and sometimes competing narratives on the subject
of "women" speak of a number of different "feminisms" that have informed the
current readings of the Dorje Phagmo. The Twelfth Dorje Phagmo is currently
a high-level cadre in the administration of the Tibet Autonomous Region, part
of a cohort of "patriotic" members of the former religious and political elite
who were co-opted by the Chinese government to endorse the legitimacy of its
rule. They are considered to have renounced the "old societyn and welcomed the
reforms that transformed Tibet and gave way to the "new society." The Dorje
Phagmo was particularly celebrated in a number of accounts that expressed the
communist agenda of promoting the emancipation of women as revolutionary
subjects while celebrating "unity among nationalities" (Ch. minzu wnjie).15 A
sort of state feminism was indeed part of the modernist argument legitimizing

the Chinese presence in Tibet as the indispensable modernizing agent, in contrast to the oppression and backwardness of the traditional society. This perspective was, at least as far as one could tell from their public statements and
actions, endorsed by the Tibetans who operated within that system. But it was
also used strategically in different ways at different times.16 The article written
in 1995 by the Twelfth Dorje Phagmo herself, together with the senior monk
from her monastery at Samding, Thubten Namgyal, can be read in this light:
it presents a genealogy of the Dorje Phagmo reincarnation line that culminates
with the celebration of the Twelfth Dorje Phagmo and the reconstruction of her
monastery in the post-Mao era. It declares continuity with the premodern past
by emphasizing how everything has been reconstructed as it used to be, as well
successful adaptation to the modern context by highlighting the political bodies
and policies that enabled that restoration.
Two important articles concerning the Dorje Phagmo published by Tibetan
scholars in exile (Dhondup and Tashi Tsering 1979; Tashi Tsering 1993) present
an opposite view concerning gender, religion, and ethnicity. They highlight the
institution and the lineage of female reincarnations as the most prominent example of religious women but are critical of the current Dorje Phagmo. This is
part of a wider effort to celebrate, positively, women in traditional Tibet as to
some degree modern without undermining or excoriating "traditional values,"
and at the same time to challenge claims that women's emancipation was an
innovation justifying the specifically Chinese modernization of Tibet. Tibetans
in exile have sometimes criticized the reading of women's emancipation as something that was brought to Tibet through its "peaceful liberation" by China, or
by its more recent successor, Chinese modernization, and a number of scholars
in exile have written about famous Tibetan women of the premodern era such
as the Dorje Phagmo in this light. Such a position may also endorse the feminist project of bringing to light women who have been neglected by local and
Western scholarship. Without denying the misogynisms that have often been
described in Tibetan culture and society, this approach shows a sensitivity and
receptivity toward new issues and views, including those informed by transnational feminism that have penetrated and developed within the Tibetan community in exile (see, for example, Tatun Wangpo 2006). This sort of position, by no
means the only one, is reflected in the two articles mentioned above and, more
generally, in Yumtso, the journal published to encourage attention to women's
issues by Tibetan scholars in exile.
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'This very rough outline of two diametrically opposed views on Tibetan
women expressed in modern Tibetan works on the Samding Dorje I'hagmo is an
example of the many ways gender and ethnicity interact and are deployed in the
particular context of Sino-Tibetan relations. It is never just an issue of "womenn
alone, for these readings reflect "intersecting" issues of ethnicity, religion, and
~oliticsaccording to contrasting and shifting alignments (Mackley 1999:343).''
The Samding Dorje Phagmo has also been present in various strands of international scholarship, for the relationship between women and Tibetan Buddhism
has been the object of increasing attention. This scholarship has emerged against
the background of the twentieth-century interest in Buddhism as an important
religion in Asia, within which women have increasingly claimed new spaces.
The debate has become not just scholarly but also practical and controversial for
women Buddhists: it centers on the question of women's access to full ordination
as bhikiuni, an issue currently being discussed among the higher authorities of
Tibetan Buddhism in response to pressing requests from female Buddhist practitioners.'' The scholarly discussion includes people writing within the Buddhist
tradition, those writing according to research methods developed in the West,
and some combining the two approaches. Their studies have been informed
by feminism, reflected in a variety of contrasting ways. O n the one hand are
works in reaction to male-biased views of established scholarship (for example,
Shaw 1994) and to what has been perceived, in Alan Sponberg's terminology, as
Buddhist "institutional androcentrism" (1992:13); on the other hand are critiques
of feminist or romanticized interpretations (for example, Huber 1994:35off.;
Simmer-Brown 2002), which often reflect the widespread assumption that "the
deployment of feminist issues constitutes an obfuscating projection of the modern, 'Western' concerns on the object of study" (Gyatso 2005:3). The debate
ranges from issues of textual interpretation to studies of society to politicalreligious debates about the access of women to religious resources. The many
readings of the Dorje Phagmo and other Tibetan women reveal different, sometimes competing, viewpoints in which the issue of gender is deployed contexrually at local, national, and global levels. Accordingly, any study of the Dorje
Phagmo that tries to look beyond specific agendas begs for a historically situated
approach, relying on a wide range of resources.
Given the position of Tibetan Buddhism in the Buddhist world and of the
Samding Dorje Phagmo within Tibetan Buddhism, many authors writing on
the subject of Buddhist women or Buddhist female deities have referred to
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her, even when she was not the central focus of their argument (Willis 19gg
Havnevik 1990; Schaeffer 2004:52-53; Chayet 2002:65ff.; Herrmann-pfandt
zoo1:134; Simmer-Brown 2oo1:185-186; English 2ooz:xxvii). However, they often have pointed out how the complexity of her religious position and the scarcity of sources made any in-depth treatment difficult. The biography of Chokyi
Dronma is therefore an important discovery, for it makes an initial historically
situated study of the subject possible. It also offers an invaluable starting point
for an analysis of the subsequent reinterpretations and transformations of the
Samding Dorje Phagmo.
The biography of Chokyi Dronma tells much more, however, than a story of
"women" or of an individual whose greatness was primarily in having been an
extraordinary woman. It outlines the life of someone who became a prime agent
in an important cultural and social development of the time, providing unique
insight into a little-known period ofTibetan history, a high point of innovation
and skill in technology, art, and crafts that had momentous consequences. In particular, the biography of Chokyi Dronma captures the unique moment in which
printing was about to emerge as a new means of reproduction of texts in the
kingdom that would host some of the most important early printing houses.
Chokyi Dronma indeed seems to have directly or indirectly contributed to what
can be called the Tibetan "printing revolution," borrowing a term from Elisabeth
Eisenstein (1983), who suggested that the advent of printing technology was a
main agency of change in the European Renaissance, the Reformation, and the
rise of modern science. Even though in Tibet the printing of books was always
done with wooden blocks, its introduction in the fifteenth centuryI9 had a significant, often underestimated impact on the development of Tibetan culture.
It facilitated access to textual resources, promoted the circulation of standard
works, and contributed to the creation of shared standards and editing criteria.
Although the spread of literacy remained limited, printing ultimately reshaped
the relationship to knowledge in terms of access and control, informing subsequent historical developments, including the rise of clerical power.20
Considering Chokyi Dronma's profile and influence, it would thus have been
reductive to consider her only or primarily in the light of her gender. Her cornmitment to women stood in direct relationship to her more general religious
views. In any case, she made a remarkable contribution to Tibetan culture irrespective of the fact that she was a woman. I have therefore tried to take into
account both the gendered aspect of her life and her broader engagement with
the world she experienced. Considering how these were intertwined, 1 think it
I6
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likely that there are specific relationships among the lack of a hegemonic polity,
competing patronage, and cultural innovation that gave rise to the social and
conceptual spaces that Chokyi Dronma was in the position to carve out for
women in the name of Buddhism. l l i s remains a possible avenue for funher
Tibetan and cross-cultural research.

The biography of Chokyi Dronma comes from a tradition that has a centurieslong preoccupation with states of mind, and this text, written close to the actual
experiences and events, renders them with a distinctive concreteness. At the
same time it also resonates with my own experiences as a reader, and in retelling
the story I have been drawn toward projecting my sensibilities into the narrative. This raises a fundamental issue: how do I relate to a text so distant in terms
of culture and time? How is it possible that I could feel it so close to my own
twenty-first-century interests and predispositions?
The story of Chokyi Dronma, like that of the Buddha, aims at an audience
that transcends cultural and historical boundaries. It is one example of a rich
Tibetan literary genre that goes generally under the name of narntbar, meaning
literally "liberation from everything," the account of the life of a highly achieved
personality who is seen as an exemplar on the way toward spiritual liberation.
This genre has similarities to Western hagiography but reflects a distinctive religious and philosophical tradition that placed a particular emphasis on the self.
Janet Gyatso (1998) has demonstrated that Tibetan biographical and autobiographical writing reflects a kind of notion of the self that dominant theories of
Western literature usually see as a prerogative of Western modernity. Chokyi
Dronma's biography, especially in the description of personal reflections and
emotions such as regret,ll definitely adds material that supports this view.
What makes Chokyi Dronma's story unique and particularly appealing is not
only that this is one of the few examples of a biography of a Tibetan woman"
but also that it was composed when many of the people who had direct contact
with her were still alive. In addition, it is written in a plain style that seems
to have been popular in her region at that time. The descriptions of common
experiences and everyday details, use of reported speech and thoughts, and frequent quotations from contemporary notes and letters render Chokyi Dronma
in a particularly human way, different from the tropes common to this genre.
Tiking into account the blurred boundaries between Tibetan biography and
autobiography, the biography of Chokyi Dronma presents features that come
17
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close to the "individualistic self-conception" characteristic of autobiographiul
writing (Taylor 1989; Gyaoo 1998:112).It has a distinctive character that to some
extent diverges from the predictable "script of life" inspired by Buddhds L+
(Weintraub 1 9 7 8 : ~Gyatso
~.
1998:111) and reaches beyond the didactic purpoa
of more conventional biographical projects. 'The narrative is unusually personal,
sometimes idiosyncratic, reflecting intense emotions that occasionally contra.
dict Buddhist exemplary behavior. Yet it also reveals Chokyi Dronma as the
incarnation of a deity, placing her beyond and in contrast to ordinary human
experience. The narrative is thus caught in a pervasive, sometimes contradictory tension between two perspectives, the human and the divine, which at first
sight would seem irreconcilable. A second protagonist, Deleg Chodren, who
emerges at the beginning of Chokyi Dronrna's monastic life as her attendant
and friend, intervenes as a providential figure with whom the reader can identify, especially in the later part of the text. She takes care of Chokyi Dronma,
asks straightforward questions, and often speaks common sense. She is a sort of
second exemplar, one with which the ordinary reader can identify more easily.
'The biography thus presents a twofold religious model, the extraordinary and
the ordinary, which allows for different aspirations, moralities, and forms of
identification. Deleg Chodren "leads" the reader through the transformations of
the princess and the revelation of her identity as incarnated deity. In contrast to
the ambiguous features of Chokyi DronmaIDorje Phagmo, she is consistently
human. 'The public disclosure of Chokyi Dronma as an incarnated deity was
the process that empowered Deleg Chodren as the attendant and spokeswoman
of the Dorje Phagmo, and eventually led her to play an important part in the
identification of her reincarnation. I shall argue in chapter 3 that the narrative
itselfwas conceived in connection with the search for a reincarnation of the princess shortly after her death, as if the text and her human rebirth were together
regenerating, in a form of codified and reenacted memory, the person she had
been, in order to continue her mission. Ultimately, the biography bears witness
to how the princess's life had become narrative and the narrative in turn laid the
foundation for the process of her "ritualization" (Humphrey and Laidlaw 1994):
the definition of a set of actions that disjoined this woman from day-to-day life
experience and revealed her as the deity she represented.

A set of ritual acts directly related to the narrative of Chokyi Dronmds life
became a distinctive aspect of her persona as it reincarnated over the centuries.
George Bogle, who in 1775 met a later reincarnation of Chokyi Dronma, gave
this description of the young woman:
I8
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According to the belief of the people [she] is animated by the spirit of a holy lady
who died many hundred years ago. . . . The Dorje Phakmo . . . was attired in a
Gelong's [monk's] dress. Her arms bare from the shoulders, and sitting crosslegged upon a low cushion. . . . She is about seven-and-twenty, with small Chinese features, delicate though not regular, fine eyes and an expression of languor
and melancholy in her countenance, which I believe, is occasioned by the joyless
life that she leads. She wears her hair, a privilege granted to no other vestal I
have seen; it is combed back without any ornaments and falls in tresses upon her
shoulders. (Lamb 2002:18j-18s)
His description of her long hair recalls the passage in the biography that describes
how it was decided that in contrast to the female monastic tradition, she should
keep her hair long in the manner practiced by yoginis. The distinctive monastic
robe symbolizes the princess's full ordination, recalling her unique spiritual attainment and displaying a status that seems to have been normally reserved only
for men. Similarly, the prescribed ritual sleeping postures of Chokyi Dronma's
later reincarnations (Dhondup and Tashi Tsering 1979:11-17) evoke a number
of passages that describe her nocturnal meditation practice. The narrative of her
life seems thus the background against which the ritualization of her persona as
an incarnation of Dorje Phagmo took place. The actual biography represents
an early and crucial phase of this process, as it was compiled when many of the
people who had experienced her could provide direct testimony to the events.
In comparison to later accounts, it combines her divinity with her humanity
in a much more striking and vibrant way. Chokyi Dronma's story speaks from
another age and another culture, yet it has such an expressive power that it
touches the intimate sensitivities of very different people, including its rwentyfirst-century readers, like the classical epics or the grand works of literature that
have been read and re-read over the centuries under different lights and in different translations.
Samding Dorje Phagmo narratives have been told again and again for over
five hundred years, building on one another, but the original text of the biography must have vanished from wider circulation relatively early. So far I have
found only one other text that seems to have been directly informed by it, the
1609 biography of Thangong Gyalpo, one of the spiritual masters of Chokyi
Dronma. Also, in spite of the fact that Deleg Chodren was a key figure in ensuring the survival of Chokyi Dronma's legacy, she seems to have disappeared from
all other known sources. Another indication that the text has not been widely
I9
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circulated for several centuries is that Chokyi Dronma's biography gives an unequivocal statement that she received full ordination. Yet it has been consistently
claimed that the tradition of bhiksuni never arrived in Tibet, or that if it did
arrive it was soon lost (Willis 1987:96ff.; Havnevik 1990;Chayet 2002:65ff.)
and
that therefore full ordination was not an option for Tibetan women.23This view
could hardly have persisted if this biography had been widely known. Paradoxically, the narrative that was closest to the life of the holy princess seems to have
disappeared at the same time that her story was becoming increasingly popular.
When, why, and how a text that referred to such a prominent figure disappeared
from wider circulation was probably part of a new layer of its "highest secret."
Was it perhaps hidden among the numerous texts withdrawn from circulation
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as a consequence of political and
religious reforms, which are currently coming to light in Tibet?24Like any secret,
it contains not only what it obscures but also the magic of its real or potentid
disclosure: what is made possible by avoiding the public eye, what it evokes without stating, and what is eventually communicated. This book, in itself, can be
viewed as a new disclosure of the biography in an open-ended process that will
doubtless elicit further readings among different interpretative communities.
Last but not least, this book is an account of a Tibetan reincarnation. This
historical and ethnographic exploration that starts in fifteenth-century Tibet
is thus strangely topical at a time when the institution of reincarnation, with
competing claims of authenticity and legitimacy, is at the center of one of the
main controversies within Sino-Tibetan politics and of China's policy toward its
Buddhist nationalities in general. O n account of the delicate position of Tibet
on the chessboard of China's foreign policy, this also became an issue of international politics, as witnessed by the headlines repeatedly made in the international
media by Tibetan reincarnations such as the Dalai Lama, the Panchen Lama, and
the Tshurphu Karmapa. More broadly, the issue of the reincarnation ofTibetan
Buddhist authorities can be seen as one of the many intricacies in the relationship between religion and secular states, in a context in which the state seeks to
control mechanisms that rest on a form of authority-that associated with religion-that exceeds its own foundation. The paradox is bluntly revealed anytime
a state official presides over the ritual selection procedures of a reincarnation or
needs to ratify the validity of decisions founded on divination and prophetic visions from a holy lake that are based on beliefs he is not supposed to hold.25Paradox, however, does not prevent things from happening, as numerous political
and religious practices in contemporary Tibet and the rest of the world show. It
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is possible to see parallels berween controversial issues surrounding the selection
ofTibetan Buddhist reincarnations and the appointment of bishops in China, in
relation to the principle of apostolic succession as an essential legitimizing factor.
These issues will certainly emerge the day the current Samding Dorje Phagmo
moves to the heavenly spheres to be further reincarnated, adding new layers to
her "highest secret."
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THE WORLD OF C H O K Y I D R O N M A

Nyemo, central Tibet, July 1996. Climbinga steep dirt road onfoot, my daughter and
I reach a small, somewhat decrepit monastery. The once-white walls rise from
a mound overlooking a small stream and a grove of willows, surrounded by a
flat sandy area. As we enter through the gate of the enclosure around the main
building, a young monk, seemingly unused to foreign visitors, comes toward us.
I ask him whether this is Nyemo Chekar. Surprised both by our arrival and by
the question, he replies yes. The monastic compound is indeed surrounded by
the chekar (bye dkar) or "white sand" to which it owes its name.
We have come from Samding monastery, where the head lama, Thubten
Namgyal, told me about the Dorje Phagmo, the Princess of Gungthang who
founded the lineage of female reincarnations in the fifteenth century; about
the current reincarnation, who is the head of his monastery and a government
cadre; and about how much of Samding and the tradition survived the Cultural
Revolution. From the start of the monastery restoration, he has painstakingly
pieced together salvaged manuscripts, ritual items, statues, relics, people, and
memories. He even designed a set of mural paintings representing the various
Dorje Phagmo reincarnations, based on his own recollections and a few ancient
murals that had survived. A similar room, an old one at Chekar in Nyemo, has

F I G U R E I. I

Nyemo Chekar monastery as ic appeared in 1996.Jizna Diemberger

been his source of inspiration. Thubten Namgyal told us that the sixteenthcentury Bodongpa monastery survived the Cultural Revolution because it had
been transformed into a granary, so the mural paintings had been protected from
major damage.
My eleven-year-old daughter and I have been traveling along the Tsangpo, the
Brahmaputra river, and through the lush and fertile valley of Nyemo while I try
to complete a long overdue study of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and his tradition.' In
what would turn out to be an extraordinary coincidence, I had made the difficult
decision to leave my one-year-old daughter at home with her g r a n d m ~ t h e r . ~

A group of welcoming and somewhat bewildered monks have gathered
around us by the time we reach the porch of the temple. There we find what I
have been searching for: portraits of the reincarnations of Dorje Phagmo, freshly
painted in bright colors. We are told that the old paintings had been so damaged
that the monks decided to repaint them. I am growing anxious. Perhaps it is too
late, perhaps everything that was left has been covered by these pleasant but decidedly new images. I ask whether there are any other paintings of the Bodongpa
tradition in the monastery. The monks show us into a dark altar room full of
dust, broken statues, and ritual items in disarray, witnesses to a tragic history.
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As our eyes become accustomed to the darkness, we discern that the wdls are
fully decorated with remarkable portraits. With the help of a flashlight, I identify Bodong Chogle Namgyal, the deity Dorje Phagmo, and the blue horseman
who is the protector of the Bodongpa tradition, Tashi Ombar. But there are no
signs of anything that could represent the human forms of the Dorje Phagmo.
Afier leading us through the dark rooms of the ground floor, the monks take us
to the upper floor, where, over tea, they recount the history of the monastery,
founded by an incarnation of the Dorje Phagmo called Nyendra Snngmo and
by the Bodongpa spiritual master, Chime Palsang. We talk about my year-long
research on the monasteries, shrines, and people of the Bodongpa tradition and
the journey that led to Thubten Namgyal at Samding.
Afier tea, the monks lead us through the upper rooms. Piles of loose folios of
manuscripts, probably recovered h e r the Cultural Revolution and still waiting to
be sorted, speak of the current state of the monastery; the monks make no secret
of the difficult conditions under which they are operating. One room, however,
looks much better and seems to be where the small community practices rituals
on a regular basis. There is a new statue of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, and a copy
of the Buddhist canon neatly arranged on the bookshelves. Gradually we realize
that this room is fully decorated and that there is a beautiful painting of the blue
horseman just behind the door. I can make out small, somewhat rough and damaged images of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma on the wall, but
these are standard representations, not the historic, realistic images I have heard
exist in this monastery. However, half hidden behind the books are numerous
other images of all types: famous spiritual masters such as Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Chime Palsang, various Karmapas, and a number of women. One of
them seems to be peeping out from behind the books; she has remarkably realistic features, full monastic robes, long black hair hanging loose over her shoulders,
and earrings of gold and turquoise. Next to her are other, similar women, each
with a distinctive outfit and expression. In the middle there seems to be a large
image of the Shamar, the Red Hat Karmapa. The monks confirm that these are
the paintings that the monks of Samding have recently used as models for their
representations of the lineage. No names are written beside them but by comparing them with the new ones reproduced in the porch, which include the names, I
can identiQ most of the women as different reincarnations of the Dorje Phagmo.
The age of the monastery, the emphasis given to the Red Hat Karmapa and to
Chime Palsang, and the number of Dorje Phagmo incarnations suggest they date
from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century. O n this basis, the image of
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the woman we first saw through the books seems to be that of Chokyi Dronma,
the Princess of Gungthang. At last we have found her-at least provisionally,
since not all the mysteries of this painting are fully unraveled.
I returned to the monastery several times in later years and came to know the
monks as part of the network of Bodongpa monasteries and nunneries that have
tried to revive this tradition. Many of the great masters who led the early stager
of its reconstruction, including Thubten Namgyal, have since died. But the 1996
visit to Samding and Nyemo remains one of my earliest and most remarkable
direct encounters with the princess and her tradition. The picture of Chokyi
Dronma with her royal jewels, the long hair of a yogini, and the monastic robes
of a nun seemed to epitomize the distinctive and conflicting features of her personality, which I would later come to know through her biography.
But where did she come from originally? At the western edges of the Tibetan
plateau, the mountains rise to form a ridge surrounding a high, mostly arid expanse that provides a livelihood for nomadic herders and pastoralists. 'This area
is intersected by deep river valleys inhabited by farmers. It is the region known
to Tibetans as Ngari Khor Sum, after the three areas that constitute it and that
touch what was, until the mid-nineteenth century, the independent Tibetan
Buddhist kingdom of Ladakh to the west. In the easternmost of these three areas,
in a fertile valley alongside one of the rivers that thread through the lower half
of the plateau on their way to become the principal rivers of South Asia, Chokyi
Dronma was born. Her father was the ruler of Gungthang, a separate lungdom
that had been founded by a splinter of the ancient dynasty that ruled the Tibetan empire from the sixth to the ninth centuries. 'Therefore, in the eyes of her
contemporaries and of later generations, she has represented not only Buddhist
female sacredness but also the Tibetan imperial legacy.

A Glance at the Broader Historical Picture
Human presence on the Tibetan plateau dates back several thousand years (the
most ancient finds, so far, suggest habitation some 40,000 years B.c.E.), but the
archaeology of the region is still in its infancy and hardly anything is known of
the people who lived there in prehistoric times (Chayet 1994:21ff.).At the dawn
of recorded Tibetan history, around the sixth century c.E., the sources speak of a
number of local polities that were unified under the kings of a side valley of the
Brahmaputra river south of present-day Lhasa, known as Yarlung.
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A royal myth-told

in the most ancient of the extant Tibetan chronicles3and
in many later documents-telk how the first king descended from heaven by a
rope of light and was welcomed by the representatives of these small kingdoms.
He married a fumo (khmo), a female deity of the underworld, and became
the legitimate ruler of "the black-headed people," as the Tibetans then called
themselves. Each of the early kings returned to heaven afier his mission on earth
was completed, until one of them became involved in a fight that led to this
rope of light being severed. The kings thenceforth became mortals: thV died
on earth. The custom of celebrating royal funerals and building royal tombs
thus began. The Tibetan kings used to wear white turbans that recalled the rope
,~
of light and so reflected their divine origins and their special p o ~ e r s upon
which the prosperity of the whole country was thought to depend. Large tombs
were established during this period in the ancestral region of the Tibetan kings,
the Yarlung valley, south of the Brahmaputra River. This was where these lungs
ruled before relocating their capital to Lhasa around the middle of the sixth
century.
Songtsen Gampo, who died in Lhasa in 649, is the most famous of the early
Tibetan kings. He vastly expanded his domain through a series of conquests and
is usually considered the dominant figure in the story of the Tibetan empire. He
also acquired a highly symbolic importance: the invention of the Tibetan script,
the legal code, and the introduction of Buddhism are traditionally attributed to
him and his ministers, even though these were in reality lengthy and complex
processes that stretched over a long period of time and involved other members
of his dynasty. But there is no doubt that between the sixth and the ninth centuries the kingdom expanded to become a powerful empire that controlled much
of Inner Asia and competed with the Chinese empire of the Tang dynasty farther
north and east. Tibet's foreign policy shified back and forth between marriage
alliances and war. Songtsen Gampo's own marriage with the Chinese imperial
princess Wencheng, in particular, became the most celebrated in later histories
and epic cycles,5and more recently, under Chinese influence, has been featured
in innumerable songs, dances, plays, and films.
During the time of Songtsen Gampo and his immediate successors, Tibet
experienced what is known as the ngadav (snga dzr), "the early diffusion"-the
introduction of Buddhism under the patronage of the king and other members
of the ruling elite. The first Buddhist monastery was established at Samye in
779 at the orders of King Thrisong Detsen (742-797?), and many Buddhist
texts were translated into Tibetan, mainly from Sanskrit, during his reign and
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those of his successors. In the ninth century the Tibetan empire began to &sintegrate as a result of clashes among the ruling clans, especially between pro- and
anti-Buddhist factions, which had increasingly come into conflict as Buddhist
institutions had become steadily more powerful. When the extremely devout
Buddhist King Ralpacen was murdered, Langdarma, who strongly opposed
Buddhism, ascended the throne and initiated a persecution of Buddhist institutions that led to his own death in 842 at the hands of a now famous monk called
Lhalung Palkyi Dorje, who has been identified by an eminent Tibetan historian
as the abbot of Samye monastery (Karmay 1988:76ff.). Civil war erupted and the
kingdom rapidly fragmented.
Very little is known of the subsequent period of internal conflicts and political fragmentation, which lasted about a century. A number of local polities,
some of which had emerged from splinter groups of the former royal dynasty,
gradually came to power, and their rulers became the new supporters of Buddhism. In the eleventh and twelfth centuries a significant number of scholars
and translators, both Indians and Tibetans, traveled back and forth across the
Himalayas, bringing about what is usually known as the chidar (phyi dar), "the
later diffusion" of Buddhism. Indian and Tibetan religious masters like AtiSa,
Rinchen Sangpo, Khon Konchog Gyalpo, Marpa, Milarepa, Phadampa Sangye,
and Machig Labdron, to name but a few of the most renowned, together with
their disciples, established religious centers that gained increasing cultural and
political importance. During this period many practices were transmitted from
India to Tibet that belonged to the tantric or later form of esoteric Buddhism,
including the Anuttarayogatantra cycles centered on the cult of Cakrasamvara
and Vajravirihi. These were to have an important bearing on Chokyi Dronma's
life.
After the collapse of the empire, Tibet underwent a radical political and social
change that saw the almost total eclipse of the ancient clans, some of which
had originated from the confederation of small polities that had preceded the
empire and continued to dominate the political scene during dynastic times."
'The religious centers that had emerged around the masters of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries acquired a higher social and political profile, creating their own
distinctive traditions and becoming influential among the competing interests
that supported them. Eventually some of the religious schools forged or tried
to forge alliances with Tibet's powerful neighbors, the Mongols, who, by the
thirteenth century, under Chinggis Khan and his successors, had become the
major political force in Inner Asia.
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One of the most important religious centers at this time was located at Sakya
in southern Tibet, and it became the first to create a successful alliance with the
Mongols when Sakya Pandita (1182-1251) and his nephew Phagpa (1235-1280)
joined with the Mongol emperor Kubilai (1215-1294) to establish what is known
as the "Yuan-Sakya rule" over Tibet. This lasted approximately a century and

brought about a reunification ofTibet as a single policy administered by a governor based at Sakya within the framework of the Yuan empire. Important administrative reforms, such as the reorganization of the population into "myriarchies"
(groups of 10,ooo people), were introduced, and the establishment of a postal
service significantly improved communications. This period saw an extraordinary
blossoming ofTibetan Buddhism that helped to uniGTibetans and Mongols in
a common religious endeavor. Politically, however, there were ambivalent feelings about this arrangement in which Tibet was unified but subject to an outside
power, wen though the relationship between the Yuan court and Sakya was seen

as that between a donor and a spiritual preceptor. These feelings were exploited
by some of the Tibetan local rulers, who pleaded for a return to Tibetan customs;
these ideas were strongly reflected in some of the contemporary literature.'
In 1352 Phagmodrupa Changchub Gyaltshen (1302-1364), the ruler of one of
the administrative units located in the Brahmaputra valley southeast of Lhasa,
was able to assert himself against the Sakya government, overthrow its rule, and
gain supremacy over Tibet. Some scholars, such as Tucci, saw him as a sort of
early nationalist:
[Phagmodrupa Changchub Gyaltshen] is undoubtedly one of the most remarkable
men Tibet ever produced.

. . . It was his aim to give Tibet a political conscious-

ness, to pacify internal struggles which had turned it asunder so long, to Free it
from subjection to China. He aspired to restore the ancient kings' monarchic
ideal, to revive national law and customs, and he enacted a code by which up to
our days justice is administered in Tibet.'
This conscious rebirth of ancient traditions, this humiliation for present misery, appearing all the greater as compared with past glories now evoked, was
attended not only by a renewal of historical studies and a vast production of
chronicles, but also by research for documents, real or presumed, which might
revive, as a reminder, the age of the kings. (Tucci 1999 [1949]:23)
Although this view is considered somewhat overstated in light of more recent
research (Petech 1990) and was apparently informed by notions that emerged in
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modern European history, it is clear that during this time Tibet experienced a
blossoming of cultural activities that aimed at searching for its ancient roots and
reviving the memory of its imperial greatness. Under Phagmodrupa Changchub
Gyaltshen,Tibet again became the center of its own power, but he had to face a cornplex constellation of competing polities. His descendants gradually lost politid
control, and in 1434the rule passed to the lords of Rinpunf for 130 years, until he
King ofTsang in turn wrested power from them. Except for Phagmodrupa Changchub Gyaltshen himself, none of these rulers was able to establish firm, unified control over the Tibetan areas beyond their immediate domains. Some supported an
important Buddhist school, the Karma Kagyu, a subsect of the Kagyu school that
had been established by the disciples of Marpa and Milarepa in the twelfih century
Meanwhile, thanks to Tsongkhapa (1357-1419), another powerful Buddhist school
had emerged: the Gelugpa. The strife between these two schools continued until
1642, when an army of Hoshuud Mongols, who supported the Gelugpa hierarchs,
defeated the King ofTsang and installed the Fifth Dalai Lama as the ruler ofTibet,
allowing it to be unified for the first time in almost 300 years.
Considering Tibet in general, scholars usually construct a linear sequence
of rulers-Sakyapa, Phagmodrupa, Rinpungpa, followed by the King of Tsang
(this latter period is sometimes described as one of Karmapa rule, in reference to
the dominant religious school at that time) and eventually the Gelugpa. However, from the middle of the fourteenth century to the middle of the seventeenth
century Tibetan rulers rarely had hll control. They had their main strongholds
in different areas of central Tibet, and when they lost power they usually just
became more localized and remained supporters of the leading religious figures.

A more decentralized model may offer a more appropriate way to think of these
conditions, such as Geoffrey Samuel's use ofTambiah's notion of a "galactic pols attachment
ity" within which "regional administrations drift between ~ e r i o d of
to one or another centre and periods of autonomy. What is a centre at one period

. . . may be a subordinate entity at another period . . . without undergoing a
drastic change of identity" (Samuel 1993:62). Imagining these polities and their
rulers as systems of stars and satellites, whose light or power of attraction could
increase or fade, gives a sense of the fluidity of the political landscape within
which figures like Chokyi Dronma moved.
The sponsorship of important Buddhist leaders was not only meritorious but
also a means to assert political power. The support of Buddhism enabled the
sovereigns to increase their majesty and bolster their claims of legitimacy by
fulfilling the role of Dharmardja, the Sanskrit term for the legendary tradition
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of a king acting as a protector of the Buddhist Dharma. lhis support, rooted in
both worldly and religious motivation, had an enormous impact on the lives
and deeds of the Buddhist masters. Even though the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries were complex and shaped by conflicts and political fragmentation,
this period led to extraordinary and seminal achievements: the edition and
distribution of the Buddhist canon, first assembled at Narthang between 1310
and 1320; the introduction of the practice of holding debates over numerous
doctrinal subjects; the introduction of wood-block printing, enabling increased
standardization and wider distribution of texts; the production of innumerable
masterpieces of religious art and architecture; feats of engineering like the construction of iron-chain bridges over major rivers and new systems of irrigation;
and a deliberate promotion of trade.
'There were some parallels between this fragmented but intellectually productiveTibet and Italy in the same period, with its political fragmentation into citystates and its extraordinary artistic and scientific productivity. Patronage of the
arts and sciences became an important factor for the competing polities, leading
to the so-called "campanilismo"' of the Italian Renaissance and bringing to the
fore figures like Leonardo da Vlnci, sometimes compared by Western scholars
ofTibetan history to a Tibetan spiritual master, inventor, and artist of the same
~ e r i o dnamed Thangtong Gyalpo (Kahlen 199~:138ff.),famous for his construction of iron-chain bridges over the Brahmaputra River as well as for his support
of arts and drama. In both cases, artists and scholars had to act strategically in accepting or refusing patronage, collaborating, and negotiating constantly shifiing
allegiances. However, they also enjoyed the relative freedom from a hegemonic
power, which, as Peter Burke has pointed out, had an important effect on creativity (Burke 1999:123).lo A scenario of this h n d featured significantly in the life
of Chokyi Dronma and of other great religious figures of her time. 'The record of
the invitations they received from rulers and whether they were accepted, postponed, or declined bears witness to this. 'The ~luralityof patronage constituted
an important background for daring religious choices and innovative cultural
production, some of which would have decisive influence on her life.

The Kingdom of Mangyul-Gungthang or Ngari Me
Chokyi Dronma was the eldest daughter of Thri Lhawang Gyaltsen (1404-1464),
a descendant of the ancient Tibetan royal house, who ruled over an area known
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as Mangyul-Gungthang or Ngari Me (Lower Ngari). This kingdom is often considered part of the "upper regions" (sTod phyogs), the term used for the western
and higher regions of Tibet, even though it was often more like a buffer zone in
the shifting alignments between western and central Tibet. It stretched roughly
from Mount Sishapangma and the PalkhulPekhu Lake in the east to the pass
called Mayum La in the west, from the Brahmaputra River in the north to the
Himalayan valleys in the south (see map). The areas under its jurisdiction varied greatly over time as the power of the local rulers expanded and contracted,
"Gungthang" and "Mangyul-Gungthang" refer to the core areas of the kingdom,
which appears under both names in historical sources.
Over the centuries, Mangyul-Gungthang has been an important gateway between the north and the south of the Himalayas, traversed by the main route
between Tibet and Nepal, which passed through the Kyirong valley and led to
Kathmandu. This was, at times, also an important route between China and
India. The area is known from documents and inscriptions that go back to the
imperial period (the sixth to ninth centuries). O n an overhanging rock not far
from the ruins of the royal palace is a Chinese inscription left in 658 by Wang
Xuance, a diplomat of the Tang imperial court who passed through on his way
to and from India." According to the dBa ' bzbed (folios 5-10) and other sources,
t a the eighth
this was also the route taken by Padmasambhava and ~ i n t a r a k ~ iin
century on their way from India to Tibet. During the imperial time this area was
considered part of the kingdom of Shangshung and subsequently of Ngari, as
western Tibet later became known.12
In the thirteenth century, under Sakya rule, the kingdom of MangyulGungthang was founded by Bumdegon (1253-1280) (Everding 2000:391ff.), who,
like the kings who had founded Guge and Purang in western Tibet some two
hundred years earlier (see Petech 1988:369-394), was a descendant of the ancient
Tibetan royal house. The name Ngari Me or "Lower Ngari," which is used in
Chokyi Dronma's biography, relates this polity closely to the western Tibetan
kingdoms, emphasizing their shared ancestral links and ancient royalty. Despite
this idealized affiliation, the kingdom was more closely associated with central
Tibetan politics. Under Sakya rule and for some time afterward, it became part
of a complex network of local political domains that included Sakya, Northern
and Southern Lato, and various nomadic groups. The relationships among these
powers alternated between collaboration and hostility; marriage alliances and religious patronage were important integrating factors until the Gungthang kingdom was destroyed in 1620 by the King ofTsang. An eighteenth-century source,
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the Royal Genealogy of Gungthang (Gung thang rgyal rabs),I3casts some light
on the situation of the Mangyul-Gungthang kingdom at the time of Chokyi
Dronma. 'The collapse of Sakya rule had left the kingdom somewhat independent
but also at greater risk of involvement in local conflicts. Partly building on the
Sakya legacy, the region had experienced a period of relative prosperity through
enhanced communications, an increase in cultivated areas, and promotion of
trade. It had regained the position of international trading post and gateway
between cultures that it had enjoyed during the Tibetan empire; this is reflected
in the distinctive local architecture.14The discovery of gold in the western areas
in the late fourteenth century had also increased the affluence of the country
and its rulers. The new capital, Dzongkha, a fortified citadel at the center of a
large fertile area in the middle of the Gungthang, had become important within
the network of trans-Himalayan trading routes and had acquired some of the
character of a cosmopolitan commercial center. Like the Gung thang rgyal rabs,
the biography of Chokyi Dronma highlights this prosperity. It mentions goods
such as silk and tea that came through long-distance trade with ChinaI5as well
as other goods and tools that came from trade with Nepal. Chokyi Dronma, as
she appears in her biography, was very much a princess of this little city. She had
a considerable amount of wealth at her disposal, including gold and gems, that
she used generously to pay for services and materials not covered by the donations she was able to collect as a begging nun. She made a point of promoting
not only religion but also the agricultural development of rural communities,
for example by building water channels in nomadic areas. Together with ancient
Indian cities she knew about through her reading of Indian texts and legends,
the capital of the Gungthang kingdom was in many ways her model of civilization and inspired her vision (see folio I I O ~ ) .
Despite the general affluence, Chokyi Dronma's father, 'Thri Lhawang Gyaltshen (1404-1464), had ascended the throne at a difficult time. Mangul-Gungthang
was torn by succession disputes, the murder of some of its kings, divided loyalties between Sakya and other allegiances, and some local aspirations toward independence that had emerged in the Phagmodrupa ~ e r i o d(see Vitali 1996:1029).
In addition, the two sons of Chokyi Dronma's gandfather ?hrigyal Sonam De
(1371-1404) by his wife Gugema Chokyong Gyalmo had died prematurely, leaving him without a legitimate heir. However, just before his own death at the
age of thirty-three, he had an affair with a woman called Jamyang who became
pregnant.Ib Her son was later enthroned as ?hri Lhawang G~altshenand became
Chokyi Dronma's father. After the death of the king, his widow ruled as a regent
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for several years. Since the young Thri Lhawang Gyaltshen was the only heir ap.
parent, fearing intrigues and hostilities, his mother took him to her homeland,
Nubri, an area only loosely integrated into the kingdom. She became a nun at
her uncle's monastery, Nubri Lhamdun, which followed the Sakya tradition.
When she was ordained she was given the name Changsem Sangye Wangmo,
and she is mentioned as Charlgsem in the biography of Chokyi Dronma: she
is the grandmother described as having supported the 1452 reproduction of the
collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal initiated by her granddaughter (f0lio 95a) and as having lamented her departure for the east a few months later
(folio 107b).
From 1404 to 1418 Jamyang-Changsem and her son lived in Nubri, sheltered
by the monastery and by the relative distance from Gungthang proper. Under
the regency of the widowed queen, there were no major crises in the kingdom
even though it lost control over part of its territory. At the age of fifteen, nri
Lhawang Gyaltshen was invited to the capital of Gungthang as the legitimate
successor to the throne; he was crowned there in 1418119. This could not have
happened without substantial support from within the kingdom, and it is likely
that his being seen as descended from the imperial line was decisive."
Shortly after his enthronement Thri Lhawang Gyaltshen married Chokyi
Dronma's mother.'-is
woman might have been close to the former regent,
the wife of Chokyi Dronma's grandfather, since Chokyi Dronma is said to have
expressed as a child very positive views about Guge, the homeland of the regent.
Perhaps the marriage with Thri Lhawang Gyaltshen was a strategic move to help
secure his claim to the throne.
The delicate question of succession had troubled the kingdom since the untimely death of Chokyi Dronma's !grandfather and the regency of his widow.
According to the Gung thang rgyal rabs (125), Thri Namgyal De, the brother of
Chokyi Dronma, seems to have been enthroned when he was fifteen, although
this is not directly confirmed in his sister's biography. Apparently power shifted
back and forth between father and son several times; their relationship was difficult. The biography of Tsunpa Choleg (1437-1521)~a spiritual master from
Gungthang who was a few years younger than Chokyi Dronma, describes how
Thri Namgyal De became blind in 1461as a consequence of the conflict with his
father (Everding 2002:536). This may have been due to an actual ~unishment
inflicted by the king after he discovered a conspiracy, as suggested by Everding,
but it is also possible that his blindness was seen as karmic retribution for his
wrongdoing, a metaphorical punishment. In any case, the conflicts were cer36
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serious and had an important bearing on Chokyi Dronmis life, informing
many of her views and decisions.
During the regency of her grandfather's widow and the reign of her father,
rfiri Lhawang Gyaltshen, the kingdom of Gungthang lost control over many
peripheral areas, and this affected its revenues from trade levies. The domain w u
reduced to its core regions, Mangyul, Gungthang, and, more loosely, Nubri, the
home of l h r i Lhawang Gyaltsheni mother. Mustang in particular managed to
detach itself completely under the rule of Ama Pal (1388-14-40!), a descendant
of the dynasty established there in 1375, with the support of some of the local
nomadic groups (Vitali 1996:1031; Everding 2002:rzjff.). Attacks by so-called
robbers from Mustang and uncertain control over the pathways are mentioned
several times in Chokyi Dronma's biography, although the narrative does not
give the impression of a serious decline in the kingdom's wealth and prosperity.
In order to compensate for the territorial losses and the vacuum lefi by the end
of Sakya overlordship in terms of mediation of local conflicts, the hngdom had
to rely more on a system of marriage alliances with the other regional rulers-including those of areas like Mustang that formerly had been under its control.
This system continued for the next two hundred years, with alternating conflicts
and alliances. 'There were repeated tensions with Southern and Northern Lato.
Both the Gung tbang rgyal rabs and the biography mention that around 1444 the
capital of the kingdom was seized by the army of Southern Lato and suffered severe damage. According to Chokyi Dronma's biography, this was directly related
to the fact that she had left her husband, the son of the ruler of Southern Lato, to
take her monastic vows. The collapse of a marriage alliance that was vital to her
father's kingdom brought her heavy criticism from the people of both regions.
Southern Lato was located directly east of Gungthang and was ruled by a family that had risen to power under Sakya protection and had produced three Sakya
governors (Petech 1990). In Chokyi Dronma's time, the ruler's seat was located in
Shekar, where Situ Chokyi Rinchen (d. 1402), the grandfather of Chokyi Dronma's husband, had established the new capital of the domain. In 1385 he founded
Shekar monastery just after the construction of a spectacular fortress that can
still be seen there today. The History of Sbckar (Sbel dkar chos 'hung),l9 a work
compiled in 1732 on the basis of preexisting sources, recounts how he also built
new irrigation systems, expanded the cultivated areas, increased livestock in the
pastoral areas, encouraged pastoral productivity by reducing the tributes owed
by subjects who had a large number of animals, reduced trade levies, and opened
new passes to promote commercial relations. All this is described as having
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increased his standing as a ruler in a way comparable to that of another successhl
ruling family of the time, the lords of Gyantse. An urban center developed at the
foot of the fortress and became an important station in trans-Himalayan trade;
for geographical reasons, it never attained the same importance as Gungthang,

ne

but both were part of a network of trade routes that linked growing cities.
She1 dkar rhos 'byung also describes Situ Chokyi Rinchen and his son Lhatsen
Kyab2' as great supporters of Buddhism; lists a great number of monasteries, nunneries, and collective rituals established under their rule; and celebrates Bodong
Chogle Namgyal and his predecessors, who were born in the area and became
leading spiritual masters with their support. Although genealogical records link
them to the ancient Wa (dBa') clan, this ruling house represented an emerging
political leadership, committed to asserting its profile but liable to be considered

of a lesser rank, as Chokyi Dronma ofien explicitly declared them to be. Despite
the perceived difference in status, marriage alliances between Gungthang and
Southern Lato were particularly important and were often repeated: both the
biography ofTsunpa Choleg (folio 45-46) and that ofTsangnyon Heruka (folio
86-87) refer to Gungthang princesses marrying out to Southern Lato.
The lords of Northern Lato ruled over the adjacent area, north of the Brahmaputra River, and included several important Sakya governors in their genealogy
(Petech 1990). They had regular marriage alliances with both Southern Lato and
Gungthang and competed with them for control in the region. The mother of
Tshewang Tashi, Chokyi Dronma's husband, came from this family, and Northern Lato is mentioned occasionally in Chokyi Dronma's biography as a potential
threat to Gungthang.
During this period, the nomadic area of Porong, located between Mangyul
Gungthang and Southern Lato, developed as an almost independent cushion
~ t a t e .This
~ ' was one of a number of lesser nomadic ~olitiesthat played an important part in regional power relations. The kingdoms of Gungthang, Southern
and Northern Lato, and Sakya were the most significant players in a complex
network of marriage alliances, trade, and political pacts. The rulers were ofien
also the patrons of the same spiritual masters, who would sometimes act as mediators in cases of conflict. It is significant that Thangong Gyalpo built one of his
famous iron-chain bridges over the Brahmaputra River, and that he constructed
the stGpa of Chung Riwoche where the "pathways between Northern Lato and
Southern Lato and Gungthang meet" (Biography of Thangtong Gyalpo 270).
He first met Chokyi Dronma in this locality and he acknowledged her, first of
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all, as a descendant of the ancient kings ofTibet, reflecting the increasing popularity of the Tibetan imperial legacy.

Mangyul-Gungthang and the Significance of Tibetan Royalty in
Fifteenth-Century Tibet
At the time of Phagmodrupa Changchub Gyaltshen a conscious regeneration of
ancient traditions had led to the revival of the imperial legacy in the post-Sakya
political era. In Tibet and Mangyul Gungthang in particular, a new wave of

t e m a (gter ma) or "treasure" literature-religious

or historical texts considered

to be discovered and interpreted by specially endowed spiritual masters several
centuries after they were written-appeared,

and many of them referred to

people and events of the Tibetan imperial period in ways that alluded to the
contemporary situation.
Tucci points out how many of the temza reflected that particular political
moment:

A master was glorified who now for the first time was considered the greatest
apostle of Lamaism, an implacable foe of the enemies of religion, the king's wise
counselor, i.e. Padmasambhava, but through his glorification Tibet's golden age
was recalled, when the Land of Snows sent its armies into all surrounding countries and fought China victoriously. . . . It was an awakening of national consciousness, from which the P'ag mo gru pa's ambition has sprung; their ambition
was supported and justified, prophecies recognized it as an unavoidable event,
fixed in the course of time by the fatal maturing of destiny. This literature, either
by truly discovering and ~ublishingforgotten documents, or by attributing to old
masters texts compiled in this spirit, prepared and accompanied the new movement ofTibetan history. (Tucci 1999 [1949]:23-24)
The imperial legacy was undoubtedly used in a variety of different contexts,
not merely within a simple binary opposition between Tibet and the Chinese
empire; it is disputable whether to speak of "national consciousness" is appropriate-the

term "proto-nationalism," as suggested by Dreyfus2' (1994:205-218),

is probably more suitable. However, Tucci highlighted, in a seminal way, the
important link between cultural production and the particular political context,
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a point that has been reiterated in different ways by later scholars studying&is
period.
One of the greatest "treasure finders" in fourteenth-century Mangyul.
Gunghang was Rindzin Godem (1337-1409), a spiritual master affiliated
the Nyingma school of Buddhism, which claims to have descended from the
earlier spread of Buddhism. The language of his prophecies symbolically linked
the destiny of Tibet to that of Gungthang." Similarly, the kings of Gungthang
are mentioned in another, related form of literature describing the bqul ($bas
p l ) or "hidden valleys" to be sought at a time of crisis, much of which he revealed or in~pired.'~
In 1403, just before the death of Chokyi Dronma's grandfather, Thrigyal SOnam De (1371-1404), Rindzin Godem had revealed the 6Sam pa lbun grup ma,
a text that would become extremely popular." It described the ninth-century
Tibetan King Muthri Tsenpo, the son of King Thrisong Detsen, who after the
death of his father was extremely concerned about the future of the Buddhist
doctrine and of the Tibetan royal line. He had therefore asked Padmasambhava
for advice in these words: "My successors will dwell close to the Snow Mountains
of Mangyul Gungthang. When they will have become like common people and
will experience great suffering, and the Tibetan royal house will be an object
of pity, in what will the hope of my successor rest?" (Everding 2000:619, my
translation). He then described the troubles and the intrigues of his own times.
Padmasambhava replied with a prophecy that concerned Muthri Tsenpo's successor in the seventeenth generation-identified by Everding with ?hrigyal Sonam De, Chokyi Dronma's grandfather:
The future successors of yours who will appear among the snow-mountains of
Mangyul Gungthang will protect without doubt the Buddhist doctrine.
With my compassion I will care for them.
Do not be sad, Son of God, Gng ofTibet. (Everdingzooo:619, my translation)
By mentioning intrigues, murder, deceitful lamas, and treacherous ministers, the text addressed the contemporary situation, setting it in contrast to past
glories and calling on the lungs of Mangyul-Gungthang to fulfill their role as
Dharmarajas (kings of the Dharma) as the ancient Tibetan monarchs had done.
The message was clear, but how much impact did this kind of literature have?
Was this the talk of a single visionary or did he represent a broader and more
widespread view? Certainly not everybody was a follower of Rindzin Godem and
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the Nyingmapa school ofTibetan Buddhism; in many ways he was a rather controversial figure. The Sakya ruling elite, though weakened, was still a p m c r in
the region and could have viewed his influence over the Gungthang royal h o u ~
with anxiety and irritation. Everding (zooz:481-496) even suggestc that s i n e the
predecessors of Chokyi Dronma's grandfather had a close relarionship with chis
treasure finder, this might have been a reason for their murder. C;ungthmg wu
in a difficult position, caught between allegiances to the former Sakya overlords
whose protection had enabled its rise and its aspirations to a distinctive Tibetan
greatness rooted in royal ancestry. Despite some hostiliry from the pro-Sakya
people, Rindzin Godem's prophecies found a receptive audience and his teachings spread quickly throughout the region; one of Chokyi Dronma's masters,
Thangtong Gyalpo, was a follower of his tradition.'" From a local perspective the
fortunes of Tibet must have seemed linked, in an almost messianic way, to the
Gungthang kings, as descendants of the ancient empire who had thus been invited to l l f i l l their role. l h e y were the offspring of "the Gods of Clear Light,""
the lineage that had descended from heaven or, according to other myths, originated in the Sikya race of the historical Buddha himself and had unified Tibet.
They had inherited from their glorious ancestors, the Tibetan emperors, the title
of lbase (lba sras), "Sons of the Gods," and the sacred power to rule.
Even though she did not inherit the throne, the theme of Tibetan royalty
appears often in Choki Dronma's life, through epithets, social positioning, and
symbols. For example, in the biography she is repeatedly defined as the queen
of Ngari and as a descendant of the Gods of Clear Light. She is also explicitly
addressed with the title lbase (/ha sras) in the passage (folio 63b) that immediately
precedes the public acknowledgment of her as an incarnation of the deity Dorje
Phagmo. She appears in a vision of one of her followers as "a red woman with a
red turban dwelling in the sky in the middle of rainbows" (folio 54b). The turban
had been worn by the ancient Tibetan kings and their high ministers as a symbol
of their sacred power and status: the red color evoked her tantric sacredness."
There was no doubt that she was from a lineage of leaders, but her position as a
spiritual and a female leader raised unusual complications.

The 1)olitics and Morality of Patronage
In Tibetan, those who provide material support for activities either for the sake of
the Buddhist religion or for the common good, or both, are called j i n h g (sbyin
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bdag). In the biographies of great Buddhist personalities, this term appears
often in relation to people of different ranks who provided support for spiritual
teachers and adepts. Donors have always been central to the Buddhist tradition
and have made it possible for the monastic community to survive. When Buddhism was introduced into Tibet, the term jindagwas used to translate the Sariterm danapati, referring to "the householder who, in the Buddhist structure
of society, offers alms. . . to a m o n k (Seyfort Ruegg 1997:858). Chokyi Dronma
had to deal with the politics and the morality of patronage throughout her life,
Her biography gives great emphasis to donors and donations as well as to the
ideal of the begging monk and nun who renounce worldly concerns and rely on
the support provided by lay followers.
The notion of jindag describes an act of giving that transcends norms of
reciprocity and exchange. According to Buddhist thought, "what the donor is
deemed to receive for his alms is in fact not the Dharma but something rather
different, namely religious good (punya = bsod nams 'merit')" (Seyfort Ruegg
1997:862).At least in principle, the act of giving must transcend any self-centered
individual strategy and aim at a higher good for the community of believers and
all living beings. The donor's personal benefit comes indirectly through the merit
accumulated in this way. Thanks to the concept of karma, the results of one's
deeds are ripened and come to fruition in the current life or future lives.
Tibetan texts often refer to Indian Buddhist models in describing lay support
for religious figures and their achievements. The relationship between the Buddha and Anathipindada, a munificent householder and merchant from Sr~vasti,
is a model for the relationship between Buton Rinchen Drub and the prince of
Shalu in fourteenth-century Tibet (Seyfort Ruegg 1997:863,865).The concept of
jinddg, however, acquired a range of meanings broader than the original designation used in Indian sources. The term appears in texts from the Tibetan dynastic
period and has been used in Tibetan society to describe a wide range of relationships that imply providing material support for something collective, usually but
not exclusively with a religious connotation. The honorific form, ~ondag,is used
more commonly for royal or princely donors supporting a religious person or activity. Most importantly, this term appears in the compound choyon (mchodyon),
which Seyfort Ruegg translates as "donor and chaplain." This is a key politicoreligious idea that has often been translated into English, not without problems,
as "patron and priest."
In the framework of the donor-chaplain relationship, Tibetan lamas received
donations, and sometimes hospitality, from the rulers of certain areas or even
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from emperors. By supporting spiritual teachers and religious deeds, a ruler not
only accumulated merit but also acted as a Dk~armardjaor even a cakravanin
(Ruler of the World), and thereby Fulfilled his role as a good and legitimate
sovereign. The link between the spiritual teacher and his princely or royal donor
expressed the connection between spiritual and temporal powers. In the Tibetan
context, these appeared as two orders within one system of legal and moral rules,
called the "the twofold law" (lugs gnyis gyi khrim). This system was frequently
described by the double metaphor of "the golden yoke" and "the silken knot."
The two orders were often embodied by distinct figures such as the lay ruler and
the spiritual master who related to each other but sometimes overlapped in the
same institution, as in the case of the Dalai Lama and of certain local rulers who
were renowned Buddhist masters. However, as pointed out by Seyfort Ruegg
(1997:857), even though a distinction between the spiritual and the temporal
is found in Tibetan thought, such concepts do not rely on binary oppositions
like the distinction between the sacred and the profane common in Western
traditions.
The terms referring specifically to the donor-chaplain relationship do not appear in Indian sources. They were developed within the Tibetan context and were
probably partly shaped by earlier beliefs and ideas. The use of the term ngathang
(mnga 'thang), which can be glossed as "majesty," in relation to the performance
of religious and worldly deeds points in this direction. The Sheldkdr chos 'byung,
for example, describes the acts of one of the rulers of Southern Lato thus: "The
deeds listed so far were of a religious nature. A lord who rules according to the
system of both laws (/up gnyis) needs a perfect majesty (mnga ' thang), and thus
the outer majesty consisting of horses, yaks, goats, and sheep had to be increased
as well" (folio 33a). A ruler had to accomplish deeds that represented both his
"outer majesty'' and his "inner majesty," in other words, deeds that reflected both
the prosperity of the country and the spread of Buddhism. The sponsorship of
Buddhist activities presumably added to a set of pre-Buddhist ideas about what
constituted the ruler's "maje~ty."~~
Jindag and yondag thus referred to donors in a broad spectrum of relationships
that included donors and donees, disciples and spiritual advisors, and rulers and
priests. These concepts could be deployed in a range of religious, political, and
economic interactions that implied different hierarchical relations. ?he negotiation of the relationship was a delicate matter involving careful strategic considerations. For example, a single lama or monastery could be supported by a number
of donors, and a donor could support numerous lamas and communities. Merit
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could be accumulated not only through deeds specifically related to the promotion of Buddhist teachings but also through worldly actions for the common
p o d : the biographies of great Buddhist personalities often list among their arcomplishments the construction of bridges and water channels, the taming d
robbers, or the control of epidemics, just as many rulers are credited for their
religious acts.
Women were recognized as donors in the Buddhist sense in the earliest accounts of Buddhist history (see Willis 1985:59ff.) and are found throughout
recorded Tibetan history. In imperial Tibet, for example, several queens are described as having provided important support for Buddhist figures of their time
(Uebach 2005:29ff.). Women's names often appear in the colophons of texts
among acknowledgments to benefactors, in the lists of donors who funded the
production of statues and paintings, the renovation of religious shrines, and
other such deeds. For women of the aristocracy, for whom access to a full religious life was often especially difficult, the role of a donor represented a viable
and less controversial way to fulfill spiritual aspirations and to participate in the
great deeds of spiritual masters. In some cases, women had a particular role as
distributors of food and often as managers and key holders of storerooms and
treasure chambers-this seems to have been the kind of position that Chokyi
Dronma's mother held. Chokyi Dronma herself, however, seems to have felt that
being a lay donor was not enough for her, and thus became both a nun and a

yogini. But she nevertheless maintained her role as a royal donor who supported
her spiritual masters throughout her life.

Gurus and Religious Schools of Chokyi Dronma's Time
Even though by Chokyi Dronma's time all the major schools of Buddhism had
already appeared in Tibet, the relationships among them were quite fluid. Many
practitioners received teachings from masters belonging to different schools and
many lamas were supported by a variety of donors with different religious and
political allegiances. Thus the vacuum left by the diminishing political power
of the Sakya was gradually being filled by a variety of other schools. In particular, the Gelugpa, established by Tsongkhaya Lobsang Dragpa (1357-1419), WAS
strongly on the rise even in the eyes of those like Chokyi Dronma who were not
directly connected with the tradition.
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'The royal house of Gungthang experienced a number of different, often
~ontrasting,religious influences. Some members had a close, if controvcrsial,
relationship with Rindzin Godem and the Nyingmapas, while the widow of
Thrigyal Sonam De (1371-1404), who had ruled the kingdom after his death,
had been close to representatives of the Kadampa and the emerging Gelugpa
school (Everding 2000:512). More central were the influences of Sakyapa and
Bodongpa teachers: Chokyi Dronma's grandfather, Thrigyal Sonam De, had
established links with the Bodongpa family of translators, and the Bodongpa
school had become the dominant tradition in Mangyul-Gungthang during the
reign of Chokyi Dronma's father. H e had been brought up in the Sakya monastery of his maternal grand-uncle, and his court chaplain, Chopel Sangpo,
who celebrated Chokyi Dronma's name-giving ceremony. was a renowned
lama of the Bodongpa school related to the Sakya masters by kin (Everding
2000:517).
O f the four religious masters who were especially important to Chokyi
Dronma, Bodong Chogle Namgyal(137516-1451) was dearly the most significant.
This eclectic polymath was, according to her biography, the first person to have
explicitly stated that she was an emanation of the Dorje Phagmo, and it was in
order to become his disciple that she renounced secular life around 1442; she
stayed with him until his death nine years later. He had disciples from all the
Tibetan schools but is associated with one particular tradition, the Bodongpa,
named after its original seat, Bodong E, founded in 1049. Bodong Chogle Namgyal is considered the formal founder of this tradition because his extensive
writings together formed a body of texts called the dPal a!e kbo na nyzd &pa,
meaning literally "Collected Suchness" (Tdttvasamgraba in Sanskrit), presumably a reference to the canonical texts with the same name, which can be glossed
as "compendium of reality." According to the biography of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal (221-222), this corpus of teachings, a compendium of all branches of
knowledge and religious practice, was composed under the inspiration of the deity Dorje Naljorma (Vajrayogini). These scriptures are also referred to repeatedly
in Chokyi Dronma's biography as the texts that first captured her mind, the tradition she practiced, and the works she edited and reproduced after her master's
death. Bodong Chogle Namgyal had inherited his ideas from a number of ~ r e d e cessors. H e was born into a family of g e a t translators from Surtsho, a seminomad
area of Southern Lato, and was the spiritual heir of the great translator Dragpa
Gyaltshen (1352-1405), who was his maternal uncle and who had been initiated
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by his own maternal uncle, the great translator Changchub Tsemo ( ~ ~ ~
the nephew of the great translator Pang Lotsawa Lodro Tenba ( 1 2 7 6 - I ~ ~~g
~),
mothers and sisters in this lineage, which appears to have been matrilineal
some extent,"' were considered accomplished &kinis or female deities,
little is known about them. Like his maternal uncle, Bodong Chogle Namgyd
took over the position of abbot at a number of monasteries that had been es.
tablished in the late fourteenth century by various members of this emerging
tradition. His own preferred seat was the one he established at Palmo Choding
in the nomad area of Porong, not far from the eastern shore of Palkhu/Pekhu
Lake, just north of the Himalayas and what is now Nepal. He is renowned forhis
broad knowledge and for having introduced the practice of holding debates on a
large number of subjects. He reckoned among his disciples the greatest spiritua
masters of his time, including Gendun Drupa (1391-1474), who was recognized
posthumously as the first Dalai Lama; Khedrubje Geleg Pel Sangpo (1385-1438),
posthumously recognized as the first Panchen Lama; Taglung Ngawang Dragpa
(1418-1496); and many other important figures belonging to different schools of
Tibetan Buddhism. 'The Bodongpa tradition itself flourished during this period,
especially in the south and southwest ofTibet, but waned with the fights that led
eventually to the Gelugpa's grasping political control over Tibet in 1642.
Another very important figure in Chokyi Dronma's life was the great sid'a or
adept, the famous bridge builder Thangong Gyalpo (1361?-1485). He was a follower of both the Nyingmapa and the Shangpa Kagyupa traditions. He is known
from a variety of sources but especially through the biographies written about
him (see chapter 3). He is popularly renowned even today for the iron-chain
bridges he constructed across the Brahmaputra and for many other deeds. For
example, he is considered to have initiated Tibetan opera as a means to collect
funds for his enterprises (though this claim has been difficult to substantiate).
He was a unique and multifaceted figure, ofwhom Cyrus Stearns wrote, "His life
and his teachings are intertwined with the themes of divine madness, visionary
revelation, demon exorcism, the quest for immortality, the relationship of man
with his environment and the process of ultimate enlightenmentn (1980:2).He
was a great innovator in religion and technolog, as well as a great traveler with
a vast array of relationships. He established a large number of monasteries and
shrines all over Tibet and Bhutan, including the monastery of Menmogang at
Tsari, where Chokyi Dronma died in 1455. Chokyi Dronma spent much of the
years 1452-54 with him in Northern Lato. She received a number of teachings
from him, and after he sent her to the east, relied heavily on people who were
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close to him. He also is said to have recognized her as Dorje I'hagmo and to
have associated her with this deity's prophecies, and later to have identified her
reincarnation. He had a complex, at times strained relationship with the teachers
of the Bodongpa school and was close to the Phagmodrupa rulers, the rivals of
[he Sakyapa. This tension features prominently in Chokyi Dronrna's biography
and is the background against which her attempt to steer a middle course among
competing networks of politico-religious power must be seen.
The third great influence on Chokyi Dronma was Vanaratna (1384-r468), the
last of the Indian pandita or scholars to have traveled to Tibet. He was born in
Chittagong in what is today Eastern Bengal, and the story of his life is narrated
in the Kilacakra chapter of the famous Tibetan history known as the Blua Annals (Deb ther sngon po), written by his contemporary Go Lotsawa Shonnu Pal
( I ~ ~ z - I ~as~ well
I ) , as in a number of biographies. He traveled to Tibet three
times: in 1426, from 1433 to 1436, and from 1453 to 1454. These journeys were
made at the invitation of the Phagmodrupa rulers, and he was acknowledged by
Dragpa Jungne (1414-14461, the Sixth Neudong Gongma, as his personal tantric
guru. He was also hosted by numerous local rulers such as the lords of Yamdrog
and the lords of Southern and Northern Lato. In 1436 Vanaratna visited the L n g
of Gungthang, Thrigyal Lhawang Gyaltshen, Chokyi Dronma's father, and first
met the princess, then fourteen years old. According to her biography, he was
to recall that initial encounter when they met again in Rinpung in the autumn
of 1454. He was then on his way back from Neudong, heading toward Nepal,
and she was traveling toward Lhasa. That meeting seems to have been short but
intense (folio 131b-134a), with Chokyi Dronma apparently aware of his historic
stature: when Deleg Chodren asked her whether he or Bodong Chogle Namgyal
was the greater master, she replied that she was not in a position to judge such a
high matter (folio 134b).
According to later sources, the fourth of the great masters who were particularly influential in Chokyi Dronma's life was Pal Chime Drupa. He was close to
her for a number of
and was probably with her when she died at Tsari. He
is the least known of the spiritual masters with whom she had direct interaction
but probably the most important in terms of the survival of her tradition, and
there is strong evidence that he was her biographer (see chapter 3). According
to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century sources, he was considered an emanation of the deity Cakrasamvara and a reincarnation of the King of Oddiyina
Indrabhiiti and of the Kagyupa master Phagmodrupa Dorje Gyalpo. He was
seen as one of the male counterparts to Chokyi Dronma in practical terms and
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Vajrayogini, after a mural painting at Samding monastery. The pig head on
the side of the head indicates its identity with Vajravirihi./ana Diemberger
F I C U R E I. 2

F I G U R E I . 3 (right) Vajravilisini with tantric partner, after English 2002. Vajravilisini,
a rare form of Vajrayogini, is referred to in the biography of Chokyi Dronrna. Jana
Diem berger

to Dorje Phagmo in symbolic terms, a relationship that is discussed more fully
in chapter 5.

Vajrayogini, Vajravirihi, a n d

Chokyi Dronma

Dorje Phagmo is the Tibetan translation of the name of the Indian deity
Vajravirihi, whose name became linked to a number of places and rituals as
the cult was introduced into the Tibetan context. Vajravirihi is a special form
of the deity Vajrayogini (known as Dorje Naljorma in Tibetan), whose cult
originated among tantric practitioners in northern India and flowered there
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The tantric couple Cakarasamvara and Vajraviirzhi, after a rhatigka that
Chokyi Dronma ordered based on instructions from Bodong Chogle Namgyal. jam
Diembrrger
FIGURE I .4

F I G U R E I . 5 (right) Cakarasa~vara and Vajravadhi, after an illustrarion from

Herrrnann-Pfandt 2001.jma Diemberpr

especially between the tenth and twelfth centuries (English 2002). Vajrayogini
and Vajravirihi are associated with what is known as the supreme tanua (anuttarayogatantra) and are considered to embody enlightenment, especially when
it is achieved through esoteric transgressive practices. Like many tantra of the
supreme class, the practices centered on this deity were developed among Indian
wandering yogins and related to non-Buddhist traditions. In particulu, nondual
Saivism had a formative influence upon the Vajrayogini cult as it later developed in the Buddhist context. Elisabeth English observes that "as in the esoteric
~ a i v asystems, kdpiilika and sexual practices in the Buddhist tantras are grounded
on a metaphysics of non-duality. Its purpose is to counter the ordinary, conventional dualism of the mind that naturally perceives aspects of the world as
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either 'pure' or 'impure.'

. . . The underlying method of this soteriology is that

of 'transgressive discipline"' (English 2002:41). By confronting what a human
being would normally avoid, fear, or despise, the practitioner becomes able to
transcend all conventional perceptions and to attack the innate dichotomy of
subject and object. Cremation grounds, polluted by death, were privileged places
for these practices. Human bones, especially skulls, were an essential component
of ritual instruments, and polluting bodily fluids such as menstrual blood were
ingredients in the rituals. 'These practices overturned sexual regulations: the female partners of the yogins were often outcast women, involved in rituals while
menstruating.
As cycles of the anuttarayogatantra were adopted into Tibet, the cults of
Vajrayogini and Vajravirihi entered all schools of Tibetan Buddhism, albeit in
different forms and along different ~athways,according to the practice of the
various masters. In Tibetan ritual texts and iconography this deity appears both
on her own and as a part of a couple, in conjunction with a male deity such
as Cakrasamvara or Padmanarteivara, a form of Avalokiteivara. Several different practices centered on Vajrayogini or Vajravirihi were transmitted into the
numerous traditions of the Kagyupa school and became particularly prominent
there. Rituals concerning this deity in her various forms were also adopted into
Sakyapa tradition, and the Gelugpa focused on Vajrayogini/Vajravirihi in her
role as the consort to Cakrasamvara, one of their main meditational deities. The
Nyingmapa incorporated practices of VajrayoginiIVajravirihi by reading them
back into the life of Padmasambhava, identifying his consorts as emanations of
this deity. They also consider Vajrayogini an equivalent of the wrathful female
deity at the center of the Machig Labdron cycle of practices (see chapter 4.''
Vajrayogini and Vajravirihi practices were already widespread when Bodong
Chogle Namgyal and Thangtong Gyalpo identified Chokyi Dronma as an
emanation of the deity, and a thangka painting of Cakrasamvara embracing
Vajravirihi that was made according to Bodong Chogle Namgyal's instructions has survived. Vanaratna probably also played a role in the identification of
Chokyi Dronma with Vajravirihi, although less directly. H e was a practitioner of the Vajravirihi cult and of rituals in which she was propagated in
a form known as Vajravilisini." Among his disciples was the ruler of Yamdrog,
who compiled the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and was influential in
developing the Dorje Phagmo reincarnation line (see chapter 5). The opening verses
of Chokyi Dronma's biography, which begin by invoking Vajravirihi, go on to refer to "the Ejra Beauty" or Vajravilisini (folio zb), the peacehl and compassionate
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form of ~ a j r a v i r h regarded,
i
in this "secret" form, as highly sensual and erotic

(English 2002:86ff.).The meditation practice associated with her is M+himudri,
and this is mentioned in the text immediately afterward.
Vajrayogini and Vajravirhi were not only aspects of a meditational deity to be
visudized by the practitioner during meditation and rituals. In India Vajrayogini
had been one of the female deities associated with holy places, especially charnel
grounds, who could possess women (English 2002:43; Sanderson 1988:671).This
tradition seems to have existed also in Tibet, since Vajrayogini is mentioned
as possessing Tibetan women there in the fourteenth century (Gcrrnano and
Gyatso 2000:239ff.). She was also "read" into theTibetan landscape. In particular, the famous Himalayan mountain of Tsari, in southeastern Tibet, became
one of the main sacred sites associated with the tantric couple C a k r a ~ a ~ v a r a
and Vajra~irihi.~'
This was part of a larger movement among Tibetan religious
groups that identified the traditional twenty-four Buddhist holy places of India
(pitbas) with places in Tibet. The thirteenth-century polemic between the Kagyupa masters and Sakya PanditaY3'who disputed the legitimacy of this widespread practice, bears testimony to both its importance and its controversial
character.
Like many other places regarded as sacred in Tibet, Tsari is seen as a mandala,
with a gate in each of the four cardinal directions giving access to the central, holiest area. Tsari's inner sanctum is known as the Pure Crystal Mountain (Dag pa'i
she1 ri), where celestial entities are said to be accessible to their devotees. Much
of the secret symbolism associated with this mountain identifies the body of
Vajravirihi, particularly her sexual organs, in the features of the landscape. Perhaps because of this, women are not allowed access to the innermost sanctuary
and are only supposed to participate in the lesser part of the pilgrimage (Huber
1994:3p-371); a number of extant narratives describe women-especially religious women-who challenge this ban but are invariably defeated, a theme to
which I shall return in chapter 3.
The term "Tsari" is used to refer to an area that is far larger than the circuits
followed by pilgrims around the Pure Crystal Mountain and includes a number
of other religious sites. It is subdivided into Old Tsari, now part of the modern county of Lhuntse in the southeast of today's Tibet Autonomous Region
and including parts of neighboring areas of India, and New Tsari, farther east.
The latter was particularly important for Thangong Gyalpo, because there were
located the mines from which he obtained the iron for some of his bridges. In
New Tsari he established the monastery of Menmogang and appointed Rigsum
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C;onpo, one of his main disciples, as its abbot. Chokyi Dronma spent the last
months of her life based at this monastery involved in the production of iron
chains (Biography of Thangtong Gyalpo 283).
Over the centuries, the area of Tsari has attracted wandering yogzns and pilgrims from all traditions who visited, went into retreat, or took up residence
in a more permanent way. These people mingled with the local communities
and interacted with the so-called Lhopa, the people who lived on the southern
slopes of this Himalayan region. The Tibetans going to Tsari established retreats,
shrines, shelters for pilgrims, monasteries, and nunneries as well as village cornmunities of various sorts. This area became an increasingly complex interface
among different communities and different religious traditions with relations
that were not always friendly.
By the time of Chokyi Dronma, Tsari was already well established as a pilgrimage site linked to Vajravirhi. It is therefore not surprising that she visited
it, especially after she had become identified with the deity herself. Whether she
went there to join the ultimate sanctuary of the deity, to support Thangong
Gyalpo in the construction of iron-chain bridges, or both, her death shortly
after reaching the sacred site fitted perfectly into the framework of prophetic
narratives that already surrounded her and added a tantalizing veil of mystery
and importance to her story.
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T H E LIFE OF C H O K Y I D R O N h 4 A

Chokyi Dronma was born in the year of the tiger,or, by the Western calendar, 1422,'
at a moment when an heir to the throne of Mangyul-Gungthang was keenly
awaited. The court chaplain, Chopel Sangpo, considered her to be a divine incarnation and gave her the name that, according to a prophetic dream by her
mother, she had already given herself: Queen of the Jewel (Konchog Gyalmo)a title that reflected both her commitment to become a royal supporter of the
Dharma and the prospect that she would be "victorious in all directions." This
name concurs with the representations in the biography of Chokyi Dronma as a
tantric deity, but the implication that she had an extraordinary sacred role may
also have been an attempt to present her as a potential royal heir in case no son
was born to the king.
The scenario changed radically a few years later: when Chokyi Dronma was
about five,' a son was born to a junior queen. This is said to have deeply troubled
Chokyi Dronma and her mother, and is the first point at which she is supposed
to have expressed a wish to renounce the world and be ordained. The birth of
the male heir apparent not only meant that she faced the prospect of being sent
away as a daughter-in-law but also caused great anxiety for her mother, the main

F I G U R E 2 . 1 The palace of Gungthang with its citadel, after 1945 photographs and
sketches of the ruins by Peter Aufschnaiter (Aufschnaiter and Brauen 2 0 0 2 ) , photographs of the Mustang royal palace, and personal experiences of the ruins. The pagoda
in the middle is the Drorna Lhakhang, a temple in Nepalese style of which the first floor
is still extant. Karen Diemberger

queen, since she had produced only girls while a junior queen had produced the
desired male heir.
Despite these considerations, Chokyi Dronma enjoyed a happy and lively
childhood, dividing her time between the capital of the kingdom and the lush
valleys of Kyirong, which she loved (many mentioned places are identifiable near
Trakar Taso monastery). She would go there often, especially in the winter when
the upper areas were frozen and stricken by blizzards. She seems t o have been an
energetic and adventurous child; the biography also describes her as compassionate toward animals, aware of worldly impermanence, and daring in her choices.
She is said to have shown a strong character early on, perhaps a prelude to the
fact that throughout her life she never shied away from physical hardship or risky
enterprises. Nevertheless, she suffered some health problems in her early childhood and illness seems to have marked difficult periods in her life.
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Chokyi Dronma appears to have been a clever and precocious child, but of
course it is difficult to read beyond the biographical conventions according to
which extraordinary qualities are an indication of an exceptional previous life.
around the age of three she is said to have learned to read and write, activities
[hat she pursued with dedication throughout her life. She is also said to have
been able to speak Sanskrit, a claim that would have been related to her "secret"
identity as Vajravarahilvajrayogini. She had easy access to the Buddhist classics, and these became an important source of inspiration and are mentioned in
some detail. Her mother seems to have taken special care of her education, and
the biography describes how Chokyi Dronma fondly used to read books to her.
Throughout her childhood she was beloved by her family and, apparently, by the
citizens of the kingdom. Her mother and sister were particularly close to her; she
also enjoyed an affectionate relationship with her father, although it was somewhat more distant and formal. Her paternal grandmother also seems to have
been very fond of her since, much later, she supported her religious deeds and
expressed great sorrow when she decided to leave Gungthang to go to the east.
In about 1438 Chokyi Dronma turned sixteen and thus was of marriageable
age. As a child she had expressed a wish to be married out to Guge; this was
probably influenced by her mother and by the former regent, who was from the
house of Guge, in an area that was seen as pleasant and wealthy and that also
had long-standing genealogical links with the house of Gungthang. However,
the court decided that she should be married out to the rulers of Southern Lato.
Gungthang's strategic relationship with Southern Lato was more crucial than
that with Guge, so Chokyi Dronma's father accepted the marriage request from
these important allies, who were also potential enemies. A very detailed description is given in the biography of both the grand celebrations held in honor of the
marriage and the great sorrow felt at her departure from her homeland. The epic
of grand marriages is a popular theme in Tibetan literature, and some resonances
can be seen with Songtsen Gampo's marriage to the Chinese imperial princess
Wencheng as told in earlier histories, such as the Mani bka ' 'bumand the rGjal
rabsgsal ba 'ime long, that were popular at that time.3
The lords of Southern Lato sent a grand procession from Shekar, their capital,
to fetch the h t u r e bride; they were welcomed in the royal palace by Chokyi
e rank
Dronma's father and brother, seated on their thrones, with all the ~ e o p l of
sitting in rows. The princess was seated in the middle of the crowd, absolutely
still and shedding tears, as is required by Tibetan marriage customs. The sorrow
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The palace and the monastery of Shekar, built by the grandfather of Chokyi
Dronma's husband, after photographs of the early twentieth century. Karen Diemberger

F I G U R E 2.2

in this case seems indeed to have been deep, as she was parting from her beloved
mother and from all the people who had great affection for her. The text describes
everyone as brokenhearted and lists the gifts with which she was showered. Her
brother gave her one of his precious earrings; others offered jewels, rosaries, and
precious stones. The sense of loss affected not only the human population but
also all the other beings in the area and the features of the landscape: "All the
living beings of Ngari [i.e., Gungthang] felt as if they had lost their protector. It
was as if the whole essence of the earth had been taken away (bcudphrogspa) and
the earth had turned bleak" (13a).
The weeping marriage procession left the royal palace and climbed the steep
pass that leads toward the Porong plains and eventually to Shekar. According
to the biography, at the top of the pass, Chokyi Dronma prostrated toward her
home, more than 3,000 feet below, taking a last look at the royal palace. She
would have seen it surrounded by the lush fields of the Gungthang plain and
overlooked by the snow-capped peak of Jowo Kula, the ancestral mountain of
her family and her kingdom, and she would have been able to make out the deep
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Porong landscape with
nomad tents, after photographs from the
1990s.Jam Dzemberger
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gorge leading south, across the Himalaya, to her beloved Kyirong and beyond it
to Nepal. She offered a white scarf, a khaklg, with flowers toward the palace; her
people, seeing this, could not control their tears.
After crossing the Gungthang La pass the party reached the Palkhu lake, the
Palkhu Palthang plain, and the Porong region, a vast area inhabited by nomads
and surrounded by snow peaks. It was a long journey, with the constant threat of
attacks by bandits. At first the princess was very withdrawn and shy about meeting the bridegroom's retinue that had been sent to receive her, but eventually
she accepted their request to be introduced. Leaving the shore of the lake, the
procession passed near Porong Palmo Choding monastery; when she sent some
messengers to Bodong Chogle Namgyal asking if she could visit him, he suggested, instead, that they meet on the way. Eventually the party from Gungthang
took its leave and she proceeded, escorted by a large number of people who had
come from Southern Lato to greet her.
The marriage procession presumably crossed the Surtsho area, north of the Bongchu river4and the holy Tsibri range,5and ~roceededto Shekar, the "White Crystal,"
the capital of Southern Lato. From afar they would have seen the mountain rising
from the plain with the forbidding fortress on its ridge, and near it the white and
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red of the monastery. Both had been built by the great lord of Southern Lato,
Situ Chokyi Rinchen (d. 1402), the gandfather of her bridegroom.
As the procession approached the capital, a group of Bonpo priests came
out to meet it, to celebrate some customary marriage rituals: Chokyi Dronmis
bridegroom was
keen on the local ancestral cults, even though his
parents were great supporters of Buddhism. As a committed Buddhist, Chokyi
Dronma had very strong views on such practices; she was openly jubilant when
the Bonpo priests were driven away by her retinue, dropping their ritual instruments as they made a hasty retreat.
Once in the palace, she further intimidated the Bonpo priests by meditating
and empowering herself as Vajrayogini. This episode and a number of other
details introduce a slightly dissonant note in what otherwise seems to have been
the perfect fulfillment of her role as a royal daughter-in-law. She behaved very
respecthlly toward her parents-in-law and her husband and was generally seen as
a bringer of prosperity, beautiful and well behaved, even though she sometimes
challenged conventions of royal protocol. For example, she sometimes dealt with
secular dignitaries without the expected deference and made a point of showing maximum respect to members of the monastic community, whatever their
standing. 'The early stages of her married life are described in an utterly glorious
light, although the real situation could not have been easy for her as a young
bride in an unfamiliar place. Her father-in-law was particularly fond of her, but
her mother-in-law was somewhat more critical and her husband suffered from
goiter, a widespread health problem in the region even in modern times, as well
as from various character disorders. These more human and realistic details are
revealed in the biography only incidentally and much later, when things had
started to become difficult. At first, she seems to have adapted reasonably well.
Following tradition, after a period in the new home she was allowed to make
a visit to her family. The biography reports that she was welcomed with great
affection by her parents and by the whole kingdom. However, she only stayed
for three months since her husband kept sending messengers asking her to come
back, and eventually she returned to Southern Lato with another splendid celebration that resembled her first journey there as a new bride. According to
Tibetan marriage customs, this sealed her acceptance of her new status.
The biography states that she became pregnant in her nineteenth year, which
would have been about 1440, and gave birth to a girl. No difficulties are described concerning the delivery of the child, and at first everything seemed to
proceed serenely. She enjoyed being with her little daughter, living in a very
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comfortable residence and assisted by several nannies. When her husband aP ressed his wish to appoint a Bonpo teacher for the child, she w u able to ncgotiate that the girl should be educated according to Buddhist principles. When
her daughter was about one year old, Chokyi Dronma went to the hot springs
with her retinue. ?here she fell so gravely ill that she almost died; her eventual
recovery was ascribed to a miracle. Meanwhile, a major dispute had broken out
in her father's kingdom and she decided to help in mediating the conflict. She
left for Gungthang escorted by IOO horsemen, leaving her little daughter behind
with her parents-in-law, her husband, and the nannies. While she was away the
child died, and her parents-in-law sent a message informing her. She took the
news calmly and replied that there was no reason to worry since the child would
soon be reincarnated. However, she also said that the child would have lived
longer, but deeds against the doctrine had brought about her untimely death.
The biography says that this episode gave her much to think about. Before leaving Gunghang and returning to Shekar she formally announced her wish to
take religious vows as a nun. Predictably, her father argued strongly with her
and refused to approve it, saying that at the age of twenty she had just started
her life and expressing his hope that she would postpone this decision. Chokyi
Dronma remained resolute. This marked the beginning of her long and momentous struggle to free herself from her secular obligations. It is diffcult to glean
from the biography whether her decision to pursue her long-standing spiritual
aspirations had been precipitated by her own illness and near death experience,
by the death of her daughter, or by her family disputes. Whatever the cause, the
biography marks this moment as an important threshold in her life, when she
radically changed her outlook.
A short while after returning to Shekar she announced her wish to take religious vows to her parents-in-law and sent a letter to this effect to her father.
Neither of the parties agreed. Meanwhile, she had started to take care of the
property and the interests of the Porong Palmo Choding monastery at Shekar.
She read the collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (dPal de kho na nyid
&pa), and when this great lama was invited to Shekar she was entranced by
his teachings. After his departure she missed him deeply; she felt that her life had
become pointless and she had to devote herself to his doctrine. She then read the
biography of the Buddha (Lalitavistara) and felt a strong wish to emulate Prince
Siddharrha, giving up her royal life to strive for enlightenment. She repeatedly
requested permission from her father and her father-in-law to become ordained,
but to no avail. Eventually she decided that she had to take some action. At first
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she tried to escape from the castle, without success. Eventually she unbound her
hair and started to chop it with a knife, injuring herself in the process. '#hen
her shocked parents-in-law found her in this condition, she threw the hair at
their feet. The sight of her, standing in the middle of the royal fortress covered in
blood and with hair disheveled, led them to allow her to leave and to renounce
her secular obligations. Her father-in-law calmed her down and promised to
agree to all her wishes provided she would not present herself in this state to her
husband, who had recently suffered some kind of mental crisis. She therefore
arranged a makeshift wig to cover her hair and dressed in her best clothes to meet
him. At first he did not understand the situation, but finally he went along with
the decision that he should marry another woman. Chokyi Dronma's feigning
or experiencing mental instability in order to achieve a radical change in her life
places her in a long tradition of sacred women in Tibet who had to resort to this
option, whether nuns, tantric practitioners, or oracles. She may have been the
most prominent to do so, but she was not the first: the act of unbinding the hair
as an expression of madness and transgression features prominently in the life of
Mahisiddha Laksminkara, the mad Indian princess of the eighth century who
was her spiritual ancestor, and has wide resonances throughout the Buddhist
world.
Eventually her husband's family allowed the princess to leave. The biography
describes her riding off in the rising sun toward the high pastures and the monastery of Porong Palmo Choding, delighting in her newly acquired freedom. At
the monastery she was welcomed by Bodong Chogle Namgyal, who ensured that
she had arrived with proper permission from her family before admitting her
formally. After he had received the confirmation from both Shekar and Gungthang, she was allowed to take part in her first ritual as a member of the monastic
community. She dressed sumptuously for the ceremony, had the remains of her
hair arranged by an attendant, and took her vows as a novice. She was then given
the name under which she became famous, Chokyi Dronma, "the Lamp of the
. ~ used the occasion to announce her commitment
Dharma" ( D h a r m a d i ~ a )She
to support religious practices for women.
Bodong Chogle Namgyal was later to face some sharp criticism for having admitted a woman into a monastic institution, but he always defended his choice
staunchly. Chokyi Dronma's life revolved around him from around 1442 until
his death in 1451. During this time she moved between Palmo Choding monastery and her homeland, to which she loved to return from time to time. In the
monastery she pursued her religious training and eventually was fully ordained
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as a nun. This makes her one of the rare known instances of a fully ordained
woman in Tibet, although the biography seems to imply that this practice was
more widespread than is currently assumed on the basis of the surviving records,
an important and controversial issue to which we shall return later.
In an effort to follow the example of the Buddha, Chokyi Dronma also spent
a great deal of time traveling around as a begging nun. Although this was an
established practice, seeing their princess in this guise provoked a great deal
of surprise in the local population. From simple herdsmen to aristocrats, most
became great supporters, and she was extremely successful in collecting all sorts
of donations with which to fund the religious activities carried out by her master.
She was often joined in her begging by a nun called Deleg Chodren, who became her closest friend and followed her for the rest of her life. This woman was
probably one of the key figures in the compilation of the biography.
Throughout the period during which her life was centered around Bodong
Chogle Namgyal and Palmo Choding monastery, Chokyi Dronma devoted herself to the recruitment and training of nuns. Often these were inexperienced
young girls, and the biography underlines the point that since they were "free
from worldly concerns" Chokyi Dronma had to consider all their practical
needs. It appears that she even took care of the weaving and sewing of their
clothes, while at the same time being deeply committed to their education. She
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taught them proper reading skills and introduced a very effective
system of teaching the Buddhist doctrine. 'The biography is less explicit about
the teaching ofwriting skills, and it is unclear how widespread these were among
the nuns. Chokyi Dronma herself was able to write and compose verses, and
some members of her retinue are described as having taken notes of teachings
and as having edited them. However, it is not uncommon even nowadays, especially among rural members of the monastic community, to encounter a marked
discrepancy between reading and writing skills. Bodong Chogle Namgyal himself was particularly sensitive to women's issues and was a great innovator in
this respect. Just as he had insisted on bestowing the full ordination on Chokyi
Dronma, he established new rituals for women as a conscious revival of lost
Indian Buddhist traditions. H e encouraged Chokyi Dronma to initiate their
performance of ritual dances at a time when female roles were usually performed
by monks. The biography gives a very vivid description of the social and cultural
challenges that this innovative enterprise entailed and of her skills in successfilly
overcoming them.
As long as her master was alive Chokyi Dronma seems to have been constantly
torn between her wish to be with him and her desire to return to MangyulGungthang. Even though the closeness to her master made bearable the harsh,
high nomadic areas where Palmo Choding was located, she apparently preferred
the more hospitable agricultural environment of her homeland and the hermitages in the lower, forested valleys of the Himalayas. In Mangyul-Gungthang she
was also more effective in mobilizing networks of support for religious enterprises and was able to count on the availability of skilled craftsmen. In the last
period of Bodong Chogle Namgyal's life, she seems to have spent most of her
time in Mangyul-Gungthang. However, she returned to Palmo Choding whenever her master's health deteriorated. The biography gives a striking description
of how she rushed back after having been summoned by Deleg Chodren with
the news of the master's fatal illness. The two women, together with Chokyi
Dronma's father, rode in great haste by day and night through icy storms over the
5,200-meter pass that separates Gungthang from Porong. The pace that the two
young women set was too fast for the father, and he allowed them to ride ahead
so that Chokyi Dronma could see Bodong Chogle Namgyal before he died. In
the event, they all succeeded in reaching Palmo Choding before his demise, and
Chokyi Dronma's father was able to receive important teachings from him before
returning to Gungthang, while Chokyi Dronma remained to nurse her master.
she was
Eventually, at the end of the third month in the year of the sheep (rq51),~

Climbing the pass between
Gungthang and Porong on horseback,
after photographs from che 1990s.
Janrz Diernb~r~cr
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summoned from a brief rest to interpret signs that those around him were unable
to comprehend. She understood immediately that her master wished to practice
meditation and joined him so as to be with him at his passing.
After Bodong Chogle Namgyal's death, she and the most important people of
his retinue took care of the hneral rituals. Once his body was cremated, people
were divided over what should be done with his relics, a dispute in which she
acted as the mediator. Eventually she distributed the bone fragments among all
members of the monastic community and had little figurines (tsha tsha) made of
clay mixed with his ashes and given to the lay disciples and patrons. She felt that
he thus belonged to the multitude of his followers rather than being embodied
in one precious relic that could be owned and fought over. In many ways this
faithfully represented the legacy of a lama whose teachings had been directed to

all sects and disciples of all political alignments, rather than being exclusively
associated with one place, patron, or tradition.
The events surrounding the death of Bodong Chogle Namgyal are mentioned
in several sources, notably in his own biographies. These tend to provide descriptions that conform to the Buddhist ideal according to which death is no
reason for grief and emphasize his glorious passing into celestial spheres. Chokyi
Dronma's biography instead reveals more of the deep emotional tension and
the sense of bereavement among Bodong Chogle Namgyal's disciples at the loss

2.6 Monk writing.
Jana Diem berger
FIGURE

of their master. Chokyi Dronma herself was deeply disturbed by the event and
spent several months wandering around the hills of her homeland and practicing meditation. The faithful Deleg Chodren accompanied her; she is described
as having felt distress and helplessness at seeing her mistress in extreme disarray,
covered in lice and randomly praising her master to anyone she encountered,
even if these were people who would not understand what she was talking about.
In due course she recovered and was able to take care of other disciples of Bodong
Chogle Namgyal.
After a while, sometime in 1452, she mobilized her whole retinue, all the
disciples of Bodong Chogle Narngyal and the people of Mangyul-Gungthang,
in order to hlfill her pledge to have the entire writings of her master edited and
reproduced. In doing so Chokyi Dronma possibly played an important part in
instigating some of the earliest examples of printing produced in Tibet, second
perhaps only to the printings of the collected works of Tsongkhapa and Buton's
dharanis just a few years earlier (see Ehrhard ZOOO:II).
Eventually Chokyi Dronma grew weary of staying in her own region, for
reasons that are not completely clear. The biography reports that the people of
Palmo Choding wanted her to stay at their monastery, and she agreed on the
condition that her vision would be fulfilled: she wished to build water channels
so as to create fields that could support a center of learning, similar to the ancient
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Buddhist cities of India, where a gathering of scholars could reside so as to bring
peace to the whole region. Construction was begun and the details of the work
are described in the biography; some of the Porong people attribute surviving
traces of channels and ruins to these efforts. However, the plan was not carried
out as well as she envisaged and she eventually gave it up. Meanwhile, she had
started to make contact with Thangtong Gyalpo. She had already heard of this
extraordinary siddha, who had become famous both for his religious deeds and
miracles and for the production of iron-chain bridges over the Brahmaputra
kver, and she decided to ask him for advice on her situation. So she sent Deleg Chodren as a messenger and, sometime aher she had received his reply to
her request for guidance, she decided to visit him, leaving Gungthang for what
would be the last time. Chokyi Dronma had wished to take her mother with her,
but this was not permitted by the court. However, her mother and sister were
allowed to escort her up to the pass that leads to the Porong plains, where they
had a moving farewell.
After staying at Porong Palmo Choding for a while, she left for Northern
Lato, where Thangong Gyalpo was residing. She rob ably arrived sometime
in 1452 or 1453, and met the great siddha at Chung Riwoche, where with her
support he would later complete the famous shpa. She stayed near the master

F I G U R E 2.8 Thangtong Gyalpo's stupa and bridge at Chung Riwoche, after photographs
from the 1990s and sketches by Peter Aufschnaiter (Aufschnaiter and Braun 2002).
Karen Diem berger

until the autumn of 1454,'less than two years in all. The biography devotes much
space to her visit, probably because of Thangtong Gyalpo's role in the survival
of the tradition. H e also appears to have had a decisive impact on her life and is
said to have delivered famous prophecies according to which she would enjoy a
long life but have few disciples if she remained in her region, but would have an
uncertain lifespan and a multitude of followers if she were to leave for the east.
This prophecy is mentioned several times in the biography and is considered the
reason for her final journey to southeastern Tibet and the holy shrine ofTsari.
Like Thangtong Gyalpo, Chokyi Dronma was an adept of the tradition of
the "crazy saints" and used transgressive behavior to convey essential spiritual
messages. The biography reports, for example, the story of a hermitess, teacher
of Thangtong Gyalpo, who was meditating in a cave in Northern Lato and was
visited by a scholar who was utterly shocked by the way she looked:
She had a frightening appearance with disheveled gray-blue hair standing up on
her head. He prostrated to her and asked for blessings. She did not pay much
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The castle of Shigatse, where Chokyi Dronma met the Rinpung lord,
Norbu Sangpo, after a 1951photograph taken by Peter Aufschnaiter (Aufschnaiter and
Braun 2002). Although it was destroyed and rebuilt in the intervening centuries, Norbu
SangPo's residence was located in the same position. Karen Diemberger
FIGURE 2.9

attention to him and gave him her blessing with her hand that looked like the
foot of a black crow. Having lost all devotion, he thought, Who brought me to this?
Perhaps I was blessed by a demon. (117a, b)

Eventually, by elaborating on his first reaction, she taught him the importance of
not depending on appearances and conventions in assessing spiritual value. Her
appearance clearly recalls that of L&minkara, who smeared herself with ashes in
a charnel ground and thus appeared light blue.
After the rainy season of 1454 Chokyi Dronma set out toward central Tibet.

A number of letters sent to the local rulers and a letter of introduction that she
carried enabled Thangtong Gyalpo to activate his large nework of followers
and provide her with adequate support on her way. In particular, some of his
disciples from the monasteries of Baru Namtshel and Menmogang in New Tsari
set out to meet her.
From Northern Lato she went to Shigatse and Rinpung, and crossed the
Gampala pass to reach Lhasa. During her journey she encountered several political and religious ~ersonalitiesof her time, such as the Lord of Rinpung, Norbu
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Thangtong Gyalpols iron bridge at Chagsarn Chubori, after a photograph by Austin Waddell. Karen Diemberger
F I G U R E 2.10

Sangpo, and the Indian pandita Vanaratna. In Lhasa she visited the Jokhang
temple, paid respect to the holy statue of the Jowo, and had complex interactions with the local rulers, who were utterly surprised by some of her informal
behavior, especially since she was wandering around on her own. At the time of
Chokyi Dronma's visit to Lhasa the fame of Tsongkhapa, later to be celebrated
as the founder of the Gelugpa sect, was rapidly spreading in central Tibet; this
deeply impressed the princess and her retinue.
After leaving Lhasa she visited Ushangdo, the temple established by her ancestor, King Ralpacen, in the ninth century. She then went to Chagsam Chubori,
where she stayed for a few days next to the iron-chain bridge built by Thangtong
Gyalpo. Here she received an extraordinary visit from a lama called Rigsum
Gonpo, a disciple of Thangtong Gyalpo who had been appointed as the first
abbot of the Menrnogang monastery in New Tsari. He told her the astonishing story of how he had come to be there and was then welcomed by Chokyi
Dronma and her retinue as a prophetic guide on the way to Tsari. She continued
her journey along the southern bank of the Brahmaputra River. The biography
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follows her up to this point. From other sources we know that she died at New
Tsari in her thirty-fourth year-that is, in 1455 or early 1456.' lhangtong Gyalpo's
biography says that she spent the very last period of her life there participating
in the production of chains for the Nyago Bridge. During her sojourn at the
Menmogang monastery she composed a prayer in honor of Thangtong Gyalpo
wishing long life to the old master,"' either not knowing or not revealing that
she would die shortly afterward, predeceasing him by roughly thirty years. Her
sudden, untimely demise seems to have had an impact on the construction of
[he bridge, which was completed only in 1485, the year of Thangtong Gyalpo's
death, by his son, who had taken over the management of his premises at Tsari.
Deleg Chodren reported Chokyi Dronma's death to ?hangtong Gyalpo in
the hope that he would pronounce whether there would be a reincarnation. The
great ridha responded by reassuring the concerned nun that her mistress would
indeed be reborn as a human. Some three years later, in 1459,a girl called Kunga
Sangmo was born and was identified by Thangtong Gyalpo and by the community of Chokyi Dronma's disciples as the reincarnation of the princess.

3

THE MANUSCRIPT A N D ITS E N I G M A S

When the package arrived, I opened it with palpable excitement and not a little
trepidation, knowing that it contained the copy of the biography of Chokyi
Dronma kindly sent to me by Leonard van der Kuijp. I was deeply moved to be
holding in my hand an ancient story I had so far known only from the princess's
traces in other texts, mural paintings, and oral narratives. The minute calligraphy
of the title, the illuminated first page with the portraits of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma, the opening verses in fine Tibetan dbu med characters
were beautiful . . . but on the title page a tag in Tibetan script was merciless: 146
FOLIOS, INCOMPLETE.
The original manuscript kept in the archive of the Nationalities Palace in
Beijing apparently did not include the final part. So I did not find any colophon,
the concluding paragraphs that usually give information about the author and
the circumstances of compilation. O n closer inspection I saw that something
else was also missing: the end of the narrative. I was therefore holding not only a
remarkable text but also a bundle of difficult questions that had to be answered
in order to set this text in relation to Chokyi Dronma's actual life and to other
narratives. Was it a story retold over centuries or an account by direct witnesses
of her deeds? Why was it written?

3 . 1 Drawing from the front page of Chokyi Dronma's biography. Karen
Diem berger
FIGURE

Searching for some solutions to the riddles posed by Chokyi Dronma's biography, especially by its missing part, I have looked at other sources that refer to
her or to the people to whom she was linked. These include the biographies of
Chokyi Dronma's spiritual masters, later histories of the tradition she belonged
to, and histories of the places she inhabited (which have also informed chapter I). Since reference to these sources is essential to my tentative answers, I
provide here a brief outline of the most important works, particularly for those
not familiar with the Tibetan historical literature of the period.

Relation of the Biography to Other Sources
Chokyi Dronma had two main spiritual masters, Bodong Chogle Namgyal and
Thangtong Gyalpo, who were described concisely in chapter I. Their biographies
are thus the most important parallel sources I have referred to.
Several biographies of Bodong Chogle Namgyal were written; not all are extant. I was able to get hold of two. The most important is Feast ofMirarleJ (ngo
mtrhar gyi dga ' rton), completed in 1453 by Bodong Chogle Namgyal's disciple
Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang.' Since this is the work I usually refer to, as "the
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Chokyi Dronma, drawing from the illumination in her biography. Kan
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biography of Bodong Chogle Narngyal," I will specify the author and title on
when referring to the other biographies or where confusion may arise. 'The se
ond is Ocean ofMiracles (ngo mtshargyi r g ~ dmtsho), compiled by Karma Mik)
Dorje2 (1507-1554).
Chokyi Dronma knew Bodong Chogle Namgyal during the final years of h
life, between 1442and 1451.Both biographies draw on the biography in verse I
his nephew3 and on a set of notes compiled by Konchog Gydtshen, the secreta
of Bodong Chogle Narngyal, who was also occasionally involved with Chok
Dronrna. For example, he appears as one of the main scholars in charge of tl
edition of the collected works of Bodong Chogle Narngyal (dPal de kho na r??
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gupa) prepared under the auspices of the princess (folio gob). Feat ofMirdch
is particularly useful, as it was completed before Chokyi Dronma's death and
is [herefore an independent source that helps in understanding how she was
thought of during her lifetime.
'There are also several biographies of lhangtong Gyalpo, and 1 was able to
refer to the three that are currently available: one by Sherab Palden, completed
by Thangtong Gyalpo's spiritual son shortly before the death of his master in
1 ~ 8 5one
; by Thangtong Gyalpo's disciples Konchog Palsang and Monpa Dewa
Sangpo; and the most famous, completed in 1609 by Gyurme Dechen (15401615), which draws upon the older biographies and other preexisting works. This
text was recently translated into English by Cyrus Stearns, who also provides
a detailed discussion of the relationships among the biographical sources (see
Stearns 2007).
Chokyi Dronma appears in all known biographies of Thangtong Gyalpo,
especially in passages concerning their encounter in 1453154 during the completion of Chung Riwoche stupa and his prophecies about her.4 However, Gyurme
Dechen's biography refers most extensively to her, speaking of many events and
people that appear in her biography5and frequently mentioning Deleg Chodren,
who played a central role in Chokyi Dronma's final years but is otherwise unknown from other texts. This version is thus particularly important, as it seems
to have used Chokyi Dronma's biography as a source.' In particular, several
verbatim correspondences show that Gyurme Dechen drew on the preexisting
biographies of Thangtong Gyalpo and added passages from the biography of
Chokyi Dronma.' Most importantly, this text (Biography o f l l a n g t o n g Gyalpo
283-284) mentions Chokyi Dronma's last journey to Tsari and her death in a
passage that follows a verbatim quotation from Sherab Palden's biography. Given
Gyurme Dechen's pattern of compilation, it is plausible that he may have quoted
or paraphrased the missing part of Chokyi Dronma's biography. He also provides
an account of the recognition and the life of Kunga Sangmo, the immediate reincarnation of Chokyi Dronma (Biography of Thangtong Gyalpo 308-309). This
passage also seems to be based on materials from or related to Chokyi Dronma's
biography.RThe biography by Gyurme Dechen is the one I usually refer to, as
"the biography of Thangtong Gyalpo"; I will specify further details only when
referring to the other biographies or where confusion may arise.
There are more biographical sources relevant to Chokyi Dronma's life, such as
those concerning Chopel Sangpo (1371-14393, Vanaratna (1384-1468). Tiglung
Thangpa Ngawang Dragpa (1418-1496), Tsunpa Choleg (1437-1521), and
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Tsangnyon Heruka (1452-ISO~),spiritual masters who lived at the same time as
or shortly after Chokyi Dronma. These provide important additional evidence of
encounters, views, religious environment, and politics of the time. Since I refer
to them only occasionally, I will ~ r o v i d their
e
details in the bibliography and give
some contextual information where I mention them.
The History of Bodorrg (Bo dong chos 'byung) is a further crucial source. It was
compiled by the main disciple of the fourth Dorje Phagmo, Urgyen Tshomo
(that is, the third successive incarnation of the deity, starting from Chokyi
Dronma), in the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century at the latest. The
date is not explicitly mentioned but can be deduced from the fact that the text
mentions that Urgyen Tshomo was still alive. This account traces the lineage of a
dual system of human emanations of the deities Khorlo Dompa ( C a k r a ~ ~ v a r a )
and Dorje Phagmo (Vajravirihi), who keep reincarnating in male and female
historical figures. Even though the text is consistent, in terms of dates and main
events, with Chokyi Dronma's biography and with the passages concerning her
life in Gyurme Dechen's biography of Thangong Gyalpo, there are remarkable
discrepancies that I will discuss in chapter 5.
General works from the period such as the Blue Annals, a famous Tibetan
history compiled in 1476 by G o Lotsawa Shonnu Pal, are useful to sketch the historical context and the major figures of the time (like Vanaratna) involved with
the princess. However, this work makes little mention of people and teachings
belonging to the Bodongpa scho01.~I have also used some information from texts
such as the sixteenth-century historical work by Pawo Tsuglag, Scholar? Feast
of Doctrinal History (mKhas p a 'idga ' ston), and the early seventeenth-century
History of Taglung (sTag lung chos 'byung), which describe the transmission of
the teachings of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and the activities of the Bodongpa
school. In addition, historical works from the eighteenth century, such as the
Royal Genealogy of Gungthang (Gung thang rgyal rabs) and the History of Shekar
(Shel dkar chos 'byung), based on earlier documents, are also important sources
of information concerning the genealogies of the local rulers and the history
of Gungthang (Lower Ngari) and Southern and Northern Lato. The details of
these works are given in the bibliography. Finally, I have drawn on various materials located in the monasteries of Samding, Bodong E, Nyemo, and Palmo
Choding: ritual texts, genealogies, relics, mural paintings, statues, and even a
particular thangka of Cakrasamvara and Vajravirihi made under the auspices
of Chokyi Dronma herself in honor of Bodong Chogle Namgyal. The painting
includes a short explanatory text mentioning the history of this sacred object
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3 . 3 Chokyi Dronrna as depicted in the biography of Bodong Chogle Narngyal.
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that proved particularly helpful in unraveling some of the mysteries surrounding
the princess.

Tentative Dating of the Biography
With no extant colophon at the end of the text, any tentative dating can rely
only on elements in the narrative and other texts. Below I demonstrate that the
biographer was almost certainly a contemporary of Bodong Chogle Narngyd
and Chokyi Dronma, and this is the strongest argument that locates the compilation ofthe work close to the events. This is also supported by the richness in
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details that are not immediately relevant to the soteriological design of aTibetan
biography ( r n m thar) and by the fact that all references to known historicd
figures appear to be consistent with what is known from other sources of
period."
From the text it can be deduced that the biography was definitely compiled
after 1453, since the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal-completed in the
summer of that year-is explicitly mentioned (folio 78b). It cannot be ruled
out completely that the text may have been written in the find years of Chokyi
Dronma's life, but there are good reasons to believe that her untimely death may
have been the catalyst for its compilation. In particular, the emphasis given to
Thangtong Gyalpo's prophetic words concerning her journey to the east and
her lifespan-repeated
three times in different formsi'-suggests that the biography was written after her death at Tsari, perceived as a fulfillment of this
prophecy. This, together with the assumption that the author was a contemporary of Chokyi Dronma and a direct disciple of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (see
below), allows us to narrow down the presumed time of the compilation to a
~ e r i o dmost likely between 1455, the death of Chokyi Dronma, and 1496, the
death of Taglung Ngawang Dragpa. H e was the longest surviving disciple of
Bodong Chogle Namgyal who was also directly involved in the continuation
of the Dorje Phagmo tradition (see below and chapter 5). In addition, Chokyi
Dronma's brother is mainly acknowledged as a difficult young man and not as
the great Buddhist supporter described in later sources. Another hint that the
writing must have taken place soon after Chokyi Dronma's death lies in the
passage concerning her journey toward Tsari. As she arrived at Tsethang she was
invited to meet the Neudong Gongma, the "supreme ruler of Neudong," whose
predecessors had controlled the whole of Tibet and still had great influence in
the region. She is described as not being particularly interested and as having
continued her journey without meeting him (folio 143b). In the report of this
event there is not even a suggestion of any sort of relationship. However, during the time of the next reincarnation, Kunga Sangmo, the Neudong Gongma
would become one of the most important patrons of the Dorje Phagmo (see
chapter 5).12 Had the biography been written after this important relationship
had been established, it is unlikely that the biographer would have avoided
putting any emphasis on the Neudong Gongma and on his potential encounter
with Chokyi Dronma. Another usehl clue lies in the passage mentioning the
two encounters of Chokyi DronmaI3 with the great Indian scholar Vanaratna.
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During their second meeting in 1454 he mentions his future plan to go to Ne$.
Neither the main narrative nor the other dialogues commenting on the w n t give
any intimation about his death there in 1468 (the death of Vanantna was known to
GO Lotsawa and the people around him by the time the B h A n d were complad
in 1483; see also van der L i j p 2006:24. This is the kind of news that spread
among the disciples of a master). In brief, it is possible to lucate, tentatively
heprocess of compilation at around 1460 or shordy afieenuard, as a rough estimate."

Authorship: One Biographer, Many Voices
~ l t h o u g hthe text indicates one biographer, the reader can perceive many voices
in the narrative, especially that of the lifelong attendant and friend of the princess, Deleg Chodren. For this reason it is probably more appropriate to consider
authorship as likely to have involved Chokyi Dronma's closest companions and
disciples as a group. But whose hand compiled the text as it is? Until the missing
part of the text turns up to give a more definitive answer, we can make some
provisional deductions by looking closely at the biography and at other texts that
refer to the same events and people.

THE IDENTITY OF THE BIOGRAPHER

The author mentions himself (albeit not by name) in the first person right at the
beginning of the text, where he gives the reasons for his undertaking:
In order to complete the deeds of our ( b h g chag) great h a , the omniscient
Jigdrel (Bodong Chogle Narngyal), Vajravarhi, the female Buddha, took a human body and enjoyed the magic dance of Mahamudri in this world. I (kho 60)
am therefore writing a short biography of her. (folio za)
The use of the male pronoun kbo bo to indicate "I," in contrast to the feminine
kho mo used by female speakers in the reported dialogues, allows us to infer that
the biographer was male. The reference to "our lama" as dag chag bla ma suggests
that the biographer was a direct disciple of Bodong Chogle Namgyal like Chokyi
Dronma; so he was presumably one of her peers.15
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A number of other indications can be gathered from the text and its
character:
a) The narrative reads, over long stretches, almost like a film script giving-and sometimes implying-the physical and human landscape in which
the events are mis-en-scene. In particular, it can be inferred from the text that the
biographer was quite familiar with the geography, the people, and the internal
dynamics of Ngari/Gungthang, the homeland of Chokyi Dronma, as well as
with her journeys, of which he must have had either firsthand experience or
firsthand accounts.
b) The biographer also seems to reflect the local pride of the people of Ngari
in their relations with their neighbors, which suggests a sense of belonging to
the Ngari community. For example, in passages relevant to the marriage alliance
and kinship relations, the people of Ngari are always treated as the insiders,
the people of Southern Lato as the others. Even if this attitude may have come
directly from Chokyi Dronma or Deleg Chodren, the biographer endorses it.
c) The biographer was also familiar with the biography of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal written in 1453 by Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang, as he explicitly refers
to it. This supports the fact that he was a close follower of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal's tradition; he may even have taken the master's biography as a model
and source of inspiration. The biographer, however, also reveals, very explicitly,
some of the tensions that existed between the princess and the people residing at
Palmo Choding, the main seat of this master. It is therefore unlikely that he was
one of them; he may even have been part of a group beginning to develop their
own tradition on the basis of Bodong Chogle Namgyal's legacy. His allegiance
and loyalty appear to lie primarily with Chokyi Dronma.
d) Even though the biography is dedicated to Bodong Chogle Namgyal, the
narrative emphasizes in a particular way Chokyi Dronma's relationship with
Thangtong Gyalpo,'6 often seen in contrast to her more unstable relationship
with the people of Palmo Choding, and by extension Bodong E." This indicates
that the biographer probably came from a group of disciples of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal who also had allegiances to Thangtong Gyalpo.
e) From the portion of the narrative describing Chokyi Dronma's stay in
Lhasa-in particular her dialogue with Deleg Chodren (folio 138b)-the biographer seems to be aware of the growing importance of Tsongkhapa and his
teachings and uses the narrative to emphasize Chokyi Dronma's admiration for
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Tsongkhapa and her concerns about the views on tantric practices &n by -me
of his later followers.
f ) 7he repeated mention of Thangtong Gyalpo's prophecy concerning her
lifespan suggests that the biographer wrote in connection with her untimely
death as a fulfillmenr of this prophecy and may have been involved in questions
of succession.
g) f i e reference at the beginning of the narrative to the fact that the undertaking had been blessed by Vajrayogini herself and the mention of Vajmyoginii
recollections concerning childhood experiences seem to indicate, albeit ambiguously, that the compilation of the biography may have been initiated by Chokyi
Dronma herself as an incarnation of the deity (probably at the very end of her
life). This is supported by the fact that the text plays, ofien and deliberately, with
the identification between the deity and the princess as her human embodiment,
creating a sense of fluidity between the two (see also chapter 4). This would
indicate that the biographer must have been very closely associated with her and
deeply involved in carrying out her vision.
h) Finally, the numerous direct quotations from the princess and from her
attendant and friend Deleg Chodren suggest that the author must have had a
close relationship with both of them, or at least with Deleg Chodren.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

In other sources that mention people and events of the time, one figure stands
out as the most likely potential author of the biography: Pal Chime Drupa.
He was born in the first half of the fifteenth century and died sometime beAccording to the sixteenth-century History of Bodong (Bo dong cbos
fore 1496.'~
'byung, folio 21a-22a), he was born in Ngari (i.e., Gungthang); became a scholar
' ~ famous Kadampa monastery; and,
with the name Dharmapel at S a n g p h ~ ,the
following the Gelugpa tradition, reached the level of a master of the ten subjects
(bka' bcu pa). He subsequently became a disciple of Bodong Chogle Namgyal
and, together with Chokyi Dronma, received empowerments from him. He
eventually followed Chokyi Dronma on her journey to Tsari; after her death and
a period of three years of meditation he took care of her reincarnation, Kunga
Sangmo. According to the Bo dong chos 'byung, he was seen as an incarnation
of the deity Cakrasamvara, the male counterpart of Vajravirihi." Some of the
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information on him contained in the BOdong chos 'byung is confirmed by
sources. He also is mentioned in the early seventeenth-century Histoy of
lung cl,os 'bung 449)," and appears several times in the sixteenth-century
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historical text rnKhapa'i dga'ston (1076,1171,1268)in the chapter on the Karma
Kamtshang."
O n the basis of these sources, Pal Chime Drupa appears to have been part of
the core group of disciples of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma,
among whom the biographer is most likely to be found. Pal Chime Drupa seems
also to fit very well with the ~rofileof the ~otentialbiographer:
a) He was born in Gungthang and followed her on her journey.
b) He was integrated in the Gungthang local community, where he resided for
long periods.
C) He was a disciple of Bodong Chogle NamgyalZ3but not a member of the
community of Porong Palmo Choding. He traveled through Yarndrog in 1454,
just after Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang, one of the rulers ofYamdrog, had cornpleted his biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal.
d) It is uncertain whether he had any allegiance to Thangtong Gyalpo. However,
since he followed Chokyi Dronma on her journey, he also relied on Thangtong Gyalpo's network and was almost certainly in Tsari when she died. Their
small community had recently moved to the area and almost certainly had
to rely significantly on followers of Thangtong Gyalpo to meet their needs.
Even though the compilation of the biography may have been facilitated by
financial resources left by the deceased princess, the enterprise probably had
to rely on their support as well. It is therefore not surprising that Thangtong
Gyalpo's network, which had already been instrumental in assisting Chokyi
Dronma's journey to Tsari, is explicitly mentioned and even requested, several
times, to provide future support to her followers.
e) He was trained in the Kadampa and Gelugpa traditions. Therefore he was
definitely aware and highly appreciative ofTsongkhapa, although not necessarily of all views expressed by the later members of his tradition.
f ) Having followed Chokyi Dronma on her journey and presumably witnessed
her death, Pal Chime Drupa was likely to be involved in issues of succession.
He is mentioned in the Bo dong chos 'byung as having taken care of the next
reincarnation, Kunga Sangmo. Gyurme Dechen's biography of 'Thangtong
Gyalpo (309) refers to him as well, albeit briefly, as a certain Pal [Chime
Drupa] who was ready to escort Kunga Sangmo on a momentous journey to
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deal with the Mongols. Tsangnyon Heruka met him together with the young
Kunga Sangmo around 1472 in the Tsari region (see Biography ofTsangnyon
Heruka folio 32-33).

g)

he is identified in the BOdongcbos '6yungas an incarnation of Cakraumvara,
complementary to Kunga Sangmo, it is very likely that he was deeply involved in her religious vision.

h) Having been part of the retinue of Chokyi Dronma, he was definitely well
acquainted with both her and Deleg Chodren.
However, there is one issue that seems at odds with this hypothesis: Pal Chime
Drupa is mentioned in the text three times in the third person. At first, this may
seem to rule him out. But on closer inspection, the nature of the references
undermines this assumption, since on all three occasions he is mentioned as part
of a list of people engaged in certain activities, i.e., as part of a group that was
listening to teaching (59b), as one of the scholars in charge of the edition of the
collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (gra), and as a player of a musical
instrument during a ceremony of consecration (93b). Therefore, these three passages mentioning Pal Chime Drupa seem to provide further supporting evidence
since his name is mentioned with stark simplicity, devoid of any of the epithets
usually found in later sources, that indicate him as the incarnation of the deity
Cakrasamvara and the reincarnation of Phagmodrupa Dorje Gyalpo. This suggests that the text was written before Pal Chime Drupa was formally considered
part of the parallel reincarnation line on which the recognition of later Dorje
Phagmo incarnations would ultimately depend (see chapter 5).
On the basis of these observations, Pal Chime Drupa seems to me the most
plausible candidate. Perhaps he devoted the three years of retreat after Chokyi
Dronma's death, mentioned in the Bo dong cbos '6yung,to the compilation of the
text. In writing the biography, he would have reenacted what Bodong Chogle
Namgyal's disciple Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang had done for his spiritual master.
And by writing about Bodong Chogle Namgyal's female spiritual partner as an
incarnation of Vajravarhi, he was providing the symbolic complement to the
biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, to whom Chokyi Dronma's biography
is dedicated in the initial passage.
Another, less likely, ~otentialauthor is Taglung Ngawang Dragpa (1418-1496),
who is not mentioned in the third person in the biography and who was part of
the network of students of Bodong Chogle Namgyal. He became a prominent
scholar as the twelfth abbot of the Taglung monastery. He had some contact
8I
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with the princess, as a disciple of the same teacher. However, although he visited
Gungthang and Kyirong, there is no mention in his short biography, reported
in the sZiglung cbos 'byung (421-445), that he was there over a lengthy period
time or that he had a particularly close relationship with the princess. Neverthe.
less, he was definitely part of the same group and he is mentioned, for example,
together with Kunga Sangmo, the reincarnation of Chokyi Dronma, and pal
Chime Drupa in mKba-s pa 'idga 'ston (1171). He was crucially involved in recognizing the next reincarnation of Pal Chime Drupa in his spiritual son Chime
Palsang, who, in his turn, would recognize the following Dorje Phagmo, Nyendra Sangmo (1503-1542)~~
(i.e., the reincarnation of Kunga Sangmo)-a decisive
step in the establishment of the tradition (see chapter 5). Also, Taglung Ngawang
Dragpa appears in a manuscript of the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal
preserved at the Bodong E monastery, in a meaningful system of illuminations:
Bodong Chogle Namgyal is located in the middle, Chokyi Dronma is in the
right lower corner, and Taglung Ngawang Dragpa is in the left lower corner, in
a symmetric position that may suggest a relation between the two of them. He
may therefore have been the compiler of the biography, provided people like
Deleg Chodren and Pal Chime Drupa had dictated the main narrative to him or
had provided preliminary written notes.
Another, somewhat remote, possibility is that the author of the biography of
Bodong Chogle Namgyal, Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang, also wrote the biography
of Chokyi Dronma. He was a disciple of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and the
nephew of Namkha Sangpo, the ruler of the Yamdrog area who instigated the
carving of xylographs of some of his master's works,25and was close to Chokyi
Dronma's reincarnation, Kunga Sangmo. As in the case of Ngawang Dragpa,
he would have needed significant input from people like Deleg Chodren and
Pal Chime Drupa, which could have been available in the form of notes and
oral information. However, the style of Bodong Chogle Namgyal's biography,
erudite and rich in poetry, is very different from the rather linear narrative of
Chokyi Dronma's biography. In addition, the passages on the Yamdrog area, the
homeland of Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang, are rather sketchy. According to the
itinerary described in the biography, Chokyi Dronma and her retinue passed in
the vicinity of Nakartse, where Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang resided. Had he been
the biographer, he would probably have given more details about the area he
knew so well. Nevertheless, he cannot be ruled out, and it is also possible that he
may have had some input, for example, as a donor and instigator, as he was a key
patron in the development of the reincarnation lineage (see chapter 5).
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Ofcourse, I cannot exclude the possibility that the biographer may have been
a less prominent and scholarly member of Chokyi Dronmaysretinue. However,
had he been a scribe writing for Deleg Chodren, it is not very likely that he
would have put himself in the position of the authorial "I" at the beginning of
the text. Works that were dictated to scribes usually appear as authored by the
scholar who dictated them. The person who compiled the text must therefore
have had some standing and a reasonable level of scholarly skills acknowledged
by the community and by the potential patrons of the enterprise.
There is even the possibility that a woman may have written the biography
using the male pronoun, kho bo, to acquire authoritativeness. However, this last
option, which of course would open another range of alternatives, seems highly
unlikely because the disguise could not have been easily hidden at the time and
would have flawed the sense of authenticity of the text. Female authors from this
period are rare but not unheard of.2% female author, however, would probably
have acknowledged her own gender by using the female pronoun to preserve authenticity, which was paramount. Even so, the male-authored narrative shows a
strong presence of female voices and an unusual visibility of female networks and
actions. For example, there are several statements concerning the importance of
supporting women and their religious practice; Chokyi Dronma's maternal kinship ties are strongly emphasized; the relationship between Chokyi Dronma and
Deleg Chodren is unusually dominant, given the presumed relatively low status
of the latter; the nuns who provided assistance with food and drink and other
aspects of logistics are mentioned by name, whereas it is much more common
in Tibetan sources to find nuns and nunneries mentioned generically, if at all;
there are unusually frequent and detailed mentions of spinning, sewing, production of clothing, and particular types of food-all activities and items that tend
to be part of female competence in the Tibetan context. Much of this can be
explained by the gender of the protagonist. However, it also suggests rethinking
the authorship of the biography in a more choral way-or even, in Bhaktin's
words, a "dialogical" way-rather than following conventional assumptions
about writing and subjectivity. Since the late 1960s the idea of multivocaliry, the
notion that an author rarely writes alone, has emerged within debates concerning narratives and the self. Like many Tibetan texts, this biography appears to
have received input from a range of sources and may have been compiled by a
group of people under the guidance of one individual, and thus reflects the views
of a whole community. I will, therefore, explore what is known and what can be
inferred about the actual process of writing in this light.
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HOW WAS THE BIOGRAPHY WRITTEN?

n e group of adepts that gathered around Chokyi DronmalDorje Phagmoin
her final years, among whom I have tried to identify the biographer, seem vpical of what has been called "the extensive subculture of yogins who wandered
freely across Tibet" (Gyatso rgg8:121) and produced their own distinct schoolsof
thought and accounts of their activities.
At the time of Chokyi Dronma, there was an extensive practice of t&ng notes
of teachings, thoughts, and life events of the spiritual masters; for example, the
secretary Konchog Gyaltshen did this for Bodong Chogle Narngyal, and the notes
were later used in the compilation of his biographies. Bodong Chogle Namgyalk
biography contains an impressive description of how he would dictate his teachings to a group of twenty scribes, seated in a circle around him.27Sometimes a
master himself would take notes that would be subsequently edited and elaborated upon by his disciples; this was the case with Tsunpa Choleg (1437-1521), a
contemporary of Chokyi Dronma from her region, whose biography was compiled by his disciples on the basis of his own autobiographical account (Everding
2000:223-226). Also, in Tibet oral biographical and autobiographical accounts
were often dictated; Janet Gyatso gives the example of the biography of Guru
Chowang, in which it is told that several disciples compiled the text, which the
protagonist then edited (Gyatso 1998:283). More generally, she refers to the blurring boundary between biography and autobiography and underlines how some
autobiographies were actually written by the disciples while "even biographies
composed centuries later reproduce passages, from either oral or written sources,
that originate with the subject" (Gyatso 1998:103).
As many male and female followers of Chokyi Dronma were literate to some
extent,2Hit is extremely likely that some of them took notes during her life. For
example, there is an explicit reference in her biography to the practice of taking
notes during teachings and editing them afterward (folio 62b). She may have
even taken notes herself, since it is known that she composed some work^.^"
Once the biographer had decided to embark on the project, I suggest that
he drew upon whatever was available of such preexisting notes as well as the
oral accounts of people who had shared experiences with Chokyi Dronma. For
example, in the middle of the plain prose, a peculiar passage in rhyme (folio
63b), mentioning the secretary, seems to indicate that the biographer may have
quoted directly from Bodong Chogle Namgyal's verse biography or other related
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This is also suggested by clusters of orthographic inconsistencies:" 1he
heterogeneous materials were blended into or framed in the biographer's erudite narrative, producing a peculiar contrast between colloquial expressions and
poetic images that echo classical Indian literature (kaya, ihtm, etc.). Given the
sudden and untimely death of the princess, it is likely that the writing, possibly
initially instigated by Chokyi Dronma herself, was done in a somewhat hurried
way while trying to solve the issues relevant to the potential-and subsequently
ne~f~und-reincarnation,or shortly afterward to provide a rationale for what
had already been done (see chapter 5).
I suggest that in creating the narrative, the biographer, who was fulfilling the
mission of writing for the group, integrated or even merged his subjectivity with
that of other members of the community. They were providing textual and oral
accounts for the compilation of what can be called a "collective act of remembering" (Middleton and Edward 1990). This would explain the plural "our" used
by the direct disciples of Bodong Chogle Narngyal to refer to the lama to whom
The term "our" creates an intentional and neat
the biography was dedi~ated.~'
contrast to the "I" of the biographer, writing as the agent of a shared vision. The
collective process of drawing together the materials for the biography would account for its somewhat fragmentary character, the numerous reported speeches
and thoughts, as well as the numerous inconsistencies in personal and place
names.j2 In writing up all the diverse elements, the biographer was creating a
of earlier biographical models
unitary master narrative using his recollectio~~
(see below), in whichhe framed whatever was available from written and oral
accounts and his own memory.
Chokyi Dronma's identity as the embodied deity appears crucial throughout
the biography: it apparently informed the opening passage revealing that Chokyi
Dronma was a human incarnation of the deity Vajravarihi and that this was the
"highest secret" (see introduction). It is difficult to know when and how the
identification of Chokyi Dronma with the deity began toward the end of her life
(see chapter 4). What is certain is that her life and the process of writing about
it need to be seen against the background of Tibetan theories of human beings
as possible worldly emanations of tantric deities (tufku)and of multiple levels of
life, which are distinctive traits ofTibetan biographies (Gyatso 1998:103). I shall
return to these themes in chapter 4 and in the third part of this book. Here I will
just focus briefly on the link between biographical writing and empowerment
through narratives of origin. Janet Gyatso sets this issue in the wider context:
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If we recall the relation that obtains between spirit possession and the recounting
of origins in the Tibetan context, we can appreciate the significance of the fact
that autobiography represents the voice of the very source, the subject, the experiencer of the meditative states and spiritual realisations that make the subjectan
appropriate recipient of devotion and support. (Gyatso 1998x20)
In a study on female oracles (Diemberger 2005:113ff.), I noticed that the narrative concerning the life of the oracle was an important empowering element
that framed the actual divination. The oral biographical account of the oracle,
in particular that of her becoming, appeared to be the very premise that enabled
and positioned the dialogue between the deity (or sometimes the spirit of a
deceased person) that possessed her and the consulting community, giving more
or less validity to the process of divination. The life stories followed a model with
clearly recognizable stages-a master narrative that made an oracle identifiable
as such for the community. This master narrative, in the first place, was a sort of
"script of life"33for the oracle herself, in which she had reftamed her life experiences. It usually had emerged through a "dialogical" process that involved the
oracle, her family, religious figures, and the entire community. At a later stage,
a number of accounts concerning her life appeared, integrating the input of
members of the community who had witnessed the events, and these accounts
were often synthesized into the life story by the oracle's assistant-called "the
translator" (lo tsa ba), i.e., the person who translated the divine speech for the
human beings. 'This process-typical of grassroots oracles, i.e., those who were
the sense of authenticity and authorinot institutionalized a priori-conferred
tativeness to the narrative that empowered the oracle for the community. This
narrative was then recited again and again and framed the process of divination
in a way comparable to Samten Karmay's description of narratives of origin that
are recited to situate and empower a ritual (Karmay 1998:245).
It is possible to consider what happened around the compilation of the biography of Chokyi Dronma as a similar process, part of the construction of the
story that had originated with accounts of her life experience and developed
h r t h e r after her death. The result was an empowering life narrative with an authorship that transcended both Chokyi Dronma and the biographer as individuals and had acquired authority and authenticity pl-ecisely through the multiple
inputs. In addition, as an emanation of a deity, the persona at the center of this
master narrative, like the oracle, was at the same time human and divine, individual and collective. The interesting parallels between oracles and incarnated
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lamas, noticed by several scholars and to which I shall return in chapter 5 , a t a
particular light on the process of narrative production, with its singularitier and
Brockrneier and HarrC, discussing the complexities of authorship ar p u t of
[he difficultiesin defining narrative, draw attention to the fact that tales may bc
createdjointly or cooperatively as part of "collective rememberingn (Brockmeier
and Harrt 2001:46; Middleton and Edward 1990).More radically, they underline
how "for Bakhtin every story is multivoiced and every world is 'multivoiced'; its
meaning is determined by its countless previous contexts of use. Bakhtin called
this the 'dialogical principle' of discourse, emphasizing its inherent interindividuality" (200146). Chokyi Droma's biography, like the narratives of oracles'
life stories, seems to reflect, perhaps in an extreme way, the interindividuality of
the process of authorship, involving herself, her disciples, and the biographer
and embracing multiple temporalities-past, present and [prophetic] future,
and multiple positions-human and divine, male and female.
Brockmayer and Harrt also underline how "stories are told from 'positions,'
that is, they 'happen' in local moral orders in which the rights and duties of persons as speakers influence the location of the prime authorial voice" (Brockmeier
and Harrt 2001:46). Accordingly, the voices of the members of Chokyi Dronma's
retinue, whose input, I suggest, merged into the narrative, are heard not only in
the reported speeches but also in the multiple positions that the main narrative
voice seems to take. This gives a visibility to women's networks, women's kinship strategies, and female activities that is somewhat unusual for a male author
and even highlights a woman's deliberate nongendered approach to a certain
situation. Nevertheless, it is difficult to single out these other voices neatly and
separate them from the voice of the biographer, since a unifying narrative inherently creates its own perspective. In fact, "narrative has a tendency to fuse
diverse elements such as agents, goals, means, interactions, circumstances, unexpected results, and other factors into a structured but inherently biased 'whole'"
(Brockmeier and Harrt 2001:46).
It is thus necessary to look at the narrative in terms of the overall biographical project as well as of its different elements, and in relation to its aims within
the context of the religion and ~oliticsof its time. The text aimed particularly
at a readership of followers of the tradition who had a strong interest in the
question of spiritual succession and in defending the fact that Chokyi Dronma,
although a woman, was Bodong Chogle Namgyal's spiritual heir (see chapter 5 ) .
However, it aimed also at a more general readership of religious women and of
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male practitioners who supported the "soteriological inclusiveness" (Sponberg
1992:~ff.)of Buddhism against more gender-discriminatory views. Most importantly, it aimed at all those against whom these positions had to be defended,
Under this light, the methodology of the biography appears open to
approaches of investigation. It is useful to look at it as a historical source,
analyzing the intersections between its narrative and other sources, as I did in
chapters I and t in order to reconstruct the life of Chokyi Dronma in its historical context, and will do in chapters 5 and 6 in order to explore its later readings,
At the same time it is important to recognize the difficulties inherent in the nature of Tibetan biographical writing that could be compared with the problems
that led historians to be diffident of Western hagiographies. The biography of
Chokyi Dronma, in fact, offers us a glimpse into the early stages of a process
similar to that whereby the life of a saint appears as "the literary crystallization
of the perception of a collective conscience" (de Certeau 1988:270). The narrative emerged through the actions and voices of the people who experienced
Chokyi Dronma and eventually shared the vision that she had been revealed as
the human embodiment of the deity Dorje Phagmo; from this point ofview, the
narrative shares similarities with other stories of revelation, like the Gospels.j4
Later chapters will show how the account of Chokyi Droma's life was re-read
and reframed several times as the tradition developed over the centuries. At this
stage, however, without aiming at a factual representation of the materials that
the biographer wove into the text, I will just outline the most significant voices
that a reader can perceive in the narrative.
Chokyi Dronma is clearly the protagonist, and the main narrative voice is
deeply informed by her position. Even though at the outset of the text she is
defined in relation to her main lama, a common feature in the life of Tibetan
religious women, the complexity of her relationships and experiences makes her
the center of the narrative in her own right. This is underlined by the numerous
passages of her reported speech and thought. As outlined above, the quotations
from Chokyi Dronma may have been based on notes she took herself, on earlier
oral accounts she gave to the biographer, on oral and written accounts concerning her by Deleg Chodren, and even on the biographer's recollection and creative
elaboration.
Deleg Chodren appears to have been a nun from an ordinary background (no
family of origin is mentioned) and enters the narrative almost casually, as an attendant of Chokyi Dronma at the beginning of the princess's monastic life (folio 52).
Her significance increases gradually as the narrative develops so that she becomes
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almost a second protagonist. Her name appears many times, and there are a few
entire episodes that are centered on her alone. There are passages that deal with
her spiritual development (e.g.. folios 69 and 136), references to her relationship
with Bodong Chogle Namgyal, and passages where the detail could only be
known by her, for she was the only protagonist of thew minor subplots (e.g, folio 102).As mentioned in the introduction, she represents a skillful narrative device for engaging the reader, embodying common sense and conventional thinking, strikingly human in contrast to the increasingly divine Chokyi Dronma.
However, the numerous passages of her reported speech and thought suggest
also that she actually provided a significant part of the information on which the
biography was based. She almost certainly provided many oral accounts, and she
may also have taken notes during Chokyi Dronma's life, as Konchog Gyaltshen
did for Bodong Chogle Namgyal. Toward the end there is an enigmatic passage (folio 135a) in which Chokyi Dronma seems to empower her as the most
worthy among the group in keeping the tradition of their master. Possibly she
was the mastermind behind the biographical project, since she is reported as
having been deeply involved in the events surrounding Chokyi Dronma's death
and the search for her reincarnation (see Biography of 'Thangtong Gyalpo 308).
The analogy with the oracle may shed further light on her role: in conveying the
voice of Chokyi Dronma, both an extraordinary human being who had died and
an embodied deity that transcended space and time, she may have been to the
biographer like the "translator" mediating between the human and the divine.
In a more indirect way the narrative echoes the voices of Chokyi Dronma's
spiritual masters (Bodong Chogle Namgyal, Thangtong Gyalpo, and, more
briefly, Vanaratna), the people related to her, and other members of the community. Even though most of this material was filtered through the accounts
of Chokyi Dronma and Deleg Chodren, some of the dialogues, rumors, and
detailed descriptions suggest that the biographer had firsthand experience of the
voices he recorded and the events he described. In addition, ?hangtong Gyalpo's
voice seems to be present in a direct way through his letters; indeed, the original
of one of them-his letter of introduction that Chokyi Dronma took on her
journey-is quoted in full (see chapter 4).
It is also possible to detect a number of different narrative layers that reflect a
fundamental distinction between a biographer's metanarrative and the oral and
textual materials he wove into it. 'The narrative shows variations in style that
seem to reflect the nature of the different sources concerning different phases of
Chokyi Dronma's life.
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Childhood accounts seem to be rich in biographical tropes (especially related to the Buddha's life) and focus on the reading in hindsight that interprets
the girl's miracles and extraordinary behaviors as early signs of her divine secret
identity (even these are, however, interwoven with concrete and contingent de.
tail). This part of the narrative seems to have been based on the many stories
that usually start to circulate in a community when an extraordinary individual
emerges, and perhaps on some recollections of Chokyi Dronma herself that the
biographer heard from her or from Deleg Chodren. This section is only nine
folios long, indicating the relative sparsity of detailed material available to the
biographer (although the father, mother, sister, and brother were still alive, they
were presumably not accessible as sources of information).
Accounts concerning Chokyi Dronma's secular life are highly dramatic and
focus to a large extent on the scenes of her marriage, her renunciation of her
royal life, and her liberating journey to the monastery; as in the previous case,
the narrative seems to have been based on popular recollection of dramatic
events, tropes based on the life of the Buddha and that of the female mah~zddha
Laksminkari (see below). These seem to be interwoven with direct accounts
from Chokyi Dronma and Deleg Chodren; for instance, there are a significant
number of passages of reported speech of the father-in-law and some of the
mother-in-law and the husband. This section is more extensive than the previous
one, at thirty-three folios, and covers approximately four years.
The description of monastic and yogic life is richer in ordinary detail and
seems to reflect the fact that Deleg Chodren, presumably one of the main sources
for the compilation of the narrative, had firsthand experience of the events. The
(presumed) biographer starts to appear as a direct witness through the description of some episodes, for example, the extraordinarily detailed description of
the production of books and statues after Bodong Chogle Namgyal's death. This
section is longer, fifty-eight folios, and covers a period of approximately ten
years.
The final journey is even richer in detail, some of which appears to be completely irrelevant to a conventional biographical project. The narrative is less expansive and florid and more descriptive in a dry, specific style. As the (presumed)
biographer was part of the group that escorted the princess on her journey, the
narrative concerning the final part of Chokyi Dronma's liEe seems to reflect both
his eyewitness accounts and those of Deleg Chodren. This section is notable for
the number of people who are named, ranging from significant donors (possibly
because it is hoped that they will continue to be sponsors) to individual nuns
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carryingout relatively mundane tasks, presumably because they are still part of
[he religious community (folio 125). The biographer seems not to have had the
time or the perspective to weave all the people and events he is mentioning in
an overall framework that was functional to the narrative. The section, including the start of the journey to Tsari, is forty-three folios. Although this is less
than the middle section, it covers a much shorter time span, some two years, an
indication that more detail is being included about events that occurred during
this period.
Although Chokyi Dronma's life can be subdivided into distinct phases (and

I introduced subheadings in the translation), the narrative presents only one
formal separation: between her worldly life and her religious life, which is a key
temporal and narrative threshold. In addition, two other important transitions
are highlighted by a particular emphasis given to geographical features: the crossing of the high pass between Chokyi Dronma's homeland and her country of
destination as a new bride marks the transition between childhood and married
life; on the same pass, a highly dramatic scene, bidding farewell to her mother
and sister, marks her departure for her final journey. The crossing of the pass
has thus spatial, temporal, and narrative dimensions. As a literary image it has
particular poignancy, for such a crossing is usually a highly significant moment
in a journey and is marked by a ritual act such as placing a stone on a cairn or
hanging prayer flags. The pass may refer not only to a geographical and possibly
political boundary but also to an important temporal boundary: stars "crossing
the pass" are an important marker for the transition of time.
The narrative presents not only an overall teleological orientation toward the
revelation of Chokyi Dronma's secret identity but also a number of different
temporalities that reflect the different "narrative models" (Brockmeier zooo:yg)
of the sources on which the biography was based: vivid and timeless images
of dramatic moments; cyclical representations of daily routines; the future of
prophecy and utopian visions; Buddhist civilization and the Tibetan empire as a
sort of classical antiquity that has to be revived; the ancestral past quoted in the
present in a letter of introduction; flashbacks in which the biographer chooses to
follow the temporality of communication rather than that of the actual events
(for example, the announcement of the daughter's death arriving with a letter);
the cyclical time of the seasons that mark the proper moment for begging trips or
for traveling; the dates that mark birth and death in a stark, cosmic way.
The many voices and the different renderings of spaces and times are thus
woven in a highly evocative narrative, distinctive for a complexity that exceeds
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any single predictable biographical project and transcends individual authorship
in any sense.

Genre, Purpose, and Style
In this section I shall look briefly attquestions of genre, purpose, and style of the
biography and try to explore the reasons behind these distinctive features. The
biography of Chokyi Dronma can be considered an example of a genre popular
among Buddhists of different traditions (see Tambiah 1984; Cook forthcoming),
The narrative presents the distinctive soteriological and hagiographical features
that are reflected in the Tibetan term defining this sort of biographical literature:
namthar (rnam thar-i.e., "liberation from all [worldly phenomena and concerns]"). This is therefore an exemplary account of striving for enlightenment,
written as a model for other followers ofTibetan Buddhism (Gyatso 1998:rozff.).
In relation to the conventional Tibetan classification of biographies as "outer,"
16~nner,"
.
and "secret," the text presents mainly-but not exclusively-the features
of an "outer" biography, dealing with the concrete events of Chokyi Dronma's
life rather than her doctrinal practices or her secret visions and mystical experiences. This is also reflected in the title that defines the text simply as a namthar, a
biography, and not, for example, as a sangnarn (gsang rnam), a secret biography.
The narrative is somewhat unusual in that it does not contain as many overblown and stereotypical elements as other contemporary biographies and includes a lot of apparently irrelevant detail. The structure is relatively loose, not
trying to organize the narrative in "deeds" or categories of activities, as is often
the case in this kind of work. Its linear style follows the events mostly in chronological order.
The introductory passage, however, immediately reveals one of the distinctive
features of this work: the central aim of the narrative is not only to describe an
exemplary life but also to establish the persona of Chokyi Dronma as an incarnation of the goddess Dorje Phagmo. The text has thereby a revelatory character
that is explicitly expressed by the author's prayer asking for permission to be allowed to put into writing "the highest secret." This is further emphasized by the
subsequent sentence that begins with "dc la," i.e., "in relation to this [secret],"
and continues by saying that the princess was born in a certain place with a
certain ancestry. Even though it is mainly an "outer" biography, the text shows
aspects of secrecy, revelation, and prophecy; these seem, however, to be related
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more to the nature of the deity Dorje Phagmo and the conditions under which
the biography was written than to the genre.
A particular stylistic feature of this biography is its relative lack of hornogeneiry. It alternates between stretches of narrative that conform with conventional
descriptions of deeds and passages that seem to be sketches taken straight from
life, in all its concreteness and incongruity. There are episodes and details that
are not very useful to the overall design and are occasionally a t odds with the expected: singling out the names of the nuns who helped with organizing food and
tea for celebrations; describing Chokyi Dronma's inability to read Thangtong
Gyalpo's handwriting and her need for Deleg Chodren's assistance to decipher it;
giving an account of her unsuccessful attempts at establishing a nunnery; revealing her inability to get the people of Palmo Choding to build water channels.
This richness of extra and unexpected detail in the narrative underpins our assumption of closeness to the events. In this respect Chokyi Dronma's biography
presents some parallels with that of Tsunpa Choleg (1437-1~21),compiled on
the basis of the lama's own autobiographical account (Everding t000:223-226).
This interpretation is also supported by other texts that report the deeds of great
religious figures. Irrelevant detail and stories of failures that are not functional in
a celebratory narrative are significant; for example, the dBa' bzhed (folio r~a-I@)
reports the mission of Rdmasambhava to Tibet as having had little success, and
this is an indication that it was written closer to the events, before the rise of his
major mythology, and can be seen as evidence to support his historicity (Pasang
Wangdu and Diemberger 2000:14).
The numerous details may also suggest that the biographer had a specific commitment to accuracy due to the conditions under which the writing was being
done: as part of a process of collective remembering that followed the untimely
death of the princess, when most of the people who had experienced the events
were still alive. Aiming to reveal and establish the secret identity of the princess,
the text had to be seen as authentic and authoritative by the community of followers, at the cost of not always complying with expected literary models. The passage
in Thangtong GyalpoYsbiography (308-309) that reports Chokyi Dronma's death
and the identification of Kunga Sangmo as her following reincarnation shows
that the clear recollection of her previous life underpinned her authenticity. This
was extremely important at a time when the line was not yet properly established
and such claims had to be particularly well substantiated to be accepted. The
stylistic features of the biography of Chokyi Dronma reflect the rationale of how
it was compiled: the direct quotation of speeches, thoughts, and documents, such
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as Thangtong Gyalpoi letter, and the mention of direct witnesses to the wens
reinforce the feeling of authenticity and authoritativeness." Yet these quoted
passages are often set in stark contrast to the poetic descriptions of meaningful,
emotion-filled moments-for instance, when Chokyi Dronma rides toward po.
rang Palm0 Choding with the sunshine on her forehead (folio 45b). or when she
heals a disciple of Bodong Chogle Namgyal who recovers like a withering flower
afier having been watered (folio 88a). A further remarkable feature of the text,
which seems to be linked to the process of production, is its abundance of celloexpressions from the Tsang region and the numerous spelling and grammatical mistakes. Assuming that the biography was composed in a somewhat improvisatory way, by gathering all possible sources and relying on unedited materials and
oral accounts, it is not surprising that the text has the feel of an unpolished draft.
However, the illuminations at the beginning, the opening verses, and the erudite
and poetic style of the framing narrative testify to the fact that it was meant to be
something much more authoritative than an informal compilation of notes.

The Puzzling Title
The full title of the biography reads: "The Biography of the Venerable Chokyi
Dronma, the Third Reincarnation of the Wisdom Diikini Sonam Dren[ma]."
l h i s formulation raises some complex questions concerning our understanding
of Chokyi Dronma's life and its relation to the establishment of a line of reincarnations. Was she the first, the third, or an undefined number in a series? There
are different schools of thought on this issue, which will be dealt with in chapter
5. Here I shall just address the specific questions raised by the title and its odd
relationship to the narrative.
The biography definitely sets out to reveal that Chokyi Dronrna was the emanation of the deity Dorje Phagmo; however, there is not even a hint in the text
that she was the reincarnation of a historical figure. Sonam Drenma is not mentioned at all, though it is possible that she appeared in the nonextant part of the
text. In any case, it is certain that Chokyi Dronma was not recognized as her
reincarnation until she was an adult. There is little doubt that she and her next
reincarnation, Kunga Sangmo, were the ones who concretely established the
tradition-as claimed by its current representatives (see Thubten Namgyal and
Dorje Phagmo Dechen Chodron 1995:31-58).
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fieSonarn Drenma mentioned in the title was the tantric consort of Phngmodrupa Dorje Gydpo (1110-1170). He was the founder of the Phqmodrupa
monastery and of the subsect of the Kagyupa named after it, and was also one
[he key figures in the opening of the Tsari shrine.* According to the Bo dong
char 'byung (folio zoa) and the Brugpa chos 'byung (406). Sonarn Drenma was
considered an emanation of the deity Dorje Phagmo and had some special links
to the holy place of Tsari, particularly sacred to her. In a passage of the biography
of Bodong Chogle Namgyal written in 1453 (391),there is a reference to her and
to the fact that she was a predecessor of Chokyi Dronma. According to this reckoning, Chokyi Dronma was the third Tibetan incarnation of the deity. I shall
return in detail to the construction of this lineage in chapter 5 ; for the moment,
it can be observed that the title of the biography reflects an early attempt at constructing the lineage of the Dorje Phagmo's reincarnations, an effort that seems
to have started toward the end of Chokyi Dronma's life. However, this is not
reflected in the narrative and may, at most, have appeared in the final, nonextant
part. Chokyi Dronma had apparently become her own divine persona before
being recognized as the reincarnation of great women of the past.

The Elusive End
One of the biggest challenges presented by the text is the lack of its final section. Fortunately, there is some information available concerning the last part of
Chokyi Dronma's life, from two texts that presumably relied on her biography
and other accounts for their compilation: one of the biographies of Thangtong
Gyalpo and the Bo dong Chos 'byung.
Concerning the missing ending, two main hypotheses can be formulated: it
has unintentionally been lost, or it was removed intentionally, possibly due to
the problematic content of the text, which could have become unacceptable for
continued circulation.
The first hypothesis is reasonably straightforward. For example, someone interested in the holy place of Tsari may have borrowed the final part of the text
and used it as a guide; or perhaps the final part was made up of a few folios that
were damaged and progressively destroyed by inappropriate storage. I have also
heard about holy texts of which some pages went missing because they had
become part of amulets and medicine^.^'
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More intriguing is the second hypothesis, suggested by the fact that the who]e
portion describing the journey to Tsari is missing, which could indicate some
intentionality. That part of the text included the travelogue of the journey,a
description of her activities in Tsari, probably details of Chokyi Dronmds death,
and a colophon describing time, place, and authorship of the biography, An
additional part describing the identification of the next reincarnation of Chokyj
Dronma, Kunga Sangmo, might have been included as well. It seems that
Gyurme Dechen, while compiling his biography of Thangtong Gyalpo, relied
on a source that detailed these events in continuity with the narrative of Chokyi
Dronma, mentioning the same people and places and reaching up to the early
years of Kunga Sangmo. The hypothesis of a deliberate removal of the final part
of the text opens up a range of possibilities linked to the significance ofTsari, the
death of the princess and the identification of her reincarnation, and even the
conditions of production of the text.
Tsari has been a holy place in southeastern Tibet at least since the twelfth
century. Different schools established their hermitages in the region, with a particularly strong presence of the Karmapa. A peculiarity of this place is that some
of its holiest areas are not accessible to women, even religious women, and that it
is surrounded by a recurring mythology of defeated transgression, i.e., a history
of women who defied the ban and suffered the sometimes fatal consequences
(Huber 1994:35off.). This kind of narrative has reemerged in the contemporary
Tibetan context. For example, in September 2005 in Kongpo, I was told that
three nuns went on pilgrimage to Tsari and entered the forbidden area, claiming
that in modern times this rule was no longer applicable; two of them died shortly
afterward as a consequence of their transgression. The ban on women became
particularly strict after the establishment of Gelugpa power in Tibet h e r 1642.
If the text contained something problematic-such as Chokyi Dronma's access
to prohibited places or highly secret information concerning her as the embodiment of the deity, awkward details of her death and reincarnation, or even
controversial claims about the control of certain places or sacred items-it may
have been withdrawn from circulation and kept in a guarded lace or even destroyed. This may have happened because of the implementation of stricter rules
concerning women in Buddhist hierarchies or a local clampdown on female religious practitioners or even claims on objects or places that had been taken over
by Chokyi Dronma's followers. The text may also have contained controversial
information concerning its compilation. The definitive answer must wait until
the missing part turns up.
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For the time being, it is possible to observe that both texts that give some
information concerning Chokyi Dronma's final years refer to her death very
without the miraculous events that usually accompany the description of a spiritual master's demise. Most sources that refer to Chokyi Dronmal
however, mention a skull with extraordinary features connected to her, possibly
cup made from her own cranium. The biography of ?hangtong Gyalpo
by Gyurme Dechen refers to Chokyi Dronma's skull as related to the prophecy
that he received from the deity Dorje Phagmo the first time he went to Kongpo
in 1420: "Also, in the future the Dorje Phagmo will leave a skull with special features (mtsban ldan tbodpa) in this place" (Biography of Thangong Gyalpo 134).
%is prophecy was reiterated by Thangtong Gyalpo on several occasions when he
a

announced at the monastery of Menmogang in Tsari Nesar, i.e., the "New Tsari"
east of "old Tsari," that "a skull with special features" would come, together with
a mountain dweller from Ngari.3RThis was considered to have come true when
Chokyi Dronma, as the embodied Dorje Phagmo, came to Menmogang and
died, leaving there the famous skull (see Biography of Thangtong Gyalpo 284;
Stearns 1980:27; Stearns 2007). But was it hers, or an important preexisting relic
to which she had gained access as incarnation of the deity? Cyrus Stearns (2007)
follows what appears to be the most plausible hypothesis, suggested by Gyurme
Dechen: dying there, Chokyi Dronma left her own "skull with special features"
in the Menmogang monastery, a precious relic of her as the incarnation of the
Dorje Phagmo deity. However, as Thangong Gyalpo prophesied the arrival of
the skull at Menmogang, the people are reported to have reacted with surprise
and concern because they thought that another relic, the famous "skull with special features" located at old Tsari, would be transferred to Menmogang, leaving
the main seat "vacant." This implies that the people were at first confused and
concerned by the consequences of such a transfer, and also that the skull eventually enshrined at Menmogang was a different one, i.e., Chokyi Dronma's was one
of many holy skulls . . . unless the main skull ofTsari ended up being transferred
for a short period to Menmogang when she arrived there. This last hypothesis is
less plausible than the one suggested by Stearns, but not impossible. The translator Sonam Gyatso, who visited Tsari in 1460, refers to the fact that "the skull with
special features"" had just been brought back to its original seat, at Dongpokhar,
"
this,
after internal feuds at Tsari had prompted its transfer to D a k ~ o . ~Before
the skull had been seen at Dongpokhar by Go Lotsawa Shonnu Pal during his
sojourn in Tsari in 1439 (before Chokyl Dronma's death) (see B h A n d 824; Ehrhard
2002:57). The existence of a skull or skulls related to the Dorje Phagmo is suppond by
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Konchog Palsang and Monpa Dewa Sangpo's biography of -hangtong ~~d~~
mentioning an enigmatic ~ r o p h e c yrelated to the skulls of Chokyi Dronmis
past, present, and h t u r e lives." Also, the sixteenth-century 'Bnrgpa rho$ %yung
(406) mentions a similar prophecy according to which Dorje Phagmo's skull had
come to Tsari in the twelfth century. The text refers to the girl "with special features," who was the consort of Phagmo Druba Dorje Gyalpo and an emanation
of the deity Dorje Phagmo [i.e., Sonam Drenma]. It says that she died prematurely, and that her skull magically announced that it wanted to go to its shrine
at Tsari and subsequently disappeared. However, there is no mention of Chokyi
Dronma. There is only a clear reference to "Chokyi Dronma's skull with special
features" being kept at Tsari in the brief text that goes with a small thangka of the
white Cakrasarpvara that was made under the auspices of Chokyi Dronma and
is currently kept at the Samding monastery. The precious relic played a role in
the reckoning of Bodong Chogle Narng~al'sspiritual succession and the formation of the Dorje Phagmo reincarnation lineage. I therefore shall return to it in
chapter 5. However, like the account of Chokyi Dronma's last days, the story of
her skull remains elusive, perhaps hidden by the same ancient controversies4*and
confused by the shared identity between Chokyi Dronma and the deity ofwhich
she was an emanation and for which she was celebrated.

Biographical Models That Informed the Writing
Several different biographical models are clearly identifiable in the narrative
of Chokyi Dronma's biography. Buddha's life, as would be expected, is clearly
a prime source of inspiration, a "paradigm" (Tambiah 1984). This is a default
model in Tibetan biographical writing (Gyatso 1998:111).It is worth noting that
Chokyi Dronma's life presented particular parallels with that of Prince Siddhartha, as they both renounced their royal background to devote themselves to their
spiritual practice, and that biographical accounts of the historical Buddha, such
as the Lalitavistara, are explicitly mentioned in the biography.
In the narrative the predictable hagiographic motives taken from the twelve
deeds of the Buddha, adapted to the specific circumstances in which she lived,
blend with the lively description of Chokyi Dronma's dramatic experiences. ?he
Buddha's life was thus used as a literary model in a nongendered way. Accordingly,
Chokyi Dronrna follows the paradigm of the protagonist, Prince Siddhartha,
rather than that of the female figures of the story. In spite of such nongendered
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or cross-gendered views, to which 1 shall return in chapter 4, a number of female templates are important. Chokyi Dronrna's biography shares many similarities with the story of the eighth-century mad Indian princess I,akgmitikari,
one of the eighty-four rna/ui.siddhas. As Chokyi Dronma became part of a line%e
of Dorje Phagmo reincarnations, Labminkari was considered the starting point;
she is explicitly referred to in the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (see
chapter 5). Even though Lakrminkari is not mentioned in Chokyi Dronma's
biography, her history was clearly the source of some of the tropes thar informed
writing, especially the episode of the marriage and the dramatic renunciation
of royal life. She might also be indirectly evoked by a number of epithets used
for Chokyi D r ~ n m a . ~ ~
~ a k ~ m i n k a r istory
's
is briefly narrated in Abhayadatta's Storits of the EigbryFour Mabasiddbas (Abhayadatta in Robinson 1979:25off.; Shaw 1994:110ff.)~~
and is extensively referred to by G o Lotsawa in the Blue Annals, which indicates
thar at that time it must have been particularly popular.45Laky-ninkari is associated with Urgyen (Oddiyina), the land of the &kinis, located to the west of
Tibet, presumably in an area corresponding to current north Palustan. She was
the sister of the King of Oddiyina called Indrabhtiti. As a royal princess, she
had been promised to the king of a non-Buddhist country, whom she disliked.
She married him but opposed the non-Buddhist practices that were meant to
welcome her as a bride, and eventually escaped the unwanted marriage by pretending madness: she unbound her hair, rubbed ashes on her body, and behaved
erratically. She took refuge in a cremation ground, where she dwelled clad only
in her long hair, twigs, and dirt, and appeared light blue because of the ashes that
covered her skin. After devoting herself to meditation in complete seclusion, she
achieved ultimate spiritual realization and became the spiritual master of numerous disciples, including the man to whom she had been promised. Labminkari
is considered to be the author of a few texts that appear in the Tibetan Buddhist
canon and is related to a distinctive practice of Avalokiteivara that was particularly popular in the Mangyul-Gungthang area.4" Chokyi Dronma's own experience of an unwanted and unhappy marriage and the conflation of the narrative
of her life with that of the famous female mahhiddha are probably why, over the
centuries, she became the heroine of unhappy brides and lovers (see preface).
Chokyi Dronma's biography seems to have also been informed by the narrative
model of the tantric consort, which is evoked right at the beginning. Whether
this was meant only symbolically or referred to concrete forms of interaction
with her spiritual masters is clouded in ambiguity (see chapter 4). Narratives
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of holy women who became consorts of their teachers were widespread at [hat
time. There were extensive accounts concerning Mandariva and Yeshe Tshogyd
consorts of the eighth-century tantric master Padmasambhava. They appured
conspicuously in the narratives concerning the life of this master that had dourished in Tibet since the fourteenth century (see chapter I). The ~ e 1 f t h - c ~ ~
mystic Machig Labdron, who became one of the consorts of the Indian yogin
Phadampa Sangye, was also famous. In addition, there was fragmentary information concerning less-known religious women from the princess$ region (see
Martin 2005:49ff.) such as Machig Shama, a contemporary of Machig Labdron,
who was born in Phadrug in Southern Lato and became the consort of Ma
Lotsawa and possibly of Phadampa Sangye. She was reckoned among the ancestors of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (Biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal
16), and her story must have been fairly popular, for G o Lotsawa reported it in
the Blzle Annals (Roerich 1988:219ff.) in the chapter devoted to the Lam 'bras
tradition.
Even though the lives of a number of Indian and Tibetan women may have
informed the narrative as general templates, the biography does not seem to
acknowledge any of them explicitly as an inspirational model. Interte~tualit~
is generally reflected in the mention of evocative detail. The only specific mention of other famous holy women is two brief references to Machig Labdron:
one in connection with her ritual cycle and the other in the reported letter of
Thangtong Gyalpo, from which it appears that he considered Machig Labdron
a sort of predecessor of Chokyi Dronma (see chapter 4).
A biographical model that applies conspicuously to the narrative of Chokyi
Dronma's life is that of the crazy yogin, of which the twelfth-century yogin
Milarepa can be seen as the Tibetan prototype. From this point of view Chokyi
Dronma can be grouped with other fifteenth-century figures who challenged
all sorts of conventions and the growing clerical orthodoxy, such as Tsangnyon
Heruka and Drugpa Kuleg but also, to some extent, Thangtong Gyalpo (Samuel
1993:518), referred to in the biography by his full name and his well-known
epithet, the "madman of the empty valley" (126). Under this light the mad princess Labminkari and the yogini Machig Labdron appear as female prototypes
for Chokyi Dronma. Her unconventional behavior runs throughout the narrative, and I shall return to it in chapter 4. The theme of the transgression of social
conventions also had a direct link with the deity she embodied: Dorje Phagmo
was the Tibetan adaptation of Vajravarihi. As already described in chapter 1,
this female deity was at the center of an Indian cult of Sivaite origin that or@I00
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nally involved women, especially those of low caste. and aimed at transcending
duality and thereby liberating the mind. Spiritual awareness was achieved
through practices that implied a ritual confrontation with what, according to
was feared and brought about defilement, such as charnel grounds,
corpses, and menstrual blood (English roor:35ff.; Tsuda 1978:167ff.).
A very significant and inspirational model for the biography of Chokyi
Dronma was that of her master Bodong Chogle Namgyal, Feast of Mirack by
~ m o ~ h a s i d dJigme
hi
Bang, which is explicitly mentioned in the text. This biography is neatly organized in twelve deeds, like Buddha's biographical accounts.
Chokyi Dronma's biographer, however, rather than emulating its rigorous structure and poetic language, seems to have used it more loosely: first as a motivation
for writing, second as the basis for cross-referencing; third as a source of inspiration for common tropes.47
Finally, some of the distinctive imperial themes reflected in the biography
were certainly informed by narratives concerning the dynastic period that were
particularly popular in Gungthang at that time. They were part of the general
revival of the imperial legacy (see chapter I), and during the reign of Chokyi
Dronma's brother and nephews the Mani bka' 'bum,the so-called testament
was Sangye Lingpa's
of Songtsen Gampo, was printed in several edition~,~%s
Padma bka' h a n d 9 a fourteenth-century hagiographical account of the life of
Padmasmabhava.
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PRINCESS, N U N , YOGIN!

Porong, October 2004. We It$ Palmo Cboding monastery at duwn, riding west toward
the village of Labuk and its ancient Bonpo temple. The first rays of the rising sun
are touching the mountain peaks that frame the vast plain of the Palkhu Palthang
as we climb toward a small pass overlooking the blue expanse of the Palkhu lake.
Dawa, one of the best read and most knowledgeable Tibetan nomads I have ever
met, is riding in front. He is young, energetic, and completely devoted to the
history and the traditions of his region and his country, which he came to know
from his family, from local documents, and from the recent reprintings of Tibetan classics.' These texts form an integral part of the paraphernalia and general
clutter of his dark, smoky house and nomad tent, as he always takes some along
on his travels. As we approach the summit of the pass, he stops and points to an
indentation in the landscape, telling me that there Chokyi Dronma had started
to build water channels, following the example of Bodong Chogle Namgyal.
Tne water from the stream above should have been flowing in this direction to
irrigate the area beyond the pass. There are still traces of ancient fields, channels,
and a few ruins, although some might be more ancient than hers.
The microclimate of the Palkhu lake seems to have enabled agriculture in
an area otherwise habitable exclusively by nomads. m e r e are a few villages of

farmers along the shore, cultivating some of the highest fields in the world,

small

of land that can be irrigated by nearby springs. Chokyi Dronma,
however, had grand plans. Like many former Buddhist masters, she wanted to
transform arid slopes into cultivated land as the basis for a flourishing Buddhist
That was five hundred years ago, but she still seems to be here-in
Dawa's words, in the enthusiasm with which he narrates her deeds and those of
her master, Bodong Chogle Namgyal. The plans of this extraordinary fifieenthcentury woman seem ambitious indeed, and perhaps not exactly plausible-one
can understand why they may have been controversial. Dawa's explanation, however, brings her story to life in this spectacular but harsh landscape at the interface between the agricultural and the nomadic worlds. Munificent princess and
begging nun, idiosyncraticyogini and divine incarnation, Chokyl Dronma seems
to embody the conventional combination of outer, inner, and secret identities,
which appears in her biography in a striking way.
Chokyi Dronma's biography vividly describes her experiences, the multiple
ways she appeared in the eyes of her contemporaries, and the many transformations she underwent. In this chapter I explore some of the most interesting
and distinctive themes raised by the narrative: personal traits, domestic details,
existentialist crises, and how she was perceived in the religious and social context
of her time. 'These are linked to wider issues such as gender, relatedness, and her
symbolic representation as part of a reincarnation lineage.

Agent of Innovation in a "Tibetan Renaissance"?
Tibet's unification under the Sakya-Yuan rule, seen both in continuity with and
in contrast to the ancient empire, had substantially improved communication,
long-distance commercial relations, and cultural exchange. 'The subsequent fragmentation into discrete polities made it possible for a number of local rulers to
assert their own power. However, they were compelled to manage their defense,
economy, and political prestige independently. Urban centers had grown up
around their castles, especially those located at crucial intersections of longdistance trade routes. Political prestige and territorial control were achieved not
only through military and economic might but also, more indirectly, through
marriage alliances and religious patronage.
Chokyi Dronma's time was undoubtedly very turbulent, but also fertile and
even seminal for many aspects ofTibetan culture, a fact that has been pointed
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out by numerous scholars ofTibetan art and religion (see for example Ricca and
Lo Bue 1~~3:11-32).
The general historical picture, however, which is oftendefined as the "Middle Ages" (Snellgrove and Richardson 1995 [1968]), "the rise
of Ecclesiastic Power" (Stein 1972), is often characterized in negative terms, in
contrast to Tibet's unification under the Dalai Lama. This kind of reading is
sometimes reinforced by the evocation of medieval Europe, with its stereoripical
images of feudalism, clerical power, rurality, and stagnation, as a parallel. B~~
highlighting political unification as the central category of assessment neglects
the important socioeconomic processes of this period, including the development of urban areas, trade and commercial relations, crafismanship, and new
technologies. This large-scale transformation had an extraordinary bearing on
the cultural life of the time, which, as discussed in chapter I, also benefited from
the plurality of patronage and the lack of a hegemonic center (masterpiecessuch
as the great stzipa of Gyantse emerged in this context). A variety of artistic styles
and forms of cultural production developed in different areas ofTibet and in the
different religious traditions, and these informed one another through continuous confrontation and borrowing.
'The biography of Chokyi Dronma, especially if considered in relation to the
histories of Gungthang, Southern Lato, and to a lesser extent Northern Lato,
provides a unique insight into the great socioeconomic changes that made this
innovative cultural production possible. Chokyi Dronma and the ruling family of Gungthang in particular were important agents in this process, which,
somewhat provocatively, I call a "Tibetan Renaissance" (see introduction). In
chapter I I suggested that, as in the city-states of the Italian Renaissance, political fragmentation followed increased urbanization, new commercial relations,
the spread of literacy, the specialization of craftsmanship, and multiple forms of
patronage that promoted artistic and technological innovations. These innovative visions were also informed by the creative revival of classical models through
the rediscovery of ancient civilizations. My choice of the term "Renaissance" is
thus set in contrast to static readings of Tibetan history that ofien fail to link
individual achievements with the transforming socioeconomic and cultural context. In ~articular,it aims to evoke the dynamic aspect that has been read into
the notion of "Renaissance" in the European context, which at an individual,
narrative level was masterfully captured in the Live? of its artists, as narrated by
Giorgio Vasari.
The biography of Chokyi Dronma offers a glimpse into her world, and, re~ her perspective as an elite woman devoted to the
markably, into her ' ' ~ i t y "from
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,upport of gear deeds. After she completed the reproduction of the works of her
master, his statue, and other items of religious art, she is reported to have paid
the craftsmen and sold tools and materials to them:
[ ~the
t inauguration ceremony] the ocean of the monastic community, led by
scholars and meditators, gathered there. There was Ponmo Sangring with the
crafismen who had made the statues, Lopon Ringyal with the painters, and the
great secretary Konchog Gyaltshen with the carvers. There were also carpenters,
statue makers, blacksmiths, and the ministers of the king, as well as all sorts of
guests, ranging from officials to commoners, who had spontaneously gathered to
watch. Everybody was offered food, as much as they wished, and a great deal of
drink. Chokyi Dronma presented her father with a monastic robe and gave the
others whatever they needed. Therefore, in this way, there was an excellent end to
the celebration. The next day she paid all the workers. She also sold some items
to them according to their request and for a price that was one fourth of the real
price that would have been asked by good traders. In this way she kept all the
workers happy. (94b-95a)
This passage shows clearly that there were groups of specialized craftsmen,
they were paid, there was a market for tools and materials, and some of the
craftsmen were well off enough to buy them. l h e relative prestige of the crafismen is reflected in the prominence given them in the ceremony and in other
passages that mention by name the leader of each group of specialists (folios
79b, 94a). In terms of technological skills, tools, and craftsmanship, Gungthang
undoubtedly benefited from its position as gateway for trans-Himalayan trade
and its proximity to Nepal, where artistic skills were highly developed, especially
among the Newari population of the Kathmandu valley, and often exported.
For example, Aniko, a Newari craftsman from Nepal, went to China during the
Sakya-Yuan period and ~ r o d u c e dseminal artwork (Tucci 1999 [1949]:277). At
the time of the Tibetan empire, craftsmen had been invited from Nepal for the
production of religious monuments (for example, for the construction of Samye
monastery; see dBa' bzhed, folios Ila, ~ z a )and
, Mangyul-Gungthang had been
their main route of access. Nepali style is also reflected in several of Gungthangi
monuments from the imperial period and from later ~ e n t u r i e sIn
. ~the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries local rulers revived this tradition in a grand way. The
lords of Southern Lato invited Nepali artists and craftsmen to create statues and
other religious it ern^.^ Artists and crafismen from Nepal apparently taught the
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people with whom they worked in Tibet, promoting the development ofa lad
expertise that was inspired by Newari style but produced its own origins syntheses. The names of the crafismen recorded in Chokyi Dronma's biography are
all Tibetan, which suggests the existence of established bodies of local specialized
craftsmen and artists. Gungthangk thriving trade ensured that there was enough
gold, silver, and other general equivalents to pay for tools, materials, and labor.
is curious that in the passage above Chokyi Dronma is described as having sold
items under price, a hybrid act between a commercial transaction and a gift to
those who participated in the enterprise. By asking for payment, she was able
to give the tools to craftsmen who invested in and were likely to make good use
of them. By keeping the price low, she pleased them and made it possible for
those who were not particularly well off to afford the tools and materials. She
thus preserved, at least in part, the morality of the donation while obtaining
some income that she would reinvest in her subsequent deeds. The whole process
seems to manifest Chokyi Dronma's entrepreneurial ability, the same skills that
enabled her to support the numerous deeds of her masters. They benefited not
only from her direct material support but also from what her kingdom offered as
a thriving commercial center, a hub for specialized knowledge, and a melting pot
of cultures. For example, Bodong Chogle Narngyal is the author of "one of the
only surviving accounts of early Tibetan metallurgy" (Jackson 1996:96), which he
undoubtedly produced by synthesizing and elaborating the technological knowledge available in the Gungthang kingdom and more generally in the region.
"The city" was Chokyi Dronma's model of civilization. Her innovative drive
was informed by the revival of classical models in Buddhist India. The construction of irrigation channels and the expansion of cultivated areas was part of this
ideal:
According to the idea of my omniscient great lama

. . . the construction of the

channels in the Palkhu area will benefit an area measuring one thousand khal.
Everybody will benefit as long as no one raises a claim for a larger share. This will
greatly help not only those who live on the Palthang plain next to the lake but
also the many people from India and Nepal who come to Tibet regularly and face
great hardship on the way. In ancient times people used to say that in order to
establish a great monastery it was important to build it in an affluent big town
to avoid problems with erratic irrigation systems; it was good to build it on the
ruins of a former building so that completely new construction was not required.
Also, the existing surrounding fields would produce large amounts of rice and
rob
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numerous learned monks from many places would gather there. 111 the same way,
scholarsfrom Southern and Northern Lato and Ngari should gather here to study
and practice his collected works (dPalde D o na nyid &pa), spreading the doctrine of the Buddha. Also, thanks to these good deeds, this great land can remain
peaceful. . . . [Despite her plan1 the project did not go well h e r a while because

what the local people said they would do was changeable. (folios Iroa, b)
Bodong Chogle Namgyal had already tried to build water channels in the
vicinityof Palmo Choding, but his attempt had failed because of a flood. Chokyi
Dronma had tried to resume the plan on a grander scale, as part of her vision
for the development of a Buddhist civilization that revived not only the ancient
Indian model but also the early Buddhification of Tibet.
In imperial Tibet, Padmasambhava had a comparable plan to expand the cultivated areas,bhich he tried to realize with the support of theTibetan sovereign
and the introduction of new technologies. His vision, however, was only partly
endorsed by the Tibetans and met with serious resistance within the council
of the ministers, which eventually forced him to leave the country. The dBa'

bzhed and a number of other sources reveal his fundamental failure to fulfill
his plan, although later, more legendary accounts tend to hide this detail. Both
Padmasambhava and Chokyl Dronma faced opposition to their concept of radical transformation through the transplanting of technologies from other areas:
presumably more sophisticated water engineering from Oddiyina7 in the case of
Padmasambhava; the irrigation system from agricultural centers such as Gungthang to nomad areas in the case of Chokyi Dronma. Padmasambhava had failed
to win over the representatives of Tibetan indigenous culture and politics, who
eventually imposed their view on the young Tibetan emperor; Chokyi Dronma
never managed to find complete support for her enterprise in the nomadic communities of the high pasturelands of Porong.
Chokyi Dronma's grand plans were informed by the fact that Gungthang
seemed to represent a distinctive form of urban agricultural civilizations and was
in the vanguard in several domains. In chapter I, I outlined Gungthang's important role in the development of printing in Tibet and how its carvers exported
this expertise to other places. l h e passage describing the 1452 production of a
new edition of the collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, along with a
statue of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and a wisdom stzipa, tells not only how she
raised the funds, involving her father as well as a wide network of supporters, but
also how she was directly involved in the work:
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the outset of the work, she had the contents list edited and proohad and

ensured that the editors followed the same standards. She said, "If I do not a,-[
in this way, the deep meaning of this teaching will not be understood properly
'This would damage myself and others." 'They proofread the work four times.

The Queen of Knowledge herself carried out the first editorial process, together
with Lama Kabchupa Pal Chime Drupa, Onpo Tingdzin, and the great siddha
Changchubkyi Sung, as well as Loden and Osang, the two main attendants of
the Omniscient. Then she involved forty-two skilled scribes9 from Ngari under
the pidance of Chogle Namgyal's great secretary, Konchog Gyaltshen. (folios
90b-91a)
Chokyi Dronma's crucial contribution to the reproduction of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal's collected works seems to have disappeared in later accounts. The Gung
thang rgyal rab states briefly that her father was the donor for
the White Residence of the omniscient Bodong Jigdrel [i.e., Bodong Chogle
Namgyal] in the great monastery [i.e., Dzongkha Chode] and the statue reflecting
the image (sku brnyan)10of this master. As far as his great writings are concerned,
he made a printed edition of the De nyid 'duspa [i.e., Bodong Chogle Namgyal's
collected works] in the extensive, medium, and concise versions as well as of all
his other works. (Gung thang rgyal rabs 123; see also Everding 2000:128,129)
The remarkable role that Chokyi Dronma played in these events is visible
because the biographer decided to highlight it on account of his own agendacelebrating her as a divine woman. Her example may well have been more widespread than later historical records describe. The role of initiator and supporter,
if not fulfilled by a particular throne holder, was easily neglected or just buried
within bare lists of sponsors of great enterprises. 'The importance of Chokyi
Dronma's own contribution and those of her kin and her network of nuns and
noblewomen to multifarious enterprises may point to a pattern of behavior that
was more than an exception." It may reveal that women, especially from the
political and economic elite, contributed to the great achievements of their times
more significantly than it is formally recorded.
Chokyi Dronma's contribution to the reproduction of the collected works of
Bodong Chogle Narngyal was crucial and seminal. Under her brother and his successors, printing flourished in Gungthang and enabled the circulation of some of the
most important works ofTibetan literature (including the L# and Songs ofMihva
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and the Ma+ bka ' 'bum;
see Ehrhard moo:17).It was part of the process that later made
the T r a k Taso
~ monastery, located hetween Gungthang and Mangyul, an important
printi%house. A statue of its founder, N+ Chogyal Lhatsun RinchenN a m d (1473is witnas to the imponance of the Gungthang royal f a d y in &is pr-.
Chokyi Dronma gave a great impetus to Gungthang's cultural development,
;Is she was deeply committed to the spread of knowledge in the most comprehensive way, which included her wish to enhance access to religious education
for women. She did not shy away from taking untrodden paths and challenging
conventions. She even improvised herself, as a sort of choreographer and dance
master at the request of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, creating the sacred dances for
women that were performed by her nuns, despite their initial reluctance to dance
in public (folios Sob-arb).
The description of Chokyi Dronma's enterprises, which includes references
to individuals using their personal names and concrete details, vividly captures
her ability to mobilize people and resources by relying on shared beliefs and
networks of relations. At the interface between Tibet and Nepal, western and
central Tibet, the agricultural and the nomadic worlds, the "traditional" and the
"innovative," she seems to have been, in Frederik Barth's words, a "cultural entrepreneur" of her time.12 She drew on her personal skills, which she had shown
already as a young daughter-in-law in Southern Lato, as she started to take care
of religious texts and buildings on her own initiative (folios 32-33). After she was
ordained and became a begging nun, she was both a royal donor and a donee,
which greatly enhanced the religious significance and the scope of her deeds. She
channeled resources from a multitude of people of different standing toward the
great achievements of her spiritual masters and became a spiritual master herself.
She deeply understood the politics of patronage too. She readily accepted donations from members of local elites, who could not challenge her hierarchical
superiority as a member of the monastic community and presumably also as a
member of the Gungthang royal house, but was deliberately shy of interacting
with the great rulers of her time who could have jeopardized her independence.
Her approach was facilitated by the fact that there were several potential supporters, which gave her some leeway, but she could not avoid a visit to the Lord
of Rinpung, Norbu Sangpo, as she passed through Shigatse. The hierarchical
relationship between donor and royal or imperial donee was a delicate and controversial matter (see chapter I).
Although it is uncertain to what extent she was a major artist or scholar herself, she definitely knew enough of the various skills to make things happen and
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inspire those who carried out her ideas or those of her masters. She ohen mad,
a point of participating directly, not refraining from hard physical work and
behavior unsuitable for her status. For example, when Bodong Chogle Namgyd
visited her during the construction of a stupa, he saw her carrying a stone and
remarked, "'Why are you doing this? This might damage your reputation,', .
She answered with a smile: 'If I don't do this kind of work myselc the nuns will
not carry out this work well.' [He then commented]: 'This is
a

(folio 75b).
Personal involvement and direct experience, beyond the established conventions, feature repeatedly in Chokyi Dronma's life and in the school of thought and
art she participated in and promoted. The emotional intensity that had shaped
her relationship with Bodong Chogle Namgyal while he was alive seems to have
informed the artwork that faithfully reproduced his physical appearance in a
life-size statue, with his human features given in great detail: "They made a statue
of Chogle Namgyal that was one head higher than the previous one and had a
face that was extremely similar to the real lama" (92b)-so similar that common
people believed they beheld the deceased master himself (folios gjb, 94a).
Statues with realistic features have been produced in Tibet since imperial
times and go back to a tradition attributed to the Buddha himself. He is said to
have had his own image reproduced as it was reflected in water and to have had
statues made to help with the diffusion of the doctrine afier his death (Chayet
1994:113-114). Although the tradition of making realistic statues and portraits
was not new, it must have had a articular momentum in fifteenth-century
Gungthang. The statues belonging to the Bodongpa tradition show an exceptional resemblance to the actual features of the human models. This distinctive
feature of Bodongpa art was highlighted by David Jackson and Gene Smith, who
noted that the surviving bronzes are "strikingly realistic" (Smith 1970:48;Jackson
1996:1o1).This was probably due to both Bodong Chogle Namgyal's school of
thought and local skills in metallurgy.
Bodong Chogle Namgyal, an eclectic spiritual master, was also highly innovative in the field of painting. He was deeply influenced by Newari art but
promoted an original synthesis of different styles, reflecting Indian and Chinese
traditions. He used materials, techniques, and proportions encompassing abstract theory and practical design. Following the Chinese tradition, he even gave
a definition of the five fundamental colors (rtsa ba'i dog), which he described
as luminous ~ r i n c i ~ l rather
es
than as pigments, recalling Newton's view on the
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subject (Chayet 1994:192). H e influenced the artistic production of his time
md was instrumental in establishing the distinctive style of the region (Jackson
19q6:95ff.).Like Bodong Chogle Namgyal's religious teachings, which paScd
into numerous different traditions, his views on a n presumably affected a variety
later schools. The stunning and contradictory portrait of Chokyi Dronma at
[he Nyemo Chekar monastery, described at the beginning of chapter I, seems
to bear traces of Bodong Chogle Namgyali style even though it was painted
some roo or 150 years later and is rich in the green and blue tones typical of
the artistic school that emerged in the sixteenth century around the Karmapa
(Chayet 1994:185).'~Chokyi Dronma's simple but unequivocally worldly jewels,
the long and loose hair, the tantric ritual items, and the monastic robe appear
as an improbable combination of attributes that frame her person. She is seated
on a throne, with her gaze, both affectionate and intimidating, turned toward
an imaginary group of people outside the painting, and her face captured in a
remarkable attempt at a three-quarter perspective. Even though she is made part
of a larger composition centered on the Fourth Red Hat Karmapa, by then one
of the most influential personalities in Tibet, she appears very much as her own
person rather than as a mere element of the retinue or the spiritual lineage.
?he realistic features expressed in the figurative art of Bodong Chogle Namgyal's tradition can be seen as related to the linear prose of the biography, with its
wealth of concrete detail, the humanity of people and events captured through a
suggestive, sometimes colloquial prose. Both seem to reflect a distinctive frame
of mind, an innovative approach to artistic and religious expression. Chokyi
Dronma's biography may represent a particular style of narrative that emerged
in the context of fifieenth-century Gungthang or perhaps in the region more
generally. The biography of Tsunpa Choleg (1437-1521), compiled a few decades
later by people from the same tradition and area, shows a comparable attention
to tangible, sometimes irrelevant details and suggests a similar preference for a
plain, realistic style, highlighted by Karl-Heinz Everding:
The biography of bTsun pa chos legs can be reckoned among the most interesting
and significant sources for the cultural development of Western Tibet in the first
half of the second millennium. Considering the plain language and narrative
style, the work seems to have been written without major literary ornaments, just
as it was to told to his disciples by bTsun pa chos legs. (Everding 2000:224, my
translation)
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The new impulses in Tibetan literature that emerged during this period are
also reflected in the fact that one of the greatest works ofTibetan biography,
L+ and Songs of Milarepa, was compiled by Tsangnyong Heruka (14(2--1~~~),
one of the most renowned donees of Chokyi Dronma's brother, Thri Namgyal
De. During the same ~ e r i o d in
, eastern Tibet, people began to compile an increasing number of texts reporting the Gesar epic (Karmay 1998:465), which
seems to reflect an emerging Tibetan interest in putting into writing traditions
that reflected the popular culture of lay communities. The biography of Chokyi
Dronma itself presumably influenced popular works such as the biography of
Thangtong Gyalpo (see chapter 3).
Chokyi Dronma can be seen as part of a larger movement that sought the new
by reviving the lost roots of Buddhist civilization creatively. This approach was
distinctive for its social and gender inclusiveness, eclecticism, cultural syntheses,
exploratory drive, and innovation. It is therefore not surprising that after the
death of her first spiritual master, Chokyi Dronma was attracted by Thangtong
Gyalpo, one of the most striking and innovative personalities of her time-sometimes defined as a "Renaissance figure" and called the Leonardo ofTibet (Khalen
1993:138-149), due to the breadth of his interests and creativity. In many ways
he embodied a vision comparable to Chokyi Dronma's own, not only through
his religious practice but also through his extraordinary achievements in architecture and engineering. The construction of the great stupa of Chung Riwoche
and of his numerous iron-chain bridges must have appeared to the people of her
time as true wonders. He was able to achieve these enterprises thanks to skills he
had acquired on his extensive journeys. He had a particular competence in iron
metallurgy, which enabled him to produce the iron rings for his chains from an
arsenic-rich ore or by adding arsenic in the smithing process so that they would
not rust (Stearns 1980:87, 132; Epprecht 1981; Kahlen 1993:138ff.). He also participated in the construction of grand stupas such as Gyang Bummoche, built
by Dakpo Sonma Tashi around the turn of the century, learning the skills that
he would then develop and perfect in his own architectural masterpieces (see
Stearns 2007). Thus he elaborated on whatever he had learned on his journeys
and added it to the distinctive regional artistic and architectural production
of his homeland. He is in fact considered another great representative of the
so-called "La stod school of art" (Vitali 1990:133), even though he was active in
many areas ofTibet and was thus a truly transregional figure. He was also profoundly aware of the politics of his religious and artistic deeds, and he appears
as a staunch supporter of Tibetanness in all his biographies. The sense that his
I12
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Sheer presence was defending Tibet against the Mongols is said to have prompted
him to request his disciple to hide his death for at least thirty years aherward (see
Biography of Thangtong Gydpo 341; Stearns 2007).
?hangtong Gyalpo, on his part, was definitely attracted by this extraordinary woman who was an offspring of the great Tibetan emperors and, despite
her youth, had already proved herself a remarkable "cultural entrepreneur."
nangtong Gyalpoh deeds were grand not only in scope but l o in the extent
of
and labor required for their realization. ?hey needed a great deal of
support, which he was able to secure from the local rulers and even the Neudong
Gongma, the supreme rulers of Phagmodrupa. The scale of his enterprises allowed him to compete, with success, against the First Dalai Lama, Gendun
Drupa, for craftsmen and labor (Jackson r996:98). When Chokyi Dronrna
first met him around the end of I452 or in 1453, he had already been building
bridges for over two decades,14 relying on the wide network of followers and
donors established while traveling through Tibet. However, he still had very
ambitious plans that included more bridges and the completion of the grand
stzipa of Chung Riwoche. She had the wealth, coordination, organizational skills,
and connections that could provide the further substantial support, resources,
and mobilization of people required. In fact, she is described in her biography as
having collected a great deal of donations in Northern Lato, eventually offered
to Thangtong Gyalpo, and as having contributed to the construction of the stripa
of Chung Riwoche (folios 124-125). When she lefi for Tsari, he presented her
with a piece of iron chain that he had kept with him on his journeys (folio 128a).
This gift was not only a sacred object blessed by the master but also presumably
a prototype for Chokyi Dronma's future activity at the shrine of the deity: the
extraction of iron and the production of chains for the new bridges.
The sacred and the technical were not mutually exclusive for Chokyi Dronma
or her masters, but complementary as part of the same vision-in Buddhist
philosophy, especially in the Mahiyina tradition, merit can be gained both from
religious practice and from projects that benefit the community and the welfare
of all living beings. Cyrus Stearns (2007) observes that
Thangtong Gyalpo repeatedly emphasized in his edicts that the Buddha had said
that much merit was accumulated by constructing images, even more merit by
writing scriptures, even more merit than that by creating representations of en, more merit than that by building boats and
lightened mind (such as s ~ p a )even
bridges, and even more merit than that by saving the lives of sentient beings.
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As pointed out in chapter I, Situ Chokyi Rinchen, the father of chokyi
Dronma's father-in-law, was celebrated for his meritorious deeds that included
not only the construction of temples and the establishment of religious acrivities but also the building of water channels and the improvement of
Against this background the story of Chokyi Dronma and of the girl in whom
she reincarnated was apparently not only a matter of esoteric religiosity but also
a story of iron and gold (as will be further described in chapter 5).
In Tibet, various arts and skills were part of a comprehensive classification
that encompassed all human knowledge, the "ten sciences," not discrete domains, as they are often considered in the West. Anne Chayet points out [hat
"artistic creation as we conceive it in the West was not considered in Tibetn
(Chayet 1994:98). Artistic, and sometimes even technical, creation was rather
part of a larger process aiming at spiritual achievement; its aesthetic or functional
value was just the worldly element, not its full scope. Ultimately the art object or
the technical work was mere illusion, like everything else in the world, like the
image of the Buddha reflected in the water. However, the worldly element was
profoundly valued, as human beings are inevitably conditioned by the world of
relative truth in which we live and in which we are subject to the law of cause
and effect. This is the starting point for any spiritual striving.
In the world of relative truth, everything is conditioned; all phenomena are
related and can be ~erceiveddifferently by different subjects. The distinction
between subject and object, person and thing can be blurred, as is perhaps generally true of art and sacred objects: the artistic masterpiece, the piece of blessed
craftsmanship, the sacred relic, or the scripture may be endowed with its ow11
"agency" (using Alfred Gell's terminology).15 There are numerous Tibetan objects famous for their subjectivity and intentionality. For example, the Jobo, the
famous statue of the Buddha in the Jokhang, which appears in the biography
a couple of times, is said in earlier sources to have refused to be taken to China
during the eighth-century anti-Buddhist persecution but to have accepted a temporary removal to Gungthang (dBa 'bzhedfolios 4a-5a), thus participating in the
events of that time; the skull of Chokyi Dronma's previous incarnation, Sonam
Drenma, is said to have spoken, as it wanted to be taken to the sanctuary of the
Dorje Phagmo at Tsari ('Brugpa chos 'byung 406),thus contributing to its sacredness. Art objects and scriptures are produced through a process that mdows
them with divine agency (Kapstein 2001:271-276) and, especially after their consecration, acquire a sort of life of their own through rituals and narratives. The
Mongols translated the Tibetan term for "consecration" (rabgnas; Skt. pmtistha,
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with a word that literally means "bringing to life" (amilah). Like
eople, books arc clothed in garments (na bza') tied with sashes (sku chink) (see
P
phuntso forthcoming). ?he verb chendyen (spyan %an), meaning "to invite" a
Person of high rank, is also used for statues and holy books. Accordingly, the
biography tells that "At the beginning of the consecration ceremony the statue
and the wisdom rtzipa were 'invited' ( w n Y~an)in a carriage from Dongphubn
The same treatment was given to the books embodying Bodon%Chogle

lit,

~ ~ m ~"speech
~ a l (gsung)
k
and, on several occasions, to his multifarious relics.
For centuries these objects have embodied and extended the master's intentionality, with a sort of "personhood" distributed among the disciples of Bodong
Chogle Namgyd and Chokyi Dronma, and more generally within the community through history. Apparently, not only did people act on objects, objeca acted
on people. For example, one of the realistic statues of Bodong Chogle Namgyal
has become a symbol at the center of the exile community from the Porong area
in Kathmandu, and also the model for new statues placed on Bodongpa altars in
Tibet. Bodong Chogle Narngyal's collected works have a whole saga of their own
that links the different Bodongpa centers in Tibet and in other parts of the world
(see chapter 9). Thus artwork and scholarly production have blended with the
cult of relics that has characterized the Buddhist world since its inception and
has so often reflected, and driven, the vicissitudes of the religious community.
There is a sense of divinity in the production of great artwork and scholarship,
often celebrated as "deeds," that permeates the whole process, the objects, the
craftsmen, and especially the human instigator. These people were seen as highly
realized, sometimes even as human emanations of bodhisamas, who endowed all
that they produced with their blessing. Some of these extraordinary masters had
high aristocratic backgrounds or belonged to established religious families; others emerged mainly through the power of their actions, like ?hangtong Gyalpo.
There is no doubt that Chokyi Dronma was considered the incarnation of the
Dorje Phagmo against the background of her imperial ancestry, but even more so
for what she did. Her own extraordinary enterprises, in which the material and
the spiritual blended completely, could not be achieved by conventional means.
Epithets often used to refer to her, such as Mapificient Lady (dPal kyi dbang
mo) or the Supreme Lady of Magnificence (dPal kyi dbang phyug ma), capture
this greatness that encompassed political power. munificence, and spiritual stature. She lived at a time when innovation on all levels-by rigorous scholars,
princely donors, or idiosyncratic yogzns-was expressed in the idiom of sacredness and ultimate spiritual realization. Such an embodied divinity reflected in
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extraordinary deeds resonates, across cultures and across profoundly different
religious systems, with that attributed to the greatest Renaissance geniusesand
their patrons. Giorgio Vasari's Lives celebrated his homeland, Florence, and his
patrons, Cosimo and the Medici family, who shone in the glory of the deeds
of those they supported. In the first edition he described Leonardo (in a passage missing from the second edition) as human beyond human, a model of
divinity:

E veramente il cielo ci manda talora alcuni che non rappresentano la umaniti
sola, ma la diviniti istessa, accib da quella come da modello, imitandolo, passiamo accostarci con I'animo e con I'eccellenzia dell'intelletto alle parti somme
del cielo. (Vasari 1550:562)
And really, heaven sometimes sends to us those who do not represent only
humanity, but divinity itself, so that by taking this as a model, imitating it, we
can get closer with our soul and with the best of our intelligence to the highest
spheres of heaven. (my translation)

Relatedness in Chokyi Dronma's Life
Chokyi Dronma's status as a member of an important ruling family inevitably
shaped her life and her relationships to thg people around her, even when she
tried to transcend it as an ordinary member of the Buddhist monastic congregation, a regular begging nun. The peasants were surprised and confused when
they encountered the princess on one of her begging trips and offered donations
lavishly.
Chokyi Dronma was very aware of her worldly position, which she tried
to transcend but also used strategically and linked with a distinctive sense of
responsibility. For example, after having been seriously ill and close to death, she
is reported to have addressed her parents-in-law and her husband in this way:
Death comes to all, and even after death there is still suffering to endure. We are
powerful people who have carried out important deeds, so we will also undergo
greater suffering. If I were afraid of suffering, I would get a bad rebirth. If at this
time 1 weren't thinking about a solution for my future, I would be very foolish.
(27b-28a)
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In her words, her status made her religious choice even more compelling.
Chokyi Dronma appears in the biography in three modes of being-worldly,
and tantric divinity-concretely reflected in how she related to her
family of origin, the family she married into, and the Buddhist congregation. I
use the term "relatedness" (Carsten 2000) to map out these relationships because
it includes what is conventionally defined as kinship but allows for a more flexible, culturally specific understanding. This term, which also translates a widely
used Tibetan notion,'"^ particularly suitable for the analysis of cultural constructions that seem to cut across boundaries between kin and non-kin, which
often exist in Tibet. I shall briefly outline the main figures as they appear in
Chokyi Dronma's biography and how they were related to her.
Chokyi Dronma's father and father-in-law are benevolent and authoritative,
both fathers and kings. They seem to epitomize the ideal Buddhist ruler, who
integrates temporal with religious morality, the "golden yoke" of the worldly
legal system with the "silken knot" of the discipline upon which the monastic
community was based. They appear as remarkably similar personalities, powerfd, respected, keen on justice, tolerant, affectionate, but also aware of their
responsibility as guarantors and implementers of the moral order. They are the
prime figures of authority with whom Chokyi Dronma negotiates when she
takes crucial steps in her life.
Remarkably different from the men of the older ruling generation are the two
young princes, heirs to the thrones of Southern Lato and Gungthang. Chokyi
Dronma's husband is portrayed in many ways as the antihero: he is a Bonpo in
a Buddhist family, unstable, prone to conflict; he even instigates a war for emotional reasons, discrediting himself in the eyes of his own people. He may have
actually been a complex character with a disturbing medical condition related to
his goiter" and may have been a practitioner of the local ancestral cults (which
are still problematic from the Buddhist perspective). Undoubtedly, however, the
biographer enhanced the negativity of this character in contrast to his father, the
just Buddhist king, and Chokyi Dronma herself, a Buddhist hero. The narrative
may also reflect the trope of the non-Buddhist husband that features in the story
of L h m i n k a r i , which undoubtedly had some bearing on the representation of
these events (see chapter 3). Chokyi Dronma's husband seems to represent sheer
"antirelatedness," for although he and Chokyi Dronma happened to marry, it
is clear that the relationship does not work. The fruit of their union does not
survive, supposedly on account of his religious beliefs and practices, and when
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Chokyi Dronma takes her leave of him, requesting his permission (but merely
formally, for everything has already been negotiated with the father-in-law),h,
states bitterly: "It seems that yo11 are not to stay at my side for this life, and [here
is no hope that you will become my protector in a future life. Do what you wish,
you do not need to ask me!" (folio 42b). However, she does give him gifis on her
departure (folio 43b) and ensures that he has an appropriate Buddhist funeral,
illustrating her compassionate side (folio ~oya).
Chokyi Dronma's brother is almost a symmetric figure to her husband. Both
are portrayed as embodying, in her eyes, the negativity of worldly involvemenr
from which she wishes to escape. The young prince of Gungthang appears in
the biography as a volatile character, involved in disputes with his father and
generally impetuous in his decisions. He is depicted more positively in the later
part of the narrative but is never celebrated as in later sources. This is presumably due both to the time of the compilation of Chokyi Dronma's biography
and to his particular role in the Gungthang royal family from her point of view.
He seals her destiny as a royal princess to be married out, puts her mother in a
vulnerable position, and repeatedly creates family problems to which Chokyi
Dronma responds by deploying her mediation skills. There appears to have been
a complex political tension between competing factions in the ruling elite in
Gungthang, which the biographer has described as a personal hostility between
father and son. A careful look at the account of the dispute is revealing. It is not
just the son who is "roaming around the plain" (folio 30b), upset and aimless.
He has with him a group of ministers (blon).The elite seems therefore to have
been split between the father and the son. ?his is reminiscent of the political
structure of the Tibetan empire, so we can infer that the council of the ministers
had significant power and was also likely to harbor factionalism." Against this
background the disputes within the royal family become more ~lausibleand
less personal. In addition, we understand more fully the emphasis with which
Chokyi Dronma is repeatedly celebrated for her successful mediation. She was
able to rally and unite the scattered and conflicting factions, and thus able to
quell the malicious rumors that had surrounded her ever since her transgressive
behavior had brought about the collapse of the marriage alliance with Southern
Lato and possibly war.
The two main female figures in the narrative, who are kin to Chokyi Dronma,
present remarkably contrasting features: her mother-in-law and her mother.
Chokyi Dronma's mother-in-law seems somewhat narrow-minded and manipulative, caught up in both convention and common sense. She and Chokyi
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Dronma appear involved, almost in a stereotypical way, in the common and
predictable tension between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law. She =ems to
be repeatedly shocked by Chokyi Dronma's behavior (folios zIa, q a ) . she is
protective and concerned for the future of her son without Chokyi DronmiS
stabilizingpresence (folio 27b) and is disturbed by Chokyi Dronnia's behavior
cowardtheir daughter (folio 29b). O n the other hand, Chokyi Dronma's mother
appears as the main reference in her relational life, from birth until their painful
separation,which turns out to be crucial for the recognition of the reincarnation
of the princess (see chapter 5). Chokyi Dronma's mother has the dream that
prompts Lama Chopel Sangpo to acknowledge that the baby princess has given
herself her name (folios jb, qa). She encourages her education, suffers deeply at
their separation when Chokyi Dronma leaves to be married and when she leaves
for the east, and supports her deeds extensively. Chokyi Dronma, in return,
shows great affection and concern for her mother, who appears particularly vulnerable due to her position in the royal family.
Two other important, albeit more marginal, female figures appear in the narrative: Chokyi Dronma's grandmother and younger sister, who are both highly
supportive of her and seem to be part of a wider network of female kinship relations on which Chokyi Dronma relied extensively. It is significant that in the biography, Chokyi Dronma's younger sister is supposed to replace her as a wife of
the ruler of Southern Lato after the collapse of Chokyi Dronma's marriage. This
swap never happened,I9 but apparently, sometime later Chokyi Dronma's niece
was sent as a bride to Southern Lato to balance and continue the relationship
between the two polities. Tsangnyon Heruka met this unfortunate princess who
also had been married out. She had lost all her children, returned to Gungthang,
fallen in unrequited love with him, and eventually died tragically (Biography
of Tsangnyon Heruka 86-87). Tsangnyon Heruka later met another niece of
Chokyi Dronma who had married out to the Neudong family (see chapter 5).
Chokyi Dronma's network of female relatives, which appears both in the biography and in parallel sources, shows a wide transregional character, which reflected
the kinship politics of the time.
When Chokyi Dronma abandoned her secular life and took her first monastic
vows, "from being part of a family, she became without a family" (folio 46a)
and formed a new set of relationships. Bodong Chogle Namgyal and C h o h i
Dronma are often referred to as ~ a b - s e( ~ a srm),
b
(spiritual) father and child,
which indicates a spiritual relatedness that was a quasi-kinship relation. Without
superseding the ties with her family, this teacher-disciple bond became dominant
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aker she started her life as a Buddhist adept. During the last years of Bodong
Chogle Namgal's life, as she was recognized as a fully accomplished spiritud
master in her own right, the two of them were also referred to as yub jump
ise.
father-mother of the Buddhist doctrine. 'This referred presumably to their role as
spiritual parents to their disciples as well as their personal religious relationship
(see below).
As the narrative develops, Deleg Chodren, the attendant and spiritual cornpanion of Chokyi Dronma, seems to grow into the position of a junior spiritud
relative, like a younger sister or a daughter. Chokyi Dronma is referred to as
mother ( ~ u r nwhen
)
supervising Deleg Chodren's spiritual practice (folio 5,b).
Gradually Deleg Chodren became empowered as her immediate spiritual heir,
and she eventually took on a sort of parenting position in relation to Kunga
Sangmo, the next reincarnation of Chokyi Dronma. However, she apparently
did not have the status to enter into the lineage constructed in later sources (see
chapter 5). The only record of her role is in the biography and the few brief mentions in the biography of Thangtong Gyalpo (308,339).
Expressed in the idiom of kinship, these spiritual forms of relatedness were
likewise seen as given, based on karmic links from previous lives; they seem to be
simply revealed through encounter and interaction. Eventually, the disclosure of
Chokyi Dronma's secret identity inscribed her in a further set of relationships,
linking her to a number of sacred women of the past who were considered emanations of the same deity and to the women of the succeeding generations who
would be recognized as her reincarnations (see chapter 5).

Gender and Motherhood in Chokyi Dronma's Secular Life
The sociocultural milieu in which Chokyi Dronma was born, grew up, married,
and became a mother had an important bearing not only on her worldly identity
but also on her decision to devote herself to a religious life, for this was the setting in which she decided to renounce the world and "become without a family."
Gender played a fundamental role.
Chokyi Dronma's status was given by the framework of relations into which
she was born as a princess, a king's daughter. She had inherited the ancestral
bones2' from her father, which linked her with the Tibetan imperial legacy that
the royal house of Gungthang had come to embody during this historical period. She had the royal bones, but she could not pass them on because she was a
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woman. She was firstborn, but not the awaited son, and this had a tremendous
impact on her life from the beginning. However, the kinship system wu not
rigid as it might seem; until a son was born, there was a remote chance that
she could become the ruler of her kingdom by marrying a man who acted as an
adopted son of the king and eventually succeeded him." It is not clear whether
she would have been in a position to formally inherit the throne, bur that may
have been the case if no other option existed.*' Some of the royal symbolism used
for Chokyi Dronma seems to indicate that her becoming a leader was considered
a real possibility, at least by some. However, once a son was born (although to
a junior queen), her destiny was that of an ordinary royal princess: she would
become the important link in a marriage alliance, the representative of her kin
and her kingdom in an unfamiliar, albeit allied, place.
Chokyi Dronma's concerns about women started with her own mother and
herself. An important passage in the biography (see chapter 2) links the birth of
a son to a junior queen to the anxiety of Chokyi Dronma's mother about having
produced only daughters and to Chokyi Dronma's first wish to take the vows
(folio 7b). This link is reiterated in later passages, so that the intricate questions
of succession to the throne and family disputes seem ofien to epitomize worldly
concerns (for example, folio 31a). The issue is also reflected in a peculiar inconsistency in historical sources.
Chokyi Dronma's biography states that she was born in the year of the tiger,
i.e., 1422, as the first child of the King of Gungthang and his main queen, and
that four or five years later a junior queen gave birth to the son who eventually
took over the throne. In contrast, the eighteenth-century Gung thang rgyal rabs
(125) states that her brother was born in the year of the tiger, to the same mother
(who apparently was the senior queen). Chokyi Dronma is merely mentioned
in this later source as being born to the same mother but without any date. The
Gung thang rgyal rabs continues by saying that Thri Namgyal De, i.e., Chokyi
Dronma's brother, was an incarnation of King Thrisong Detsen and was enthroned at the age of fifieen. Ifwe accept the version given in Chokyi Dronma's
biography as a more detailed and almost contemporary document, supported by
the biography of Chopel Sangpo (folio 4b). it seems that the later genealogical
account has confused dates between the siblings, highlighting the male heir to
the throne as the first born.
The birth of a male heir to a junior queen altered not only Chokyi Dronma's
position in the royal family but also her mother's, even though she retained the
status of senior queen. More importantly, this event is likely to have changed
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the general political setting, bringing to the fore influential people linked to the
junior queen, mother of the heir apparent, especially the ministers who were
"roaming around the plain" with him. Tellingly, the biography contains a remarkable passage that follows the description of the formal, possibly second,
enthronement of Chokyi Dronma's brother in the late 1 ~ 0 sO. n that occasion
Chokyi Dronma expressed an odd request to her spiritual master: "Foldingher
hands, the Lady of Prosperity said to the great teacher, 'Precious lama, if I die
before my mother, lease take care of her with love"' (folio 68b).
Since Chokyi Dronma's mother had not produced a son, she was dependenr
on the favor of her aging husband and the mercy of the young king, who was
unrelated to her; furthermore, she was at the mercy of competing factions in
the ruling elite. The formal enthronement of the heir was likely to entail a shifi
in Gungthangls internal politics, presumably not to the advantage of Chokyi
Dronma and her mother (see above). Throughout her life Chokyi Dronma tried
to provide material support; she built a house for her mother and provided her
with a land tenure. She was very aware indeed of her mother's vulnerability
against the background of kinship ~olitics.
The biography provides a rich source of information about common views
on gender and kinship at the time. Significantly, these were not necessarily consistent with each other. A remarkable statement about gender appears in the
description of how Chokyi Dronma, after having given birth to a daughter, was
told, "The most important thing is that your body is in good condition. There
is no difference between boy and girl. Later you will give birth to one child after
the other'' (folio 26), evoking more the challenge that childbirth represented for
women than the apparently popular gender discriminatory views. Also, when
Chokyi Dronma discussed the education of her daughter with her husband, she
seems to have referred to a bilineal system of kinship relations: "Later he suggested that Yungdrung Lingpa, a great Bonpo master, should become the child's
teacher. The Magnificent Lady replied: 'Had this child been a boy, you would
have had the power to decide. However, since the child is a girl, she will take
refuge in the Jewel of Buddhism"' (27a). This is consistent with more general
Tibetan ideas about kinship, according to which bones are ~ a s s e don patrilineally while flesh and blood are passed on matrilineally. Even though the bones
are usually highlighted, under some circumstances the fleshlblood line may be
used to make claims and can become significant for the transmission of religious
items and competences as well as ritual roles. The female line, represented symbolically by blood or flesh, can thus be used in two different ways: as a negative
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factor associated with impurity or as a positive factor that enabled women to
,,egotiate certain rights on the ground of matrilineal relations, as in Chokyi
Dronma's case.
However, other passages show that negative views about the value of women
were probably prevalent. In describing an episode that was probably taken from
the miraculous stories circulating at that time, the biographer links the preven[ion of female infanticide to the arrival of Chokyi Dronma:
When the Female Buddha, Woman of Wisdom was about to arrive at Shekar as
a daughter-in-law, the mother of a dumb boy gave birth to four daughters. The
father of these daughters was very upset and tried to throw them into the water,
but the dumb boy all of a sudden spoke: "They can't be thrown away! The four
are four &kinis. The head of the &kinis, Konchog Gyalmo, is about to come
here from Ngari!" (folios jja, b)
We have to read this episode, of course, as the background against which the
princess is depicted as a hero. It is possibly significant that the story refers to a
dumb boy speaking. This can be interpreted as a need for a strong voice for female beings, and Chokyi Dronma is described later in the biography as fulfilling
this role in a number of aspects.
Beyond the hint at female infanticide, another representation of female misery set contrastively against Chokyi Dronma's deeds is the story of an abandoned old woman whom she cares for irrespective of her repulsive aspect and
the possibility that she is affected by a contagious disease (folios 99b-IOI~).O n
the whole, Chokyi Dronma had a profound sense of women's vulnerability and
saw Buddhism as a way to address their plight, as she explicitly stated when she
became ordained (see introduction and folio 46a).
When Chokyi Dronma became a mother herself, at first it seemed that she
would act in a similar way to her own mother, as a strong supportive presence.
In the first few months, this was the case; she is described as enjoying loohng
h e r her daughter, in princely conditions, and making a point of residing over
her education. It is therefore quite surprising to read that shortly afterward,
when her daughter was still a baby, she declared that her role as a mother was
completed. It is possible to detect here a reverberation of the episode in the life
of the Buddha in which Prince Siddhartha leaves his wife and baby child to
devote himself to his spiritual quest, apparently the model according to which
the biographer framed Chokyi Dronma's experience of motherhood. Beyond
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the narrative model, however, there are several aspects of this event that seem
peculiar and reveal the human complexity of Chokyi Dronma's experience.
?he biography describes the following chain of events:
a few months after the birth of her daughter, shortly after she has claimed
her right to control the child's education, Chokyi Dronma travels to the hot
springs, becomes ill, and almost dies;
she recovers after the miraculous appearance of the Medicine Buddha;
when she comes back, she does not take care of her daughter anymore; the
mother-in-law criticizes this and Chokyi Dronma replies that a royal child
has an innate, self-reliant character and that she has already fulfilled all that is
necessary as a mother;
she then travels to her homeland to mediate family disputes, leaving the child
behind at Shekar;
the child dies while she is away and the news reaches her by letter;
Chokyi Dronma decides that the time to pursue a monastic life has come;
Chokyi Dronma tells her ~arents-in-lawthat there is no reason to worry about
the destiny of the child, as she will find her own way and will be soon reincarnated, but she also states that the death of the child was to be attributed to
some anti-Buddhist activities that had been performed;
her father-in-law seems delighted with this response; however, upon her return to Shekar there are rumors that she may feel some regret for how things
went with her daughter, and it is hoped that she will ~ r o d u c eother children
in the future.
Although child mortality was certainly high at that time and the death of a
baby was a common experience (as it still is in many rural areas), it is explicitly
stated that the death of her daughter "gave her a lot to think about" (folio 31b).
It is therefore probably significant that she finalized her religious life choice at
precisely this time. The loss did not prompt it, for she had already expressed her
wish to become ordained early in her life, but it certainly seems to have precipitated the final break with secular life.
'There is, however, another layer of possible interpretation: the journey to the
hot springs may have already been a response to a looming personal and family
crisis. She traveled there on her own, with just her attendants, shortly after the
confrontation with her husband over the education of their daughter. Illness
often features in the life of young daughters-in-law who experience a breakdown
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in [he new family setting and prompts the renegotiation of family relations."
journey to the hot springs, the illness, and her subsequent avoidan= of
regular contact with her daughter may also have coincided with the weaning of
the child. Returning to Shekar, Chokyi Dronma decided that she could not accept the situation in which she found herself. She ostensibly refused to continue

ne

to fulfill her role as a mother and, as the weaning or a milk nurse made her less
indispensable, she may have tried to renegotiate her position, especially with
her mother-in-law. Then another set of dramatic events caught up with Chokyi
Dronma: she felt that she had to return home because of the conflicts that had
between her father and her brother. Her success as a mediator was
displaced by the news of her daughter's death, to which she responded with the
expected composure. It is not unlikely, however, that a link between the death
and her mother's absence may have been read into the events by the people who
witnessed them and perhaps even by Chokyi Dronma herself. It was a high
price to pay, something that had to be explained and with which the people
around Chokyi Dronma, and the biographer, seem to have struggled. Beyond
the unemotional reply to her parents-in-law and the attribution of responsibility
to practices promoted by the child's father, this was apparently what gave her
"a lot to think about." Regret ( b o d p a )was a factor, and this term is explicitly
mentioned in the biography, although through the voice of rumors. By highlighting the fact that people attributed this state of mind to the young princess,
the biographer seems to betray Chokyi Dronma's own suffering, not only grief
but also remorse at the inescapability of an event that could not be undone and
for which she may have felt partly responsible.
Beyond the complexities of Chokyi Dronma's psychology and kinship relations, the narrative highlights some of the challenges raised by the transposition of Buddha's life as model for a fifteenth-century Tibetan woman. Prince
Siddhartha's separation from his wife and child caused him great sorrow but was
indispensable for his ultimate aim. However, his child was brought up by his
wife, and after his enlightenment and the founding of the early monastic community, became one of his disciples. To what extent was this model of renunciation applicable to the life of a woman? The inclusiveness of some Buddhist
approaches definitely allowed for this in principle, but how did the practicalities
work out when a woman decided to renounce the world after having become a
mother?
Other Tibetan religious women, such as the twelfih-century yogini Machig
Labdron, experienced motherhood with different outcomes and solutions. The
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dilemma of women torn between maternal commitments and religious up"ations is described in a striking way in the life of Ani Chola, a nun who lived
in the same region some four centuries later and founded the female monastic
community of Rongbuk (Rong phu). The story of her life is narrated by Dlatrul
Ngawang Tendzin Norbu in his autobiography (folios 25-35), and I provide a
brief outline here because it resonates in many ways with Chokyi Dronma's own
experience.
Ani Chola, mother of three daughters, was originally the sister-in-law of the
previous reincarnation of Dzatrul NgawangTendzin Norbu. They belonged to a
reasonably well-off family of farmers in Kharta, an area directly south of Shekar.
As her husband had decided to leave the household to devote himself to a spiritual life, she was asked to take another husband and take over its management.
To everybody's surprise, however, she refused and said that she wanted to pursue
enlightenment too: "She said, 'I had to come here as a daughter-in-law and

. . . I would also like to enter the door of the
Dharrna, but since I have little merit, my legs are surrounded by children. I can-

suddenly I had three daughters.

not go, I cannot stay'" (Autobiography of Ngawang Tendzin Norbu folio 30a).
At that time a song was attributed to her:

I came as a daughter-in-law without purpose;
I closed the door of the Dharrna and got stuck in the mud.
You, children, rope of samsara,
As soon as you can get o ~ lof
t the house.

I, the mother, will not stay and I will devote myself to the Dharma.
Don't make obstacles to her practice.
( A U T O B I O G R A POHFYN G A W A N G

T E N D Z I N N O R B U FOLIO

3 0 ~ )

Eventually she was allowed to leave with her three daughters, who were
brought up, juggling the difficult situation, between their father and mother,
according to the spiritual master's suggestion:
"This summer leave the two elder daughters in Rongphu, and their father will
teach them reading and writing. You should go back with the little one to Rabshi
Phumar and start your preliminary practices there. After I have completed my
retreat, we will be able to discuss your future." According to this decision, her
husband stayed to practice meditation in Rongphu Lingme. Here he took care
of the two elder daughters; they ate just a little roasted barley in the morning, in
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the evening, and at noon; they were crying all the time because they missed their
mother. (folios 33b-34.4

fiechildren are called the "rope of samsara" in the vivid and emotive song;
however, despite the challenge that they originally represented for their parents,

they grew up and became the core communiry of the Rongbuk nuns. Motherhood epitomized the paradox of the human condition: entanglement in rawara
and opportunity of liberation through a human rebirth. In the lives of rcli-

gious women who were also mothers, this dilemma can be highly dramatic and
palpable.
It is impossible to know the exact impact of Chokyi Dronma's brief and tragic
motherhood on her life and on her religious itinerary. Would she have left the
to go to a monastery if her daughter had lived? Would she have been in a
position to try an avenue similar to that of Ani Chola and involve her daughter
in her radical choice? O r was it her daughter's death that precipitated the realization of her wish for a religious life, against the background of an already unstable
situation?
When later, after becoming a nun, she defined herself as "the woman who was
married and had children" (folio 54a), she identified that experience as epitomizing the secular world she had left behind. She had experienced samsara in its
depth through her own suffering and that of others, especially women. She thus
announced at her ordination that she was dedicating herself in particular to the
religious practice of women (see introduction).
Rather than lamenting the plight of women, a recurring theme in female biographies (Schaeffer 2004), Chokyi Dronma seems to have tackled the issue in a
proactive way. This was undoubtedly facilitated by her privileged social position,
her ability to raise funds, and the presence of spiritual masters who had very inclusive and non-gender discriminatory views. However, Chokyl Dronma's gender
was not unanimously accepted in the religious environment. Bodong Chogle
Namgyal often had to defend his attitude toward Chokyi Dronma, and women
in general, to people who saw female presence as an element of corruption of
the doctrine. Shortly after Chokyi Dronma's ordination as a novice, somebody
had said to him:
"There is a girl who is like the apple of the eye of both Ngari and Southern Lato.
Now she has cut her hair and entered the doctrine, corrupting it. How did you
allow this?" The Lord answered, "She came according to links from previous ages.
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you have no such links, how can you criticize me? She doesn't want to become
Lady of Ngari and Southern Lato, she wishes to become the protector of 111 living beings. 'The doctrine was not corrupted. In fact it is people like you, withoul
virtue, who are corrupting the doctrine." (folios 47a, b)

He ohen went back to the Indian roots of Buddhism to suggest innovation,
development, or reform concerning women's involvement in religion. H e w
thereby referring to the most inclusive approach that can be found in ancient
Buddhist scriptures (see Sponberg 1992:8ff.). However, neither at the dawn of
Buddhism nor in Chokyi Dronma's time nor in the current era have such positions been accepted without disputes.

'The Life of the Buddha as a Model of Renunciation
As mentioned in chapter 3, throughout Chokyi Dronma's life, the story of Prince
Siddhartha is a constant theme, and probably as more than the literary model that
informed the writing of her biography. She may have actually taken him as an
exemplar in a context profoundly shaped by what Caroline Humphrey defined as
a "morality of exemplars" (Humphrey 1997:2@.). In Tibet and elsewhere, I have
often come across religious men and women who reenact situations and interpret
their lives according to narratives contained in exemplary biographies (see also
Cook forthcoming, for comparable cases among Thai Buddhist nuns), a phenomenon that is also having a particular impact on the reconstruction of Buddhist
traditions in contemporary Tibet (see chapter 8). Buddha's life as narrated in the
Lalitavistara, quoted among Chokyi Dronma's readings and mentioned as a source
of inspiration that informed some of her radical choices (folios 36b-37a), may have
also provided a framework for her own reading of her life experiences in hindsight.
The narrative model therefore appears to have influenced both the biographical
writing and Chokyi Dronma's own life. Here are three interesting examples.
Chokyi Dronma, as a little girl, is depicted as having had a great awareness
of worldly impermanence. 'This is described in a passage apparently inspired by
the theme of the three sights-an old person, a sick person, and a corpse--that
prompted Siddhartha's renunciation of royal status and the world:
She saw a very old woman holding a stick and leaning on it. She called the nanny,
Tshebum, told her to come, and asked, "What is that?"
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Tshebum replied, "That is a very old woman."
this a human being?"
"Yes."
"Will I become like this?"
Tshebum, without thinking much, answered, "Yes, you will."
%idgot very scared and cried and cried and cried. Then Tshebum spoke

ne

some soothing words: "I was just joking! You will not become like this."
Later, she heard the sound of the drum (hmaru)from the charnel ground and
asked, "What is that?"

'Rcorpse is being carried to the charnel ground."
"Will this happen to me?"
"No, it will not!"
"It will happen to me, I know. I'm afraid."
"If you are afraid, what will you do?"

"I'll do something that liberates me from the fear of death."
"How can you do this?"
The Venerable immediately went into deep meditation. (folios 8b-9a)
The narrative model is clear, but details such as the nanny who speaks without
reflecting seem to add an unpredictable element taken from the living context.

A peculiar resonance with Buddha's life appears in the description of how a
lama was invited and asked to convince her to give up her wish to take the vows
and continue to lead a secular life. H e said:
"You can practice meditation and you can learn all the deep instructions on
how to reach enlightenment within one lifetime, while staying with your family.
Rather than talung the vows and becoming ordained, it is much better if you stay
with your family. In particular, if you do not keep the throne, conflicts may break
out between these miryarchies and everybody will be extremely unhappy." Then
the Great Woman resolutely countered, "I

refer to take the vows, focus on the

Omniscient, and be liberated. Even if I were to bring about great prosperity, such
a goal would be far removed from the taking of the vows. It would be like poison.
Now nobody can change my commitment." (38a)
The lama was suggesting that, as a reasonable compromise, she could choose
the pathway of the tantric practitioner without abandoning her secular obligations. This could be seen as a common-sense solution. However, she flatly
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refused it, explicitly stating that she wished to follow the example of Prinu
Siddhartha. I l l s dramatic confrontation seems to evoke the final temptationof
the Buddha before his enlightenment. David Snellgrove observed that on
occasion Mira spoke to Siddhartha "as a subtle tempter urging conventional
good works as more profitable than the rigors of ascetic life: 'I.ive, good sir; life
is better. Living thou shalt do good works. If thou livest the religious life, if thou
sacrificest the fire-sacrifice, much good is stored upon you. What hast thou to do
with striving?"' (Snellgrove 1987:18).
The passage describing Chokyi Dronma's refusal to listen to a lama who had
been invited to give her sensible instructions on how to manage her situation
highlights the radical conflicts that she faced, like Prince Siddhartha, when she
had to choose between the conventional good of being an excellent ruler and
what she felt to be the ultimate good, the striving for enlightenment irrespective
of worldly commitments. The description of Chokyi Dronma's actual life events
seems to be inspired by classic narrative models, yet invariably exceeds them,
here and in many other more or less close resonances with further adventures of
Prince Siddhartha and other Buddhist heroes: the seclusion in and escape from
the royal palace, giving up a spouse and child for the pursuit of a higher spiritual
aim, and life as a begging member of the monastic congregation.
The reference to the enactment of Buddhist narrative models is mostly implicit, but occasionally the Indian setting or the deeds of previous Buddhist masters are actually quoted. A very interesting example is the story of the disciple of
the Buddha who, at Veluvana Park in Magadha, was led astray by heretics. This is
quoted as a reference for Chokyi Dronma's confrontation with the Bonpo priests
(folio 16b). The same theme returns in the description of Chokyi Dronma's life at
Shekar, where she is said to have based her actions on the debate between Sakya
Pandita and the heretics when she had to refute Bonpo views (folio 19b). The
biographer presumably was referring to the famous debate between Sakya Pandita and Harinanada and other prominent Hindu masters, ~ r o b a bSivaites,
l~
in
Kyirong around the year 1238 (see Tucci 1999 [1949]:626; Everding 2000:353). In
both passages of Chokyi Dronma's biography she reenacted preexisting models.
These are remarkable examples of constructing "the others," the non-~uddhists,
by merging the ancient Indian notion of heretics (Tib. muthegpa, Skt. thirtikha)
with that of the followers of Shenrab, i.e., the Bonpo andlor the practitioners
of local ancestral cults, and using it as a blanket term to refer to Tibetan preBuddhist religious practices. The opposition to local non-~uddhistcults is given
such an emphasis in the biography that it cannot be explained merely by refer130
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ence to standard narrative models. I t has to be seen in the particular
of the region at that time: the biography of Chopel SangPo (folio &),
court chaplain of Gungthang, mentions a conspicuous Bonpo prewnce in
[he area and the relevant Buddhist activity of containment. Even more significant is the fact that the rulers of Southern Lato performed ancestral cult
such as the worship of Pholha L-hatsen Gangmar (see Sbddknr rhor 'byung folio
Ila)" that may have included animal sacrifices, as these were widely practiced
in [he area until 1959 (Diemberger and Hazod r997:261ff.). It is therefore likely
[hat the local ancestral cults constituted the background for the life story of
Chokyi Dronma as a hero in the Buddhification ofTibet, continuing the deeds
of ~~dmasambhava
and Milarepa. The distinctive use of the term "Bonpo," in
particular, reflects a confrontational view and differs significantly from
more conciliatory approaches. This view also seems to have informed the interpretation of the conflict between Chokyi Dronma and her husband, which is
starkly depicted as the confrontation between a Buddhist and a non-Buddhist
view of the world.
The ideal of the Buddhist scholar that is dominant in the biographv of her
master, Bodong Chogle Namgyal, is a further important theme that may have
informed both Chokyi Dronma's biography and her life. Chokyi Dronma followed the Sakyapa school until she became a disciple of Bodong Chogle Namgyal
(folio 19b). This affiliation is not surprising, given the importance of this tradition in Mangyul-Gungthang and the fact that her paternal grandmother was ordained as a nun in a Sakyapa monastic institution. Afier she met Bodong Chogle
Namgyal, Chokyi Dronma's religious approach became more eclectic, and she
followed the Bodongpa tradition. She studied, in depth, his monumental collected works dealing with all branches of knowledge. This had a great impact
on her and helps explain the breadth of her interests, similar to those of her
spiritual master. Later in life she received various teachings of the Nyingmapa
and Kagyupa schools as well as a special initiation into the h n j u r and the Tmjur
from Thangtong Gyalpo. E,ventually she was given some further teachings by
Vanaratna at the time of their encounter in Rinpung. 'The biography outlines
her as a spiritual master in her own right, giving evidence according to the common standards of religious achievement: teaching, composing, debating, and
meditation. According to this narrative, in her relatively short life she was definitely more oriented toward teaching and meditating than writing or debating,
which is not surprising, as the latter activities often take place at a more mature
stage in the life of a master. Many passages show the great respect that Bodong
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Chogle Namgyal, Thangtong Gyalpo, and Vanaratna had for her, as she was
equated to buddhas and bodhisattvas, such as MahjuSri, Vajradhara, et,-.
These masters seem to have viewed her according to the most inclusive ap.
to Buddhist practice, in contrast to more gender-discriminatory attitudes
sometimes reflected in Buddhist scriptures and rituals. Thus Bodong Chogle
Namgyd praises Chokyi Dronma's ultimate potential: "The Magnificent Lady
replied, '1 wish to strive for enlightenment.' But the Lord remarked, 'You don'[
need to ask me for enlightenment. You have the ability to reach enlightenmenr
yourself "' (folio 65b).25

Fully Ordained Nun, Yogini,and Tantric Consort?
The biography recounts that Chokyi Dronma was ordained first as a novice
and eventually as a bhiksuni (dge dong ma), a fully ordained member of the
monastic community. This is very remarkable, as it has often been stated that
the tradition of fully ordaining nuns never arrived in Tibet or was lost early (see
introduction).
According to the Indian Buddhist tradition, the female congregation was established by the Buddha himself. After some initial reluctance, he is said to have
accepted the request of his male disciple, Ananda, on behalf of the Buddha's own
maternal aunt and foster mother, to introduce monastic ordination for women.
.~~
to the Knaya, in
Thus Mahiprajipathi became the first b h i k s ~ n iAccording
both the Theravadin and the Mtilasarvastivadin traditions, the female congregation has to follow a larger number of rules that make it dependent upon the
male congregation and ensure the protection of the ordained women (Karma Lekshe Tsomo 2004:45ff.). One of the requirements is that fully ordained bhiksunis
must participate in the ordination of a female member of the monastic comm ~ n i t y . The
~ ' reestablishment of female full ordination is currently a very topid
and controversial issue among both Mahiyina and Theravada Buddhist congregations. Some traditions allow for dispensing with the required presence of
bhiksunis, for there are texts such as the Culldvagqa Vinaya in which the Buddha
authorized this if no fully ordained nuns were available (de Silva 2004:125). This
is also argued by saying that the presence of bhiksunis was originally meant to
facilitate the candidate's addressing the more intimate questions, but if it could
not be guaranteed, this would not invalidate the ordination (de Silva roo4:119).'*
The introduction of full ordination for women according to the ~0lasirvastiv2da
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tradition of Ndandi, followed in Tibet, is currently intensively debated among
Tibetan Vinaya authorities. For an outline of the various positions and a summary of the current state of affairs, see the introductory documents to a xminar
, r g a n i ~ dMay 22-24, 2006 by the Department of Religion and Culture of the
central
Tibetan Administration at Dharamsala (http://www.thubtenchodron
,org/~~ddhistNunsMon~icLife).
It is remarkable that in this debate a fifieenthcentury movement that promoted women's full ordination, bypassing the lack
of the bhiksuni lineage by having the ceremony performed by fully ordained
monks alone, is referred to as a potential precedent; this had involved famous
Spiritual masters such as the Sakya scholar Shakya Chogden (1q)2-1507),
P art of the teacher-student lineage of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, who had
ordained his mother, and a female disciple (Biography of Shakya Chogden
164-165).
Chokyi Dronma's biography describes her full ordination according to standards that would apply to a male member of the monastic community. No other
fully ordained woman was present (presumably because none was available).
It is uncertain on which doctrinal basis Bodong Chogle Namgyal organized
the ritual that took place at Porong Palmo Choding-whether he relied on the
possibility of dispensing with the mandatory presence of bhikjunis, which he
was able to identify in early Buddhist scriptures, or on a more flexible view of
gender in the framework of the Tibetan society of his time, i.e., ordained her as
if she were gender neutral (see Gyatso 200~:89ff).'The fact that fully ordained
women existed in ancient Buddhist India was well known in Chokyi Dronma's
time. Early bhiksunis appeared in biographical accounts of the Buddha; Bhibuni
Labmi was a later example of an Indian fully ordained nun widely known in
Tibet. A highly influential fourteenth-century Tibetan scholar, Buton, devoted
a whole text to bhiksuni monastic rules and their transgression, and similar texts
are included in the collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal." The bhiksuni
lineage, however, was apparently lost, so it was difficult to meet the requirements for a valid full ordination of women. Until more evidence emerges from
a comprehensive study of Bodong Chogle Namgyal's work,30it is only possible
to infer a plausible explanation for his decision. Bodong Chogle Namgyal may
have tried to reestablish the practice of full ordination as part of his more general
vision of a revival of lost Indian Buddhist traditions, like the sacred dances for
women. Chokyi Dronma seems to have been in a particularly suitable position to
spearhead this effort. She is said to have become the "spring of all hlly ordained
women ofTibet" (folios SIa, 60b), indicating that she was the initiator of a larger
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tradition and an example to be followed by other women. However, her example
was not followed by any of the other women mentioned in the biography,not
even Deleg Chodren, but may have had an influence on the ordination ofother.
later fifteenth-century women. Kurtis Schaeffer (2003) suggests that chokyi
Dronma's remarkable access to full ordination may be explained by her sociopolitical position, which gave her a unique privilege. There is perhaps an additional
reason, in which Bodong Chogle Namgyal himself may have played a role, by
rethinking some of his plans. Sometime after her full ordination, the biography
reports, Chokyi Dronma set up a nunnery in the Palkhu area of Porong. Despite
all her efforts, things did not work out exactly as she had hoped. Bodong Chogle
Namgyal eventually thought it appropriate for her to reconsider her life choices.
She then commented, "According to the great teacher's thoughts, if I wish to
achieve my own liberation I can keep my hair without cutting it. In general I
did everything I could for the doctrine and the living beings and in particular I
wished to help all women (skye dmdn). It seems, however, that no great benefit
has resulted" (72b). The detail that Chokyi Dronma was allowed to not cut her
hair is highly significant. As an explicit symbol of the tantric approach, it seems
to indicate that Bodong Chogle Namgyal suggested that, at this point in her
life, she should follow the path of the wandering yogini, which would allow her
to practice meditation and engage in a nonmonastic life. The comment about
the little benefit deriving from her enterprise seems to point to the challenges
associated with the management of the nunnery and the apparent practical difficulties that she found in establishing monastic institutions for women. Later
in the biography, difficulties in raising funds to support nuns are also explicitly
addressed by ?hangtong Gyalpo (118b-119a).
The problems faced by Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma in establishing the nunnery may have been as varied as the hazardous constraints ofa
remote and poor area; the complications of management that obstructed Chokyi
Dronma's spiritual practice; and probably also the ~otentialcontroversies concerning the application of the Knaya, since he often had to defend his promotion of the religious path for women. All this may have ultimately ~ r o m ~ t e d
Bodong Chogle Namgyal to advise Chokyi Dronma to change course. She was
to remain a unique case, not an example to be immediately followed by other
female members of the Buddhist congregation. However, she may have been an
important precedent for other fifteen th-century spiritual masters such as Shakya
Chogden, who decided to ordain women relying on fully ordained monks alone
(and who was criticized for this).
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subsequently, Chokyi Dronma spent a great deal of time in remote hermitages devoting herself to meditation and teaching. She had cut her hair to become
a renunciate like the Buddha, and now she let it grow again as she embraced the
path of the wandering yogini.
Hairstyle signals explicitly the chosen approach to life and to religious practic-. also reflects the different approach to sexuality among Buddhist communities of numerous traditions and has interesting cross-cultural resonances.
are some striking similarities with the Hindu and Buddhist female ecstatics of
Sri Lanka described in Gananath Obeyesekere's work (Obeyesekere 1984 [rggr]).
M&raj Hair shows vividly how hair can be seen as one of the most signifiunt
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symbols," i.e., "cultural symbols operating on the level of personality
and of culture at the same time" (Obeyesekere 1984 [1981]:2), that reflect different life approaches and sexual moralities: lay, renunciate, mystical. Women
who came from traumatic family experiences used this symbol to reshape their
subjectivity in religious terms and begin a new life as ecstatics. In an analogous
way, Chokyi Dronma used her hair as a powerhl personal symbol that signaled
the way she fashioned her life and marked dramatic transitions: as she gave up
family life, she cut her own hair in a violent way, harming herself and showing
her determination to pursue her life choice. 'This was a prelude to the ritual
haircut for her ordination, and in fact she had left a tuft of hair for the ceremony.
When she shifted to the path of the wandering yogtni she let her hair grow wildly,
assuming her distinctive terrifying aspect.
Sexuality is a delicate and controversial point in Chokyi Dronma's life, as the
later tradition claims that she actually became a consort ofher masters, implying
a sexual partnership, even though she never gave up her monastic vow^.^' Tashi
Tsering has explored this question without coming to a definitive conclusion,
suggesting that more research should be done before anything certain can be
said about it (Tashi Tsering 1993:42). Chokyi Dronma seems to be suggested as
the tantric consort of Bodong Chogle Namgyal in the passage that opens the
biography. This refers to Dorje Phagmo, who took an ordinary human appearance in order to complete the deeds of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and was thus
incarnated in Chokyi Dronma. 'This, however, may have been a reference to a
symbolic religious partnership without any statement about the actual interaction between them. Undoubtedly there was a very intense relationship between
the young woman and her first spiritual master. When they first entered into
a religious relationship, she was around twenty and Bodong Chogle Namgyal
was around sixty-five. She had just experienced the loss of her daughter and was
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resolving her family disputes; he was a renowned scholar who had been invited
as a religious teacher to Shekar. The encounter was already extremely charged.
She was so entranced by him and his teachings that she felt completely at a lass
when he lefi and decided that she wanted to follow him, which she eventually
was able to do after a long struggle. After she joined him at Palmo Choding there
was always great affection in the way she looked after his material needs and
his physical condition. He was delighted with her and rejoiced at her spiritual
achievements and grace, which the biographer symbolizes in beautiful poetic
images: "When the Lord saw her, she was like ambrosia for his eyes, like a golden
ear shaking in the wind" (61a).
As she assisted him during his last days, she offered him the "supreme achievement of relatedness" that had characterized their relationship by being together
with him in meditation at the moment of his demise. This emotional involvement is also reflected in her subsequent grief, which is captured by the biographer in the bare description of the events with rare efficacy; her sense of loss is
reflected in her wandering over the hills of her homeland in disarray, recalling
her lama at any encounter.
Although Chokyi Dronma's relationship with Bodong Chogle Namgyal was
undoubtedly profound, it is difficult to elicit from the biography the actual form
of their interactions. Some passages refer to their tantric practices and even to
the ultimate form of relatedness they enjoyed, like the following illustration of
their spiritual deeds:
[They] had become the secret treasury of all Buddhas thanks to their extraordinary deeds of body, speech, mind, virtue, and action for all living beings. The
Female Buddha (de bzhin gshegs ma), Lady of the Universe ( 'kbor lo b h g mo),
dancing the dance of illusion, with its many forms of ritual offering, satisfied the
innate bliss of being beyond duality (gnyis medpa, i.e., not being two). This was
a symbol of excellence (mchoggi rten) and a supreme achievement of relatedness
( 'brel bar byung ba bla na medpa). (79a)

Chokyi Dronma, operating at a divine level, may well have acted as a divine
partner for her spiritual master, which is suggested by the terms "innate bliss,"
"dance," and "ultimate relatedness beyond duality." The biographer, however,
chose a language that deliberately merged the metaphorical with possible bodily
ritual practices, the philosophical with potential physical intimacy, without disclosing what actually occurred in an unequivocal way.
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chokyi ~ r o n m a ' sfull ordination would suggest a purely metaphoriul
interpretation of the ultimate bliss they experienced, as any actual
would entail the breach of celibacy vows. However, other great
,piritual figures of this time seem to have been able to combine full ordination
with t a n t r i ~practices that involved sexual consorts. Thangong Gyalpo, who

would become the next important master in Chokyi Dronma's life, had himself
achieved full ordination in his youth (Biography of ?hangtong Gyalpo 47) but
had consorts and a son (see Stearns 2007). The Blue Annals (818-819) describe an
image of Vanaratna as a fully ordained monk (bbiklu) engaging in secret tantric
with a fully ordained nun (bhikiuni), which suggests that at a certain
level of spiritual attainment the conventional limitation attributed to bhiksus
and bhikiunis could be transcended.
Since the eleventh century there had been harsh debates about whether tantric
initiations were acceptable and recommendable for ordained people, with AtiSa
strongly advising against them.32However, it seems that during Chokyi Dronma's
time certain practices were considered possible at the level of ulrimate spiritual
achievement, beyond duality, transcending conventional standards. The fact that
different standards apply at different levels appears also in a passage referring to
Deleg Chodren's training in guruyoga meditation: "They are not associated with
each other as a human couple (mi 'i
yab yum); however, it is indeed wonderful that
there is no fault (skyon med) in a divine couple (lba'iyab yum)" (57b).
The spiritual master alluded here to a divine level of interaction that transcended the human and allowed for what was unacceptable at a human level. O n
this occasion Deleg Chodren is said to have performed only the first of the outer,
inner, and secret offerings of the Bodongpa tradition; it seems that she did not
engage, at that stage, in the secret practices of the third initiation. Nevertheless,
this was at least a possibility and may have entailed the offering of one's own
body in sexual rituals.
The interpretation of descriptions of tantric practices is not straightforward.
Tucci observed:
The processes of speculative thought are directed toward the erection of fine-spun
philosophical and mystical structures which transform the erotic and sexual element into a symbol of stages of divine epiphany or into an objecc of meditation,
sublimating it and purifying it to such an extent that it is not always easr to
separate out the two interpretations and distinguish the real from the allegorical
sense. (1969:44)
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The biography does not provide full evidence of what actually occurred, is
very possible that the intense relationship between Chokyi Dronma and ~~d~~~
Chogle Namgyal was exclusively spiritual and symbolic, albeit extremely intimate. The biography discloses even less on the nature of the relationship beween
Chokyi Dronma and the other spiritual masters she encountered, Thangong
Gyalpo, Vanaratna, and Pal Chime Drupa. In all cases a sexual dimension remains a real but remote possibility. The biographer shuts the door, just as Vansratna and Chokyi Dronma presumably did when "without letting the translacor
come along, they entered the narrow dwelling of Samadhi where he fulfilledall
her spiritual wishes" (133b).
If sexual ritual practices had taken place, the metaphorical use of words was
a skillful way to reveal what was otherwise bound by secrecy so that it could not
be misused. Given the ongoing intense debates about the compatibility of Buddhist monasticism with tantric sexual ritual practices, the biographer made an
undoubtedly farsighted step in avoiding any explicit disclosure that could lead
to
denigration of the tradition and of the ~ e o p l einvolved. Ultimately,
at the level of divine interaction, there was no distinction between what was
happening exclusively at the level of inner life and what involved the body. The
readership of devotees would be able to understand the evocative passages in the
correct way according to their respective backgrounds.
The long-lasting debates about the correct interpretation and application of
the Knaya were becoming increasingly significant not only religiously but also
politically. Chokyi Dronma and the people around her were certainly aware of
this, as we can gather from her own comments on Tsongkha~aand his greatness
in emphasizing the Vinaya but warning against later spurious debates that might
jeopardize the practice ofyogins and yoginis (folio 139a).

Illness, Religious Experience, and Healing
Reading Chokyi Dronma's biography, I perceived some remarkable resonances
with the rich tradition of local oracles in Southern 1,ato that I had studied some
years before (Diemberger 2005:113ff.). Oracles who did not belong to established
lineages had a long history of illness, of physical and mental hardship often resulting from difficult family relations, unwanted pregnancies, andlor conflicts of
various sorts. The illness was eventually recognized as divine (Ihu nad) and identified as a possession by a local god-in many ways comparable to a shamanic
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illnesr In the case of oracles belonging to families where spirit pos-ion

had

occurredbefore and was s o m a ~ h aexpected,
t
the divine illness usually followd
predictable, ritualized patterns and was identified more easily. In dl
illness was healed by the act of opening and cleansing the energy channelr

through which the god would enter the medium on regular basis; this
could be done by a lama, another oracle, or the god itself. The oracles who were
acognixd as "authentic" and objects of a "good possession" then became expens
in dealing with illnesses and conflicts, individual and collective disturbance.
oracles I met during my fieldwork in Tibet and in the Himalayan valleys
were often specialists in the many ailments of daughters-in-law who could not
cope with the new situation and were harmed by all sorts of spirits. These oracles
seemed to have transformed their experience of crisis into a particular religious
competence that they used for the sake of the community.
Chokyi Dronma had transformed the challenges of her life into her own
a Buddhist
empowerment. In doing so she followed, almost paradigmari~all~,
tantric approach, which seeks to change what is conventionally considered an
obstacle into the very means to achieve spiritual liberation. The biography emphasizes several times Chokyi Dronma's healing abilities as part of her Buddhist
spiritual competence. However, it seems also to evoke interesting parallels with
popular healing practices and spirit possession. For example, Chokyi Dronma
is depicted as sucking the thumb of somebody (mi? mthepo) who had been
stricken by a contagious disease, thereby eliminating the illness both individually and collectively. Suchng disease from the body of an ill person is a common
healing practice of Tibetan oracles, called jib (jib) (Diemberger 2005:138). In
the lives of oracles and of tantric practitioners it seems that the very essence of
the tantric approach may converge with the practices of territorial cults of preBuddhist origin, a theme that I will explore further in chapter 6.
Chokyi Dronma experienced illness (nad)repeatedly, and this seems to have
marked the most critical moments in her life. She is reported as having suffered
from an obscure disease called tokhun (stod khun) shortly after her birth. ?his
illness may have been a reason Chokyi Dronma appears as a particularly sensitive child, who could not be easily touched-besides the imagery of royalty
and sacredness that the biographer may be trying to evoke. Later, afier the birth
of her daughter, Chokyi Dronma became so ill that she almost died, which,
as I have suggested above, may have been related to a more general crisis. She
reflected profoundly about the meaning of life and eventually recovered after the
Medicine Buddha appeared. This event seems to have precipitated her decision
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to renounce the world and take up a religious life. Chokyi DronmaYsexperience
of closeness to death as a critical, empowering moment recalls that of sacred
women belonging to various forms of popular religiosity, such as oracles and
de10g'~-a theme that appears in the lives of other Buddhist female heroes such
as Nangsa Obum (see Schaeffer 2004; see also Pommaret 1989).
She became ill again after the death of her master, when she is described
affected by what is called a lice disease (shig nad) and facing great hardship while
wandering the hills of her homeland instead of going to some estates a she was
expected to do. She seems to have been temporarily out of her mind, as she is
described recalling her master at any encounter, whether the people she was
talking to were able to understand what she was saying or not. She eventudly
recovered and initiated the reproduction of Bodong Chogle Namgyal's collected
works. She was also able to help a fellow disciple who had suffered deeply the
loss of the master (88a, b).
The biographer states in this passage that she was an expert in healing people
with mental disturbances, which she had learned to do through her religious
practice (folio 88b). A reference to her karmic relations with ignorant and crazy
people seems to indicate that she had a specific healing competence deeply
rooted in her own experience. Holy craziness, typical of the tantric transgressive
approach, seems in her case to overlap with a deep and anguished aspect of her
personality.
As a healer, and as a ~erformerof miracles, Chokyi Dronma often had to deal
not only with mental obscuration and individual ailments but also with contagious diseases. The nature of the epidemics mentioned in the biography is not
described in the text, but it is well known that the plague and tuberculosis are
still endemic in the region, and smallpox epidemics still occurred in the rwentieth century. Chokyi Dronma often defied the comrnon fear of disease, both
in individual cases and in collective situations. The episode mentioned above,
in which she took care of the dying old woman despite the reluctance of her
mother, recalls the example set by Machig Labdron and the practitioners of rho
(gcod). They specialized in charnel ground rituals as a means to achieve spiritual
liberation and often took care of the dying and the corpses.
From the traumatic experiences of her life Chokyi Dronma gained great insight into human behavior, which became an asset for her in a variery of life
contexts. Having dealt successfully with hardship, and perhaps with her own
occasional mental instability, she could tackle other people's problems--some-
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times as a diplomat, sometimes as a healer, sometimes as a religious teacher,
on many levels.

Many Names. M a n y Selves, Yet Intrinsically Selfless
Chokyi Dronma'r life seems to have often combined what might appear irremn,-ilable ways of being. In the biography and elsewhere, she is defined through a
rich variety of names and epithets, all of which are significant because they refer
to her many different aspects. The princess's three main names seem to refer
to three distinct modes of manifesting herself in different contexts: Konchog
Gyalmo (Queen of the Jewel), her birth name; Chokyi Dronrna (Lamp of the
Dharma), the name she was given when she was ordained as a novice; and Dorje
Phagmo (Vajravirihi), the name attributed to her when she was revealed as an
emanation of this deity. It is significant that all these names are used together in
a letter, reported in the biography, written by Thangtong Gyalpo before Chokyi
Dronma's departure from Northern Lato in 1454. She took it on her journey to
introduce herself to the local rulers she would encounter. Somewhat comparable
to a modern reference letter, it enabled Thangtong Gyalpo to give her credibility
in an unfamiliar environment and activate his own wide network of support. The
text of the letter is reproduced in the biography, apparently as a full quotation,
and describes the princess concisely according to common views of her time. As
it was produced through an immediate interaction between Thangtong Gyalpo
and the princess, and she presumably understood and endorsed it, this passage
provides a unique insight into not only how she was perceived by others but also
how she saw herself through the eyes of this spiritual master, and in relation to
her contemporaries.
According to the biography, this is the main text:
All former scholars and members of the monastic community acted for the benefit of other living beings, but now there is nobody who cares. Particularly since
the death of Machig Labdron, there has not been a woman who was dedicated
to the benefit of other living beings. Now there is a lady who stems from the
royal lineage of the Gods of Clear Light ('Od gsal Iha) who is devoted to spiritual
liberation and to the benefit of all living beings. Her outer name is Lady Queen
of the Jewel (bDag mo dKon mchog rgyal mo); her inner name is Female Teacher
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Lamp of the Doctrine (sLob dpon ma Chos kyi sgron ma); her secat name is
Vajravirihi (rDo rje phag mo). Her residence is undefined. Her companionsa,:
undefined. And foremost, her lama is undefined (nges rned). Since all elements
are empty and have no essence (bdag rned), she practices emptiness ( b h g rnd),
NOW she is coming to your place, so please welcome her and give her adequate
support at her departure. Follow the solemn commitment (dam tshig) of religion
(/ha &or). Refrain from shamehl worldly customs. Wherever she stays, do nor
feel jealous about what is mine and what is yours. I, King of the Empty Plain, ask
you, people living in the East, to keep showing the great kindness you have shown
in the past to these followers of mine. In return for your kindness, the Female
Teacher and her retinue are coming. Look after them well. (folios 127a, 1 2 ~ b )
The biography states that this letter was addressed to every local ruler, included a handwritten endorsement by Thangtong Gyalpo, and contained precious gifts. H e was aiming to ensure that the rulers accepted her by accentuating
her different attributes effectively. At the beginning he evoked Machig Labdron
as a well-known sacred woman, almost as a role model, and as an "authorizing
reference" (Gyatso and Havnevik 2005:22). Subsequently he emphasized the
princess's royal descent. H e then mentioned her three names. It is interesting
that at this point the letter includes additional titles: lady ( b h g mo) and female
spiritual teacher (slob dpon ma). These highlight, respectively, her worldly status
and her spiritual achievements.
This letter, however, also had a more profound meaning. By recalling her
three names within the threefold classification of "outer," "inner," and "secret,"
a standard formula in tantric rituals and writings, Thangtong Gyalpo inscribed
her ways of appearing in the Buddhist framework of multiple layers of relative
existence and ritual practice. By then referring to her lack of attachments and
her practice of emptiness, he also evoked the distinction between conventional
and ultimate truth: conventional truth is susceptible to becoming manifest at
different levels (epitomized by the threefold classification), while the ultimate
truth is.sheer emptiness, since all phenomena as we apprehend them are devoid
of any essence (bdag med). This ultimate selflessness encompasses all worldly
phenomena, including the illusory perception of oneself (bdag). Th'is view informs what Janet Gyatso (1998) defined as the "apparitions of the self" reflected
in Tibetan biographies (see chapter 3). The threefold classification is also used
for biographies: an "outer biography" refers typically to concrete life events of
all sorts; an "inner biography" to monastic life and religious training and ex@142
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a "secret biography" to intimate mystical experience and relation to
meditati~nd
deities. Thangtong Gyalpo knew, therefore, that by introducing
the princess in this way he was referring to a system of notions that everyone
wouldrecognize and respond to. Thus he defined her as both threefold and one
[he same time, combining her individuality with her multiple ways of
in the world and her universality as a deity that transcended space and time. By
mentioning her secret name, Thangtong Gyalpo was revealing to the recipient
the letter-as lama to his disciple-the ultimate secret: the traveling nunP,incess was the incarnation of Dorje Phagmo herself. Finally, by highlighting
that she was an accomplished practitioner of emptiness, he affirmed that ujti-

,,

she was selfless ( b h g m d ) , a buddha beyond all definitions and distinc[ions. He wanted to solicit the receiver's observance of their pledge to Buddhism
and to Thangtong Gyalpo himself as lama, and to ensure that they behaved appropriately and provided support to her. Through the letter Thangong Gydpo
would also be present at the encounter in one of his many forms, for which he
was renowned-referring perhaps not only to his esoteric powers but also to his
nenvork kept together by a skillful system of comrnuni~ation.~~
Thangtong Gyalpo's letter brings together the different forms in which this remarkable woman manifested herself in different contexts, acting "in the knowledge o f . . . her own constitution as a person in the regard of others" (Strathern
1988:275). He referred to the names that she was given by others, which she
had made her own in relation to others. They defined her within a Buddhist
theory of the self as nonself, a radically antiessentialistic view that could account
for the self's multiplicity, relationality, and irreducibility to a coherent whole.
Building on the centuries-long preoccupations with the self that characterized
Indo-Tibetan thought, Thangtong Gyalpo's views seem remarkably suggestive
against the background of current endeavors to look at Buddhist philosophical reflection cross-culturally (Kapstein 2001) and anthropological debates on
selfhood and the person (see, for example, Battaglia 1995), after Geertz's critique of the "Western conception of persons as a bounded unique, more or less
integrated motivational and cognitive universe . . . organized into a distinctive
whole and set contrastively both against other such wholes and against a social and natural background" (1979:229). Thangtong Gyalpo described Chokyi
Dronma, practically and theoretically, according to a view of personal identity
that contrasts with any notion of the individual as conventionally understood
in Euro-American societies-and yet it seems profoundly evocative across times
and cultures.
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By choosing to quote the letter in this way, the biographer incorponted [he
lama's unifying act at a crucial point in the narrative: the moment when chokyi
Dronma set out for her final journey to the shrine of Dorje Phagmo, when
was about to abandon the familiar setting where she was known and rcspecred.
Now facing the unknown, her persona had to be redefined in relation to those
she would encounter and would have to rely on. Her multiple appearances had
thus to be condensed in the letter.
The use of Chokyi Dronma's names and epithets in the biography, as in [he
letter, is highly significant. There seems to be an underlying framework for
when and how they are used. In fact, actual names are mentioned relatively
infrequently; she is mainly identified through a wide variety of epithets, e.g,,
"Venerable Woman," "Magnificient Lady." The actual name Konchog Gyalmo
and the abridged form, Gyalmo, always appear in reported speeches or in the
presumably reported description of worldly events; this might well have been the
name she most commonly used in day-to-day interactions over a long period of
time, even after she became ordained. The name Chokyi Dronma appears for
the first time in the passage mentioning her ordination as a novice (folio 46a),
and it is used more rarely and exclusively in the monastic e n ~ i r o n m e n tFinally,
.~~
Dorje Phagmo, indicating that she was recognized as an emanation of the deity, appears for the first time in a statement by Bodong Chogle Namgyal while
they were residing at Porong Palmo Choding (folios 63b-6qa). In a dialogue,
the spiritual master highlights that she is not only the Daughter of the Gods

(Iha sras), using the ancient (nongendered) imperial title, but also the embodied
female tantric deity.
This was the first revelation of Chokyi Dronma's secret identity, which would
be reiterated by Thangtong Gyalpo. It is significant that direct quotations with
explicit statements about her secret divine nature appear relatively late in the
biography, sometime after her full ordination. This may reflect the period of her
life when she started to be publicly acknowledged as an incarnation of the deity.
The biographer is likely to have reproduced the expressions used in the written
and oral materials he wove together (see chapter 3). Throughout the biographyl
however, there are also frequent references to the princess as Vajrayogini (Dorje
Na1jorma)-the female tantric deity of which Dorje Phagtno is a special form
(see chapter I). This indicates that the biographer decided to use this name to
frame and orient the whole narrative. H e was thereby promoting the reader
to the level of the initiate to whom the ultimate secret was revealed, who was
made aware, at the outset, of the secret identity of the princess. The biographer
I44
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divine identity especially whenever he describes her extraorevokes the
dinary behavior, in both social and religious terms. For example, she is the [lorje

N Jjorma who builds a wonderful wisdom stzippa for Bodong Chogle Nvngyal
and he Dorje Naljorma who is present at his death and conducts his funeral;
,d she is the Dorje Naljorma to
her own mother prostrates as they part
([he contrary would be appropriate for a regular daughter). Already in her childhood, she is described as an extraordinary girl who dances as if she were wearing
bone ornaments of the deity and does not prostrate to her father or who buU up
local headman for not recognizing her as a divine being. These passages are part
of [he framing narrative that reads life events in light of her secret, esoteric nature
[hat was later disclosed. Often, the events are described with such a wealth of

,

detail that both an ordinary and an esoteric reading of the same story
are possible.
A remarkable example of narrative that allows for both a worldly and an
esoteric reading is a passage about the marriage ceremony. When she arrived at
Shekar as a new bride, some Bonpo priests celebrated customary marriage rituals;
since the princess disliked this, she meditated on Dorje Naljorma and by appearing as the embodied deity, she scared them off. The passage plays skillfdly with
the ambiguity between the secret identity of the princess that could be revealed
under extraordinary circumstances and the more ordinary fact that in order to
realize a deity, practitioners in meditation actually visualize then~selvesas the deity. In merging the identity of the princess with that of the female tantric deity,
this passage also recalls one of the earliest accounts of King Songtsen Gampo
revealing himself as an embodied bodh~sattva.~%e merging of the identity of
a temporal ruler with that of a deity through a system of multiple apparitions
became a key feature of Tibetan political and spiritual leadership and was fully
deployed by the Dalai Lamas. What makes Chokyi Dronma extraordinary is that
she seems to have been a female counterpart to this. Blending the imperial legacy
with the tantric sacredness of the deity would become crucial in the construction
of the Dorje Phagrno as an institution, as we shall see in the second part of the
book.
Chokyi Dronma's life embraces the worldy and the otherworldly in a dynamic
way. It also epitomizes the union and the tension between the Mahiyinic idea
of the accumulation of moral and intellectual merits and the tantric idea of the
essential union of the individual existence with the ultimate reality, or the logic
of yogic practice. The combination of the two approaches appears as "the sharp
ridge of a mountain upon which one cannot find an inch of flat place upon
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which to balance oneself" (Tsuda 1978:167), producing the sense of crisis
can be ~erceivedparticularly in Samvara Tantrism. In this unresolved tension
"both elements were indispensable for the dialectical development of rantric
Buddhism itself. Tantric Buddhism was destined to keep walking along the sharp
ridge" (Tsuda 1978:176).
n e notion of "[transcendent] Union" (zung jug), the Tibetan translation of
the Sanskrit term Yugana&a, was particularly important to the Bodongpaand
indicates the status of spiritual realization of the yogin. Nigirjuna's Paalicakrama
highlights it as a core notion of Buddhist practice; I shall quote here a few of the
verses in the translation by Per Kvaerne:
(2) When, avoiding the two notions of saqsara and nirvana, then it is called
~u~anaddha
(5) When there is no dual concept of "object" and "subject," but only
nonseparation, then it is called yuganaddha
(24) Fully seeing through the net of may& having crossed over the sea of
samsara, having done what is to be done, the great yogin remains in the
cessation of the two (modes of) truth. (Kvaerne 1975:132-133)
Chokyi Dronma crossed the sea of s a ~ s a r aindeed. Her personality, as far as
it can be glimpsed through the narrative, especially through "cracks" in the biographical models and predictable formulas, was definitely complex. How could
she combine renunciation with keeping, at least to some extent, her role as a
princess actively operating within secular networks? How could she combine full
ordination with acting as a divine consort of great spiritual masters, as inferred
by some Tibetan authors and ambiguously hinted at by the biography? There is
little doubt that during her lifetime Chokyi Dronma operated consciously within
multiple registers of discourse and different moralities. The biography provides
evidence of this on several occasions. For example, it reports that, after having
behaved as a perfect daughter-in-law, she politely expressed her wish to take the
vows. When her request was not accepted, she decided to change her strategy: "So
she thought that now she had to do something that appeared to be transgressive
(pyod lam %byogpo) to make the people of Southern Lato feel weary and lose their
faith in her; internally she would devote herself to meditation and pray to the
great Mother T i r i to fulfill her wish (folio 38b). She eventually managed to free
herself from her secular obligations by experiencing or feigning mental instability.
Because of her ultimate aim, she felt that her behavior was morally acceptable,
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FIGURE 4.1

Chohyi Dronma, afrer a mural painting at Sanding monastery.
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at least temporarily, even though she consciously realized that "it diverged from

what her spiritual master had taught" (folio 38a). The biographl, refers, several
times, to the discrepancy between external appearance and interior attitude and
between conventional good and ultimate aspiration. It ofren highlights Chokyi
Dronma's awareness of the social order, which she sometimes complied with and
sometimes deliberately transgressed to show the absolute prioriv ofspiritual aims.
The biography outlines how Chokyi Dronrna, presenting herself in many different ways, was able to deal with multiple hierarchies and make difficult choices
among conflicting moralities-the

worldly, the ~nonastic,and the mystical.

Chokyi Dronma in her own person embodied and unified the more gened
tensions of the Tibetan social and religious world: the contradiction between

worldly involvement and religious renunciation as well as that bemeen monastic discipline and mystical practices that implied the transcendence of rdes.
In this light Chokyi Dronma can be understood as equally multiple and one,
deeply

with all the contexts of life in which she was engaged, yet ulriselfless and free of worldly concerns. Like one of the readers of Thangrong

GyaJpo's letter, presumably bewildered when confronted with this extraordinary
woman, we are invited to approach her and the narrative of her life aware of her
and her ultimate spiritual aspirations.
To free all animated beings from the ocean of existence, cast a net of iron over the
great rivers. In all living forms leave the seed of spiritual liberation.
-CHOKYI
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TRANSLATION O F
T H E B I O G R A P H Y O F THE
VENERABLE CHOKYI D R O N M A ,
THE T H I R D REINCARNATION O F THE
WISDOM

DAKZNTS O N A M DREN

Chokyi Dronrna. Karen Diemberger

Homage to Vajraviirihi!
Ultimate giver of pleasure to Heruka!
Head of innumerable &kinis,
I/aira queen, mother of all buddhas,

Protector of the living beings of the auspicious age,
protect me!
Although she is still, in the peace of dhamkuYa,
Her bodily emanations appear in many forms to suit
the minds of the followers.

I write the biography of the Vajra Beauty,'
who performs and enjoys the multiple magic dance.

(za) In order to complete the deeds of our great lama, the omniscient Jigdrel,'
Vajravirhi, the female buddha, took a human body and enjoyed the magic
dance of Mahimudri in this world. I am therefore writing a short biography
of her. Through the blessings of His Eminence, the Delight of the Goddess
of Divine Melody (dByangs can dga' ba) Chogle Namgyal, the embodiment
of the wisdom of all buddhas, and of Vajrayogini, the mother of all buddhas,
may I be granted the permission to write the highest secret. As far as this secret is concerned, the Venerable was incarnated in the area of Gungchang in
Ngari.' She descended from the unique parasol

(gdugrgcigpu) that protected

all the living beings of Tibet, the religious king Songtsen Gampo, who came
forth from the Sikya lineage.* (rb) Her father was called Thri Lhawang Gyaltshen
palsangpo; her mother was called Dode Gyalmo. She was born in the year of

the tiger

[1422] in

the capital of the Gungthang kingdom in the royal pdaceof

Dzonkha, when the planets and the stars had auspiciously gathered.

Birth
Two months before conception, her mother dreamed of a naked girl who wow
only a bone ornament. This girl said, "Please let me come in!" Later the mother
told this dream to her husband, the king, who decided that a lama should be
consulted. (3a) The lama Chopel Sangpo5 said that this was a prophetic dream
announcing the birth of a precious reincarnation. When she was conceived,
her mother dreamed of the sun and moon dissolving into her heart, felt intense
meditative bliss, and was encompassed by a fragrant scent. The lama and the
king looked after her very tenderly. The lama gave her a long life empowerment
every day.
Two days before giving birth, the mother had a dream of a single white horseman who told her that a great guest would be coming two days later and that a
great offering feast should be re pa red. After saying this, he fixed his banner (ru
mtshon) on the roof of the ~ a l a c eand left. Two days later, as the sun was rising,
the mother gave birth to her without any pain. She did not cry, did not utter any
sound, and there was no smell. She was beautiful to look at, like a polished shell,
without any impure substances of the womb.

Childhood
(3b) Two months afienvard, the baby became ill from a disease called tokhun (stod
'khun). Vajrayogini [i.e., Chokyi Dronma, many years later] at Tsari in Kongpo
remembered: "Two months after my birth I became ill with tokun. 'The doctor
Shakya Yeshe was consulted and called out, 'Your Highness, hold out your hand
with raised finger!' and drew blood, wasn't this appropriate?"
When she was six months old she was able to play the bell and the hand drum
(&maw). When she was eight months old, her mother consulted a lama for the
name-giving ceremony. The night before, the great female incarnation herself
had said to her mother in a dream, "My name is Konchog Gyalmo. (4a) Since
'Konchog' means 'the Jewel' and I maintain the lineage of the Three Jewels of
Buddhism, and since 1'11 be victorious in all directions, I'll be called 'Konchog
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'Queen
~ l of
~ the~Jewel."'
, ' Later her mother told this story to the lama

"This is exactly the right name! Since the day of her conception, there
were indications of her being an emanation. However, in order to avoid difficulties for her in later life, make it look as if I have formally given her her name. In
fact, however, she has named herself."'
(4b) Even when she was a toddler, she had great compassion for all living beings;

he

she picked lice that other people threw away and hosted them on her body. When
the nanny mentioned that people were coming, she would straighten her body

md act importantly. When her nanny touched her, the nanny would fed sharp
pain, for her body was nor to be touched by ordinary people. So the nanny had to
use silk clothes to hold her. 'The little princess carried herself with elegance, spoke
Sanskrit, and stayed in deep meditation. She did such extraordinary things.
When she was two years7 old a great epidemic spread in the capital, and
people were saying that everybody might die. (ya) As the little princess was sucking somebody's thumb,%er mother asked what she was doing. Her mother took
it out of her mouth, pulled her along, and scolded her. However, the girl said,
"Soon the disease will stop." Then the disease actually stopped and everybody
recovered.
Once, when she was at the monastery called Gompa Shag, she went for a
walk in the forest. At that time there was a great hailstorm. Suddenly she returned, completely naked, and started to cry. Her mother asked, "Where are
your clothes?" Holding her mother's hand, she took her to a place where she had
put her clothes to cover a mound crawling with insects. Then she said, "There
will be liberation from samsdra!" (yb) Since she had great compassion, she would
never have fresh butter and yogurt before the calves were fed. She would only eat
old meat, she would never eat fresh.
Once, while she was with her mother in Kyirong at the fortress called Langpokhar,"they both fell down from the eighth floor but did not suffer any major
injuries. The young princesslo broke her foot, but she said that this would not
matter as it would not have any long-term consequences.
At the age of three she started reading by looking at the alphabet. Without
putting any effort into learning, she was able to read and write perfectly. (Gal
Once while her mother held her by the hand and spanked her for the sake of her
.
help!" The
education, she wailed, "Lord! Death is coming to the ~ e o p l ePlease
mother asked, "Who is the lord?" She said, "AvdokiteSvara." When she was four,
the ground shook with a great earthquake. The ~ a l a c eDeden Yangtsel' cracked.
The Magnificent Lady ( d p a l ~dbnng
i
,no) ~erformeda ritual gesture ( m d r i )
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and recited: "Goddess Tenma,12please tame the earth!" The tremors stoppedand
the cracks mended on their own. Thus no damage actually happened.
Once in Longtse (Slong rtse), she saw a woman in rags; her dress had been
stitched together out of ~atches.She got scared and ran up to the top ofstairs
and called to her mother for help. (6b) Her mother picked her up, put her on
her lap, and asked what had scared her. She replied, "I'm scared of a woman like
this who has not accumulated merit in the past and I'm scared of all those who
are not accumulating merit now."
When the princess was five years old, during the day she used to fully participate in secular life. At night she used to read the Bodhisdttvacayavata~a.13One
day Gyaltshen, the headman (dpon) of Gangkar,I4 came to see her, the &kini,
He made prostrations to the Buddha statues (7a) but he did not bow in prostntion to the venerable infant. The girl told her mother, "Gyaltshen neglected
me today." The mother asked her, "How did this happen?" She smiled and said
nothing. She just asked for a stick. The next day when Gyaltshen arrived, the
girl beat him and said, "You, Master Gyaltshen, carried out prayers to deities
made of stone and wood, but you did not make offerings to those that have a
human body. Now you should prostrate to me first, and then you can do so to
the statues!" (7b) When the headman, Gyaltshen, heard this, he was astonished
and said, "This girl speaks like one of the highest deities; I'll pay her respect," and
he prostrated before her.
While staying at the Gompa ShagI5 monastery, a junior wife of the king,
one of the sisters from Bongdzog,I6 had given birth to a son.'? Since Chokyi
Dronma's mother had only two daughters,18 she was anxious, and at one point
she spoke bitterly to the Venerable and her sister, calling them "misfortune." lhe
precious princess said, "Mother, please come here! Let's make a plan for all of
us, mother and daughters." Her mother was surprised and asked, "Please, tell
me what you think." She told her mother, "Although since I was a little girl I
have wished to become a renunciate (8a), in the first part of my life I'll become a
married woman because of the karma accumulated previously. For this marriage
I would like to be sent to GugeI9because we are part of the same lineage and it is
a very wealthy kingdom. There I can eat good fruits rather than meat. However,
I'm not likely to be that lucky. Anyway, in the first part of my life I'll follow your
instructions and according to your words, as my mother, I'll lead a secular life.
In the later part of my life I'll take the vows and fulfill my hope regarding my
future. But please, don't call us 'misfortune,' I'm an excellent one!" The mother
was impressed and pleased.
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(gb) Once, when she was six years old, her sister fell over and hurt her head.
She was unable to speak. T h e princess, the Excellent Inborn One (Apa/ hn
/hdn rig d y e ma), uttered the power of truth and her sister did not suffer my
damage.
Once, when she was at Gompa Shag monastery, she saw a very old woman
holding a stick and leaning on it. She called the nanny, Tshebum, told her to
come, and asked, "What is that?"
Tshebum replied, "That is a very old woman."
" I this
~ a human being?"
"Yes."
"Will I become like this?"
Tshebum without thinking much, answered, "Yes, you will."
The girl got very scared and cried and cried and cried. Then Tshebum spoke
some soothing words: "I was just joking! You will not become like this."
Later, she heard the sound of the drum (brnanr) from the charnel ground
and asked, (ga) "What is that?"
"A corpse is being carried to the charnel ground."
"Will this happen to me?"
"No, it will not!"
"It will happen to me, I know. I'm afraid."
"If you are afraid, what will you do?"
"1'11 do something that liberates me from the fear of death."
"How can you do this?"
The Venerable immediately went into deep meditation. When meditating she
could not be distracted by any noise or any music around her. Once her brother
shouted in her ear: "Sister!" but she did not react.
[folio 9b is missing]
(roa) The princess used to meditate taking Vajrayogini (rDo rje rnal 'byor ma)
as her meditational deity (yi dam).One day she went before her father, the K n g
Son of the Gods ( h a srrzs). Without ~ e r f o r m i nany
~ prostration and sh&ng her
body, she said, "My whole body sounds as if I were wearing bone ornaments
[like Vajrayogini] ." Her father thought, She is too young to engage in such things,
she must be joking! and rebuked her: "How is it that you think that you are
Vajrayogini? Parents are not different from the Jewel of Buddhism; therefore,
they should be honored by prostrating."
In Mangyul-Kyirong, many flowers and fruits" used to appear even in the winter. For this reason she liked to stay there. (rob) Once, when she was staying at
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Kyirong, her father, the king, came to the area leading an army. When they
rived at a locality called Minkyu Drima Dzong," a big flash flood occurred in the
gorge and many stones were falling everywhere from the steep slopes. Everybody
tried to escape but there was no way out, and when the flood was about to reach
the army they seemed doomed. However, the young tantric queen (rdo $e brrun
rno), by pointing her finger magically, made the water flow upward so that he
army managed to proceed on its ~ a t without
h
any damage.

Marriage
A few years later Situ Lhatsen Kyab, the ruler of Southern L a t ~sent
, ~ some
~
envoys to ask the king of Gungthang for his daughter, so that she would become
the wife of his son Tshewang Tashi. Her father accepted this request and, thinking that this would benefit everyone, ordered that she should go to Southern
Lato as a bride. ( I I ~When
)
she heard this, she said to her father, "I do not want
to contradict my father's order this time. In order to benefit all living beings, I
will go. However, I will take the monastic vows in the future, when the right
time comes." Therefore she took an oath taking the deity Pahjaranith (Gur kyi
dgon PO)*^ as witness.
When she was sixteen [around 14381, she became the wife ofTshewang Tashi,
the son of the ruler of Southern Lato. More than a hundred officials and common people from Shekar, led by the official Jobo Kyab, came to Gungthang in
order to escort the bride to Shekar. The whole of Gungthang was full of people
and a great wedding was celebrated.
[According to tradition, when the bridegroom's party arrived at Gungthang, it
was formally received:] the King Son of the Gods (btsanpo Iha sras) was seated on
) brother, Thri Namgyal De, and other relatives were seated
his throne; ( r ~ b the
in the front row. Jobo Kyab, the mediator (snye bo), and four people were invited
to enter the room and meet the king. The princess, the emanation body (sprul
ba 'isku can), was seated in perfect stillness and according to worldly customs was
weeping. When they saw this, her father, the king, and all the subjects were very
upset, and cried as well. Her brother took his own precious earrings and offered
them to her. Everyone was brokenhearted. Since all the people liked the Magnificent Lady4and respected her very much, some of them offered their earrings
or necklaces to her; others offered precious rosaries. Everybody was thinking of
this Great Lady (bdag nyid chen mo) with great affection. (rza) The official Ponne

sirnldar (dPon ne Srid ma dar) said, "Homage to the most precious of dl women
(bud rned thams cad kyi mcbog) in Ngari. She is now gone from us. This is the
custom,but the heart feels great sorrow," and saying so, he was shedding tars.
For the ceremony the envoys took along a hat that had belonged to Shenrab, the
founderof the Bonpo religion, and many items of clothing that had been offered
her by her future husband, Tshewang Tashi. The bride accepted the clothing
,d the jewels but threw away the Bonpo hat.
(lab) At that time there was a particularly wild horse, and in order to bring

,

good fortune (rten

the bride was asked to ride it for a moment. Meanwhile, another more tame horse was prepared for her journey. To the surprise of
as soon as she mounted the animal, it started to tremble and sweat
and eventually became very calm. Later she always liked to ride this horse. Everyone present was witness to these great deeds of body, speech, and mind and
to the numerous extraordinary signs that appeared on that occasion: the sound
of cymbals resounded in the valley; rainbows appeared in the sky and moved
toward the east; all the birds of Ngari escorted the bride, flying toward the east;
all the birds of Palmo Choding'" came to welcome her [on the pathway that led
toward Porong and Shekar]. (13a) All the living beings of Ngari felt as if they had
lost their protector. It was as if the whole essence of the earth had been taken
away (bcudphrogspa) and the earth had turned bleak. Everybody felt very sad
and was crying.
On the way, when she arrived at a pass from which she could see her father's
palace, she prostrated toward it. She offered a white scarf (kba thags) with many
flowers. Both the people escorting her and those welcoming her, when they saw
this, wept. (13b) The people from Ngari felt as if they were being separated from
their protector and asked the people from Shekar, "You are receiving the Ocean
of Magnificence (dpalgyi rgra mtsho), why are you crying?" They replied, "Of
course we are not crying because we came to welcome her; ours are tears of faith
in the deeds of the Great Beauty (dpalgyi sgeg mo) [Chokyi Dronma] ."
In order to avoid the threat of some bandits from Mustang (Glo ba)," they
traveled over long stretches by night. Once they spent the night in tents at a
locality called Koron. The people of the Shekar welcoming parv thought, It must
be very hard to travel like this; she should have someproper skep. (IP) However, she
is not missing her Lily meditation practice. We keep bearing the sound of be1 and
drum. It is wonderfil that she is becoming our lady!
On the way, the people who were closest to her were the ~ e o p l eof the N p r i
escorting party. Except for Jobo Kyab and four other people, nobody of the
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welcoming party was allowed to get close to her. Therefore, Jobo Kyab expressed
a formal request on their behalf: "Everybody in the welcoming party is a close
attendant of the ruler, so please allow US to get close to you!" Then she replied,
"Tomorrow 1'11 satisfy your wishes." (14b) The next evening she opened the door
of her tent and met everybody from Southern Lato. Job0 Kyab introduced every
penon individually, by name, descent, and place of origin. All the welcoming
party from Shekar were very happy.
Eventually, the moment came when the people who were escorting her
had to return to Ngari. The headman, Paldar Gyaltshen, said, "I don't have
anything to say except that I ask you to think of us; please don't get too emotional!" (thugs sna m i thung). She answered, "When I left Ngari my father did
not give me instructions, for I'm familiar with worldly customs. Please don't
worry!" ( ~ y a Then
)
the people of Ngari, very upset, took leave of her. They
prostrated and wept. The welcoming party was overjoyed. O n the way [as she
was crossing the Porong area], passing in the vicinity of Palmo Choding she
sent some people to the monastery to ask the Revered Omniscient Chogle
Namgyal whether she was allowed to visit him. H e replied, "You cannot come
here! I'll meet you on the way." (ryb) They met at a place called Yau (gYalu),a
wide pastureland in the Palkhu area.28The princess said, "If there is water, this
is a good place to camp." She took an iron stick, stuck it into the ground, and a
power-ful spring appeared. They then proceeded to the Yeola (dBye 'o la) pass,
where they met 500 soldiers who had been sent from Shekar to welcome her.
O n the way, wherever they arrived, people celebrated with songs and dances.
Countless local headmen welcomed and escorted her. The lamas of all the local
monasteries came, prostrated to her, and were inwardly driven to request her
blessing.
(16a) The nuptial procession included more than roo officials who assisted
her. They were wearing elegant clothing and precious jewels. Smartly dressed
horsemen proceeded in front while more than 1,000 soldiers surrounded the
princess. The procession covered the whole area so that the birds had no place
to land. When they arrived in the vicinity of Shekar, her future husband, who
was a devotee of Shenrab, sent some 60 Bonpo priests, wearing woolen turbans
and carrying drums and hang,^" to perform some rituals of exorcism (bgegs bsk-

rod). (16b) It was a depressing sight, like seeing Zangmo of Magadha leave the
Buddha in the dwelling of the Anathipindikavihdra and worship the heretical
Jain teachers in the town of Buram shing phel. The princess said, "We can't stand
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[his!Chase them away!" Her retinue responded by throwing stones and chvcd
[hem away. The Bonpo escaped, leaving their ritual instruments ar the cross-

roads like stones and pebbles. Thinking of this episode, the great yogini Chokyi
Dronmainvoked the victory of the Buddhist gods (lha rgyal).)OThis seems to be
[he first auspicious gesture by which she paid respect to the doctrine of the Buddha. (Iga) By doing so, for the first time, she revealed to the watching people that

she was an emanation body ( p r u l ba 'isku ' k i n pa). They did not dare to raise
[heir eyes and said, "This daughter-in-law is extremely beautiful and has great
power and majesty (dbu )hang mtho bo)!" Later she heard this and thought, 7hir
if a pod omen (rten 'brel)!
AS Chokyi Dronma was to meet her future mother-in-law, the LadyTsencham
~ ~ d r nfor
o , the first time,)' she thought, I war given by myfither to thirfnmib,
50 according to worldly custom I must pay respect to them. (I 7b) Accordingly she
and offered flowers to her mother-in-law, who wrr very pleased with
her. Later, while the Bonpo were performing some rituals in the royal palace,
~ * respect
she said, "I am a Buddhist, I am not a worshipper of the B ~ n p o . Please
my beliefs!" Accordingly only one Bonpo teacher of her husband remained to
celebrate some Bonpo rituals (mnga'gsol),assisted by four other priests. Then
the Queen of the Buddhas (rayal ba'i dbang mo), by meditating on her deity
Dorje Naljorma [Vajrayogini], revealed herself as the embodied deity, and the
followers of Shenrab became extremely anxious and ran away, dropping their
ritual instruments.
(18a) At Shekar a marvelous wedding was celebrated. All the ministers and
all the subjects of the kingdom came. They performed dances and songs, and
everybody enjoyed themselves. People feasted on endless food and drink and
offered many gifis, from extremely precious items to ordinary goods. The festivities lasted over a month. The spirits of the place showed their respect as
well: rainbows appeared in the sky; the earth was covered with flowers. (18b)
The sound of cymbals resounded and many magnificent signs appeared. Then
Chokyi Dronma, the spiritually accomplished woman, thought, I came here with
two tasks: one worldly and one b o n d the world. For the sake of my ancestors I have
avouhd sins and accomplished virtuous he&. In particular, I have paid mspect and
haveprovided service to the Buddha? doctrine. I have taken good care of our subjects
and servants. However. I cannot stay long in thisfamily. IfI were to staj I would be
committed to showing respect to my parents-in-law (gyos sgyug) as f t h y wemgoh
and providing them with good servicefiwver. ( ~ g a Berefire,
)
when the appropriate
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mome,zt comes I will enter the door of the precious doctrine and practice ~ ~ & i , ~ i
teachings in the most appropriate way.

Life at Shekar
At Shekar she kept practicing her daily and nightly routine: after waking up, she
would meditate on "'The Stages of the Path to Enlightenment" (lam rim). She
would then confess moral failings (ltung bshags), perform spiritual purification
(gro sbyong), and wash her body. She also used to recite hymns to all the gods,
She would then perform the "Stages of the White Torma [Offering]"(dkargtor

gyi rim pa); the praise of the Buddha, "The Twelve Deeds" ( m k d p a bcu gnYiS);
Sakya Pandita's praise, "King of the Dharma" (bstodpa rhos kyi rgyalpo); and
the ritual offering to T i r i (rCrol rnchod). (19b) At that time, before receiving
teachings from the Omniscient Chogle Namgyal, she used to rely mainly on the
texts by the great Sakyapa, spiritual father and son [ ~ i k y Pandita
a
and Phagp].
Then she would eat. Sometimes she would write, according to her own inspiration. She and her husband used to debate, wagering garlands of jewels. Later
she stopped doing this, but her husband insisted and she said that ordinary bets
with jewels were not sufficient. Like Sakya Pandita's debate with the heretics, she
insisted on a debate between Buddhists and Bonpos with religion as the subject.
(zoa) But this did not happen. Afterward she would enjoy talking to some spiritual masters and some new people who had arrived to meet her. She would comment on what they were saying, and in doing so she used to impress and delight
them. Before performing ritual offerings of chang and tea, she would read the
songs (gur) and poems of former lamas to avert the demons. (20b) She also used
to perform again the praises and offerings [mentioned above]. [sentence unclear]
Common people were impressed by the way she behaved and lived. 'The Great
Woman also used to behave very appropriately as a daughter-in-law in front of
her parents-in-law, far beyond anyone's expectations.
(zra) Once, however, an official called Drungchen Kyabma came to meet her
and she received him simply, without using any honorific language and proper
protocol. When her mother-in-law, Tsencham, saw this, she was displeased and
thought that she was behaving too arrogantly. Tshewang told the Magnificent
Lady [Chokyi Dronma] about his mother's feelings. She answered, "It is a proper
custom to show respect to one's own parents, but how your mother shows respect
to others is her own business. She can show respect to the lords of Northern Lato
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if she so wishes, but my lineage is much higher than that. My relationship with
Drungchenis like the relationship bemeen lord and servant (dponyog), and
is no custom re scribing that the lord has to show respect to the servant. ( z ~ b )
fiecorrect practice is that the lord takes affectionate care of the servants."
Later, she saw a simple monk of the Shekar monastery who was in charge of
carving water roaming around without finding a place to sit in the row [where

Peoplewere sitting according to their rank]. Using her hand, she showed him a
placeand with great respect requested him to be seated there. Seeing this, weryone was very surprised. Her husband thought that this wasn't very appropriate,
and as he met [Chokyi Dmnmal the Queen of the Buddhas, he said, "You didn't
show respect to Drungchen Kyabma, but you showed respect to a water carrier;
[his is very strange!" The divine compassionate princess said, "Even though the
water carrier has very low rank, he is a monk. (22a) My ancestors who were bodhisattvd3 ( ~ a mes
b rhos rgyal byang chub sems dpa')behaved with great kindness
toward all living beings and showed great respect to those who were wearing the
monastic robes. In the current bad times, this custom is not practiced anymore.
The water carrier is a son of the Buddha and he should be respected." He replied,
finding it difficult to accept her behavior, "This is hard to understand!"

At Shekar there was a bsZn b u t j 4 written in gold that had been made by her
ancestor Bumdegon Nagpo.j5 This had been taken from Gungthang by the Lord
of Northern Lato and was later transferred (spyan drangs) to Southern Lato. One
day she said that she wanted to see (mjal) it. When she arrived at the place where
it was kept, at first she was unable to open the lock of the door. Then she said,

"May the owner have power over her things!" and touched the lock, (22b) which
opened immediately. She saw that the bsEn b u r was covered with dust. She
cleaned it up and later added the parts that were missing. She provided for cloth

(nambza1)andstrings (sku rags) to wrap it and appointed a custodian to take care
of it. She also established the custom of celebrating offerings there.
She had great faith in the Shekar monastery even though she did not join the
midsummer and winter celebration^.^^ O n those occasions she used to come to
the door of the garden (kun dgal ra ba) where these were ~erformed.She would
pray for the monastic community and prostrate to them. She would then be
seated on a thin mat and have the E n lag bdunpa prayers recited by the monks,
and she would offer food and drink to the monastic community in great quantity. (23a) Thus she ~erforrnedvirtuous deeds, and the monks accepted them
gratefully. When they completed the recitation of the prayer bZlngpo 'i spyodpa 1
smon lam [mentioning, buddhas and bodhisattvm], they pronounced her name
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as "'The great Queen of the Dharma" (chos kyi r w l mo chen mo) and thereby
showed their great respect. When the ritual offering (tshogs) was completed,[he
monks came to her like insects on a lotus flower, prostrating to her and receiving
her blessing. During the Saga month" many tsha tsha" had to be made. she
made roo,ooo of them in eight days and placed them inside a stupa. '&'hen she
completed this, a shower of flowers fell from the sky.
The princess always performed virtuous deeds. She always respected the doctrine, the great lamas, the monastic community, (23b) her parents-in-law, and
her husband like the jewel of the crown. She never spoke anything that was untrue. She enjoyed repeating good sayings so listeners could enjoy her voice. She
never spoke any rude words nor any words that would hurt other people. Her
throat would not utter anything that could not be trusted. She greatly enjoyed
giving donations. She would never indulge in wearing female ornaments such
as bracelets. She would never loosen the golden belt represented by the awareness of what is shamehl (bagyodpa) and what are the rules of proper behavior
(tshul khrims). Her father-in-law, the Great Situ Lhatsen Kyab, was very satisfied
with her. H e used to speak all the time of her with great pride. (24a) He would
let guests meet her for tea, and her conversation was eloquent and fill of deep
meaning. Everybody said, "Ah!We have got a wonderful lady to enhance the
prosperity of Southern Lato. She fulfills the wishes of the whole of Southern
Lato."

Visit to the Parents
When she was seventeen, she went to visit her parents. She took along many
presents and was escorted up to the Palkhu area by some trusted servants and
also by numerous soldiers from Southern Lato. Her father sent many soldiers
to meet her there and escort her to Ngari. As she reached the Jala (Bya la) pass,
(24b) she was given a great reception by the monastic community of Gungthang
Chode. Eventually she was escorted to the royal palace by many people playing
music. Everybody said, "This Great Lady has now become a feast for two ~nyriarchies!" Then, in the central palace called Utse (dBu rtse), she met her father.
She prostrated and offered a white scarf. Her father took her hand and asked,
"Gyalmo! Did you have a hard time?" They both started to weep and then had
an emotional conversation. (zya) For a month she was busy meeting people and
celebrating.
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One time, a junior wife of the lung requested her to be seated on the main
throne. chokyi Dronma said. "We are equivalent by birth, and I am also older
than you; however, if I were seated on the main throne the ranking would look
wrong because you are the queen, the wife of the king ( m n p' bdng r - a l p ) ,and
I am only the daughter-in-law of the rulers of the Laro people. Therefore I will

be seated on the lower throne." The people from Lato who witnessed this felt
deeply humiliated.
During her stay at Gungthang her husband, Tshewang Tashi, sent a
messenger from Shekar every three days requesting her to return soon. Therefore
,he only stayed three months and then returned with all her jewels, traveling
back to Shekar in a similar fashion to her previous journey. Her mother-in-law,
Tsencham Gyalmo, came to greet her a day's horse ride from Shekar. When
they arrived at Shekar she was given a great reception and a grear feast was
celebrated.

Motherhood
(26a) When she was eighteen [around 14401, she became pregnant. The Great
Situ and her mother-in-law took very good care of her as if she were the apple

of their eyes. They had religious services performed regularly for her. When the
time for the delivery came, she gave birth, without any suffering, to a beautifid
daughter. Her mother-in-law came and asked, "Did you have a good delivery?
Did you suffer any pain?" She answered, "The birth was easy and I did not face
any hardship; the baby is a girl." ?he mother-in-law said, "The most important
thing is that your body is in good condition. (26b) There is no difference between boy and girl. Later you will give birth to one child afier the other." Then her
husband, Tshewang Tashi, came to see her. Her mother-in-law went into another
room and left them alone. Her husband asked, "Did you face any hardship?" The
princess, the emanation body, answered, "I didn't suffer. This time, even if there
had been some suffering, I could have endured it easily. However, I can't stand
the suffering of being caught in samsara. The lea sure of emotional attachment is
very short, it does not bring any long-term benefit. Permanent happiness should
be aimed for." Her husband was speechless.
(27a) Later he suggested that Yungdrung Lingpa, a great Bonpo master, should
become the child's teacher. ?he Magnificent Lady replied, "Had this child been
a boy, you would have had the power to decide. However, since the child is a girl,
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she will take refuge in the Jewel of Buddhism." The parents took affectionatecar,
of [heir newborn child. They organized many nannies who provided food, milk,
and play. Mother and child were staying in a beautiful room, had the religious
service called rGyal sde performed by monks, and were constantly assisted by
servants.

Illness
Not long afterward the princess went, together with her attendants, to the hot
~prings.~"ere

she became very ill and seemed about to die. The officialsand

the servants of Ngari and Southern Lato performed many religious services to
assist her recovery. (27b) Everybody in both countries was very anxious. Her
parents-in-law and her husband came to see her. Her mother-in-law seemed
particularly worried; weeping and in despair, she asked her daughter-in-law, the
spiritually realized woman, for advice. She replied, "It is not too bad. I won't die.
If I wanted to die, I could do so easily, but this time it is not going to happen."
Then her mother-in-law, trying to put emotional pressure on her, continued,
"My husband and I are both already old. For us there is nothing in the world
more precious than our son, Tshewang 'Tashi. H e treasures you as the most precious thing in his life. If you were to die, how would we manage?" She replied,
"Death comes to all, and even after death there is still suffering to endure. (28a)
We are powerful people who have carried out important deeds, so we will also
undergo greater suffering If I were afraid of suffering, I would get a bad rebirth.
If at this time I weren't thinking about a solution for my future, I would be very
foolish. I am aware of what is sinful and what is virtuous. Please think about
what I have said." Then she started weeping. Her parents-in-law wept as well.
The Great Situ discussed the situation with his son and asked him, "What do
you think?"
Her husband replied, "Perhaps what she said is right. I am now wondering
what I would do if she did die. What do you, my parents, think?" (28b) The
Great Situ said, "I feel extremely sad when I think that she might die. I feel as if
I were dying myself. These thoughts have made me suffer very deeply."
At one point her husband sent Palchen, an attendant of the Great Woman, to
her tent to see how she was doing. Palchen saw that on the bed where Vajrayogini
[Chokyi Dronma] was lying down, on the side of the pillow, there was the Medi-
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,ine Buddha radiating light. In great astonishment, he fainted. When he regainedc~nsciousness,the Great Woman asked, "What happened to you? PIeae
[ell me!"
palchen told her the vision. She commented, "This is not a hallucination, (29a)
considerthis to be a dream and don't tell it to anybody. I won't die this time."
After that night, she started to recover. Then she said, "This is not my time

, die. Since the people of Ngari and Southern Lato have performed

I will not suffer any longer. We should return to Shekar." The Great
Situ suggested, "Let's go when you have fully recovered." She insisted: "Let;
go now!" lherefore they returned to Shekar. Since she was still very weak, she
traveled in a carriage. On the way they saw that every house had raised Bags to
,elebrate her recovery.
When the princess arrived at Shekar she did not go to see her child, and she
taking care of her. Her mother-in-law was extremely upset about this

and said to her husband, the Great Situ, (29b) "She hasn't been seeing her child!
Even wolves or hawks take care of their offspring." When Vajrayogini [Chokyi
Dronma] heard what her mother-in-law had said, she commented, "Royal
offspring have an innate, self-reliant character (bzbin /bun gris p b ) . A good
mother is also necessary, and up to now I have done all that I could do to look
after this child. However, from now on it is not necessary for me to do so. I will
not take care of her any longer, as it is all a source of suffering."
Her irritated mother-in-law said, "She might be a Buddhist. However, her
behavior seems very worldly. If she is hurt by some words, she never forgives.
(joa) It is very difficult to assess her.'' The Great Situ smiled and said, "Of course
it is difficult to assess her. Currently nobody is superior to Konchog Gyalmo in

central Tibet (dBu-gTsang). Mine is the best daughter-in-law!"
Not long afterward she received news that Ngari was going through a bad
time, as major conflicts had started between her father and her brother. Therefore she went there, escorted by

IOO

horsemen as she didn't dare to go alone.

When she arrived at Dzonkha, she realized that the situation had become very
unstable; the gate of the palace was in a bad state and looked like the teeth of a
horse's corpse; in the corners there were some monks; each room was occupied

by an official on his own; her father had retired to the royal quarters and (job)
her brother, the prince, was roaming aimlessly around the

lain with about IOO

ministers. Then the Magnificent Lady spoke appropriately and the king and all
the subjects listened and followed her instructions. The king and his son reached
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an agreement and came back together into the royal palace. The monks went
back to their cells. The time became peaceful again. She visited her mother,
deeply worried that she might have believed that she, her daughter, had died.
Before returning to Southern Lato, she went to see her father and said, "There
is no meaning in worldly affairs. (31a) There was SO much pain to endure when
my brother was born, and aher he was born everybody was delighted. And now
this is the result. So I really have to follow Buddhism."
Her father replied, "You have just established the basis of

our family. If you

say this, it is as if the sun were setting immediately after dawn."
She countered, "Father! D o you forget that I swore I would become ordained,
taking Pahjaranith (Cur kyi dgon po) as a witness? For a woman, the age
twenty may well be the end of her life. We don't know what comes first, the next
life or the next night. How do you know, Father, the limit of my life? Please send
my sister, Dzamling Gyalmo, to replace me. However, I will carry out my duties
until she becomes the proper age to replace me."
Then she started her second kind of deeds, giving up all thought of worldly
life.

Death o f Chokyi Dronma's Daughter, Decision t o Take the Vows,
a n d Return t o Shekar
(31b) While she was in Ngari the princess received the news that her daughter
had died. This gave her a lot to think about. At first her mother-in-law did not
have the courage to tell her. Eventually the Great Situ sent a letter: "You came
here fruitfully, but we were not as fruitful as you were. As nothing else could be
done, we tried to earn merit by conducting her funeral in the best possible way.''
The Great Yogini thought that her daughter had died because her husband had
requested some Bonpo priests to take care of her and wrote a reply saying, "It is
the fate of any being that has been born to die. We cannot help it. However, the
child should have lived longer, but because of the actions against Buddhism this
did not happen. Now there is no point in worrying; this child will find its own
way." (32a) The Great Situ was glad and relieved with this reply and showed it to
everybody. The people of his court said, "Perhaps this time [Konchog] Gyalmo
has some regret for how things have gone. Later she may be blessed by the birth
of another child. The Magnificent Lady is still a source of good fortune for the
ruler and his son."
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Once,a certain Ponpo Lama (dpon po bla ma) from Sharkha Drips (Shnr ha
dris pa) damaged many belongings of Palm0 Choding monastery. 'The princw
had great faith in the lama of that monastery [Chogle Namgyal] and was furiour
that this had happened. She felt she could not tolerate such an act and therefore

took
aspect of a wrathful &kini and punished him severely. The sinner gave
up 211 his property and thought of leaving the region. At that point the Grut
Situ intervened, trying to mediate. (32b) However, the princess said angrily,
"Chogle Namgyal has been a most precious lama for the whole of Tibet; since
early on he has also been the supreme object of devotion (bhmchod) for our

own country of Lato. We should feel very ashamed about what has happened.
nis kind of person is an enemy of the Buddha's doctrine; he is against what is
necessary for meditational practices, and we should get rid of him. Normally,
we should reward good deeds and punish evil deeds. All officials should know
[his. How can we be indifferent? From now on I will take care of the people,
wealth, and land of Choding." Following this incident, the Omniscient (Chogle
Narngyal) was presented with many donations, including precious jewels. (jja)
The Great Lama, delighted that she had dealt with evil deeds so skillfully and
taken such good care of the doctrine, wrote a poem in her honor.
When Chogle Namgyal visited Shekar, he said, "You are the Queen of the
Doctrine! You acted as a supporter of the Buddha's teachings. In particular, you
took care of the people, wealth, and land of Palmo Choding. I am extremely
grateful! Please continue your support in the future, establish monasteries, and
have the dPaldp kho na nyid &spa [Bodong Chogle Namgyal's collected works]
reproduced. (33b) The Kagyupa school has had until now an unbroken line of
siddhas as lineage holders, starting from Vajradhara. I pray that you may become
a holder of the doctrine in a similar way. This would be our great deed as spiritual
father and daughter (yab sras)."
Much earlier, when the Female Buddha, Woman of Wisdom, was about to
arrive at Shekar as a daughter-in-law, the mother of a dumb boy gave birth to
four daughters. The father was very upset and in despair tried to throw them
into the water. But the dumb boy all of a sudden spoke: "They can't be thrown
away! The four girls are four &kinis. The head of the &kinis, Konchog Gyalmo,
is about to come here from Ngari!" (34a) Later these girls became extraordinary
beings, as had been predicted.
The princess, the spiritually realized woman, the one giving pleasure to
Heruka, led this kind of life from the time she became the source of prosperity
for Shekar until she became ordained. Holding the banner of spiritual liberation,
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she sometimes returned to her own home. She used to perform excellenrofferings of body, speech, and mind, and therefore the king, the ministers, [he
subjects-in fact, eveelybody-praised her virtue. Under her influence, what had
to be praised, like the precious doctrine of the Buddha, was praised, what had
to be criticized, like the banner of Shenrab [the Bonpo religion], was criticized,
(34b) An ocean of magnificence spontaneously gathered in the great myriarchy,
'The crops were plentiful, there was enough water to irrigate the arid soil, and
the rains came on time. Everything became perfect. Her parents-in-law and her
husband became very powerful and achieved great harmony. There was no fear
of war from enemies. 'There were no epidemics or famine. It was a peaceful and
prosperous time and everybody enjoyed it. 'The flag of the country's reputation
waved in all ten directions.

'The Struggle to Take the Vows
Eventually, in order to show the path of the doctrine to those who were caught
in a worldly life, (35a) she decided to take monastic vows. 'Therefore she asked the
king, queen, and prince of Southern Lato for permission: "Now please satisfy my
deep yearning to become ordained. I will thereby fulfill all the wishes of Ngari
and Southern Lato."
Around that time she had invited the Omniscient Lamp of the World
[Bodong Chogle Namgyal] to the palace and was listening to his teachings.
Although she had put forward her request to priest and patrons [i.e., Chogle
Namgyal and the royal family], neither agreed. When Chogle Namgyal returned
to Palmo Choding, she presented him with many offerings and at the time of his
departure she escorted him for a while. When she returned to her residence, she
felt very sad, for she was missing the Great Body of Wisdom.
(35b) She then read the dPal de kho na nyid 'dus pa [the collected works of
Chogle Namgyal] and understood it and memorized it ~ e r f e c t lSpontanously
~.
she felt great faith toward the Revered Lama. She reflected, Ialready hadfaith in
this lama before, but never as much as now. I have never read a teaching like this.

My lrfe has become pointless. I must follow his teaching. Now is the time to pursue
thegreat endeavor and take the vowsfiom him. Thinking of this, she started to cry.
'Then a shower of flowers fell for seven nights.
(36a) After reading the text, she acquired the ultimate faith and felt like following the deeds of the great lama. In order to ask their permission, she sent a
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letter to her father in Ngari and formally asked the Great Situ. However, they
did not grant it to her. All the officials, having become aware of what she w a
rrying to do, begged her to understand their situation, have compassion, and

abandon her plan. In order to avoid opposing them, she decided to delay for 1
Meanwhile, Dzamling Gyalmo was invited to Shekar for a visit and was
about her sister's plans. (36b) The rulers of Southern Lato and their court
thought that the situation had become more relaxed.
Around this time the princess read the L a l i t a v i ~ t a r awhich
, ~ ~ describes the
gr a t deeds of Prince Siddharrha [who then became the Buddha]. He gave up his
queen and all forms of worldly pleasure, and went to the forest and meditated
under a tree. While reading this she developed great faith and regretted deeply
that she was still involved in worldly matters. She said to herself, 7heprpsent
sirnation is just like having received a blessingfrom the dPmons (bdud). It is like
ne@ing the great deed of the Lord Burlda. Now I am meaningkss, like a drop of

water on thegrass. (37a) She felt great regret because she was caught in zamsrira,
and her mind became completely focused on the pursuit of enlightenment. She
thought that even though she seemed to llfill all the wishes of Southern Lato
and Ngari, it was difficult for her to live a family life. Then she sent a messenger
to her father with a letter saying that she would take the vows anyway, reminding
him that she had taken an oath to this effect. She sent a similar letter to the ruler
of Southern Lato. However, both of them strongly disagreed with her plan, and
therefore she had to delay it yet again.
At that time her husband's mental condition declined. He was affected by
~ ' could no longer control his
some form of manic depression (snying r l ~ n g )and
behavior. (37b) Because of this, many people from Ngari and Southern Lato
kept trying to persuade her to stay. In particular, the Great Master Sangye42
was invited to give her teachings on how to lead a civil life, looking after her
family while also supporting the doctrine. H e asked her, "Are you disheartened
because of his mind or because of his goiter? Concerning the first possible cause
of unhappiness, if you were leading an affectionate life as a couple, the problem would disappear spontaneously. Concerning the goiter, this is just a minor
physical problem and you should not be bothered. Why do you want to give
up your family? If you keep carrying out your current role, it will be very good
for the prosperity of the myriarchy and for the development of the Buddhist
faith. You will be able to support the establishment of monasteries. (38a) YOU
can practice meditation and you can learn all the deep instructions on how to
reach enlightenment within one lifetime, while staying with your family. Rather
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than taking the vows and becoming ordained, it is much better if you stay with
your family. In particular, if you do not keep the throne, conflicts may break
out between these myriarchies and everybody will be extremely unhappy.nlhcn
the Great Woman resolutely countered, "I prefer to take the vows, focuson the
Omniscient, and be liberated. Even if I were to bring about great prosperi~,such
a goal would be far removed from the taking of the vows. It would be like poison.
Now nobody can change my commitment!" Plfter this discussion, she was not
prepared to listen to anybody's advice.
She decided that she would make the people of Ngari and Southern Lato
angry with her. As she had not been able to achieve her aim so far, she changed
her behavior, even though this diverged from what the Omniscient King of the
Doctrine [Chogle Namgyal] was preaching. (38b) She decided that she had to
do something that appeared to be transgressive (spyod lam 'khyogpo) to make
the people of Southern Lato feel weary and lose their faith in her; internally she
would devote herself to meditation, praying to the Great Mother T2ra to hlfill
her wish. Following her change in behavior, the monks of Shekar monastery kept
watch over her by guarding the walls of the fortress and the monastery, and at
each door a p a r d and a dog were set in order to prevent the Great Woman from
abandoning her family.
(39a) Irrespective of how often she had been asked to stay, she would not
listen. She ~romisedthat she would give up all attachment to the world and
prayed to the Great Compassionate [Avalokiteivara] that eventually she would
be able to take the vows.
One night she heard a voice resounding in the sky saying, "All fruits have
ripened over many ages; now you will succeed." Thinking that the right time had
finally arrived, she stopped meditating. That night she gave up eating and drinking and spoke to the people around her very calmly: "Until yesterday we were all
caught in suffering; now you can enjoy whatever you wish." (39b) Accordingly
everybody started to drink chang and tea, enjoy dancing, and behave like crazy
people on the charnel ground. They did so until they became unconscious. Then
she said to the horse keeper Phurbagyal, "Please listen to my final words: at dusk,
take my horse to the front gate. Please swear that you will do so." She gave him
her earrings as a reward. Then when night was approaching she saw that every
door was watched by a guard and a dog. As she could not escape from the palace
in that way, she went to the roof of the building considering that she might jump,
but then she thought, (40a) If1 cause any damage to my sense organs, then this
couldprevent my ordination. She therefore went back. As she was walking back
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she heard many dogs barking along the narrow path. She said, 'tso tso," and they

,,

quiet. She was able to open all the locks very easily by reciting a fov words.

Meanwhile,according to his promise, the horse keeper Phurba [gyd] ws waidng
for her at the gate with a horse. Then there was a great thunderclap The Great
Situ, the monks, and the sewants woke up and started to look for the prinms.

[his point the spiritually realized lady thought, NOW,
by canying outgen& actions,
,,thing mtanin&I has been achieved. Ihave to do something unheard of: (40b) She
,,did her hair and started to chop it with a knife, leaving a tuft on the crown
of her head.43In her haste she badly injured herself. At first nobody noticed her.
However, as she became increasingly upset, people saw her terrible state. The
Great Situ and his wife went immediately to where she had been seen and asked
her why she had done this. She answered, "Even a king cannot close the door of
[he dhamza. Since my wish was not accepted, this is the result," (41a) and threw
her hair at the feet of her father-in-law. The scene was unbearable for all present.
Everybody was startled; some collapsed; they were all frozen by the shock, like
images in a painting, and eventually broke into tears. The lady's shaved head was
an awful sight, wet like a skin container for churning butter full of buttermilk.
Her mother-in-law, in tears, said, "If this is how you are going to behave, Tshewang Tashi has no other option but to die, and I would rather die first!" Since
the great lord, her father-in-law, had a great spirit, he was not as shaken. (41b)
In tears, feeling great compassion for the Great Woman [Chokyi Dronma], he
calmed her down. Everybody in the court was puzzzled and did not know how
to react. Then he said, "As long as you are here we cannot invite a new bride for
my son. Please ask your family in Ngari to send your younger sister, Dzamling
Gyalmo, to come here to replace you. But please, for the time being, don't let
Tshewang Tashi see you in this state; just go to see him for a short moment. Keep
my words in mind and eventually your wishes will be fulfilled." The princess was
pleased with what he had said and decided to behave according to the old man's
request. Eventually everybody left and went back to their own places.
(+a) She covered her head with a wig, sticking it to the tuft that was left.
Dressed up in her best clothes and wearing all her jewels, she went to see her
husband. Thanks to the skillful intervention of his father, he was not aware of
what had happened. Later, however, he gradually realized that his wife's behavior
had changed dramatically so that she was no longer a source of happiness and
good fortune, and he was again affected by his illness. Meanwhile, in Ngari some
difficultiescaused the replacement of the princess by her sister to be postponed.
Since it was impossible to wait for her any longer, one of the daughters of the
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Headman4' of Nyag, called Ponmo Chogyal, was invited as a new bride for
Tshewang Tashi. When the Great Emanation Body [Chokyi Dronma] heard [his
news, she thought that at last all her wishes were being fulfilled. Feeling great
faith in the Jewel, she was able to set her mind at rest.
(42b) Eventually, she went to see her husband with the formal request that she
be allowed to enter the door of the doctrine. He replied bitterly, "It seems
you are not to stay at my side for this life, and there is no hope that you will become my protector in a future life. Do what you wish, you don't need to ask me!"
She then gave back all the keys to the Great Situ and said, "I came here to take
leave of you and show my respect to you, as I am going to become ordained."
The Situ said, "The people of Ngari have done me wrong. There-is nothing that
Tshewang Tashi can do about it. Since you have made up your mind, I cannot
stop you. Do whatever you wish!"
As she was about to leave for the upper regions [for the main seat of Chogle
Namgyal], since nobody wanted to lose her, they said to her, "Please stay here in
this area in a remote monastery or nunnery. Don't go to the upper regions. (43a)
We will support you lavishly! If you follow our suggestion, we will rejoice and
you will be pleased. If YOU do not accept our request, our wish will be frustrated
and you will face hardship."
She replied, "I don't care, I don't need anything! This time I shall take the
possessions I have been looking after from Majong (Ma Ijongs) monastery to
Palmo Choding, as I'm in charge of this property. As long as I'm in good health,
I promise that you won't be harmed. Please, bear some hardship for the sake of
the upper regions (stodphyogs)."Weeping, she continued, "It seems that I am not
able to provide ,good service for you in this life. I pray that I will be able to meet
you in heaven (mkha'spyod) in the next life." Then she prostrated.
(43b) Then the Great Situ spoke compassionately: "I will send a letter with
you to the Omniscient with a formal request for your ordination. If I had a long
life and death separated me from my wife, this would follow the natural course
of things. Such a separation [between you and your husband] while you are still
alive is a greater sadness." Afier saying this, he returned to his own residence.

Becoming a Nun at Palmo Choding
Chokyi Gyalmo felt that all her wishes were accomplished and lefi riding a horse.
She said, "I prostrate to the gods who fulfilled my wishes!" and sent a letter of
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bewell
with some presents to her husband. At last, she felt completely liberated
from [he hai ins of family life, which are the source of all suffering She had entered the path of knowledge and liberation. (+) Therefore she went to &Imo
choding, the residence of the Omniscient. The merit treasury of Southern Lato

,, suddenly left empty, and the town of Shekar resounded with the laments of
[he mourning people. The Great Situ said, "The people have a good reason to

,v and be sad! They have been separated from my daughter-in-law, Konchog
~ ~ ~ 1While
~ 0 speaking
. "
this he felt extremely sad. When TshewangTashi hard
the laments, he asked, "Who is this? This sound seems to pierce my heart." The
servants replied, "It seems that the whole myriarchy is crying. Even the lord is
criing." Tshewang Tashi asked, "What happened?" His father, the king of the
Dharma, replied: "She left, but 1 am here. (44b) I do not have the option to leave
[to devote myself to religion as old people do]. Wouldn't it have been better if I
had gone?"After the departure of the Spring of All Things, the myriarchy lost all
its magnificence; all that was there before, thanks to her blessing, was suddenly
gone. The land and its people felt empty.
During her journey the Magnificent Lady walked by night and took rest in
the morning. O n the way, while sleeping, she dreamed of a stzipa of the Great
Bodhisattva. The attendant who was looking after her horse also dreamed of a
stzipa of the Great Bodhisattva so tall that it reached the sky. When they talked to
each other about their dreams, she said, "This is a wonderful omen!"
Eventually they reached Palmo Choding (45a) and entered the monastery.
As she set her foot o n the stair that led to the door of the residence of the Omniscient Chogle Namgyal, the first ray of the morning sun was shining on her
forehead. She said, "This is a good omen!" Then she met him, offered him the
letter from the Great Situ, and asked for ordination. He replied, "There is nobody as precious as you in Ngari and Southern Lato. I cannot perform the rite
of cutting your hair." She said, in tears, "It seems that I am not so fortunate as to
be able to take the vows in this life. I pray that I will be able to do so in the next
life and give up my life now."
Chogle Namgyal then sent messengers with letters to both Ngari and Southern Lato, requesting a formal authorization. From Ngari the king-father replied,
"Since she is very strong-minded, please give her the ordination." (45b) From
Southern Lato the Situ replied, "If she were to face great hardship, I would feel
sorry for her. Please give her the ordination." While waiting for the return of the
messengers, the spiritual master and the royal benefactress wandered around
together on the grassland. Trying to console her, he said, "Don't be sad!" She
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replied, "I have already been as sad as I could possibly be in the past. N~~ 1dodt
feel sad anymore. Now my suffering is the suffering of samsara."
Eventually, after they had received the approvals, a woman called Tsenkyong
was asked to assist the princess in washing, making herself beautiful, and
ranging her hair. The woman suggested, "Let's use my hair as a substitute for the
hair of the Venerable." She was thus able to arrange the hair of the princessvery
beautifully. Dressed up magnificently, wearing all her jewels, she slowly walked
toward the residence of the Omniscient, preceded by people offering incenseand
playing music. This image surprised and delighted all the monks. Some of them
commented: (46a) "Compared to her extraordinary behavior and experience,we
consider ourselves to be very simple." She went among the monks and offered
some gifts such as canopies, clothes, and horses. She offered flowers that were
worth 800 sho. Then she announced: "In general there is no significant difference
between those who succeed in being born as male and those who fail and are born
as female (skye rgynlpham). However, from now on, I will focus on supporting
Buddhist practices for women (bud med), the source of trust for all women (rky
dman)." Then she offered one silver sho to every male and female member of the
monastic community (dge 'dun skye rgyalpham) and offered many donations to
support the celebrations. Holding the banner of liberation, she took the vows as
a novice (dge tshul ma). From being part of a family, she became without family.
She received the name Adrol Chokyi Dronma.
(46b) Everybody from Palmo Choding came to meet her and show their
respect. As soon as they saw her, they immediately felt great faith. They said,
"She is like Sha rii b ~ . " ~ '
At one point the closest disciple of the Omniscient, called Konchog Gyalt-

hen,^^ said to her, "It is astonishing that you renounced all worldly ~leasuresand
took the vows. Now the religion and ~oliticalpower of Ngari and Southern Lato
will decline." She replied, "I do not have lesser aspirations now than I had before.

I am not satisfied with the enjoyments of this life; I seek the enjoyment that lasts
forever. I am not satisfied with being the queen ruling over Ngari and Southern
Lato; I want to become a place of refuge (skyabsgnds) for all living beings." Hearing this, Konchog Gyaltshen felt embarrassed about what he had said.
(47a) Someone said, "The lady will need something suitable to drink." The at-

tendant in charge of pouring tea4' countered, "In Shekar she didn't drink alcohol
or tea. Now she will drink the mountain water of Choding." When she heard of
this discussion, she wrote a comment: "Alcoholic drinks and Chinese tea taste
good, but these are enjoyments only for this life; the mountain water of Choding
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better. Stupid people should not get confused and misunderatand
compasrion."When people read this, t h q felt very embarrassed and acknowledged,"Our remarks were mistaken."
Once a person nicknamed "Goat-Bearded" because he had a beard like a
~~~4~
came to meet Chogle Namgyal to get a blessing from him. O n that occa,ion he commented, ''There is a girl who is like the apple of the eye of both Npri
,d Southern Lato. Now she has cut her hair and entered the doctrine, corrupting it. (47b) How did you allow this?" 'The Lord answered, 'She Fame according
to links from previous ages. YOUhave no such links, how can you criticize me?

She does not want to become the h d y of Ngari and Southern Lato; she prefers
to become the protector of all living beings. 'The doctrine was not corrupted. In
fact, it is people like YOU,without virtue, who are corrupting the doctrine. Get
out!"
After losing Chokyi Dronma, the Ocean of Magnificence, the Great Situ
couldn't bear to stay at Shekar and went into retreat in the holy mountains of
~riri.~~
Eventudly the news that Chokyi Dronma had taken the vows came to the ears
ofTshewang Tashi. He was furious. He ordered his officials to prepare an army to
wage war. The officials replied critically: "There is a good dialogue between Ngari
and Lato, and we are trying to maintain good relations. It is not right to behave
like this!" (48a) T h n g no heed of their advice, Tshewang Tashi retorted, "The
discussion is already over. I have the nerve to do this. The moment of the lama
and the disciple [i.e., Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma] has come! If this
time I don't do anything to avenge myself, I may die very soon." Then he sent an
army to the area above Sriri [in the direction of Palmo Choding] and sent envoys
to Ngari with a message: "Come to fight at Choding!" His soldiers were not in a
position to refuse. Therefore they went, but among themselves they commented,
"During this battle let's try to survive and let just the officials be killed." The local
people, unable to prevent the war, expressed their feelings in rumors: "Tshewang
Tashi with the goiter is responsible for all this!" Thus the army went toward the
upper regions, causing great harm to the nomads of Ngari.
(48b) Eventually the army arrived at Gungthang, at the center of the Ngari
kingdom. 'There the soldiers received a message from the Great Situ ordering
them to cease the hostilities and return home. The subjects of the king of Ngari,
distressed about what had happened, were very critical of the Great Woman.
Later when she went home she heard many slanderous remarks and said, "Before, everybody liked me and had faith in me. From now on 1'11 have to live
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surrounded by slanderous rumors. However, this doesn't affect me. Ibis is
result of having ripened bad karma. I shouldn't get angry nor pity myself.1'
Once her mother said, "Would it be good to offer turquoises to the king and
the prince?" She replied, "Earlier in my life I was a royal patron of the monastic
community, At that time I looked after the people of the court and my relatives
as if they were my own children. I was respected like a mother by them. (4ga)
Now I have become the protector of all living beings. I don't need worldly goods
and I don't need to cultivate relations with relatives in a worldly manneren
Later she went to Mangyul-Kyirong and celebrated a great offering of butter
lamps to the Self-Generated Great Compassionate (Pbagspa wa ti).5oShe offered
butter lamps eight times, had a great prayer celebrated, and presented monasteries such as Dzonkha Chode with many donations. Subsequently she returned to
Palmo Choding with her mother to listen to the essence of all the tantra as taught
by the Omniscient. While she was still at Shekar she had asked the Omniscient
to find a suitable teacher for her. (49b) Accordingly he had assigned her a teacher
~ ' whom she had great respect. Afier taking the vows,
called Jamyang D r a g ~ a ,for
she relied on this teacher as recommended by the Buddhist doctrine. She did not
take into account differences of clan and lineage (rigs rus) and listened to everything diligently. Nevertheless, she was often shown respect and given offerings
amid a great crowd of people. She thus absorbed the Omniscient's teachings in
all their detail and profoundness.
While she was practicing yoga, meditating in solitude, the Omniscient became concerned, thinking that she was on her own without any attendants.
H e thus sent a trusted servant to make sure that she was getting enough food.
(5oa) When the attendant arrived, he saw that she was managing her food on
her own perfectly well and reported this to the Lord, Chogle Namgyal. He was
delighted with this news. H e said, "This lady doesn't ignore anything! She will
definitely become a protector of all living beings." H e kept listening to reports
about her. Once Kunsang, who was the attendant looking after the religious
practitioners, came to the Lord of Dbarma and reported: "The Great Lady is not
practicing meditation, she is just studying texts." (5ob) The Immortal said, "It is
better that she studies texts rather than practicing meditation. She is already the
best meditator among all those who have gathered here." Hearing this, C h o b i
Dronma said, "If I am the best meditator, this is very good. Please continue to
supervise my practice and grant me, step by step, all the teachings and empowerments that I have requested." After saying this, she returned to her meditation
cell smiling.
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Later a scholar asked the Precious Lord of the Dharma. Chogle Namgyal,
"Ir there currently any woman in Tibet who has greater wisdom than the Great
He replied emphatically, "She is beyond compare!"
On one occasion a senior practitioner, who was a perfect follower of the
Vinay and was participating in the evening assembly, was putting some effon
intogetting some food. (51a) Seeing this, the Lord commented, "The Great h d y
is a follower of the VOWS of individual liberation (so tbar); she is a Great Vehicle
for the bodhisattva teachings; she is like Vajradhara for the tantric practice; she is
like MahjuSri for knowledge. All these support one another. In order to follow
one aspect of the doctrine, a practitioner should not neglect another. Although
she is a novice, she is already behaving like a senior monk." Everybody felt embarrassed [comparing her behavior with their own]. When Chodzema, the Lady
ofTagtse,52was studying there, she spoke to the Lord and remarked, "This venerable woman is extremely clever, she is able to learn everything just by studying
a little." rlhus Chokyi Dronma turned the Wheel of Dharma greatly and ( y ~ b )
through her training reached the great perfection of Samddhi.
Once the Omniscient became very ill and seemed close to death. A doctor
called Chagmen (Chag sman) was summoned to treat him while a great religious
service (sku rim) was performed for the sake of his health. The Great Female
Siddha looked afier all the necessary arrangements excellently. Thanks to the
accumulated merit, the Omniscient recovered.
Eventually Chokyi Dronma organized a great offering celebration (tsl~ogs)
and presented the Venerable Master with a turquoise. He accepted this joyfully
and put it around his neck. H e also dedicated an extraordinary prayer to her.
?he people who had gathered on that occasion said, "Such a teacher-disciple
relationship is our great fortune! (5;la) The deeds of this Great Lady benefit us
all. The teacher is delighted; we rejoice. Such a Body of Virtue is very precious
to us! Thanks to her, this year the teaching of the doctrine has taken place in an
excellent manner, the monastic assembly was very good, and the Venerable was
pleased. Let's pray that she will stay here forever!" Eventually the teachings came
to an end and the autumn arrived.

woman?"

Begging Nun
The lady who would become the spring of all fully ordained women (dgc shng
ma thams cad kyi dpyid du gyurpfi) ~ l a n n e dto go begging for alms. Feeling that
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this was not very suitable for someone of royal stock, everybody asked her not to
carry out her plan. However, she said, 'Alms begging is the essence of monistic
life as taught by the Buddha." (52b) SO, taking her bowl, she left for a begging
journey. O n the way she went to a nomad encampment named for the lady
Ponmo Chokyong. However, the people who invited her were feeling awkward
embarrassed. When she noticed this she said, "DOnot misunderstand cornpassion!" Then the people provided excellent service and plenty of alms.
From then on the tantric queen (rdo rje btsun mo) was joined by the great
woman (skye mo chen ma) Deleg Chodren, who had thrown herself at her lotus
feet and had praised her more than once. She was her main companion

(Igran

p a i' zh),becoming very close to her, and always carried out her orders efficiently.
She had taken the religious vows of a layperson (dge syen) and on that occasion
she was given her excellent name.
Together they went to Tagrse. 'Then Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma,
the enlightened father and mother (rgyal ba yab y ~ m )with
, ~ ~their retinue were
welcomed by the lady of the place, Chodzema. She came with her standard
bearer and offered a white scarf to everybody (dar chan). (53a) O n this occasion
the spiritual master took protection strings, made the ritual knot (rdo rje mdud
pa), and after spitting on the amulets, gave them to the people. He gave a reading
initiation (lung) on the Bodhisattvaca~vatara.Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi
Dronma were received with great respect both at the castle and in the monastery,
and they were provided with excellent service. They were offered full monastic
robes and more than 1,000 heaps of harvested grain (tshar cog) as alms. 'They were
even offered a horse, but they did not accept it. Then they arrived at Sharu and
were welcomed by the headman, his son, and their court. H e showed them great
respect and provided them with very good service. 'There they were offered 500
heaps of harvested grain. When the common people saw this, they were startled
and surprised and did not dare to offer their alms, as they felt embarrassed about
what they were able to give. The Great Lady said, "As a receiver of alms, I'm the
same as everyone else, any offering is appreciated." (gjb) When the large number
of people heard these words, they were very moved and immediately developed
a deep faith. They offered whatever was in the fields, and she accepted their alms,
talung into consideration their conditions.
O n another begging trip she was welcomed by the monastic community of the
Mutre (Mu prad) monastery with a procession of monks carrying sacred items.
She was then invited to enter the monastery so that people could pay respect
and prostrate to her. The monks, in tears of emotion, said, "You have endured
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hardship!" She replied, "?his is just an ordained person's d u e Then she
,nt inside the monastery, planning to meet and prostrate to the Mutre h,
who had just completed his retreat. However, as soon as he saw her, [he lama

Prostratedto her instcad. H e then celebrated a grand ceremony and prcrenred

Venerable Woman said, "Monks! You have
too much faith in me!" The monks replied, "Don't say this! If we did not have
fith in your great deeds, how would we be able to develop compassion?" she responded,"As a wife who was married and had children, I did not take & vows.
Since being ordained, I have behaved like an ordinary member of the monastic
rnmmunity. Deeds can only be evaluated afier death." The monks, embarrassed,
showed her great deference.
Later she visited many places, one after the other, and was hosted by many
local people. Everywhere she received excellent service and collected alms. Ben
she went to a nomadic area where the people, with deep faith, offered her a horse
and invited her to ride it, but she refused.
( ~ ~Earlier,
b ) a headman called Geba (dGe ba) had a vision as clear as the

her with many donations. (54-4

moon shining in the darkness: he had arrived at a large market, where he saw a
red woman with a red turban dwelling in the sky in the middle of rainbows. She
was surrounded by many women, some playing music and some dancing and,
at the same time, eating human brains. Then the image disappeared. Afierurard,
remembering his vision, he was so scared that he was covered in sweat, with a
drop on the tip of every hair. Immediately he asked everybody around him, "I
saw this image; is it good or bad?" Soon thereafter, when the sun was rising, the
ears in the fields started to shake. Then Chokyi Dronma, the S&ya B h i k g ~ ~ i , "
arrived with her retinue. (55a) Very excited, he said, "Last night I had a prophetic
vision. This is it!" H e summoned the nomads of the area and celebrated a great
ritual offering (tshogs). Then he generously offered alms. He was pleased to be
able to do this.
Then she visited many places, such as Shagru, where people offered her ~ l e n t y
of donations.
One night Chokyi Dronma, the Queen of the Buddhas, said, "Deleg Chodren! You took the vows as a novice (dgP 'rshul ma),with the headman ofTagtse
acting as your patron. This was not for us; this was for the benefit of the doctrine.
NOWit seems that the Tagtse family are finding it difficult to keep their current
status." In fact, at that time the Tagtse family was in decline as the ruling local
power, because they had no sons, only daughters. (55b) However, afrer the visit of
the Bhik$uni, the Lady of the Wheel of Dharma, on her begging trip, the ruler of
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T a p e regained control over his subjects, and some villages, such as Laru Dmng,
came under his control. H e acquired many new land tenures, achieved harmony
among dl the relatives, and was eventually blessed by the birth of excellent sons,
Thus they enjoyed great prosperity. Similarily, all those who offered alms eventually enjoyed great prosperity.
During the begging trip, Chokyi Dronma found her path blocked by a great
stretch of water. She ordered Deleg Chodren: "Please carry me across the water!"
(56a) Deleg Chodren thought, Since the Venerable is very heavy and 1have a weak
body, I won't be able to do this, and replied, "I can't carry you." The Venerable
said, "It doesn't matter. Carry me anyway!" Deleg Chodren did so, and while
carrying her across the water, she didn't feel any weight on her shoulders. %is
event recalled something that had happened to Milarepa.15When he was staying at Marpa's place, before being able to receive his teachings, he had asked
Marpa's wife, "Mother Dagme (bDag med)! Which kind of ability does Marpa,
the spiritual father, have?" Dagme replied, "If one has a good meditational power
and sleeps on straw, it doesn't matter how much one lies on it, the straw will not
become compressed." (56b) This episode shows the extraordinary power of her
practice of "wind" meditation (rlung).
Thus she spread prosperity in the area around the Brahmaputra River. Transportation gradually became difficult because she had received such a large
amount of alms on her trip. Therefore she decided to stay for a while at a place
called Gyalthang (rGyal thang). After a while the Omniscient sent his secretary,
Rintson (Rin brtson), with a letter inviting her to return as soon as possible.
However, she was enjoying staying where she was so much that Rintson, after
repeating his request, felt that he had to seriously threaten her: "If you do not
return I am going to die!" She bluntly replied, "I have just been doing deeds
of merit; if you die this will be the limit of your own life. I definitely won't go
now."
(57a) Eventually, feeling that she could not oppose her lama's order, she swiftly
returned, with all the donations she had collected as alms, to the place where he
was living at that time. She offered everything to the Omniscient and requested a
prayer from him. The Lord, who was staying at a place called Kadrugma, said, "I
will offer alms as well." He then asked Chokyi Dronma, the practitioner ofwonders, and her retinue to sit down somewhere suitable. From the alms that had
been gathered, three measures (khal) of barley and five measures of bamboo were
offered to them. The Omniscient was delighted, and the Great Woman recited a
prayer. She thus had become the Omniscient's field of merit, and the compelling
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evidencefor her biography, the exemplary deeds for the universal liberation had
becomegreat. At that time some people said, "The magnificence of both Ngui

md Southern Lato has waned, the sun has started to shine for the nuns." ((,b)
fieomniscient, hearing these rumors, said, "'This is wrong. Whoever is related
to her [and this includes all the living beings of Ngari and Southern Lato] is be-

ing led t~ the path of liberation."

During that time Deleg Chodren was given the first teachings of guruyoga
(bla ma 'irnal 'byor) that she had requested when she took the vows
,fa layperson (dge snyen) at Palm0 Choding. The spiritual master s i d , "When
one has requested guruyoga as the first among the teachings, everything shines.
fieyare not associated with each other as a human couple (mi 'iyab yum); however, it is indeed wonderful that there is no fault (skyon med) in a divine
(/ha'iyab yum)." As he closed his mouth, in silence, he gave her the initiation
intoguruyoga. The dPalde kbo na nyid 'duspa, the tradition of Chogle Namgyal,
comprises outer, inner, and secret offerings. O n that occasion she
only the outer offering. Later she was asked about the meditation and she was
very positive about it. She reported to the mother bum) [i.e., Chokyi Dronma]:
"Since I practiced meditation, everything has started to shine." (58a) Her training took place in a way that fitted her mind. She enjoyed her practice of deep
meditation and thereby developed great kindness toward all the followers of the
doctrine.
Later, Jigdrel [Chogle Namgyal] went to Ngamring. He instructed the Great
Woman [Chokyi Dronma] that she should live at his seat with her attendants
and followers. During this period she went to the entrance of a meditation cave
with her retinue and taught them mental purification (bh sbyong). At the time of
the first Tibetan month she completed a retreat and gave teachings to the common people in a way that fitted their minds. She then practiced religious fasting (smyunggnas) according to the activity tanha (bya rgyud) of the Mahiyina
tradition.
Once, together with the female siddha Chokyong Drencig (Chos skyong
'dren cig), she went secretly to various mountain summits. Chokyi Dronma,
the Emanation Body, said, "I have not received any teachings on the practice
of M a ~ h i ~please
; ' ~ teach me!" (58b) Chokyong Drencig taught her all that she
knew. After one night, Chokyi Dronma suggested, "After eating, we shall return
to our residence!" Chokyi Drencig countered, "We should stay at least three
nights." As Chokyi Dronma had learned some verses by Pang Lotsawa" from
Jigdrel (Chogle Namgyal) that referred specifically to this practice, she recited
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them: "A demon [of attachment] longing to perceive shape dwells at the [internal] spring of sight. [To conquer this powerful demon] practice c/,o (gcod)
in that [internal] great site!" She then said, "These words indicate that now we
have a special relation. Let's not stay here in the mountains aimlessly; let's return
to the lama's residence, which is better." O n the way they met a large group of
hunters who started to pursue them, but since the women were extremelyfast,
the hunters couldn't catch them. (59a) This episode shows that Chokyi Dronma
never opposed Machig's teachings and that she practiced her instructions and
had achieved the meditation that enabled her to "dwell in the innate nature of
phenomena" (gnyug ma gnas~a).~"talso shows that she knew in advance that
the hunters would come.
Later, on one occasion, a practitioner of meditation called Lama Chopel,
who had faced major hindrances, placed an object (be kbri?) in front of Lama
Duldzin Ngawang ('Dul 'dzin Ngag dbang) and, trying to clear his obstacles,
left in another direction. The Great Woman said, "If you behave like this, this
is shameful for the community of meditators! Please bring it to me!" He followed her instructions and escaped from his hindrances. 'Then he returned to his
meditation place in the mountains. Subsequently Chokyi Dronma made dough
figures @or ma)59for the protectors' chapel and for her own cell. (59b) All the
protectors were very pleased with this. Thus there was significant development
in the spiritual deeds and realization of the people of Palmo Choding. Tnis made
everyone very happy.
Eventually Jigdrel, Chogle Namgyal, the Lamp of the World, returned to his
main monastery and was pleased with the situation. At one point the lama said
to Chokyi Dronma, "You should become the master of the tantric texts, but
given my health, I can't teach you this. You should go to the spiritual master
Shakyapa60 to learn the rGyud 'bum6' from him."
Accordingly she went to Ngari, where the spiritual master resided, and invited
him to her father's palace. In the Gomang temple, she listened to the teachings
on the tantric texts together with her father and mother, who had become treasurers of the faith, and numerous members of the monastic community such as
the Kabchupa Pal Chime Drupa." ((boa) She then offered one silver skull cup
(kdpala) and one monastic robe to the spiritual master, as well as numerous presents. She celebrated a great ritual offering (tsbogs), gave an unusually ~atterned
large turquoise as a reward to the great monastery of Dzonkha, and recited a
prayer in front of the Venerable Shak~apa.She did all this without encou~~tering
any hindrance.
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Full Ordination
Then she went to Palm0 Choding, the great meditation center, to be fully ordined (bsayen rdzog). She took along numerous monks whom she had invited
from [he religious colleges of Gungthang. Jigdrel, Chogle Namgyal, who was
Particularlyskilled in teaching the "Eighty-Four Thousand DharmatkandaIn(~3
performed the role of the upadhyya (mkhan P O ) . (60b) Seated on his throne,
wearinghis headgear (codpan),the Venerable Chokyi Wangchug (Chos kyl dbang
phyug),who was an expert in the TN'pitaka acted as the kamacdrya (h
kyi $lo6
dpon). Surrounded by enough monks who were fully qualified, she became a r
d
bhikjuni (dge dong ma 'idngos par bsgrub pa). Further training in the monastic
discipline had filled the vase of her mind, and she became an object of worship
(rn&odgna) for all living beings.
The next day Jigdrel, Chogle Namgyal, summoned her at lunchtime. She,
who had become the spring of all the bhik!unis of Tibet, visited the King of
Dharrna in his meditation house. She was wearing the Buddha's robe and had
her alms bowl, which is the most precious of all things, in her hand. Her main
assistant, Deleg Chodren, the novice (dge mtshul ma) who was able to dwell in
the innate nature of phenomena, followed her. (bra) When the Lord saw Chokyl
Dronma, she was like ambrosia for his eyes, like a golden ear shaking in the
wind. He was delighted and said, "It is as if an arhat has descended onto the great
plain, as if you were in heaven surrounded by a retinue of fifty &kinis flying like
birds." Then they had lunch together.
Afterward she returned to her meditation place and summoned Deleg Chodren. She asked her, <'Areyou happy?"
"I am."
"Everybody says that I'm a woman of wisdom (ye sl7es ma). This is not true. I
just earn merit inspired by the &kinis. (61b) Through this I met a great lama.
I obtained the initiations and I learned how to practice the doctrine. This all
made me very happy. Nevertheless, although the Great Lord is also your master
in this life, eventually your relationship may decline. The fact that you have
acquired a human birth, enabling you to seek enlightenment, met such a lama,
and received part of the doctrine is already very satishctory. You should be happy
and strive hard."
The next day Chokyi Dronma visited the Great Lord and ~rostratedto him.
Smiling, he presented her with a beautiful cover for her sacred items. The Venerable Lady accepted it with great delight. Later she commented happily, ''MY
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lama has complete insight into past, present, and furure. While thinking about
the holy objects from my lama, (62a) I felt that 1 needed a cover for them. Knowing what was in my mind, he offered me precisely this." Wherever she went,
took this special cover with her. This was called the "blessed cover" (byin rbbr
rten khebs).
After some time she went to Ngari, and over the summer she stayed at Mendong S h o l ~ h u g(sMan gdong zhol phug), where she gave teachings regarding
the spiritual practice ofvairocana (Kun rig). In the autumn she traveled around
Ngari on a begging trip, and in the winter she went to Mangyul. Then she asked
her brother to invite Jigdrel [Chogle Namgyal] and his monastic c o m m u n i ~
for
the summer session of religious practice (dbyargnas). She provided one third of
the necessary support, one third was offered by her brother, and one third was
given by Gendun Sherpa." (62b) They selected as the most appropriate venue
the Utse temple, where Sakya Pandita had held a debate against the heretics.65
First they performed practices for the generation of the spirit of enlightenment
(byang chub sems bskyed) and for mind purification (610 sbyong). Then they underwent religious fasting (smyunggnas) according to the tantric tradition. 'They
then practiced each class of the tantra, fire rituals (sbyin sreg), and the drug bcu
p a ritual as well as dancing, drawing, and chanting They practiced sahaja yoga
(Ihan cigskyes rnal 'byor)6%ccording to the Mahirnudri tradition. They provided
further insight into hidden meanings by teaching and listening. At the end the
teachings were written up and edited.
(63a) The royal family tirelessly provided endless food and drink. During
the sessions Chokyi Dronma was asked about worldly activities that are necessary but are usually delegated to servants because they are not considered to be
appropriate for monastics. ?he Magnificent Lady said, "Since I was born until
now, I have not taken the position of defining what are and what are not proper
deeds of merit. I have never defined the worldly activities to be abandoned,
nor have I defined those that have to be done. This human life is indeed to be
transcended."
(63b) Later, since the royal family still needed to arrange some support for
the spiritual master, the Great Woman said to the secretary Konchog Gydtshen,
"Tomorrow, early in the morning, go to the Lord to do some writing!"
The secretary, having spent most of the night drinking changwith people, at a
late hour said, "As the constellation marking the lunar mansion" has appeared in
the sky [i.e., it is getting late], the nectar 1 have been drinking has lost some of its
taste. The orders of the beautiful Daughter of the Gods ( h a sras mdms ma) are
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heavier than a mountain."
I'm old, it is time now to leave [to reach Chogle
~
~residence~on time] .""
~
~
~
l
'
~
?he next day, as they were having a conversation, the Great Lord said, "Do
her just the beautiful Daughter of the Gods; she is also the Queen of A!!
Knowledge (Kun mkbyen dbang mo)."
During this period someone called Chenpo Namrin, who wished to receive

,
initiation concerning all buddhu, u m e to see the Lord and expressed some
doubts about her. (644 The Lord said, "There is no contradiction! The Great
Woman is the Phagmo Dorjecan Lie., Virihi with the vajra]," the mother of all
buddhas."
f i e evening before the Lord was due to give some teachings, Chokyi Dronma's brother changed his mind and lefc for a place called Sher. Suddenly, in his
residence, strange things started to happen. Disappointed by this sudden change
of ~ l a nthe
, Lord (Chogle Namgyal) said that he would leave. However, Chokyi
Dronma said, "Don't worry." Her mind remained constant, and that evening
the Magnificent Lady went to see her brother. The next morning, as the sun was
rising, brother and sister arrived together and listened to the teachings of the
Omniscient for the whole day.
(64b) The Omniscient gave many excellent instructions to the king, the

prince, and their ministers. At the end he gave a stern order: "If you do not listen
to my instructions, you will face serious consequences." The officials and the
disciples were very intimidated by his words. Then Chokyi Dronma's father, the
great King Son of the Gods, holding the Omniscient's object of devotion (thugs
dam), pronounced an
Suddenly, the earth trembled and the great town
shook. Everybody felt great faith in the master.
(65a) Later when the lung and the prince, the officials and the disciples were
discussing this event, the Lord said, "When the princeT2went to Sher, I lost my
plan like a bird that had lost its nest. For a moment I even lost my trust in the
Jewel, and everybody else was demoralized like me. However, the Great Woman
was unshakable and said that there was nothing to worry about. It is clear that
her mind is deep like the ocean where one can never reach the bottom. Compared to her, we are like the waters of small channels."
Chokyi Dronma presented the Great Lord with plenty of donations and
he said, "The all-fulfilling jewel, Chokyi Dronma, seems to be in control of the
treasury of heaven. With her body, speech, and mind she has always provided me
with excellent support." H e asked what she wished for. (65b) The Magnificent
Lady replied, "I wish to strive for enlightenment." But the Lord remarked: "YOU
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don't need to ask me for enlightenment. You have the ability to reach enlightenment yourself." Then she asked, "Please pray that I may have a long life to
the people." He then recited with delight many vajra songs ( r h r j ~ ~inhher)
honor among the assembly.
During this period the Mangyul region [where the religious activities were
taking place] was affected by several epidemics. One night a member of the
retinue of the Venerable Chogle Namgyal called Lama Khampa, who came from
eastern Tibet, had a dream: hail was falling everywhere; however, the roof of the
house of the Magnificent Lady was protected by a sacred tent and many firer
surrounded the house. Subsequently the people in the retinue avoided being
infected by the epidemic.
At that time a siddba called the meditator of Mondron (sMon gron sgrub
pa) came from Yarlung to visit the Omniscient. (66a) After he arrived, he had
a dream in which he was told that all the people around Konchog Gyalmo, the
Great Lady, had gathered in assembly, and he decided to join them. In his dream
he arrived at Lhasa, where the holiest statue of the Buddha (jo bo) was located,
and started to ask the people, "Which one is the Great Lady?" Someone pointed
a finger in the direction of the statue and replied, "That is the Great Lady!" He
then saw people praying and prostrating to the statue of the Buddha, and he did
came to summon
the same. 'The next morning the great siddba Chang~ungpa'~
the meditator of Mondron, saying, "Please get up! It is time to come and meet
the Lord (Chogle Namgyal)! There is going to be a great ritual offering organized
by the Great Lady, and many scholars from different areas have gathered to pray
and receive blessings. You should go there to prostrate and receive her blessing."
He countered, "I have already ~rostratedto her because I did so in my dream."
'The siddha Changsungpa, after having heard of the dream, said, "You certainly
had a very good dream. She is a true &kini." (66b) Then he met the great teacher
and his disciples, and when he requested a blessing from Chokyi Dronma he felt
deeply moved.
One day Chokyi Dronma, the Emanation Body (sprul ba 'isku can), touched
one begging bowl among many and said, "Deleg Chodren! This is the begging
bowl of Gyalse T h ~ ~ r n eWould
.'~
you like to get blessings from it?" As Deleg Chodren hastened to touch it, she said, "Aren't you happy to be able to be
seated next to the great lama Chogle Namgyal? Compared to this, the blessing of
Gyalse Thogme's alms bowl is very limited. You should show respect to the great
lama in person day and night and follow his instructions. (67a) This is not failing to show respect to the precious Gyalse. It rather means recognizing our great
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teacher,who is a great sun among the scholars and the siddhru of the Bud&&
doctrine People, according to their relevant karmic links, should undcntand
this.nAfterward teachers and disciples engaged in religious dancing, tracing sand
and chanting. Later they performed the rituals of the four classes of
..
rannar. They $so celebrated the fire offerings (rbyin srrg), according to the four
kinds of karma, in the temple Tshondu Tonkhang. The great teacher himself
,,formed the dance for the ritual taming of the earth. All the rituals were car-

P

ried out magnificently.
(6,b) Then the female siddha and her brother, the Son of the Gods, gathered
a big assembly in front of the great teacher Chogle Namgyal, inviting his own
retinue and all disciples from Gungthang Chode monastery to participate. O n
[hat occasion the precious Lord said, "This Lady is already a hlfilled y o p i , she
does not need to ask me concerning enlightenment. In general the best Jopn
be happy to die. The middle yogin should not be intimidated by death.
n e lesser yogin should not have any regret in the face of death. I am a yopn who
is happy to die. The people who are gathered here today all have karmic links
with each other and with me; it is thus enough that you do not lose your faith
in me, the old monk." This was the highest deed of the teacher and his spiritual
daughter.
(68a) Her brother and the royal retinue eventually returned to the capital. -The
people from the lower valleys offered assistance with transportation; the people
from the capital came to welcome and escort him. Thanks to the great teacher
and his disciples, the law of the country (rgyal khrims) had become like a golden
yoke and the doctrine like a silken knot,75fulfilling everybody's wishes.
Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma went again to Mangyul-Kyirong and
stayed at a place called Tashigang. One night, as the light of a butter lamp was
hurting the eyes of the Omniscient, he tried to shade it. Promptly the Magnificent Lady intervened and said, "1'11 do it!" The great teacher said, "You are
taking too much care of me," The wisdom &kini countered, "At least I'm able
to prevent your eyes being hurt by the light of butter lamps." (68b) Then the
great teacher said, "You have the ability to understand the dPal dp kho na nyid
'duspa, you don't need to ride yourself in being able to shade the light." They
then continued to enjoy their conversation. Eventually, folding her hands, the
Magnificent Lady asked the great teacher, "Precious lama, if I die before my
mother, please take care of her with love." He replied, "People die
one
h e r the other; perhaps I'll die first. However, if I have the chance to take care
of your mother, I will certainly do so. (691) Should I not be there, I will instruct
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some servants among my retinue to take care of your mother. Every nun will
also take care of her. Please don't worry and remember what I have said!"
Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma, the spiritual preceptor and the royd

nen

donor, returned to the capital.
The Son of the Gods, Chenneba," her brother, now ascended the golden
throne and to celebrate the event majestically, a magnificent feast was organilcd,
All the subjects of the kingdom under the sky admired these events. Many
commented that all this was happening thanks to the Precious Lady Konchog
Gyalmo. Therefore the malicious rumors about her stopped.
Sometime afterward, while she was residing at Lingba Dragmar (Ling ba brag
dmar), Deleg Chodren asked her, "Without the way of the secret tantra, no enlightment is possible. Please show me the tantric way to reach enlightenment."
(69b) The Magnificent Lady said, "First of all, you should awaken in yourself
a strong feeling that there is no meaning in a worldly life and avoid any hindrance that would prevent liberation from the cycle of rebirths. Second, feeling
like a parent toward all those who dwell in the six realms of existence, you should
meditate on the realization of enlightenment for the sake of all living beings
throughout your life. Third, you also need to take a qualified lama as a teacher.
Following his instructions, you must keep the tantric vows (samaya), observe the
rules, and offer everything you have, your body and wealth. Taking his teachings
as a yardstick to distinguish between good and evil, you will be able to clarify
all your doubts concerning listening to and learning the doctrine. These three
aspects of religious practice should be practiced together, (70a) not ~rivile~ing
one while neglecting the other. If YOU believe malicious rumors, this will create
obstacles to your practice. Therefore you need the weapon of diligence. Don't
get attached to places that offer good conditions. At the right time you will unr~
You
derstand everything that I'm saying now. This is a ~ r e l i m i n a explanation.
need to be clear that I am not looking for a way without the secret tantra."

Life Between Porong and Mangyul-Gungthang
Later, following the Omniscient and his retinue, Chokyi Dronma and Deleg
Chodren arrived at Palmo Choding, the Ocean of Magnificence. Here, as he had
often done before, the lama gave instructions to Chokyi Dronma, speaking very
earnestly: "Great Lady of Renunciation (bdag mo kun spangs ma cben mo)! As
long as my body is in good condition, you should stay in the Palkhu area."
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In order to follow his instructions, she left Sangngag Dechcn Ling, one
buildings at
Choding, and went to Migmang, a little
that seemed to be a suitable location for a nunnery. I h e Omniscient
coveredthe expenses for the wood to build it and offered some nuns to become
of her retinue. The hma's letter of authority followed shortly afterward.
P
When she arrived at Migmang, she organized the construction of her residene,
[he 'ells for the monastic community, and finally a surrounding wall with a
big gate. She established the rule that no men were allowed inside the wall and
definedmonastic discipline according to the Vinaya." As a result, many followof the

,,[

ers striving for enlightenment and (714 practicing the tanna gathered around
her. Giving teachings that fitted everyone's mind, she thus greatly turned the
wheel of the Dharma. The Omniscient with his retinue came to the nunnery to
perform magnificent summer religious activities (yar cbos), and the nuns listend
and learned his teachings of the doctrine and practiced meditation. In order to
accumulate merit, the great lama celebrated a great religious offering as well.
At one point Chokyi Dronma commented, "My retinue is composed exclue
have given up worldly concerns; therefore, they are not able
sively of ~ e o p l who
to sew the clothing that is required. I will do it with my own hands." Then she
sewed all the robes for the nuns herself. (71b) Furthermore, in order to get food,
the retinue spread the practice of the two wheels, and on this subject Chokyi
Dronma said, "There is no teaching concerning the practice of 'extracting the
) ~ ~I haven't received, and this has to be practiced to endure
essence' ( b c ~ d l e nthat
hardship." She took care of the novices lovingly and she made sure that they
would get proper food and earn merit by "extracting the essence."
Once the great teacher went to [Koron] Khabso, in the vicinity of the Palkhu
Lake [and Migmang], and as he was on his return journey the Magnificent Lady
went to meet him and pay respect. In a beautiful spot covered with flowers she
prostrated. The great teacher dismounted from his horse and enjoyed chatting
with his spiritual daughter.
(72a) During this period the life and deeds of the great teacher were flourish-

ing beyond any imagination. H e was able to understand past, present, and future
at once and he was able to keep in his mind all issues, both in detail and comprehensively. At one point, fearing that some hindrances might appear and weaken
her relationship with her tutelary deity, he said to her, "You were ordained to
strive for the liberation of other living beings, not just for your own liberation.
Earlier I thought that it would be better if I asked you to stay around here as
long as my body was in good condition. However, since there is no togetherness
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nor separation, I suggest that you stay where YOU wish. Please think whetherit
is realy good for the sake of living beings for you to stay here or not. If
feel
that it is better that you go somewhere else, please go. I won't prevent it." Deeply
moved, she ~rostrated.
(72b) 'Then they returned respectively to Sangngag Dechen Ling and Thongmon,79 the nunnery resonating with the sound of the conch shell. Commenting
on his words, Chokyi Dronma said, "According to the great teacher's thoughts,
if I wish to achieve my own liberation I can keep my hair without cutting it.
In general I did everything I could for the doctrine and living beings and in
I wished to help all women (skye dman). It seems, however, that no
great benefit has resulted. As long as the Great Lord is in good physical con&
tion, I do not want to go more than two days' distance from here. You, Deleg
Chodren, stay ar Thongmon to look after the nunnery now. I will be traveling
without fixed direction for a while, but in the future I'll take care of the nunnery myself. Earlier the great teacher told me that you have earned great merit."
She left the great woman Deleg Chodren in charge of the nunnery and left for
Ngari.
(73a) Chokyi Dronma had a large retinue and gathered an increasing number
of nuns around her. She established a good system for teaching the doctrine and
the nuns developed good skills at reading the texts. She was delighted when the
great teacher, Chogle Namgyal, pleased with their achievements, praised them:
"'These are my female practitioners!" he said. She kept traveling around, but
she did not fail to visit the great teacher at least twice a year. She would request
teachings and initiations, offering donations and presenting the retinue with
gifts. She thus established the best conditions for bestowing initiations (dbang),
so that the people, delighted, used to say, "Since the arrival of the Great Lady of
Renunciation who recited prayers of request to the precious teacher, there has
been a shower of initiations."
(73b) With her numerous disciples, she thus opened the gate of the treasury
of the doctrine. Thanks to this, the followers of the doctrine who were at Palmo
Choding did not experience hindrances while the Great Woman was there. Everyone who was part of the retinue of the great teacher felt that the Great Lady
was taking care of him lovingly, fulfilling all his wishes.
Sometime afterward, Jigdrel, Chogle Namgyal, the King of the Doctrine,
became very ill and seemed about to die. He requested that the venerable Chokyi
Dronma8' be summoned from Ngari. The excellent woman Deleg Chodren,
swiftly and facing great hardship, set out to Ngari to ask her to come. At that
'90
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,ime chokyi Dronma had gone on a pilgrimage in the mountains and was staying at Longtse (Klong rtse) in Mangyul-Kyirong. As she arrived, Deleg Chodrcn

and was asked:
(74a) "Why did you come?"
great teacher almost passed away."
"1 was wondering whether you came here to bring bad news."
Hearing what Deleg Chodren had to say, she was completely shaken by unbearablesuffering. Then she said, "I'II be able to see him, at least briefly," and
organizeda small retinue to escort her.
She left early in the morning, reaching Thongmon, where she stopped, in just
one day, whereas usually four days were necessary for this journey. When she saw
the Great Teacher he said, "Tonight have a good rest; tomorrow I invite you for
a proper visit."
%en the Venerable Lady said, "Deleg Chodren! Tomorrow morning, $ease
go and collect alms of wool in order to make white mattresses." Accordingly the
nun went and returned with a lot of wool. (74b) Chokyl Dronma said, "It is an
auspicious omen! It is very good indeed that you were able to collect all this."
The members of Chokyi Dronma's retinue spun the wool and the Venerable
Lady made thirteen white mattresses with her own hands. With golden thread,
she then embroided the image of a vajra at the center and at the corners of each
mattress. It took her half a day to do this. Afcenvard she visited the Omniscient Lamp of the World, Chogle Namgyal. She offered the mattresses and said,
"Please sit on them!" Then the Venerable Lady recited a prayer requesting him
not to pass to nirvana. While she said the prayer, all the wonderfd deeds of the
great lama appeared in the holy shrine ofvajrayogini's mind." Immediately after
the prayer, the great lama recovered from his illness.
(75a) Because her efforts to earn merit for the sake of all living beings achieved
the greatest glory, she became the apple of the eye of the Omniscient (Chogle
Namgyal) and his vast retinue. When she lefi the teacher and his disciples, he
escorted her and saw her off very affectionately. The people of Porong Palmo
Choding said that if the Great Lady of Renunciation were to live there permanently, all their wishes would be fulfilled.
Later she focused on earning merit for her teacher and decided to build a
great stGpa. (75b) Together with her nuns, she took care of the work. They took
the stones from ruins, they made the special woodwork (spen ma)82from the
bushes of the hills, and they g o u n d the colors that were necessary [for painting]. When the great teacher came to oversee the work, he saw Chokyi Dronma
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herself carrying a stone. Pointing to her with a stern expression, he said,

uw
Y

are you doing this? This might damage your reputation." She answered
a
smile: "If I don't do this kind of work myself, the nuns will not carry out the
work well." "This is extraordinary!'' he said with surprise and delight, and he gave
three special stones (bur rdo) to the Magnificent Lady and one to each nun, and
continued, (76a) "Currently, in their ability to accomplish deeds to gain merit,
there is 11obod~
as excellent as the female siddha and her retinue."
In this way the great wisdom stupa was built by the hands of Vajravirahi
herself." Afterward the enlightened being, with her spiritual children and all the
other people, performed a great merit-making celebration for the great wisdom
stzipa. Then numerous well-wishers

another great merit-making ritual

at Thongmon nunnery, where the great ddkini was residing. O n that occasion
the novice (dgemtshul ma) Deleg Chodren made, with her own hands, shapes for
statues and ritual items ( 'dzin tshug) that were unimaginably wonderhl. (76b)
The Magnificent Lady said, "Nuns, under the leadship of Deleg Chodren you
should look after the nunnery; learn and practice the doctrine in order to spread
it and delight the lama. This is what I want you to do!"
One day, she ordered Deleg Chodren to take some good wool and said, "We
both should spin wool yarn and offer it to the lama. I don't have many lamas,
and when I visit one I never go emptyhanded. Since I have been behaving in
this auspicious way, I have never, in this life, been short of material things. It is
difficult to imagine how karma works in the long term. If you wish to be happy
you should offer to the lama all that you receive."
(77a) Taking with her a small retinue that included the lead nun, Chanchub
the attendant, Tharpa Sangmo;x5the ritual assistant, Ponmo Lodro
Gyalmo; and a few others, she then left for Ngari, where she established a hermitage near Dzonkha. After completing a period of meditation, she gave an auspicious speech. Meanwhile the Omniscient had announced: "I will go to the east
for the rest of my life." All those who were escorting him as attendants reached
Southern Lato, went to Shekar, and came back to Palmo Choding. Around that
time Deleg Chodren therefore told the Magnificent Lady, (77b) "The Precious
Lord has gone to Yamdrog,*" there is no lama to prostrate to, what shall we do?"
The female siddha said, "Don't be narrow-minded, the people of Palmo ~ h o d i n g
can do everything. Even though the teacher is living in Yamdrog, according to
the Buddhist method we are not tied to anything, whether we go or we don't go."
[one apparently corrupted sentence]
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?hell the winter passed and the nuns heard rumors that the Precious Lord
to Palm0 Choding. When he returned they went to welcome him,
was
Prortratingand presenting him with flowers on the way.
(78a) When the lama arrived, the Lady of the Doctrine was delighted and orderedher attendant to prepare tea. n e y wrote a formal statement (bka' mc/7id)
the prosperity of father and spiritual daughter. Its central mnning war
[hat as the lama had returned to Sangngag Dechen Ling [i.e., Palmo Choding],
become the center, the main place where a11 prosperity
It
this
also said that Chogle Namgyd hoped that he would be able to continue to be
in charge. The female riddha thus kept providing the material conditions for
initiations and teachings.
M e r a while the Magnificent Lady returned to Ngari. According to her
instructions, in the autumn of the horse year [1450]the great woman Deleg
Chodren took care of the consecration of the wisdom stripa at Palrno Choding.
She was authorized to d o this by the Omniscient, who was also lavish in
his praise for her.
Vajrayogini [Chokyi Dronma] returned to Palmo Choding when the great

religious feast, magnificent beyond any imagination, was celebrated. You can
read the detailed description written in the great biography of the Omniscient
called "Feast of miracle^."^'
The female siddha and the Lama King of the Doctrine Chogle Namgyal, with
their disciples, had become the secret treasury of all buddhas. Thanks to their
extraordinary deeds of body, speech, mind, and virtue, and action for all living
beings. (79a) The Female Buddha (de bzbin gsbegs ma), Lady of the Universe
('khor lo bdag mu), dancing the dance of illusion with its many forms of ritual
offering, satisfied the innate bliss of being beyond duality (gnyis medpa, i.e.,
not being two). This was a symbol of excellence (mchoggi rten) and a supreme
achievement of relationship ('brel bar byung ba &lana medpa). Subsequently
there were further celebrations with many different flowers, many different h n d s
of incense, many different ornaments, and it was said that this feast was an auspicious omen announcing the popularity of the dPal a!e kho na nyid & p a [the
e Choding Breboche
collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal]. The ~ e o p l of
offeredrwenty-four measures of barley flour in support of the celebration.
(79b) The Hero Lamp of the World and Wisdom of All Buddhas, Chogle

Namgyal, rejoiced and said, with a smile, "Like the lion, the king of the animals,
shining with great majesty among all wild creatures, the patronage of C h o h i
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Dronma, the Great Lady of Renunciation, shines over all of us practitionersof
religion." Chenpo Dudul was leading the craftsmen, who had made many images. Samten led the painters. Chokyi Dronma, the Great Lady of Renunciation,
led the donors.
n e Great Woman had the reputation of being multiskilled and carrying out
both great and small deeds perfectly. (80a) In the front row a seat was arranged
for her, and she was offered milk as well as a cheese and butter dish (thud) blessed
by Chogle Namgyal's saliva. His eyes were fixed upon her, unshakingly, and he
offered her many other presents. Reciting the name of the female s i u a , he
performed a great celebration. At one point the Omniscient said to her, "If the
tanha are practiced in a complete way, the vajra dance (rdo ge gar) is indispensable. However, this practice doesn't exist in Tibet. Nowadays people don't follow
the original tradition completely and the teachings have been transformed from
tantra into something else. Therefore the Buddhist rituals have been declining
Although, after listening to the doctrine of the Buddha, I wrote about his teachings and ~racticedthem comprehensively, (gob) I never managed to establish
a dance ~erformedby women (bud med). If you, the Great Woman, cannot
start this tradition, who else could do it in the future? It seems that there was
such a tradition in India, but women have not been able to do the same thing
in Tibet, so men usually perform female roles, wearing wigs and female masks.
Now, Great Lady, you have attained the highest perfection; you should be the
first practitioner to set up this tradition and let the nuns learn from you. Then
during our next ritual meditation and offering (sgrub mchod) you will perform
it for the sake of the Buddha."
According to the instructions of the great lama, she started to teach her retinue. However, some nuns said, "We don't know how to do it, (81a) and even if
we knew how to practice it, we wouldn't be able to perform in public, in front of
a crowd." Chokyi Dronma said, "There isn't anything else that would please our
lama more than this; therefore we will do it. I'll try my best as well." Then she
asked some craftsmen to make the masks, including those for the sixteen tantric
consorts (rig ma). She earnestly told sixteen nuns, led by the great woman Deleg
Chodren, that they should learn by heart the words of the rituals of the four
classes of tantra. She then traveled all over the hills of Ngari, where she enjoyed
the profound and clear ambrosia of the tantra.
At the end of winter, the nuns gathered at Dzonkha, (81b) and in front of
Vajravarihi herself [i.e., Chokyi Dronma as Vajravirhi's emanation], they were
trained to perform each ritual. At that time, during the day Chokyi Dronma was
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busy building a house for her mother as she had promised her,

during
heevening she was practicing chanting (dbyangs). This was all done that soon
ahemad the ~ a ~ n i f i c cLady
n t and her retinue could perform the whole dance
at Palmo Choding.

Illness and Death of Chogle Namgyal
the beginning of spring in the sheep year [ I ~ s I ] ,while preparations were still
being made in Dzonkha, a messenger arrived from Palmo Choding with a letter
written by Loden, the attendant of Chogle Narngyd. The letter said, "The Precious Lord is very ill. The situation is critical. Please come immediately!" When
heard this news, Chokyi Dronma was brokenhearted and cried. She thought,
f i i ~might be the last time that I can see Chogle Namgyal. She told her father, and

he decided that they should visit the lama.
(82a) Therefore father and daughter, together with one member of the retinue, rode swiftly to P d m o Choding. O n the way, when they arrived at a
called Kamgo (sKam m g ~ ) , they
~ ' came across someone who was leading a riderless horse. Immediately thinking that this was a bad omen, Chokyi Dronma
stared with wide-open eyes at Deleg Chodren and said, "Let's hope that the great
teacher is not yet lost to us." Then she continued, "But perhaps we are creating
something in our minds from this ambiguous sign." Deleg Chodren replied,
''This horse has no saddle, what do you think?" Then Chokyi Dronma said,
"This is true. Perhaps this is the horse bringing future prosperity; who would
dare to ride it now?" Eventually they arrived at Koron Khabso (sKo ron khab so).
The Magnificent Lady was riding fast with snowflakes hitting her eyes, hurting
like thorns.
At one point, feeling that she had to ride even faster to reach her lama as soon

as possible, she said to Deleg Chodren, "If my father, the Dharma k n g , rides this

fast, he may become overexhausted. (82b) However, if YOU and I, together with
our strong attendant, don't ride as fast as possible, we might miss the chance to
see the master alive. What shall we do?" Afcer saying this she sent Deleg Chodren
ro her father, who was riding behind, with the following message: "We must leave
tomorrow, at dawn, before the morning meditation. Precious father, you should
travel at a speed that suits you. If I don't see the great lama I'll lose my heart.
Therefore I must go that early." Her father sent the following reply: "Bhik;uni!
YOUshould act as you think most appropriate!"
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The next morning they left very early. as they had said. When the morning
sun rose, the Lady of Propserity, exhausted, dismounted from her horse to have
a short rest. Having offered incense and massaged her feet, she then continued.
(g3a)Two main attendantsg"of Chogle Namgyal and other people came to welcome her. Father, daughter, Deleg Chodren, and the servant Gyanam were
to arrive before the great lama died."
Once there, she ~erformeda magnificent religious service and begged him,
"Please don't pass away!" However, this time he could not fulfill her wish, md
she assisted him continuously in his illness as long as he was alive. Even during
this time the lama gave many excellent instructions to her father, the King Son
of the Gods. At one point the female siddha, praying, asked him, "In which
D h a r m a j f l d will you reside?" (83b) The lama answered, "1'11 be residing in the
heavenly palace of A k ~ i s t awhere Buddha Vairocana was enlightened." In this
way Chokyi Dronma9' made notesy2about his life and deeds (mam thar). 'The
lama continued, "I prophesy that I will be enlightened for the sake of my followers in the mandala ofvairocana." Then the great king offered his last prostration
to the master and returned to his palace, while Chokyi Dronma remained to
assist the King of Dharma, the body of merit of the three realms.
Sometime later, since she was extremely exhausted, she told Deleg Chodren,
"I need to rest for a while. Please lock the door and stay there to keep watch."
(84a) As she was sleeping, she suddenly woke up and said, "We should go to
the residence of the great lama." Precisely at the same time the attendant Loden
came to call her. When she arrived at his residence, the Omniscient, in a sitting
position, was pointing with his fingers in various directions. He was surrounded
by the members of his retinue who, puzzled, were trying to understand what
he meant. Having understood that the great lama wanted to practice guruyoga
meditation, Chokyi Dronma offered him the practice of meditation and repentance. She took the vows of the Five Supreme Buddhas (rigs lnga) and then,
while she was praying, the great king completed all his deeds in this world."
Showing clearly that he had gone to the Akanista heavenly palace, he performed
many miracles for the sake of his followers.
(84b) The deeds of the great master had been as if the great water of enlightenment could flow uphill, and his passing left his followers in deep distress. 7he
next day they dressed the precious body with beautiful clothing and ornaments,
so that this became pleasant to the eye like ambrosia. Chokyi Dronma herself
was in charge of the funerary rituals until the construction of the stupa as a
reliquary for the precious remains was completed. She performed great ritual
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offerings to increase the merit of the great lama. The people from the different
myriarchie~
and the disciples" had various views on how the body should be
(85a) The Great Woman thought about this issue and thought that if

P
be

body was kept in I'almo Choding it would benefit that seat; if each
headman tried to take it to their own place, the merit of the believers would
decline.She then said, "In Tibet there isn't anyone who hasn't become a follower
of the &ng of the Dharma (Chogle Namgyal). The precious body belongs to
JI, patrons and disciples. It is not sensible for somebody to try to keep it for
themselves. It will make everybody unhappy. This precious body stands for the
merit for all believers." Nobody opposed her view and everybody followed her
instructionson the matter.
(85b) Vajrayogini [i.e., Chokyi Dronma as Vajrayogini's emanation] took care
of the fire ritual, in person, and this was perfectly celebrated following the four
classes of the tantra. As she opened the door of the reliquary, she thought that
this was undoubtedly the body of the great Vajradhara, the wish-fulfilling gem.
Later, in order to satisfy each and every headman and disciple, she announced:
"I can satisfy everyone's wishes." First she collected the bone fragments; then she
collected the ashes. She mixed the ashes with earth and made more than ro,ooo
tsha t~ha,'~
which she then decorated with gold. At the end of the procedure she
consecrated all the precious relics.
(86a) O n the day of the great celebration, holding in her right hand a staff, she
gave each monk and nun a fragment of the precious body. She then gave a tsba
tsha to each of the laypeople. In this way she satisfied everybody's wish. At the
Samtenling temple she celebrated a big ritual offering (tshogs) for the members
of the closest retinue; first of all for the two personal attendants, Loden and
Osang. She offered them turquoises, pearls, and robes and gave a good speech.
In doing all this she was assisted by the siddha Changsumpa and Deleg Chodren.
When she had finished, she said, "Now I'll go!" However, all the people gathered around her and begged her: "Now that the great lama is no longer here,
Great Woman, please stay here forever, (86b) for the sake of the prosperity of
Choding." She replied, "Previously I felt drawn here by the precious lama, but
now I won't be attached to anything. Tomorrow I will leave." When she left, all
the monks of Palmo Choding escorted the Magnificent Lady for the first stretch
of her way. She was weeping.
After the death of the King of the Dharma and the completion of the magnificent deeds for his funeral, she never failed to perform the monthly rituals
regularly. She was completely dedicated to him. Together with the whole retinue,
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she performed the rituals rNam p a r snang vdzad mngonpar byang chub, /t 6mn
kun rig dpalgsang ba &pa, Mi bskyod rdo ge, and B h ma mchodpa ( 8 p )and
thus paid tribute to him in the best way. When she took leave of the people
escorting her, she said, "I'll take care of your holy seat from a distance," and she
exhorted them: "You must keep this meditation place properly, so that it wontt
become empty!" Amid a multitude of weeping and prostrating people, she then
left, ascending the pass that led to Ngari. Afterward the religious practitionersof
Choding discussed among themselves and said, "The Venerable Lady offered to
the precious lama the enjoyment of the whole body; it would be more useful to
offer her these robes rather than to keep them ourselves." So they sent his robes96
to Ngari.
She returned to her remote hermitage near Dzonkha, and even though she
stayed there over the summer, she was extremely upset at the loss of her lama. For
this reason she did not go to the estates (gzhi kha) as she should have done and
(87b) traveled all over the hills of Ngari, facing great hardship due to an illness
called ser ma and suffering from a lice disease (shignad). Affectionately she would
say to the ignorant people she encountered: "Such a great lama is very difficult to
find!" Feeling sorry for her, Deleg Chodren suggested, "I can take over all the lice
from your body!" She answered, "Why shouldn't I bear such a small suffering?
How much greater is the suffering in hell!" In this way she refused her offer.
After the Lady of Spiritual Accomplishment (sgrub p a 'idbang mo) had left
for Ngari, the attendant Loden completed the construction of the wisdom stupa
by covering the reliquary with silver. In order to prevent leaks, he also built an
additional room above the residence of Chogle Namgyal. In this way he accomplished everything he could do for the King of Dharma. (88a) Similarly, all the
work of the retinue was carried out in the best way possible.
Earlier the attendant Loden had suffered from a disease caused by the wind
element (rlung). Because he was so upset at the loss of the great lama, he was
strongly affected by his old illness and became very depressed. Since he thought
that the treasure of the teachings of the great master was now kept in the mind
of the wisdom &kini (Chokyi Dronma), he expressed his wish to become her
attendant. Since she had been giving loving care to all the followers of the Omniscient, she readily accepted, as he had been the most respectful and devoted
of all Chogle Namgyal's attendants. She then cleared all his inner and outer
obstacles and he thrived again, like a withering flower that had been watered and
had returned lush and colorful. (88b) The Venerable said, "In principle, nobody
says that following the path of yoga it is possible to avoid all obstacles; however, 1
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think [hat here are no obstacles in my own meditation practice." In fact, her way
certainlyfully accomplished; and on that occasion she continued, "I have
pafiicular karmic link with ignomnt and crazy people. I think that there

,

is no one better than me to clear your obstacles, because while practicing 1 PCcomp]ishedeverything that can benefit living beings with an obscured mind." In
fact, exactlyas she said, some ignorant people who were living isolated, secluded

in their homes, at the touch of her saliva had become clever and learned.
(aga) Henceforth she took loving care of the seats of the Omniscient, including the small and remote hermitages. She would say, very emotionally, "People
ofChoding, orphaned without their father!" The people of the region, and the
of Palmo Choding in particular, enjoyed a tranquil life. Robbers didn't
cause any damage, for if this happened they would be punished severely by her
father, the king. All the religious practitioners said, "Since the Great Woman is
[Ang loving care of the followers of the great lama, we can keep the religious
places well."
As a general rule, the Great Woman showed great respect toward the lamas
she decided to follow. (89b) This was particularly true in relation to the Ornniscient, who was a great master of the tantra and the very essence of the Buddha.
He was the best of all lamas. Commenting on this, she used to say, "My respect
for the lama is a result of earlier times. When I decided to take the vows I knew
that I had to rely on a lama for my practice. I first learned how to do this when I
read the text of the lNgapa without misundertanding a single word. Thanks to
these auspicious circumstances, I am now able to do both great and small things
well."

The Editing and Reproduction of the Collected Works of
Chogle Namgyal
Then she thought, An excellent basis of the Buddha? doctrine is the set of colk-cted
works of Chogle Namgyal (dPal de kho na nyid 'dus pa). 7hy should be reproduced
roon as possibie in ordrr to fulfill my great lamu: wisb. (9oa) Accordingly she
ordered the scholar Lama Ringyal (Bla ma Rin rgyal) to ~erforrna ritual service
for the god of wealth, Vaiiravana, and asked him to act as a messenger between
her and the others. At first Ringyal, thinking that this order was to be carried out
by someone else, asked, "Whom did you order?" She then explained: "In order
to fulfill the wish of our precious lama, I want to initiate the reproduction of the
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collected works; since I am free of worldly concerns (bya bral), we will have
get the materials necessary for this from Vaiiravana." Until this work is cornpleted, please perform rituals, offer dough figures (@or ma), and recite prayers.
When the work is finished I won't want anything else." (gob) He then carried
out his tasks according to her instructions and dreamed of a horseman who
gave him a bundle of keys and said, "Please offer this to Konchog Gyalmo') [ime.,
Chokyi Dronma as referred to by her royal name].
Then some people were sent to Palmo Choding, the great seat of meditation,
to get the original of the collected works. O n the way they ran into robbers from
Mustang. However, thanks to the great blessing of the Great Woman, they were
able to return safely to the capital.
At the outset of the work, she had the contents list edited and proofread and
ensured that the editors followed the same standards. She said, "If I do not act
in this way, the deep meaning of this teaching will not be understood properly,
%is would damage myself and others." They proofread the work four times.
(91a) The Queen of Knowledge herself carried out the first editorial process,
together with Lama Kabchupa Pal Chime D r ~ p a , ~
Onpo
'
Tingdzin (dBon po
Ting 'dzin), and the great siddha Changchubkyi S ~ n g , as
~ ' well as Loden and
Osang, the two main attendants of the Omniscient. Then she involved forty-two
skilled scribes Cyi kepa)'OOfrom Ngari under the guidance of Chogle Namgyal's
great secretary (dpon yig chen po), Konchog Gyaltshen.lo' She also established a
suitable venue for the work in a locality called Dongphub (gDong phub).
The reproduction of the collected works was a symbol of speech (gsung rten).
In addition, as a symbol of the body (sku rten), the Magnificent Lady had a
statue of the Omniscient made, the same size as his seated body. As a symbol of
the mind (thugs rten), she had a precious wisdom stupa made that was one story
high. She gathered all the craftsmen available to make the statues and all the
carpenters to make the shelves.
(91b) It took four months to complete all the symbols of body, speech, and
mind. Chokyi Dronma collected a great deal of food and drink as alms, and
with these she took care of the workers' maintenance. Even though such a large
undertaking could be seen as similar to the management of a big land tenure,
she achieved everything as easily as if she were simply organizing a ritual offering
at the Samten temple.
Ten days after the completion of the work, the whole con~munitycelebrated
the event magnificently. In the morning they performed a ritual for the purification from grief (skyo fangs), and then they continued with ritual offerings and
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,hanting. seated at the head of the line of celebrating people, the female ridha
everyone food and drink and, to the delight of everybody, recited
a magnificent prayerWhile this merit-mlking activity was taking place, some demons felt upset
,d let a contagious disease spread throughout the area, so everybody became
Xry anxious. Earlier, while the COPY of the collected works was still h i n g produced, a similar epidemic had spread. At that time, when someone had mentioned the damage caused by the illness, Chokyi Dronma, the Lady of Spiritual
~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ l i s hreassured
m e n t , the people, saying, "You shouldn't be afraid!" She
[hen built some big stone cairns (mtho) in the four cardinal directions and had
some words written on each of them. Therefore the enclosed area in which they
were working on the symbols of body, speech, and mind was not threatened by
any illness. (92b) The epidemic then ceased in the areas that had been fiected
and the people relaxed.
On another occasion, rumors spread that the army of Northern Lato would
come to Ngari, and everybody was afraid of the damage that this would cause.
She spoke reassuring words and said, "The army will not come before the symbols of my great lama are completed." Accordingly no damage by the army came

(9) ,

about.
At the same time they made a statue of Chogle Namgyal that was one head
higher than the previous one and had a face that was extremely similar to the red
lama. Into the ink with which the books were written, they had mixed blood
from the nose of the Omniscient, and they provided suitable cloth, strings, and
wooden covers for the books. Everybody said that this edition of the collected
works was the most complete and was of the highest standard. All this was very
marvelous.
(93a) They decided t o place the symbols of body, speech, and mind in the
white building that is the royal residence at the center of the monastery of
Dzonkha Chode. ?hey decorated the walls of the room where the Precious Lord
used to spend the night when he was staying in Ngari with beautiful paintings and thus prepared it as a suitable shrine. At the begining of the consecration ceremony, the statue and the the wisdom stzipa arrived in a carriage from
Dongphub. A procession of monks brought the precious books. Each monk
carried a volume on his shoulders, placed on a suitable support. Members of
the monastic community, wearing the three pieces of the religious robe and
holding incense, arrived, preceding Chokyi Dronma, the great bhiknrni, the
spiritually accomplished female siddba (dge shng ma cben mo b y a n g s e m p b p a '
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rdo j e ma). (93b) Pal Chime Drupa and the other editors came carrying ritud
instruments, playing wonderful music, and dancing. When the procession
rived at the monastery, the monks led by the great scholar and meditator ofthe
Tripiyaka, Palden Sangye,"' performed the vajra dance (rdo rjPgnr).
monk
led by Lama Gyalseng (Bla ma rGyal seng) performed the drum dance (mga
'cham). All the other monks were standing in line to welcome the procession that
had arrived carrying the sacred items. Meanwhile the Gungthang's King ofthe
Dharma, the Great Son of the Gods (lha r r a ~chenpo), was watching from the top
of the palace. The place was filled with a crowd of people who had come fromall
over to watch the event. At the sight of the statue, all the scholars were moved
like ears in the wind by the deep faith they felt; (94a) the common people felt as
if they were facing the real lama and uttered the sound "A la la la" in surprise.
The crowd felt blissful and contented. They said, "These amazing deeds of merit
have happened thanks to the grace of the Great Lady Konchog Gyalmo."
Eventually the sacred items were placed in the relevant chapel and a magnificent ritual offering was performed with abundant donations, resembling a
cloud with butter lamps in its middle. When the actual celebration started, the
King Son of the Gods came first in line. Then came the ocean of the monastic
community, led by the scholars and meditators, who had gathered there. There
was Ponmo Sangring (dPon mo Sang ring) with the craftsmen who had made
the statues, Lopon Ringyal (sLob dpon rin rgyal) with the painters, and the
great secretary, Konchog Gyaltshen, with the carvers. (94b) There were also carpenters, statue makers, blacksmiths, and the ministers of the king, as well as all
sorts of guests, ranging from officials to commoners, who had spontaneously
gathered to watch. Everybody was offered food, as much as they wished, and a
great deal of drink. Chokyi Dronma presented her father with a monastic robe
and gave the others whatever they needed. Therefore, in this way, there was an
excellent end to the celebration. The next day she paid all the workers. She also
sold some items to them (95a) according to their request and for a price that
was one fourth of the real price that would have been asked by good traders.
In this way she kept all the workers happy. Everybody felt that she was able to
provide such great enjoyment because at the beginning she was offered the keys

ne

of Vaiiravana's treasure. Her father, the King Son of the Gods, randm mother
Changsem,'03the other relatives, and all her followers had also offered ~ l e n t yof
donations with great devotion. (gyb) In addition, much was collected as alms.
In this wonderful way the reproduction of Bodong Chogle ~ a m ~ ~collected
a l i
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de Rho na nyid 'dur pa) and dl the other great d e e b could be
The Great Lady was able to achieve all this also thanks to her sister,
~
~Gyalmo,~ and herl mother,i Dode ~Gyalmo,~ who had followed her instruction~
without hesitation or laziness. The Magnificent Lady, satisfied with
works~u4

heresultsand particularly grateful to them, said, "The sun of merit shone in my
mind,but my mother and sister carried out the actual work."
(9ha)The logistics of the enterprise, such as sending messages, roasting grain,

chang, were managed by the lead nun, Changchub Sangmo, and the
nuns who followed her instructions without hesitation or laziness.
novice
n a r p a Sangmo, in particular, provided continuous and perfect assistanCe.lo5
Since everything went so well, they celebrated a magnificent thanksgiving r i t d .
?he ocean of protectors were very satisfied. The teacher Shakya Sangpo,'06who
was a very knowledgeable scholar of the r u ~ and
a the u n n a from G u n g r h q
and who had been very close to the great lama's teaching, was then appointed
as the caretaker of the collected works. Lama Tson 0 (Bla ma bTson 'od), who
had an excellent character and great diligence and took the law of cause and
effect into great consideration, was appointed as the caretaker of the temple.
(96b) The ritual equipment that was necessary for regular religious practice was
provided with unimaginable richness, and three places for offering butter lamps
were set up. All these arrangements were made for the sake of the symbols of
body, speech, and mind of the Precious Lord Chogle Namgyal, and the people
said, in unison, "These great deeds were achieved by the Great Woman. First, she
conceived the idea of renouncing her family life to stay in the forest in solitude;
second, she managed to collect a great deal ofwealth; third, she worked hard and
became a model for others who then imitated her. Because of her attributes and
activities, these deeds were achieved in a very short space of time."
After the completion of her work, a lot of wealth still remained and she said,
"If I were to use what has been donated privately, it would not be appropriate."
(97a) Therefore she ~ e r f o r m e dmarvelous celebrations at the great monastery of
Dzonkha Chode and offered gifts to each lama. As she had not yet exhausted
the collected wealth, she went to Palmo Choding and established a special ritual
in honor of its great lama. She then sent whatever was lefi to her mother and
offeredsome nice gifis to Gunglungma.
After a while there were some disturbances in Ngari. Paths and bridges were
blocked. Nobody dared to travel between the southern regions [Nepal] andTibet.
Following Chokyi Dronma's suggestion, her father went with her to appease the

and

ne
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son of Kansher so that the kingdom became very peaceful again.
Great
of Renunciation, born from her human mother, benefited all people like the sun
(97b) The nuns of the retinue of the Magnificent Lady used to say, "provided
her health is good, everything is excellent." When the nuns were traveling on
road, the people used to step aside in respect. Whatever the Great Womandid,
the people considered it to be excellent. Whatever the Great Woman said, [he
people considered it to be most reliable. Nobody could be compared to her sine
she was the jewel of the crown.
At that time there was a monk at Sholphug monastery (dGon Zhol phug)

called Lama Palden Sangpo (Bla ma dPal ldan bzang po) who was very knowledgeable and diligent. When he read the bsTodpa don gnyis lhun p b ma ("The
praise for the spontanous realization of both aims") in honor of Chogle Namgyd
composed by the Magnificent Lady, he was so moved that he said, "The Great
Woman seems to know everything about the sutra and the tantra." Later, having
heard of this lama's comment, she said to her retinue, (98a) "When I was young
I became the mistress of a household. At that time I didn't think about listening
to the Dharma, thinking and meditating for the liberation of my body. I was
assigned tasks by people who had very little knowledge and I had to obey them.
Later I took a good lama as a spiritual guide and I understood the sutra and the
tantra without making any mistakes." Hearing this, her mother thought with
great emotion, She is beyond any possible evaluation!
One night, while they were in the capital, Deleg Chodren said to her with
great respect, "Lady of Knowledge, in Ngari you ~erformedgreat deeds for both
the secular and the monastic order (lugs gnyis). Now, Palmo Choding is the
residence of the lama, but nobody is looking after the suffering that was caused
by his passing. (98b) Nobody else is able to do this. Please, Great Woman, think
of Palmo Choding." The female Buddha said, "Yours are respectful and honest
words. Also the Lord of the Dharma spoke in a similar way. When the Lord of
the Dharma was residing in Palmo Choding, even the birds of the sky rejoiced.
However, if I reside at that monastery, I won't be able to look after all the issues that I need to tackle. I won't be able to go swiftly anywhere to solve roblems. Consider the advantages and disadvantages of residing in palm0 Choding
yourself. You could do everything by working hard with great ~atienceand you
would feel proud of doing this." Deleg Chodren rejoiced when she heard these
words and
that she would do her best. Following this conversation, the
Great Woman decided to travel to Palmo Choding also because she needed to
return the original of the collected works to the monastery.
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(99a) The evening before her departure, she told the attenhnt Osang, 'you

Shouldgo to central Nepal'" in order to make the statue of MaAjdri, the tutellry deity of the Great Lord. You ~ h o u l ddo this work with great diligence and
complete it in the most perfect way. If you can do this, I will be
delighted."Then she offered him a piece of clothing, and left.
she arrived at [Koronl Khabso, most of the meditators of Palmo Choding
were &ere to welcome her. She presented them with a nice copy of the ~ l ]
works and some gifts. While talking with the people of Palmo Choding, she said,
"lfyouwish that I reside at Choding, I will take care of everything. I will invite
[he expert in channel construction again, the siddha of Ganden'OHwho has left.
you, people who are still here, please remain constant. If the conditions are good,

YO,

theywill be appropriate for the great lama. If the conditions are not sufficient,
whatever we try will not succeed; (993) and if we are not able to achieve
conditions, it is not necessary for me to stay here. Earlier the lords of Ngari, of
Northern and Southern Lato, behaved shamefully and sent armies to the monasteries to wage war. Now we are able to rely on the doctrine of Chogle Narngyal's
collected works in all that we do. You should all look afier it and spread it."
Hearing these words, everybody rejoiced and promised that they would behave
accondingly. Everybody was very satisfied with the good discussion.
After the Venerable Lady returned to Ngari, she stayed in a hermitage called
Gunbe Phug (rGun be phug), where she gave teachings on Mahayana practices
such as mind purification (b1o sbyong). At that time she heard that an old homeless woman was wandering around and had fallen from a high bridge. She was
badly hurt, her body was covered with injuries, and nobody was looking after
)
Great Woman felt great compassion and said to her mother,
her. ( ~ o o a The
"If this old woman has not died yet, please send someone to bring her to me.
If she has died, please send someone to take proper care of her body." Her
mother voiced some doubts: "There are many monks traveling on that path; it is
impossible that they didn't take care of her. If she was abandoned, perhaps this
happened because she was affected by a contagious disease. Are you sure that it
is necessary to bring her here?" Chokyi Dronma, in tears, said, "We used to pray
to the bodhisattvas and promise that we would help all living beings. How can we
not feel sorry for someone when we face a real situation, but only talk about it?
Therefore I'll go to see her on my own." The mother was hurt by these comments
and immediately sent someone with a carriage to fetch the old woman.
After a while the old woman arrived. (roob) She was in terrible condition and
was a horrible and frightening sight. She was covered with pus and insects and
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her body was giving off a terrible smell. The carriage was taken to a sheltered
place that Chokyi Dronma's mother had prepared for her and the old wornln
was transferred to a nice bed. Even though Chokyi Dronma was actually in
retreat, she took some clean water and cleaned the old woman with her own
hands. She wiped away the pus from her eyes. She put her own saliva in [he
mouth of the old lady and with a smile she asked, "Poor old woman! What happened to you?" At the same time, she was removing, with her own hands, the lice
from the woman's body. Then she blessed her. For nine days she fed her regulady.
Every day she recited the [Pbyag] rGya cben molo9seven times into the ear of the
old woman. ( r o ~ a Assuming
)
that the woman would be scared at the sight of
the high mountains surrounding her dwelling, she placed a curtain that gave her
the impression that her bed was located in a nice house.
When the old woman died, she administered the ritual of "the Great Transfer"
()ho ba), placed some ritual writing (gdags yig) on her body, and gave her the
empowerment of Vairocana (Kun rig). The nuns participated in the celebration
of the Vairocana ritual and the Great Woman said, "May the old mother enjoy
a good life in the future."

Thangtong Gyalpo: First Contacts
Sometime later, the Great Woman said to Deleg Chodren, "Our people of Palrno
Choding don't behave properly. If they follow what I say we can achieve results,
but they don't seem to do so. If they listen to me, there is nothing more precious
than working together for the benefit of the monastery; otherwise I'll get tired
of staying in the Ngari region. If this situation continues, I won't stay around
) order to benefit the doctrine
here any longer and I'll go somewhere else ( r o ~ bin
and the living beings. Since the Iron Bridge Lama, Thangtong Gyalpo, seems to
have great magical abilities and extraordinary powers, now 1 will ask him for a
prophecy about my dilemma. Previously 1 have not been allowed to develop a
relati~nship,"~
so please visit him in order to establish an initial contact. Please
ask him for clear instructions on the direction I ought to go in order to benefit
the most living beings. Also ask him to send a guide who knows the area." Deleg
Chodren was therefore sent as a messenger with a letter and a string of pearls.
At that time the great siddha, the Iron Bridge Lama, was staying in Northern
Lato at a place called Pal Riboche"' in the Chung area, where he was engaged in
great achievements such as the construction of the marvelous stzipa.
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He was practicing M a h h u d r i in tranquility. During the day he performedgreat deeds for the sake of gods and people in order to lead .dl living
beings to the ~ a t of
h spiritual libemtion. At night he performed great deeds of
(102a)

right, hearing, and touch, for the sake of nonhuman beings.
nangtorlg
Gyalpo was an emanation of great wisdom and a shrine of the
virtueof all living beings. When Deleg Chodren arrived, he was in the middle of
a crowd,teaching. She prostrated to him and the lama siddha asked, "Where are
you from?Who sent you? O n what business?"
from Ngari, and I was sent by the Lady Konchog Gyalmo to meet

you."
(102b)

"Would you listen if I were to suggest that you, teacher and disciples

fromcentral Tibet, should go to the east for the benefit of living beings?"
"We should go, if this benefits the teachings and the living beings."
"DOyou have any letter and accompanying items?"
She promptly handed over the gifi and the letter, which Thangong Gydpo
read amid the crowd of people surrounding him. As they discussed her plans, he
asked, "Are you going tomorrow or are you staying? Shall we plan that you stay
for three days?"
"I'll stay for three days."
"You will!" he confirmed.
In the evening before the day of her departure the nun was affected by a stomach illness due to a disturbance of the wind (rlung) element. She thought, 7his
seems to be a wind illness (gnas rlung). ifI eatfiesh butter andfiesh meat I should
be abh to recover; I hope the great siddha can give me this. I'll askfir a token (yig
rten) to go with the reply that he is going to send. lhis is the Ngari custom, which is
somewhat dzferentfiom that of otherpeopk.
(103a) While she was thinking about her illness and her plans, a monk sent
by the great siddba arrived and said, "Nun from Ngari! The great siddha asks
you go to see him." Promptly she went to see him and prostrated to him as she
arrived. Thangtong Gyalpo presented her with one leg of meat, one container of
butter, and one cup of good barley flour. He said, "Have you had any stomach
problems? Please eat this! At Chagsarn Khar"' you were affected by an illness
caused by the wind element. There is no tradition here of sending a reply with
a token to go with it. However, you people from Ngari may say that the people
from Northern Lato let you go empty-handed. I, the bridge builder, would feel
very ashamed of this. Now lease choose whether you refer a token or a prayer."
"1 prefer a prayer," she said. Accordingly, after recommending that she should
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leave at night, he celebrated a magnificent prayer and recited some special
for the departure of Deleg Chodren.
(rojb) Thangrong Gyalpo sent a reply to Chokyi Dronma confirming that he
had received her"' letter, and gave some comments on doctrinal views, practice
and meditation. In his reply he also said, "I hope you are well! If you go to [he
east you will achieve great things, but there are doubts concerning the length of
your life. If you do choose to go, the best option is to go to Kongpo, beause
throughout that area the people will provide you with good service. However,
if you wish to live in one place, it is better that you stay in the upper areas [i,e.,
the Ngari region] ."
Having returned safely to Ngari, Deleg Chodren went to see Chokyi Dronma,
She was in the religious school giving some teachings concerning Padmasamb.
hava to Pal Namkha Chogdrub (dPal nam mkha' mchog grub) and other disciples. Deleg Chodren prostrated to Chokyi Dronma, who asked, "Did you have
a hard time? Did you accomplish the mission?"
"I did not encounter any problem and I was successful."
Delighted with Deleg Chodren's answer, she thanked her very nicely. ( 1 0 ~ )
The scholars who were gathered there asked, "Where did you go, nun?What did
you do to make you so happy?" Chokyi Dronma, the Great Emanation, said,
"She went on a great mission for us and for all living beings!"
In the evening before they went to sleep, Deleg Chodren gave a detailed report of her trip, to which Chokyi Dronma listened with delight. The next day
Deleg Chodren handed over to her Thangtong Gyalpo's letter of reply. The letter
had been written personally by the siddha and the Magnificent Lady was not able
to read it. She then said, "I'm not able to read this handwriting." Deleg Chodren
reassured her, "The siddba explained to me every single word of his reply," and
outlined the content to her. With this help she was able to understand the meaning of the letter and lodge it in her memory. Chokyi Dronma was delighted with
the words of the siddha. (roqb) She briefly placed the letter on her head [showing
respect and receiving blessing]. Then she said to herself: Great man! Great man!
(a pho khyo kha).
Around that time Chokyi Dronma heard that her husband had died at Shekar.
She felt great compassion for him, for she was a holy person, who had a great
mind and great compassion toward all living beings. Together with a group of
nuns she performed the ritual of "Buddha's Complete Liberation from Evil Rebirths" (bCom h h n 'dar ngan songyongs su sbyong ba)"' roo times, gave teachings
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the intermediate state (bar do) [beween death and rebirth],
andgave empowerments to the funerary wooden board with his name (rnfihan
bynng). she said, "Most people would burn the wooden board, but that is not
how I am p i n g to behave!" She then placed the funerary wooden board in front
of [he reliquary of the Great Lord. When she did this, Onpo TingdzinH'said, "In
Tshewang Tashi had no respect for the doctrine and he did not perform
g
any great deeds of merit. Venerable, why do you keep &inking about him SO
compassionately?This is m A n g things difficult for everyone." She anwered, u~
am not thinking about his qualities, 1 just want him to reach enlightenment." In
[his way she continued to keep him in her memory compassionately.
Afrer a while she gave an order to Deleg Chodren: "Now you should go to
Pa]mo Choding to hold a memorial service for the great lama. (105b) What about
[he people of Palmo Choding building water channels? We need to think of this
as well and do some preparatory work. Don't be narrow-minded." She gave her
some gold to cover the expenses of the celebration. As soon as Deleg Chodren
arrived at Palmo Choding, she had the service performed. She gave the instructions of the Magnificent Lady to the people, and they carried out everything
very satisfactorily. However, the people of Palmo Choding said, regarding the
water channels, "This year we can't make channels for the fields. However, if the
Venerable were to live here we would follow all her instructions, including those
concerning the construction of water-channels. This is what we hope for."
The Magnificent Lady did not want to stay in the Ngari region anymore and
went to see her father. (106a) She presented him with the jewel box she had used
when she was still living in Ngari as an unmarried girl and said to him, "I don't
want to stay here anymore. I want to travel to other places. O n my way I'll carry
out some important deeds in Palmo Choding." Her father, deeply attached to
her and aware of her great deeds, was very unhappy about what she wanted to
do and disagreed with her plan. H e spoke to her at great length. At that time the
nephew of Chogle Namgyal,l'bwho was a great scholar, had taken over as abbot
at Palmo Choding, Bodong, Shekar, and Dzonkha. Even though she didn't have
any previous religious link with him, considering the deeds that he would perform in his position, she decided to establish a good relationship and invited him
to give a Long Life Empowerment ( t h e dbang) at her hermitage near the capital.
(106b) She offered him fifiyzholof gold and other precious items. She also made
excellent offerings to the monastery of Dzonkha Chode, in Gungrhang. and
performed celebrations and offerings at a place called Tsaron (rTsa ron). With
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her mother and sister, she went to the Lord of the Dharrna Shakyapal17to listen
to the teachings on Gra lnga and she performed many offerings. Her motherand
her sister helped her with everything.
At that time. Chokyi Dronma's father discussed with the great monastery
where the great scholar, the nephew of Chogle Namgyal, was residing, as well a
with lay officials, what they should do concerning the possibility that the Venerable Queen of the Dharma might not stay in Ngari. For two and half months
everybody kept saying to her, "Stay here! There's no other option."
(107a) However, she didn't accept their request, as she felt that she had aupicious omens (rten 'brel) that led her to other places. She wanted to take her
mother and sister as companions on the way. However, the patrons, officials,and
subjects thooght that Chokyi Dronma, the Treasury of Magnificence, was vev
attached to her mother and her father said to her, "Bhik~uni,it is better if you stay
in Ngari. If you don't feel like staying here, then please stay in Pdmo Choding.
I can promise that Ngari won't create any problems for Palmo Choding and 1'11
support you effectively. Later, as long as you stay in a place that can be reached
easily, I'll send your mother to you. But this time you should leave her here."
At first she did not accept the various requests. Then she said that she would
consider Palmo Choding. Her father reiterated that he would send her mother
as soon as she settled somewhere. (107b) The nephew of Chogle Narngyal also
gave her a letter. When she eventually left, her father shed an ocean of tears. Her
grandmother was very upset. Everybody lost heart. Her father promised to give
her everything she needed. Then she said, "I'm free of worldly concerns (bya bra1
ma) and just want to practice the doctrine. I don't need any form of enjoyment."
She refused to take anything from him except for some blessing ills from the
Sakyapa masters and some ambrosia medicine. She accepted new waterproof
clothing of good quality from her fgandmother. Then the Great Woman, having
achieved all that she had wanted, departed from the royal ~alace.
so
(108a) Before her departure she had given her mother very precious
that in the future she wouldn't need to ask anyone for help. She gave her a very
good land tenure where the master and his disciples used to reside. She gave her
a field so that its revenue would pay for the cheese and butter dishes (thud) that
she liked. She had a good storeroom for barley (nas khang) built in Kuthang [in
Nubri]. All this was taken care of mainly by her sister, Dzamling Gyalmo. She
had also given presents and instructions to her retinue. ~ v e n t u d she
l ~ left her
homeland and went to the east in order to ~ e r f o r mgreat deeds of merit.
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(,ogb) Her mother and sister escorted her. O n the p a s it took them former
to say good-bye.Their body, speech, and mind were overcome by the pain of [he
ppantion. Her mother and sister prostrated at the feet of Vajravirihi [Chokyl
Dronma, ;ls vajrav5rihik emanation]. Her mother said, 'I can't give you up,
plese let me follow YOU." She answered. "HOWcan I give up my mother? PIcasc
keep your ~romiseto join me later." She wiped her face and her eyes, which had
becomered, with her hand and continued toward the plain of Palthang without
hesitating, followed by some members of her retinue who had also decided to
leave.She first went to Ganden,"' where new channels were being made, and
gave many helpful instructions about the construction, on the basis of those
[hat had been given previously by the Omniscient Great Lord Chogle Namgpl.
She examined the place and chose the course of the channels toward
Nyaphar, so that these were easy to build and would be reliable in the Future.
n e n she arrived at Palrno Choding. At the same time the Lord of the Dharma,
the nephew of Chogle Narngyal, had also arrived at the monastery and was
welcomed by the meditation colleges. Many people of Palmo Choding joined
Chokyi Dronma and her attendants in the construction work. She gave lengthy
instructions on how to build channels and everybody said, "We're sure that our
channels will be excellent!" She said, "It's difficult for you to carry out the work
to my satisfaction, but making channels is important to benefit the doctrine and
living beings." Then she performed a divination and requested advice by using
dough balls (zan ril) in front of the statue of the Great Lama Chogle Narngyal.
On this occasion, according to her instructions, (109b) all the monks and nuns
gathered before the statue of the lama in deep devotion. After they prayed, the
Then she held the piece of paper, put it briefly to her
divination was perf~rrned."~
forehead, and said, "It is a favorable prophecy'." She was delighted and the people
of Palmo Choding were extremely pleased. The female siddha covered most of the
expenses for the equipment and materials for the channel construction. The people
of Palmo Choding provided most of the labor. She also asked the people from
Phug Lango (Phug glang sgo) [in the vicinity of the Palkhu lake] to join in the
work, and promised: "1 will give you fields as well." The abbot also asked for special
equipment to make noodles (thug tbal) for the people. She sent a letter to her
father asking for most of the items. (11oa) f i e headman OnpoTingdzin, who l i d
on the monastic estates of Palmo Choding, was also asked to support the work
with some materials. Chokyi Dronma said to him. "There are favorable omens
that ifwe work hard, the channels will be excellent." She thought, According to the
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idea of my omniscientgreat lama, wherever a religious seat is established in zbet, iir
ought to be looked aftPr by its own monks andpatrons. There is no point in having
addtional peopk involved, as this would bring major dzj5culties and liuk ben$t,
7he construction of the channels in the area ofthe Palkhu Lake will benrft an aria
measuring one thousand khal. Everybody will benefiras long as no one raisesa chim
for a larger share. ntir willgreatly he4 not only those who live on the Palthangpbin
next to the lake but also the many peoplefiom India and Nepal who come to fibet
regularly and+ great bar&$ on the way. ( I lob) In ancient times peopk usedto
say that in or&r to establish a great monastery, it was important to build it in an
a$uent big town to avoid problems with erratic irrigation systems; it war goodto
build it on the ruins of aformer building so that completely new construction was not
required. Also. the existing surroundingf;elds would produce large amounts ofrice,
and numerous iparned monksfiom many phces wouldgather there. In the same wa)i
scholars from Southern and Northern Lato and Ngari should gather here to I+
andpractice his collected works, spreading the doctrine of the Buddha. Also, thanks to
thesegood deed, this great land can remainpeace&lfor a whik [Despite her plan,]
the project did not go well because what the local people said they would do was
changeable, (ma) like the tongue of a snake.
Eventually the Great Woman decided to go elsewhere. She said, "Even when I
find a place that is suitable for building a channel, who can do it? I won't achieve
what I want. It's hopeless! Now I'll go to the east."
The next day she set up new prayer flags (dar kog) at the residence of the
Omniscient. She offered a white scarf to the statue of Mahjuiri. She raised a
new banner next to the wisdom stupa. She geeted each member of the monastic community of Palmo Choding, presenting him or her with gifts. She also
recited prayers appropriate for everybody. When she had finished, she left for
the east. All the siddhas escorted her until the pass called Labla.120 ( I I I ~ The
)
great siddha Changsungpa celebrated a mendel offeringI2' and recited prayers
asking her to have compassion for all living beings. She ~ r o m i s e dto do so. The
attendants, Loden and Osang, went with her to Sogkha (Sogs kha)I2*to provide
assistance.
The next day she performed a monthly ritual for the Omniscient. At sogkha
the people were very welcoming and looked after her well. During this ~eriod
there was a drought that had significantly damaged the crops in the Brahmaputra
region. After the Venerable Lady arrived, rain fell for seven days and all the crops
recovered. Then she went to Sharu, where the local ruler saluted her with deference and presented her with offerings. Afterward she went to Lam. (112a)
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Onmo Pal&" and others offered her an unimaginable q-tiry
of
ifis, food, and drink. Then she crossed the gorge called Gyachu Dmng
g
bcu lphrang). Chodzema, the Lady of Tagtse, presented her with precious jovels
such as turquoises and pearls, and performed a magnificent ritual offering. she
spent one night in Semig. The day before she was due to meet the lama ridha
(nmgtong Gyalpo), the Magnificent Lady said to Deleg Chodren, "Tomorrow,
first1'11 prostrate and ask him for teachings. However, I do not know what bo&
are going to do."
Deleg Chodren replied, "1'11 go and ask them."
%en she went to ask Osang, who answered, "We cannot have two different
ways of behaving. Please ask the other attendant what he is going to do, and I
will do the same."
She asked Loden, the other attendant, who (112b) answered, "If the Great
Woman prostrates herself first, I will do the same. However, I will not ask for
teachings."
Deleg Chodren reported this to Chokyi Dronma, who said, "The people of
Choding were satisfied with their own teacher. They shall do what they think
best."
Leaving behind the nuns at a place called Gur (mGur), the Magnificent Lady,
with the two attendants and Deleg Chodren, went to Chung Riwoche. When
she and her retinue were approaching, they rested at the top of a hill to prepare
for the meeting. She saw, from a distance, the siddha leaning out of his meditation hut and waving to them. She asked Deleg Chodren, "Who is that?"
"That is the siddha."
(113a) "He looks very cheerful!"
Then they walked toward him, offered white scarves, and prostrated. The siddha was wearing a new cloak and a new summer hat and kept his mouth covered
with his cloak [in respect] while she was prostrating. She then offered him pearl
earrings that had been given to her by Chodzema, the Lady of Tagtse. She also
presented him with a brocade strap, a bowl ofwhite sweets, and some medicines.
Then she prostrated again and the siddha asked:
"Did you come here with everyone's agreement, or are you escaping?"
"I came here after getting my father and brother's approval."
"It is extraordinary that someone like you became liberated from all worldly
concerns with the agreement of your father and everybody else. I am delighted!
NOW,please, sit close to me." (r13b) Then he opened his eyes wide, looked at the
two attendants, and asked, "Who are these two?''
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"They are the attendants in charge of food and sleeping quarters ofourpacious Lord."
"The attendants in charge of food and sleeping quarters usually welcome
rather than escort someone."
Deleg Chodren interjected: "Why did you wave to us?"
"I waved because I was looking forward to meeting you as soon as possible:
?hen, when the,sun had set behind the pass, Deleg Chodren asked, " n e sun
is gone, where are we going to sleep?"
siddha replied, "This is the first time that the people of Palrno Choding
have come to meet Thangtong Gyalpo. It is said that guests who come from
far away and people who are suffering from long illnesses need particular care,
Therefore we are going to ensure that your stay tonight is very comfortable."
(114a) In the evening seven people were sent to make the relevant arrangements. Then he took some barley flour, enough for one person, and came to
where they were staying. He ordered that a little food with some butter be given
to everyone. He offered three lumps of molasses to the Venerable and gave one
lump to each nun. Then he said, "I thought that you would be coming, so I had
the lace cleaned up." He ordered some water containers, made of bronze, to be
taken there from his residence. Then she offered some donations, asking him
for teachings. 'The two attendants had a discussion and decided that they would
leave.
When they stood up and were about to go, the riddha said, "Please sit down,
(114b) let's offer a praise for our friend, the female teacher." 'Therefore a praise for
the female Buddha was celebrated. After this the siddba talked a lot and said, "I'll
offer a praise to Buddha myself. Now, before this you must prostrate." He thus
gave them no choice but to prostrate and perform a religious offering. Then he
exhorted them: "You need to do what follows the ritual offerings. You perform
a mendel offering and subsequently ~ o o , o o omendel offerings and so on, isn't
it so?" The two attendants who had tried to stand up felt embarrassed. Then,
having changed their minds and acquired some faith, they felt that they had no
other option but to ask the siddhd for teachings. Chokyi Dronma was pleased by
this and said to Deleg Chodren, "This will benefit them."
(115a)When the female siddha requested teachings from Thangrong Gyalpo,
he asked her, "Which would you like to hear?"
"I would like to receive teachings on the generation of the spirit of enlightenmen t (sems bskyed) ."
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"In general, nobody received teachings from me in Northern h t o ; in partook teachings from me on this subject. It is marvelous
ticular,
wish to hear these."

you

menhe asked her to take off her shoes and gave her the teaching she had

requested.He said, "You are different from the other people of Palmo Choding.

I want to give you teachings about the list of contents (dbar tag) of ofheb k l bur
and 6jEn &4r.'"24 Then he read the list to her.
Later he said to the two attendants, "You both are in charge of the
of
barley flour for the Lord of Dharma of Bodong and can act accordingly."
Loden, one of the two attendants, answered, "We can't do this."
f i e siddha said, "If this is the case, your master must have been very tired. 1
care of my own sacks of barley flour, and if I don't receive the food on time
from my estate, someone else will provide food for me. (115b) But really, artendants of the Lord of the Dharma of Bodong, I'm just joking!" Then he took some
barley flour of poor quality from a very small sack and gave it to both of them.
Meanwhile he was looking at the Magnificent Lady and said, "Female teacher
of Ngari! Vajrasattva resides in the east, Ratnasambhava resides in the south,
Amithaba resides in the west, Arnoghasiddhi resides in the 110rth.l~~
Wherever
you go, you are like one of these deities. This time I feel that you came as the real
Amithiba of the the west. However, please listen to my teachings and instructions. If you don't listen, there is no point in asking for them."
The female siddha said, (116a) "I decided to travel widely with the approval
of my father, the king. Now I have decided that I'll go toward the east anyway.
Please give me the relevant instructions."
"The best choice would be to keep traveling around in the upper areas above
Palmo Choding [i.e., stay in western Tibet] in order to benefit the great seat. The
middle choice would be to stay for one year in some holy places of your choice
in Northern Yeru [i.e., in his region, Northern Lato] before leaving for the east.
?he worst choice is to leave before the summer rains have stopped.lZ6You are
equipped to travel, but the nuns are not. If YOU leave now, you will make it very
arduous for the nuns of your retinue. You should think about them. If you like,
if you stay here I can give you some teachings."
Then Chokyi Dronma promised that she would stay at least until the end
of the rains. During this time she learned from the sia!dba some teachings of
Padmasambhava (116b)and Machig."'She also asked for a teaching about sabaja
yoga (/ban gcig skyfi rnal 'byor) of the Mahimudri tradition, and therefore he
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gave it to her. The Great Woman learned all the doctrines very well and received
all the ambrosia of the religious instructions from the Omniscient Thangtong
Gyalpo, who was careful not to disappoint her. At that time he told her [he fOllowing story:
Once, the scholar Kabshiba Namkha Oser,"' who had heard of the fme ofan
extraordinary hermitess, the so-calledTshenden hthroma, wished to receivesome
teachings from her. However, she was in retreat. O n the path to the hermitage
there was a cairn of stones with an inscription saying: NOBODY IS A L L O ~ DTO
PROCEED BEYOND THIS POINT. Shortly after that was another similar cairn of
stones.
(117a) At the door of the meditation hut, there was another cairn with [he
same writing. Ignoring the signs, the scholar arrived at her door. A nun who was
part of the inner circle of the retinue of the yogini came out and said:
"'This is the place of our strict retreat, didn't you see the signs on the stone
cairns? Why did you come here?"
"Since I heard of her fame, I came here to request some teachings. Please
introduce me to her."
The nun went into the hut and reported this. The hermitess said, "Have you
forgotten that I told you that if anyone arrived today they should not be stopped?
Please let him come in and bring him to me."
The nun went out and invited him into the hut, where he saw the old hermitess. She had a frightening appearance with disheveled gray-blue hair standing
up on her head.'29He prostrated to her and asked for blessings. (117b) She didn't
pay much attention to him and gave him her blessing with her hand that looked
like the foot of a crow. Without any devotion, he thought, Who brought me to
this? Perhaps I was blessed by a demon. And he completely lost his faith. Then she
gave him some teachings and invited him to spend the night there at the hermitage. She said, "I'll give you some food such as soup."
He went out of the hut and, feeling uneasy, he stayed outside. Meanwhile the
hermitess took some barley flour in a clay bowl and some soup in a container
and went to him. She said:
"Scholar! There isn't any need to feel awkward; there is also no need to think
that a demon brought you here. You can't know who has a deep knowledge of the
doctrine just by appearance. Relax! Please drink some soup and eat something."
(118a) In this way she persuaded him. He thought, She really knows evprythingl
Even what is in my mindTherefore he really believed in her. The next day he was
given a teaching on the Five Mahimudri. Thangtong Gyalpo continued:
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N ~ o the
w jewel was redly given to a true owner! This teaching was

to

chogden Legpe L o d r ~ , "and
~ 1 eventually received it."
commenting on this story, the Great Venerable Lady said, "Since J was a
disciple of Chogle Namgyd, how can you have doubts about my faith? He w a
great $i&a. The Omniscient gave me excellent teachings about the doctrine.
who else did this so perfectly?" 'Then she gave him an introduction to the nature

,

of the mind (sems sngoprod ba).

nesid&a,

who was also a scholar, said, "I'm an excellent expert in this kind

of teachings, but today 1 was conquered by the power of the female teacher a d
I
a perfect insight."
(118b)At another time Deleg Chodren said to Thangtong Gydpo, "Our Venerable is sheer spirit of enlightment, but concerning everyday matters she is rough.
you can't treat her like everybody else." H e answered, "Of course! I have never de'eived or lied to the followers of the doctrine, and I'm used to giving teachings to
people who don't follow the doctrine. How can I treat her badly?" The next day he
summoned Deleg Chodren and gave her a piece of good mutton meat and said:
"I do not dare to eat this, please give it to the female teacher. Tomorrow I'll go
to a high area to perform funerary rituals for a headman who is a believer in the
doctrine. I dare not invite the female teacher to go with me. However, I can't get
any income for the nuns, so please come! (119a) You'll be given the same food as
the monks. You'll go there and pitch your tent among the beggars."
When she reported this, the Magnificent Lady reflected, "How can I truly be
completely free from worldly concerns? How can I stay back? Tomorrow I will
go as well."
Deleg Chodren disagreed and said, "If you stay among the beggars you may
catch a dangerous illness. Please don't go!"
"If you're concerned, you stay here and I'll go. At the crack of dawn most of
the nuns will go there. They should set up a tent among the beggars and perform
the Vairocana rituals. I'll arrive soon afterward."
All the nuns went and carried out her instructions.
Before leaving, the Great Woman stayed for a while with the two attendants,
Loden and Osang, who were about to leave and gave them one roll of Indian
cotton and (119b) many excellent teachings. Both were moved and took leave
from her with great respect. They ~rostratedand received wonderful blessings.
Then they returned to Palmo Choding.
Afterward, Chokyi Dronma, holding a stick and an alms bowl in her hands
and carrying a sitting mat on her shoulder, went toward the place where the
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beggars were staying without feeling anxious or fearful. All the beggarssaid
''This is incredible!" and all went to welcome her, prostrating and asking for
blessings. She provided what everyone needed. Deleg Chodren was inside he,
tent among the beggars, feeling very sad, as she was missing her, the descendanr
of the Gods of Clear Light [i.e., the ancestral gods of the Tibetan emperors].
Soon after Chokyi Dronma had arrived at the nun's tent, the owner ofrhc
place came to see her, holding incense in his hands and (rroa) followed by severd
great ladies. He invited her to proceed to his own house. 'There a lama, followed
by some other ~ e o p l ecame
,
to welcome her and prostrated. When the prayer for
the ritual offering started, Chokyi Dronma, who was in the middle of the group
of m o n k , asked the lama to lead the celebration. However, he insisted that she
do it instead. Eventually she agreed. Then she stayed there for three nights and
was given excellent offerings. The rituals were performed perfectly.
After a while she went to meet the siddha ['Thangtong Gyalpo]. One day, a
girl who was from Chung arrived carrying a funerary ritual object (byang bu),
with a paper with the name of her deceased father. 'The siddba recited some
good prayers for him. H e read the text of Gyer cbungseveral times. Suddenly the
ritual items (bar lag?)of both deceased people for whom the celebration was being held collapsed. 'The stones (rtsig rdo) supporting ritual objects both hosting
the minds of the deceased (mam sems) fell down. This provoked superstitious
concerns.
(120b) Meanwhile the Great Venerable Lady, enjoying the sound of his voice,
smiled. After the ritual was completed, the siddha asked:
"Female teacher! Did your Lord of the Dharma from Bodong know this?"
"He didn't!"
"If that is the case, I'm more expert than him."
Precisely at the moment he said this, the wind blew away the ritual paper with
the name of the deceased and the girl started to cry. The siddha, looking at her
with his eyes wide open, said:
"Girl! You don't need to cry, your father has gone to heaven." Then the girl
stopped crying and the ritual paper was found at the foot of a hill.
The female siddba then said, "Please allow us to construct a stupa for the
achievement of merit."
"You and your disciples will find that this is very hard work and it might
disturb your meditation practice. 'This should be done by laypeople."
( m a ) When the work began, Chokyi Dronma was the first to be involved.
Her retinue carried big stones and the work was completed successfully. Every218
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body was deeply impressed. Afterward she offered many gifts to the

such
silk, ten bundles of paper, ink, gold, turquoises, a good tent, and six goad
Then she said that she would go around in the Chung area to collect
alms
fiesid!a said, "There is a bad epidemic in the area and there isnBt much
use going around. It's better for you to stay here."

She didn't listen to him and went around the Chung area to collect alms, and
she war offered more donations than you could imagine. The epidemic stopped
and she triumphed over the threat of poverty.
[ n e n she went to see the great siddha, Thangong Gyalpo.] First they made
ohrings to him from the collected donations. He was delighted and said, "You
collected more alms than 1 could imagine. (rzrb) People seem to love the newcomers! I'm not able to collect as many donations."
Once the siddba asked, "Could you help me, Spiritually Accomplished
Woman?"
"Of course."
"I want to send an edict (6ka 'cbems) to all monks and patrons of our region,
including Kongpo and the areas west of it. Please write the relevant letters for
me, as nowadays everybody respects the writing of the Queen of Ngari. Do you
understand my point?"
She did this and wrote many letters. In addition, the szddha said:
"After I, the Bridge Builder, have passed away, my tradition may not continue.
( m a ) However, the tradition of the people of Palmo Choding will be there until
the end of the world. I will die a nauseating (sgyug bro ba) death that has never
happened to human beings before, and it will be said that it cannot happen to
human beings!"
Deleg Chodren asked the Venerable Lady, "What kind of death is this?"
"Nothing is suitable except for disappearing, dying a death that has probably
never happened before to ordinary being^."'^'
Later, the Magnificent Lady, who had a special affection for the seat of her
lama, Chogle Narngyal, said to Deleg Chodren:
"You never let me down. Please go to Palmo Choding and ask the Lord of the
DharmaI3l to mobilize the ~ e o p l eof Palmo Choding to find a way to build the
water channels. We, the people of Ngari, can do it, and the people of Northern
Yeru can do it as well. However, if they don't listen to my instructions there is
nothing that we can do. (122b) YOUshould then go to Ngari."
Deleg Chodren went to Palmo Choding and told the Lord of the Dharma
and others what the Great Woman had said. 'They replied, "If the Precious Lady
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lived here, perhaps we could achieve it. Since this isn't the case, it seems [hat We
cannot do it."
Therefore Deleg Chodren went on to Ngari.
(122b) Thangtong Gyalpo sent a letter with Deleg Chodren to Ngari saying,
"Now the Female Teacher from Ngari is staying here, and she is about to go to
the east. If she is allowed to go, this might not be good for the people ofyour
region, the upper areas. What shall we do?"
Deleg Chodren arrived at Ngari with this letrer and reported this to chokyi
Dronma's father, the Son of the Gods and Lord of the Dharma. He said, "of
course, I'll send some people to ask her to return home. However, it will be
particularly difficult if I send tough people who put pressure on her."
he
sent Dron Nyerpon ('Gron gNyer dpon) and Lama Tson 0 (Bla ma bTson lad)
from the monastery of Gungthang. Chokyi Dronma's mother suggested that she
might go to invite her to return as well, but the people of Ngari disagreed. ( 1 2 ~ ~ )
Loden and Osang, the two attendants from Palrno Choding who had followed
her previously, also went to invite her to come back.
Since Deleg Chodren took a long time getting there, Chokyi Dronma

nen

thought, Perhaps something ltfe-threateninghas happened.
When she heard that people were sent to invite her to return, she went to
M ~ t r e ,where
' ~ ~ she waited for them. Two nuns who had been sent to scout for
information came to see her. They asked her to return to Ngari, but she refused. She
let them stay for two nights and then sent them back. Then she returned to where
she had been staying before. O n the way the people ofTagtse invited her to stay at
their castle. Earlier she had heard some rumors that the Lord ofTagtse had been ill
and had already died. However, when she arrived there, he had recovered. She was
delighted and said, "Your liberation from this illness is due to the white doctrine,"
and offered him a crystal rosary. She was looked &er extremely well there (~zjb)
and given precious donations such as gold. Every nun was also given a gifi. She was
delighted to give good instructions to the Lord ofTagtse and recited prayers for him.
Then she spent one night with Chodzema, the Lady ofTagtse, who also treated her
very well and even massaged her feet in the way she liked. However, someone saw
this from the door, was very surprised, and said, with some hesitation, "A terrifying
and powerll nun, different from any other, has arrived to visit our lady. Our lady
is holding her feet on her lap and is massaging them with ointments."
Chokyi Dronma was then invited to visit by the people of Gur (mGur ~ a ) ,
and she was also looked after well there. 'Then she came back and went to see
Thangong Gyalpo. He was someone who was free from worldly concerns and
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e u ~ l y he did not show special respect toward lamas ( 1 2 4 ) and importlnt
pmple However, he showed great respect toward the female iIddha. He never
indulgedin chatting about ordinary things with her because he considered her
to be a great scholar, a siddha, a holy being, and a protectress. She considered
the Omniscient Chogle Namgyal her main lama; afcer him, this siddha was her
s ~ i r i t u dguide. She followed all his instructions, and as long she
most
there she used to spend most of her time with him, except for the night. she
madeunimaginable donations to him.
Once the siddha said:
1'1 had really wanted to receive teachings from your master, the Lord of the
Dharma from Bodong, (124b) but I did not enjoy the auspicious circumsrances
to do so because people of the inner court [at Gungthangl made it impossible. If
it had been ~ossible,my status (mgo )hang) would have been higher, but it didn't
happen. If he had deliberately prevented our relationship, this would have damaged me. However, he did not do this. Instead, it was the lama Kunga Sangpo
[Chopel S a n g p ~ ? ]who
' ~ ~prevented me from getting his teachings. Anyway, this
didn't really harm me. D o you understand?"
On another day the siddha said, "Today we set up the main pole (smgshing)
of the s t ~ p a . Female
' ~ ~ teacher and disciples, please join us."
As the Magnificent Lady and her retinue arrived at the construction site, the
monks of the siddha had just tied ropes around a huge wooden pole.
(125a) With a loud voice the group of people raised the pole, and they managed to set it up within one teatime.'36 Even though to build this stzipa they had
used slates that were big as the carcass of a sheep, there was no accident and
nobody was harmed, The Magnificent Lady was very happy about this and said,
"The lama and the monks don't seem to be ordinary people, as they are enjoying
this work and doing it very quickly."
The siddha asked, "Please give some special blessing for the setting up of my

stupa!"
(125b) She then gave a special blessing and re pared some special materials
for the stupa such as the five precious items. 'The siddha then gave an order to
two members of the retinue of the Venerable Lady, Palsang Dronme and ?harps
Sangmo: "You two! You shouldn't sleep before the space around the central pole
is covered with earth and stones."
Therefore they followed his instructions, and during the night the space
around the central pole was fully covered and thus the work was completed. 'The
siddha said again:
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"You, teacher and disciples, have no worldly attachment in either the upper
or the lower regions of Tibet. You just practice the doctrine. I'm

realyhappy

with this. 1 just need to take care of any [such] hindrances that might be caused
by demons."
(126a) First of all, he said that the story of the Magnificent Lady and her retinue was widely known; second, the siddha did not pride himself on his religious
knowledge. His followers were very satisfied with him and [usually] didn't pay
much attention to other lamas. However, Thangtong Gyalpo himself said:
"Followers of mine! Chokyi Gyaltshen and all the others, listen to the teachings from the female teacher from Ngari and respect her."
Therefore everybody took care of her as their great protectress. Then, shortly
before she left, the siddha said:
"Today we shall gather in assembly under the auspices of the great seat (bh
brang) of Thangtong Gyalpo, who is the madman of the empty valley and the
headman of the beggars. Please, Lady Teacher and disciples, join the gathering."
(126b) The retinue of Chokyi Dronma thought that this would be like previous occasions. All the monks gathered. All the three kinds of craftsmen and
the people who were doing the construction work gathered there as well. In the
middle of the monks was the Venerable Lady, seated on a beautiful throne. A
large amount of food and drink was offered throughout the gathering At the
end of this assembly, the treasurer exhorted the participants:
"Let's celebrate a religious service for the great Lama ofTsang [i.e., 'Thangtong
Gyalpo] and all the gathered monks and recite a prayer for the deceased woman
Dorje Hure from Kongpo so that she won't go to the lower realms of existence."
Chokyi Dronma gave everyone a blessing pill made with the relics of the Omniscient. Everybody there was delighted. Then she went to see the siddha (127a) and
offered him many items, ranging from gold to shoes, that she had collected while
traveling in Northern Lato. Then, before she left for central Tibet, and Kongpo
in particular, where she would continue to perform her great deeds, Thangtong
Gyalpo sent a letter to all the areas of the country, including the Four Horns ( m
bzhi) of central Tibet (dBu-gTsang), the three

laces called Chayul, Dagpo, and

Kongpo,"' and the three places called Lokhathra, Minyag, and Churug Man
Atsara (Glo kha khra, Mi nyag, Chu rug mon atsara)."' In the letter, he said:

All former scholars and members ofthe monastic community acted for the benefit of other living beings, but now there is nobody who carer. Particularly since
the death of Machig Labdron, there has not been a woman who was dedicated
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the benefit of other living beings. Now there is a lady who stems from
,yd lineage of the Gods of Clear Light ('Od gsal lha) who is devoted to s p i r i t d
liberation and to the benefit of all living beings. (127b) Her outer name is h d y
Queell

of the Jewel (bDag mo dKon mchog rgyd mo); her inner name is Female

Teacher Lamp of the Doctrine (sLob dpon ma Chos kyl sgron ma); her secret
name is Vajravirhi (rDo rje phag mo). Her residence is undefined. Her cornpanions are undefined. And foremost, her lama is undefined (nges m d ) . Sine
all elements are empty and have no essence ( b h g med), she practices emptiness
(b& med). Now she is coming to your place, so please welcome her and give her
adequate support at her departure. Follow the solemn commitment ( h mtshig) of
religion (/ha rhos). Refrain from shameful worldly customs. Wherever she stays,
do not feel jealous about what is mine and what is yours. I, King of the Empry
Plain, ask you, people living in the East, to keep showing the great kindness you
have shown in the past to these followers of mine. In return for your kindness, the
Female Teacher and her retinue are coming. Look after them well.
This letter was sent to every local ruler (sdppa) in central Tibet. (128a) At the
beginning of the letter Thangtong Gyalpo wrote two lines himself, and he added
two lines at the end. Every letter was accompanied by a gift of gold, turquoise, and
coral. Then each letter was wrapped in a cloth. 'The siddha told her solemnly:
"You should keep these letters yourself and just show them to the relevant
person without handing them over."
Then he gave her one iron chain link and continued:

"I made this myself and I consecrated it. This traveled with me around
Kongpo twice. Now I offer it to you as a present. I will send the headman of
Sheldrong (She1 grong) as your assistant. Until you arrive at Bodong, don't
show this to anybody. Please go to Mus [in Northern Lato] and stay there for
a while. Before you go, you should leave here all the butter that was offered to
you by the people of Tag-tse (128b) and I'll give you an estate in the Lhasa region
(dBus) in exchange. If YOU live around here it is uncertain how many followers
you will have, but you will enjoy a long life. If you go to the east, the span of
your life is uncertain, but you will accomplish great deeds for the benefit of other
people. Anyway, please d o what you think is best. Please, on your journey pay a
visit to the Lhasa Jobo [the statue of the Buddha in the Jokhang]. The Chubori
monastery19 will then send some attendants to escort you when you travel to
Kongpo. If you follow illusions, many living beings will be fooled. If YOU don't
follow illusions, many living beings will avoid being fooled."
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Eventually she offered a final prostration to the siddhn. When she started
on her journey she collected a lot of alms because she passed through [he area
just after harvest.'"' She didn't take the donations with her and sent a letter to
Thangong Gyalpo asking him to come and get them.

Journey to Central Tibet
(129a) She then arrived at Ngamring, [the capital of Northern Lato], where she
stayed two nights. She went on a begging trip. However, she didn't get
barley flour. She visited the great statue of Buddha Maitreya in the Ngamring
monastery and offered butter lamps. She also offered a devotional object with
vermilion writing. A local official gave her good assistance in all this. Having
seen that the ruler Namgyal Dragpa Pal~angpo'~'
was residing in his palace, she
thought, It isn't necessary to meet the local ruler (sde pa), and she did not go to
see him. The people of Northern Lato looked after her well and wrote a letter
of introduction for her to smooth her way. Then she reached Bodong, where
she stayed for two nights. The tea servant (gsoljd ba) Phuntshog provided good
hospitality. Then she went to the E monastery [the original seat of the Bodongpa
tradition]. She said very devotedly, "This was the seat of the great lama!" Then
she offered butter lamps and prostrated respecthlly. None of the Bodong people
recognized her. She asked one caretaker for water and was given water that wasn't
clean. Nobody took care of her.
(129b) Then she reached Jago Jong (Bya rgod byong), where she met the
monk Tengyurba (bsTan 'gyur ba), who was a follower of Thangtong Gyalpo.
She said, "Please give me a drink," and accordingly she was given it. She continued: "Henceforth, if YOU meet my nuns who are traveling between Kongpo
and Ngari, please give them hospitality even if YOU aren't able to feed them. Follower of the Iron Bridge Builder, you and I have a special relationship. When I
arrived at Tashigang [where the Bodong E monastery is located] and visited the
residence of my lama, nobody gave me anything, not even clean water when I
was thirsty. It seems that my relationship with the people of Palmo Choding is
just like this."
O n the way east, two people who looked like Mongols (Hor) were sent by the
ruler of SamdrubtseI4' as her assistants. While traveling toward arth hang.'" she
looked at Deleg Chodren and, pointing with her finger in the direction of the
Ngor monastery, said:
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"In [hat direction is the new Ngor monastery where Kunga Sangpo144raider."
(130a) ~ e l e Chodren
g
asked, "Do you have any teaching links with him?"
&'WhenI was a child I once listened to his teachings, but 1 didnt receive [he
empowerment (dbang). Should we go there sometime to establish a teaching
relationship?"
She [hen arrived in the vicinity of the Samdrubtse palace and sent the rwo
peopleto look for a place for the night, saying, "Please, cell the local people
[hat some monks of the Iron-Bridge-Builder Lama are traveling to central Tibet
Don't mention me!"
However, they did not follow her instructions and said to the ruler, Drungchen
~ o r s a n of
~ lSamdrubtse,
~~
"The Lady Konchog Gyalmo is arriving and we are
scoutingthe way for her."
He then carefully had a dwelling prepared in the house called Tsherkhang
Gongma ('Tsher khang gong ma) and sent a steward co take care of her. Then the
next day he invited her to the castle.
(13ob) She replied, "It is not necessary for me, a woman free of worldly concerns, to meet each local ruler. It is just a waste of time. Please give me a letter of
introduction for the Rinpung area, which is under your rule, in order to make
my journey easier."
However, she was told that having come here, it was impossible to avoid
meeting the ruler and since Drungchen Norsang insisted that she come to see
him, she finally agreed to go to the castle. She presented him with a relic'46
of the Omniscient Chogle Namgyal and she was looked after very well. They
enjoyed a very good conversation. Later, when talking about Rinpung Norsang,
she used to say, "He seems to be as powerful and charismatic (yid &in pa) as a
Mongolian ruler." Then she was invited to visit every area of the castle, which
she did as a matter of courtesy, without much interest. (131a) When they arrived
at the wing where the beautiful residence called garden of joy (mngon dga') was,
the Venerable Lady ran into her teacher Rabjampa Tenpe Nyima Jampal Dragpa
(Rab 'jams bsTan pa'i nyi ma 'jam dpal grags pa). Since they hadn't met for a
long time, both were extremely ~leased.Subsequently a place for her to stay was
arranged. The next day, this Lord of the Dharma went to her dwelling to see
her and organize some teachings. Chokyi Dronma offered him a coral with the
image of a two-faced Vajravirhi and an object of devotion (thugrLrn)made of
crystal. She asked him to teach the nuns who had assembled there. Accordingly
he gave them teachings concerning the four vows of the ~ r o f o u n ddoctrine. He
offered the Venerable Lady the cape of a monastic robe. The ruler, Drungchen
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Norsang, sent a letter to Palrin at Rinpung asking them to provide assistanceto
the Venerable Lady on her journey. S~bsequently,from the Nyugla (sNyugla)
pass onward, support was to be ~rovidedby the Chubori monastery. ( I I I ~ )I,,
addition, Lhacho, the Lady of Dragkar,"' was to provide support during her stq
at Lhasa.
A reliable person was sent as her attendant to escort her for a while.

she

proceeded on her journey, a few people who had some karmic links with her
asked her to give them some teachings. She taught them in a way that suited
their minds. Eventually she arrived in the vicinity of Rinpung.
At that time a great yogin called Pal Nagkyi Rinchen [i.e., Vanaratna], who
was a great scholar from eastern India, was living in Rong at a holy place called
'The Five Goats (Rong Ranga). He was on his return journey from Neudong
[i.e., the seat of the Phagmodrupa rulers] back to Nepal. 'The Venerable Lady had
met him once before,14' when she was still living at her father's palace in Ngari.
At the time of their first encounter she had listened to many teachings from him.
The holy man had invited the young girl to sit next to him. Feeling shy, she sat
down on the corner of the seat. (132a) He had placed his hand on her head and
was very pleased to give her some instruction. He then told her, "You should go
to India!"
Now, as she arrived at the place called Rong Ranga, she went to meet
[Vanaratna]. At that time he was in meditation and had said that during his
retreat he couldn't see or speak to anyone. A member of his retinue called Lama
Mangala had died recently, and he was practicing for the sake of him and his
future rebirth. Chokyi Dronma, however, hadn't been told this.
O n the way a local headman invited her to spend the night, but she refused
and said:
"Tonight 1'11 just stay here and tomorrow I'll continue my journey to meet
the lama."
"Please don't stay here, in a stable!"
"This is a good place!" she said and gave teachings to the horse herders. The
next day she met the lama (132b) and offered him a vajra and a bell. He placed
the bell close to his chest and let it resound. The lama said, smiling:
"I'm delighted to speak to you, Gyalmo!" Then he gadually asked about the
health of her father and mother, her brother and Lama Dzoki.
"They are all fine."
"Since you gave up worldly concerns and became a nun, did your parents,
your relatives, and all the subjects make it difficult for you?"
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"1 haven't done anphing against my father except for devoting
doctrine. Even though I had to go against my father to practice the doctrine,

this is not sinful. Thinking about the suffering of samsdra, I'm not afraid of rnali'ious worldly gossip. If one wants to become a follower of the Buddha, one can

overcome all obstacles in this life. I don't have the right to stay with my parenfi
strive for liberation; (1334 if I am able to accomplish great deeds, then I
be able to show my gratitude to my parents."
When the lama heard this, he was delighted and said, "If this is the case, this

if1

is very good. When you were a girl, I told you that you should visit India, did
you forget it? Now that you have become free of worldly concerns, everything is

easier.Would you like to go with me to India?"
?he Magnificent Lady answered, "I'll do as you say."
lama, smiling, said:
"I'm not going to India now. 1'11 stay for a while in central Nepal. Although
developing a relationship with the King of the Nepal is not particularly usehl, in
order to practice the doctrine I need to be there. You gave up royal politics (rgyal
r i d ) and were ordained. If you took the vows, this is a sign that you renounced
worldly life. It is marvelous that you gave up the eight matters and became free
of all worldly concerns. (133b) You did so even though the royal family usually
lives comfortably. You should follow the verses that I offer to you."
He composed a poem for her in which the first stanza was a praise for Chokyi
Dronma, the Magnificent Lady; the next three stanzas contained instructions
for her. Then they continued a very enjoyable conversation. The lama put a gifi
in his alms bowl and, holding the bowl with both hands, he offered it to her,
very respectfully. An attendant tried to take the offering out of the bowl, but the
lama said:

"I am giving this to her together with the bowl, which is for collecting
alms."

On that occasion she obtained some precepts (lung) from him that she hadn't
received before from Chogle Namgyal. Without letting the translator come
along, the lama and his disciple both entered the narrow dwelling of ~an$dhi
(ham p n khang 624) where he fulfilled all her spiritual wishes.
He also gave precepts (lung) about '&bur lo mani to Deleg Chodren and the
other nuns. (134a) H e gave the Venerable Lady a cloak that had been given to
him by the female riddha of Yamdrog and a protection string. When the lama
stood up from his seat to go elsewhere, his body emanated a very pleasant scent.
The cloak emanated the same

leas ant scent. This was the same scent that was
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emanated by all objects that had been in contact with the Omniscient choglc
NamgyaI. The same was true of all the objects that the Venerable Lady had been
using, and everyone in her retinue would recognize it.
She continued her journey in the Rong area. Once, while talking with Deleg
Chodren, she said:
"The Lama Great Pandita has an excellent samadhi (ting nge
(I3&) From his behavior he seems to have acquired the power of reaching
enlightenment."
"Between him and the Omniscient, who is superior?"
''Don't speak in such a silly way, only an absolute all-knowing person is in
a position to assess their respective knowledge. Look after the
given at
Rang Ranga by the Lama Great Pandita. Give it to me little by little until it is
finished."
Then she gave a piece to each nun. Then she arrived at Ngumig (Ngu smig)
and spent the night there. The nuns went to perform a purification ritual. While
performing the ritual offering, the Venerable Lady was fasting and staying in
samadhi. Gradually they traveled on and thought of stopping at Yarsib (Yar
sribs).
(135a) Then she gave to the great woman Deleg Chodren a letter that had been
given to her by the Omniscient Chogle Namgyal, together with some blessed
items, and said:
"Originally, the belt that I am wearing belonged to the Lord of the Dharma.
It is better that I do not keep it and that I offer it to the one among us who has
received all his blessings in the best way. In fact, she received the blessings better
than I did; therefore I untie my belt and leave it here."
She also offered to Deleg Chodren an object of devotion (thugs dam) made of
red thread that was used by the Great Lord of the Dharma as well as a piece of
cloth, six pills made with water of the sacred vase, bones, blood from the nose,
and urine.
Having reiterated that many books were also necessary, she was about to continue on her journey. Some people, however, turned up. They were conhsed and
hadn't so far been able to make contact with Dorje Phagmo [i.e., Chokyi Dronma
as emanation of the deity] and hear the nectar of her voice. (135b) With their
minds full of regret, they asked to become her followers in spite of their faults.
They wished to receive the blessing of her body, speech, and mind immediately.
Afterward she proceeded on her own through a gorge and then crossed the
Gampala pass.I4l When she arrived at a place called Gyale (rGya le), she knocked
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door with her staff. The owner of the house, hearing the noise and seeing her
from [he window, said to his wife with great delight:
"There is an exceptional person at the door of our house. Take some barley
flour to meet her."
wife opened the door. (1364 She was deeply impressed by her appearance
and by the scent emanated by her body and asked, "Where are you from?Where

ae

are you going?"
Chokyi Dronma answered, "I have come from the Iron-Bridge-Builder Lama;
1 going to Chubori."
Without offering her the flour, the woman returned.to her husband and said
that there was someone exceptional at their door and that they should invite
her into the house. H e agreed, and she invited her to come in. Chokyi Dronma
accepted the invitation and climbed the stairs. She was then invited to take a
comfortable seat, and as they were about to prepare tea, she said:
"Please give me what you usually drink, don't make anything special for
me."
"You are a guest of Gyalepa (rGyal le pa). Please, have some proper tea."
"There is not a taste of tea that I don't know. (136b) Tea is very popular in
central Tibet. However, I'm a person free of worldly concerns; if I were to start
enjoying tea, I would keep roaming around without meaning, visiting all local
headmen."
"What kind of person are you?"
"I'm from a lineage of Ngari."
When she was asked to stay the night, she refused and went on toward
Chubori. She caught up with Deleg Chodren, who had already arrived there
from Yarndrog. Deleg Chodren said to her:
"My thoughts on enlightenment are becoming clearer."
The Magnificent Lady said, "Without relying on means and wisdom together,
no enlightment is possible, but if both means and wisdom come together, enlightment can be achieved."
She said that she wanted to continue the journey to Lhasa. A monk called
Kabchupa, who was a follower of the Iron Bridge Lama, escorted her as her attendant. With her retinue she eventually reached Kyisho [at the confluence of
the Kyichu River and the Brahmaputra River].
(137a) That night they stayed in N ~ e t a n ~ ,and
' ~ ' she said, ''This is a very precious place where the Great Lord AtiSa lived and ~ a s s e daway." She left the next
day early in the morning. Remembering the words of the lama siddba Thangtong
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Gyalpo, who said that she should stay one night in each of his estates in central
Tibet, she spent a night at Chagpo h . ' 5 ' 'The next day, after breakfast, she
visited the famous statues of the Buddha in Lhasa. Surrounded by a multitude
of butter lamps, she ~erformedthe rituals of Yan lag bdun pa rigs lnga and she
recited f i n g spyod prayers to the statue in the Tsuglagkhang. Then she visited
Ramo& and did the same. With four well-fed nuns as her attendants, she went
for lunch at the house of the headman of Lhasa. 'Then she visited the symbols
of body, speech, and mind at [Tshal] G ~ n g t h a n g .When
' ~ ~ she saw all that had
been achieved by Lama Zhang, she recited many mantras with great devotion.
She said to the nephew of Sheldrong who was escorting her, "The letter of the
lama siddha should not be given to the Nepals3 until I leave."

aso

(137b) That night she traveled alone and saw that there was an estate of the

siddha Thangtong Gyalpo next to the "nose" of the iron bridge in Drib (Grib)
[on the opposite side of the river]. Meanwhile, the headman of Nepa questioned
Deleg Chodren and the other nuns who had remained at Lhasa and asked them
where the Venerable Lady had gone. Deleg Chodren told him her story in detail.
H e remarked, "Such behavior is incomparable!" 'Then the scholar of Chubori
and the headman of Sheldrong were sent to ask her to return to Lhasa. However,
she refused the invitation.
After having received lavish donations, she proceeded along the southern
bank of the Kyichu kver. Even though during the journey the nuns suffered
' ~ ~ which
great pain in their legs, she said, "We will visit the U ~ h a n g d otemple,
was established by my ancestor, the King of the Dharma Rdpacan." Then they
went swiftly toward it. Afterward she arrived at Sheldrong, (138a) where she was
invited to stay for lunch. She agreed, but refused an invitation to stay overnight;
nor did she stay for lunch on the next day. She gave teachings to local people,
such as the Lady of Sheldrong She was offered magnificent hospitality and lavish
donations, and she gave many blessings and words of good fortune to the local
people. Then she went to visit Cakrasamvara at the holy mountain Drangsong
Sinpori (Drang srong srin po ri) and spent one night there. She performed the
Yan lag bdunpa in the same way as she had ~ e r f o r m e dit in front of the Buddha
statues at Lhasa. She did this whenever she visited holy symbols. Thereby she
introduced this marvelous practice, which included religious service (sku rim),
spiritual commitment (dam tshig), and vows (sdom pa).
(138b) While traveling through Kyisho, she often used to speak to the monks
she met. 'The name Precious Lord (rje rin po che) was mentioned many times.
Deleg Chodren asked her:
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"?hereseems to be a large number of followers of our Precious Lord, because
mention the name of the Lord ( j e ) again and %=in."
many
"?his Precious Lord is not the same one that you are referring to. ?he name
mentioned by these people is an epithet of Tsongkhapa Lobsang D r w a from
the east."
" ~this
f is the case, comparing the deeds of both, our Precious Lord's deeds
seem considerably less."
Chokyi Dronma explained further: "The doctrine is based on the KMyrr,md
concerningthe observation of the VOWS,
the deeds of Tsongkhapa are unimaginable. However, some people, extolling their own merits, gossip about the difference beween the two masters. (139a) In doing so they are behaving like the
fox occuping the lion's throne. Have doubts about chose who might bring the
practice of accomplished y o p m and yoginir to an end!"
In a locality called Doratshug, there was a man from the Lhopa and a woman
from the Monpa who were jointly in charge of some possession^'^^ of Thangong
Gyalpo. A conflict emerged between the two and when Chokyi Dronma heard
about it, she said to Deleg Chodren, "We have the responsibility of mediating
between them, and the signs are auspicious. You go first to take care of this matter and I'll follow later." Deleg Chodren went there to mediate. She thought,

Even though it may take a long time, I shall do everything according to her instructions. After completing her task, Deleg Chodren returned to Chubori. When she
arrived, Chokyi Dronma was performing some monthly rituals for the sake of
the late Omniscient and was very pleased to see her.
(rjgb) A great assembly was gathered. Some people who had been sent by the
headman of Sheldrong arrived with a donkey loaded with good barley flour and
dry meat. This food was badly needed at Chubori. As Chokyl Dronma was pleased,
she recited a prayer for them and gave them blessings. She gave most of the barley
flour to the scholar of Chubori and to the followers of Thangtong Gyalpo.
After three days at Chubori, looking toward the northern bank of the river,
she saw a monk with a red felt rug on his shoulder and with a red dog on a lead.
When he arrived close to the water, he shouted, "I'm Rigsum Gonpo (Rigs gsum
dgon p ~ ) .Please
' ~ ~ come and help me to cross the bridge!" The people living next
to the iron bridge at Chubori said that the lama Rigsum Gonpo was coming,
and went to help him cross the river. (14oa) The lama arrived quickly in front of
Chokyi Dronma, the h l l y ordained wisdom &kini. He did not prostrate, but
staying on his mat, took off his hat and looked at her wide-eyed and smiled. The
scholar of Chubori asked:
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"Why did you come here?"
"I had no other option but to come here." said he and continued:
was a doctor called Lama Lhaje (Bla ma Lha rie) who was from Tsethang ( r ~ ~ d
thang) in Kongpo Thragyul (rKon PO phrag yul). One day he went to Sumdrug
(Sum 'brug) for some reason. O n the way he stopped for his meal at a sandv
place. When he was about to eat, he opened his leather bag to knead some barley
flour. Precisely at that moment an old a~cetic'~'
with gray-bluish hair, a cotton
garment (thangg jog), and a scholar's hat, appeared in front of him. The doctor
asked him:
'Where are you from? Where are you going?'
' I m from eastern Tibet (Kham) and I'm going to central Tibet. What are you
doing here?'
'I'm eating my meal.'
(14ob) 'Can you give me some?'
'Let's eat together!'
'Can you act as my messenger? I have a letter from Thangtong Gyalpo that
should be given to Lama Rigsum Gonpo and the other people at Tsari Tsagong
and Thrag (Phrag).'
'Why didn't you give it to them on the way?'
'I've never traveled to Kongpo before, so I don't know the place.'
'How should I deliver this message to them?'
'Everybody, lay and monastic people, should gather at Drongsar Shuthri
(Grong gsar bzhugs khri), and they should be told that Thangtong Gyalpo is
now traveling in central Tibet in the Lhasa region (dBus). Please send a message
saying that the senior monks should be summoned to go to welcome him.'
'Please show me the letter. You said you don't know the area, but you seem to
know many place names.'
'I merely heard them.'
Then he handed over the letter, and the old man said, 'Please give me a piece
of cloth!'
(141a) 'I haven't got any cloth.'
'You have a lot of cloth. I'll come to the Kongpo New Year. Please give me the
cloth then.'
"The doctor promised to do so. While he was closing his leather bag, the
ascetic suddenly disappeared. It seemed to have been an emanation of the lama
riddba himself. The old man had vanished without leaving footprints, and
wherever the doctor searched for him, he couldn't find him. The doctor was SO
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shocked that he felt that he might pass out. Later the doctor read the lettcr to

[he people of Tsagong and Nepo
PO) at Drongsar Shugthri (Grong g a r
bhugskhri) and so on . . . as I was there, I was sent to welcome Thlngtong
~
~However,
~ when
1 I arrived
~
at~ Chagpo
, Ri, he hadn't arrived. There w a only

,nun called the Queen of Ngari with a frightening appearance, the one that is
now staying at Chubori. (141b) As 1 gave up all hope that the siddha would arrive, I cursed. In the evening, before returning to Kongpo. I fell asleep and had
a dream. In my dream the sun was shining in the east, the moon was shining
in [he west. They were revolving in the sky. It was marvelous! After the dream I
mentally apologized to the lama for my evil words and left for Chubori. ?his is
why I came here."
After the explanation, Rigsum Gonpo handed the letter to the scholar of
Chubori, who read it and said, "The style and the seal of the letter seem to be
authentic." He continued, "You arrived here just at the right time. 'The Venerable
Lady will leave for Kongpo the day after tomorrow."
(142a) Then the scholar of Chubori and Lama Rigsum Gonpo discussed the
itinerary of Chokyi Dronma's journey. They suggested that the best option was
to go via Drigung ('Bri khung) and avoid passing through the E valley [i.e., E Iha
rgya ri] because the people there were very rough. However, she said:
"We shouldn't go where there are relatives. The Queen of Drigung is our kinswoman; therefore I won't go there. In particular, the lama siddha said that during
our journey from the Lhasa area (dBus) to Kongpo the people of Chubori will
provide some assistance. Also, if we wanted to travel along the Nyangpo River,
passing by Drigung, we should have gone with some of the monks from Baru
'~~
these monks have already lefi. Now,
Namtshal (Ba ru rnam t ~ h a l ) . However,
since the people of Tsari Tsagong came to welcome us, we will go through the
gorges of Dagpo." Then she went to bed, accompanied by Deleg Chodren and
Tharpa Sangmo. [Before falling asleep, she said to them,] "The lama Thangtong
Gydpo is extraordinary indeed! (142b) H e thought that we might go via Drigung; therefore he sent the people of Baru Namtshal to receive us. Thinking that
we may go via E, along the Brahmaputra River, he sent the people from Kongpo
to receive us. This is truly miraculous."
Five days before her arrival at Chubori, twenty monks from Baru Namtshal
had in fact turned up there; they were from one of 'Thangtong Gydpo's estates
in the border region between Nyangpo and Kongpo. Earlier, they had heard that
the lama siddha would arrive and came to Chubori to receive him. As he had
failed to turn up, they had lefi to return to their own place.
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Two days later, Chokyi Dronma and her retinue started the journey. Originally she had thought rhat she might travel north of the river and take the op.
portunity to visit Samye.'5' However, considering that the nuns were likely to
hurt their feet walking on the sand, she went directly toward Lhokha, traveling
south of the river.

Journey Toward Tsari
(143a) Afier leaving Chubori, she stayed the first night at Ling To (Gling stod),
Then she arrived at Doratshug where she met the Lhopa man and the Monpa
woman, who had been reconciled, and gave each of them an item of clothing and
a hat. Both apologized for their dispute. She also gave them some instructions on
how to be friendly to each other and gave them the teachings on the generation
of the spirit of enlightenment that they had requested. Then she continued her
journey. When she arrived in sight of Samye monastery, she prostrated and recited a prayer. Then she went to Yarlung and spent a night in a threshing ground
next to Tsethang. When the monks of the great assembly of the Nedong palace
[i.e., the seat of the Phagmodrupa] heard that she had arrived, they sent a letter
saying:
Right now the Supreme Ruler is in retreat. Would it be possible for you to postpone the continuation of your journey for a few days?Wouldn't it be good for you
to meet the Supreme Ruler? Also, the people of the E valley are very rough; you
should think about how to ensure that you have a safe journey.
However, since she enjoyed being free from worldly concerns, she said, (143b) "I
have no presents to offer to the Supreme Lord." Therefore, the next day, at the
crack of dawn, she got up and continued her journey on the southern bank of
the river. When from afar she saw Phagmodru, the glorious seat, on the other
side of the river, she prostrated and recited a prayer. At that time the great treasurer of the lama siddha,Kunga Rinchen (Kun dga' rin chen) from Chagsamkha
(1Cags ram kha), joined her retinue as an attendant and sent messages to ease the
journey as far as E. Chokyi Dronma eventually arrived in Dagpo. O n her way
she was given good hospitality everywhere and she was properly received and
escorted even though the people of that area were having many disputes among
themselves. The local people acquired great faith in her. In particular, when she
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arrivedat Sekar (Zas dkar) in Dagpo, a local man visited her and said, "Great female $jd&a! Today I invite you to my house and I'll offer you some food;
come with a member of the monastic community."
She accepted. She sent Deleg Chodren to get their alms bowls, and
togetherthey went to this person's house. There they were asked to be seated on
on the floor. Smiling, she did SO.Deleg Chodren said, "I'll go to prepare
some food." Hearing this, Chokyi Dronma countered, "Henceforth I'll prepare
food for you. I don't need you to prepare food for me."
Then the householder offered the teacher and the disciple rough flour of black
beans with some butter and raw meat as well as a container of chang, Chokyi
Dronma, realizing that Deleg Chodren was upset, said:
"Deleg Chodren! 1 really like to eat rough flour, the fine kind irritates my
mouth."
Then, eating with her hands, she showed how much she appreciated the food
that she had been offered. (~qqb)
"Are you really enjoying this food?" asked Deleg Chodren, and Chokyi
Dronma, approving, said, "You should eat the fine flour that was offered by the
headman of Sheldrong."
Then the householder said, "Everybody says that by facing hardship you
achieve enlightenment. However, I wish to reach enlightenment without facing
any hardship. Please, great female siddha, give me some essential instructions
suitable for my mental abilities."
The Venerable Lady said, "Don't think that I have instructions about how to
reach enlightenment without facing any hardship. Just go wherever I go and do
whatever I say! I'll give you a letter that will be useful to you, for one month, on
the way. Does this suit you?"
The landlord said, "Now, if this is the case, I'll go with you wherever you go."
Then she gave him teachings and recited prayers. Later, Deleg Chodren thought,
Having received such poor quafityfoodfiom this man, she gave him many instructions that she hadn't ever given to anyone b$ore. She5 also never said a single word
about these instructions before. He is a lazy per~on,and stiff.. . .

[fie biography stops here. The biography of Thangtong Gyalpo (283-284) tells,
concisely, the episode of the mysterious ascetic with long, dreadlocked hair and
conch shell earrings who had summoned Rigsurn Gonpo in Kongpo and subsequently disappeared. Following his instructions, Rigsum Gonpo met the vener
23 5
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able lady, told her what had happened, and welcomed her. The text conrinuer,
"She then traveled to Tsagong Nesar, where she extended the meditation center of
Menmogang. There was a heap of iron rings for the bridge that had been orderedby
the great siddha. She gave great gifis to the Kongpo people because they had fulfilled
the orders of the master, and escorted the loads of iron as far as Orsho. When the
iron arrived at the Nyago ferry landing, the great siddha was delighted. Nor long
after that, the Venerable Lady passed away into the &kinisJheaven (khecara),her
true home. She left her skull with special features as the wish-fulfilling gem
great meditation center of Tsagong. The great siddhn had said earlier, 'A skull with
special features will come to this sacred place, together with a mountain dweller
from Ngari,' and thus the prophecy had come true, greatly enhancing the devotion
of the Kongpo people."]
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(top) Recent mural paintings at Samding monastery showing the lineage of the Dorje
Phagmo incarnations. In the middle is Bodong Chogle Namgyal.
Bruce Huett
(bottom leh) The late Thubtm Namgyal, designer of the mural paintings and former
head monk of Samding monastery, showing one of Bodoq Cho& Nm&s shoes
as a holy relic,

HiJblcgad Dimbetget
(bortom right) Chokyi Dronma. Detail of the mural painting showing the Dorje
Phagmo lineage.
Bmce Huett

(top) Late sixteenth-centurym d at Nyemo Chekar monastery depicting the
Fourth Red Hat Karmapa and several incarnations of the Dorje Phgmo.
Nihgard Diem be'gcr

(bottom left) Tashi Qrnbar, pmreaor of the BoBongpa aaditi~n,d q b d
Chekar monastery.
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~odmgpa.~uadj.dOn'dQ
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afecr Nyendra Sangno (the Third Dorje Phagmo). T o g e b they establied -0
Chekar monastery in the sixteenth century.
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(above) Dzongkha, the capital of the
Gungthang kingdom, with the ruins of
the royal palace.
Carl0 Meazza
(left) Phagpa Lhakang, one of the main
temples in the Kyirong valley, dates back
to imperial times and has distinctive Nepalese features.
HiIdegard Diem berger
(top, opposite page) The Palkhu Lake
from the village of Labuk. Local krmers
are winnowing barley.
Bruce Huett
(bottom, opposite page) Shekar. The
ruins of the palace of the Southern Lato
rulers and the Shekar monastery overlook
the village at the foot of the mountain.
Maria Antonia Sironi

(top, opposite page) Porong landscape
with Mount Shishapangma, seen from
Palm0 Choding monastery.

Hi&gatd Diembqer

[above) Bodong Cbgh
hamural painting at Nyem €hb
rn-tefy.
'
Hikhgatd Diembctgw
(right) Bodong Chogle Nangya"s statue,
kept in Porong monastery in Knthmandu. This statue is renowned fbr its
realistic features and for its sacredness.
Carl0 Meazza
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(above) The architectural masterpiece
built by Thangtong Gyalpo at Chung
Riwoche, on the northern bank of the
Brahmaputra River. C h o b i Dronma
contributed to its completion.
Maria Antonia Sironi
(lefi) Thangtong Gyalpo depicted on a
stone at Lhasa.
Bruce Huett
(top, opposite page) The Phuntshogling
bridge, one of the iron-chain bridges
attributed to Thangtong Gyalpo, still
in use in 1993. The bridge was recently
destroyed by a flood.
Maria Antonia Sironi
(bottom, opposite page) Thangtong
Gyalpo's bridge on the Brahamaputra
River at Chagsam Chubori in the early
twentieth century.
Charles Bell. Pitt Rivers Museum, University of Oxford, 1998.286116

(top, opposite page) Yamdrog lake, from
the Gampala pass. In the background
is Nojin Gangsang, the mountain god
protecting the Yamdrog area.
Bruce Huett
(bottom left, opposite page) Kunga
Sangrno, the reincarnation of Chokyi
Dronma. She carried on the tradition
with the support of the lords of the
Yamdrog area.
Hildegard Diemberger
(bottom right, opposite page) The
cover of an ancient thangka belonging
to Chokyi Dronma explains the history
of the object and mentions Chokyi
Dronmds skull.
Hildegard Diember-er
(above) Samding monastery in the early
twentieth century.
Charles Bell. Pitt Rivers Museum, UniverI
sity of Oxford, 1998.28~.13~.
(right)The Eleventh Dorje Phagmo, the
"holiest woman of Tibet," according to
Charles Bell.
Charles Bell. Pitt Rivers Museum, UniverI
sity of Oxford, 1998.28~.137.

Samding monastery with the "demonesslake."
Bruce Huett

The TwelErh Dorje Phagmo blesses devotees.
Hi&gd Dimberger

(top) C h o k Dronma depicted on the cover of the biography of Bodong Ch*
N q d .
Hikaard Dicmbctger
(bottom left) The TwelfthDorje Phagmo on her thmne at S
m
w moww

H i h - d Dimbexer

Festival at Samding monastery in July 1997.

Hi&~d Diemhew

(above)The return of the collected works
of Bodong Chogle Namgyd, reprinted in
India, to Bodong E monastery.

(right) A senior nun h r n Lungmar
nunnery.
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Encounter with a young Dorje Phagmo.
Bruce Huett

The young Dorje Phagrno holding her mobile phone.
Bmce HUPH
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S U C C E S S I O N AND SPIRITUAL LINEAGES

Meaniny n r ~ dMysteries c,f Cllokyi Dronrna j: Reincarnation

Identification as a Deity During Her Lifetime
fie biography reveals that Chokyi Dmnma was an incarnation of the h i t y Dove
Phagmo, and this theme is used as the narrative framework for her whole life.
However, except for a hint that the baby princess was "a most excellent incarnation" (mchoggi sprul ba 'isku rig) because of her mother's dream, there is no statement that her formal recognition as the incarnation of Dorje Phagmo actually
happened during her childhood, or that she was then seen as the reincarnation
of a historical figure. The direct quotations reported in the biography suggest
instead that she was recognized as an incarnation of the deity shortly afrer her
full ordination by Bodong Chogle Namgyal, and this was later reiterated by

?hangtong Gyalpo (see chapter 4). It is likely that only then did Chokyi Dronma's character and deeds make her appear as the embodied deity in the eyes of
the people around her, and that this identification was resented as a secret that
was eventually revealed.
Chokyi Dronma herself, in all likelihood, endorsed this view and acted acspiritual, and transgressive, and her
cordingly. Like the deity, she was
deeds reflected her extraordinary nature as something beyond the human. As

in the case of Avalokitedvara and the religious hierarchs who embodied him
over time (the Karmapas and most notably the Dalai Lamas), the individual
human experience was interpreted as the manifestation of a divine being, who
was thus able to act in the human world. This was one of the cultural features
that made Avalokitedvara a "real force within Tibetan history" (Samuel 1993:~8~),
transcending time, space, and individual histories. In a parallel way, ChoQ
Dronma's identity merged with that of the female deity Dorje Phagmo, who
was thereby seen as acting in the world through her human manifestation. ?his
structured the interpretation of all her experiences and was therefore reflected
in her biography.
Initially Chokyi Dronma's identification with the deity did not entail reenacting the traits of any previous historical figure. This happened in a formal way
only with her reincarnation in Kunga Sangmo. Although toward the end of her
life Chokyi Dronma started to be identified with some other holy women of
the past-as is hinted in the 1453 biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (see
below)-it is unlikely that this had an impact on her earlier life; otherwise it
would have been mentioned in the biography (see chapter 3). Chokyi Dronma's
reincarnation, Kunga Sangmo, had a rather different experience: she was identified as the reincarnation of the princess in early childhood, and this became the
central element in defining her as a holy person. She is said to have gone back
to Chokyi Dronma's homeland, recognized her mother, and reenacted her role
from the previous life (Biography of Thangtong Gyalpo 308-309).
Chokyi DronmaIKunga Sangmo was not the first case of a female reincarnation in Tibetan history. There are records of at least one precedent: Drowa
Sangmo, who was the consort of Gotshangpa Gonpo Dorje (1182-1258), was
reincarnated in a certain Kunden Rema (1260--1339) (see van der Kuijp 2005:29).
However, no further reincarnation followed, so this case never developed into a
proper line. In contrast, Kunga Sangmo was followed by another reincarnation,
Nyendra Sangmo, and then others, up to the current Samding Dorje Phagmo,
who is the twelfth reincarnation of the deity, starting from Chokyi Dronma. This
pattern became a line to which a number of predecessors were added retrospectively, in a series of reincarnations that was dated back to the Indian Mahisiddha
Laksmi~ikari(see chapter 3).
Thus the transition from Chokyi Dronma to Kunga Sangmo and then to the
establishment of a lineage raises a number of questions: How did it happen?

Why was a successor reincarnation required? How was the "lineage" linked back
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masters of Indian origin? Why did this become a form+

reagnized

line of reincarnations?

these issues, 1 use Chokyi Dronma's biography as the starting
setting it in relation to the sources that provide information on the very
P
final part of her life, her death, and the afrermath. As pointed out in
1, the most important sources are the Amoghasiddhi Jigme B a n 6 biography
TO

oint,

of Bodong Chogle Namgyd, the Bo dong cbos '6yung, and the biography of
fiangtong Gyalpo by Gyurme Dechen. These all report the main events but
some significant discrepancies that reflect different viewpoints and
allegiances.

Reincarnation Lineages in the Tibetan Context
Despite the reference to Indian roots, the reincarnation of religious hierarchs
is a Tibetan phenomenon that cannot be traced directly back to a comparable
practice in India. At the time of Chokyi Dronma, it had already been established
within some schools of Tibetan Buddhism, most notably that of the Karmapa,
but had not become as pervasive as it would be in later centuries. The line of the
Dalai Lama was not yet established-the posthumously recognized First Ddai
Lama, Gendun Drupa (rjg1-1474), was in fact a peer of Chokyi Dronma and
was among the disciples of Bodong Chogle Namgyal.
'There is an important difference between the incarnation of a bodhisatma
or a tantric deity and the reincarnation of a historical figure. The former refers
to the manifestation of a spiritual entity in a human being, whereas the latter
implies the transmission of a principle of consciousness from one human being to another. The two are normally interlinked in the Tibetan context, as the
reincarnating beings carry with them their divine attributes as emanations of the
deity. Turrell Wylie, in his seminal article on the emergence of reincarnation lines
in Tibet, points out: "The concept of incarnation, that is to say an emanationbody (nimanakaya in Sanskrit; rpml-sku in Tibetan) dates from the early days of
Mahiyina Buddhism and is widely accepted in conjunction with the bodhisattua
ideal. Reincarnation, however, is uniquelyTibetan in concept~lalisationand late
in origin, emerging for the first time in the fourteenth century. . . . [Terms for
it include] Yang srid 'to exist again', yang sprul 'again emanated', also 'skye ba'
'birth, rebirth"' (r978:579).
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Even though it has been proved that there were a few earlier, less famous
examples (Van der Kuijp 200(:28-ZY), according to Tibetan tradition [he
Karmapa reincarnation lineage was the first prominent case. The Tibetan institution of the reincarnation lineage emerged in a specific historical context and
was closely linked to the reenactment of political and religious relationships
from one generation to the next. In particular, it has been amply demonstrated
that Mongolian-Tibetan relations, and in particular the reenactment of the
donor-donee relationship between Tibetan religious hierarchs and Mongolian
rulers, was the background against which the Karmapa reincarnation line was
established.
According to theTibetan tradition, the First Karmapa, Dusum Khyenpa
11g3),was an incarnation of Avalokireivara, reincarnated in the Second Karmapa,
Pakshi (1206-128j), and was thus the first to establish a lineage. Wylie suggests that
in spite of statements that the first lama to be recognized as an incarnation was
either the first or the second hierarch, the concept of reincarnation originated
only in the lifetime of Rangjung Dorje (1284-1339)~ the third Karmapa hierarch
(Wylie 1978:581). Wylie highlighted the important difference between incarnation and reincarnation and the fact that the actual recognition of a child as the
reincarnation of a previous historical figure might date significantly later than
the founding figure of the line. This provides an interesting ~arallelwith the case
of Chokyi Dronma, whose life seems to illustrate the shift from an individual
incarnation of a deity to a system of reincarnations. This shift shows that incarnation and reincarnation are two different, albeit interlinked, aspects of the phenomenon as pointed out by Wylie. The notion of a tulku (sprulsku), a Tibetan
word that literally means "the emanated body of the Buddha," with which most
reincarnations are currently designated, encompasses both incarnation and reincarnation. In practice, tulku "refers to the person who is discovered through the
distinctive practice of seeking out the young reincarnation of a recently deceased
saint, in order that the child be 'reinstalled' in the religious community that the
old master had left behind" (Germano and Gyatso 2000:242).
Tibetan reincarnation of important religious leaders is based on the ideal of
the bodbisattva, which is central to Mahiyina Buddhist theory, and on tantric
ritual practices. Bodbisattvas, beings who have ~ o t e n t i a l reached
l~
enlightenment but remain in the world to strive for the enlightenment of all living beings,
can choose to be reincarnated wherever they can best continue their mission.
The doctrinal explanation of the procedure by which highly realized beings are
able to reincarnate is often seen as related to the ritual practice called phowa
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(.pho bn), the "Great Transfer." This enables an achieved spiritual practitioner to
control the detachment of his or her own principle of consciousness from [he
body and thus also control the process by which this is reincarnated Aerdeath.
fiephowa ritual is also used in funerary rites in a different but related way. ~ 1 1
ordinary living beings are revolving in samsara, from one life to the next, across
different realms and different forms of existence without control over the process or memory of the previous state, except for some confused reverberations.
Ordinary ~ e o p l etherefore ~ u d have
y the ritual ofpbowa performed by a lma
,t the time of death to assist their passage through the barah, the intermediare
space between life and rebirth, to their reincarnation in one of the six redms of
existence.
Reincarnating bodbisattua~represent a powerful interface between ordinary
temporally conditioned life as experienced by most human beings and the ultimate, almost messianic aim of the enlightenment of all living beings chat transcends any temporality. This view is epitomized in Chokyi Dronma's statement
in which she discards fleeting worldly joy for the ultimate joy that lasts forever
(folio 46b) and in her numerous expressions of commitment to the enlightenment of all living beings. However, the worldly manifestations of bodltisattvas are
caught, albeit in a relative way, in the impermanent existence they embody; thus
they die, passing to heavenly spheres, before reincarnating. Deities and human
beings at once, they are multiple and one at the same time: they have outer, inner,
and secret identities and can be embodied in a number of different individuals.
Accordingly, their life narratives often blend into and build on one another. In
the Tibetan context, biography and genealogy are closely interlinked, as observed
by Janet Gyatso (rgg8:116ff.), and Tibetan biographies and autobiographies often
's
lives over numerous generaopen with a description of the ~ r o t a ~ o n i s tprevious
tions, starting from a prominent and authoritative ancestor.
Reincarnation not only poses the question of a coherent explanation according to a Buddhist theory, a Buddhist "rebirth eschatology" (Obeysekere zooz),
but also has to be seen in terms of contingent acceptable social practice. ?his was
a particularly delicate issue when a reincarnation line was not yet established.
The description of events reported in Thangtong G~alpo'sbiography raises some
interesting questions: how was it conceivable that the people who were searching
for a reincarnation, possibly Deleg Chodren and other members of the gmup,
were able to suggest to a local family that their baby daughter was the reincarnation of the deceased princess? There had to be such a strong narrative elucidating
the extraordinary circumstances of the girl's birth in continuity with the death
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of the princess that it convinced the parents to entrust their daughter to choki
Dronma's disciples. Of course, if the family was already part of the inner circle
of Tsari's religious practitioners and the girl already belonged to the group, then
the process would have been quite straightforward. Even so, the transfer oflittle
Kunga Sangmo would have implied a certain amount of negotiation and specific
arrangements that had to be acceptable to all parties involved. The story reported
in the biography of Thangtong Gyalpo implies that, for the contemporary audience, a girl could be formally transferred by her family of origin to a religious
community that oversaw her education and took her to distant places to recognize people and locations from her former life. Whether a witness account of
actual events or a later reconstruction by Gyurme Dechen, this episode provides
a unique insight into the shared beliefs and practices within which the reincarnation line could be first established.
Several historians have pointed out that the notion of tulku might have some

link with popular practices of mixed origin and possibly ancient non-Buddhist
ideas of reincarnation. A passage in the dBa' bzhed mentions the reincarnation
of two ordinary deceased children:

[A monk] said that the son was going to be reborn as a god and the daughter as a
son. He placed a pearl half painted with red color in the mouth of the dead girl.
One year later, a son was born to him. Everybody could see that in his teeth he
had a pearl that was half red. Forty days after his birth, the boy recognized his
aunt and other people. He addressed them just as [the girl] used to before dying.

(dBa' bzhed folio ya-b)
Anne Marie Blondeau, in her discussion of funerary rites, commented on a
slightly later version of the same text, pointing out that this passage seems to
refer to a different kind of reincarnation that can be made to fit Buddhist views
only with considerable difficulty:

I sometimes underlined the striking contradiction between the concepts on which
[the funerary ritual] is based and those of Buddhism.

. . . How can this return

of an identical individuality, born from the same parents, be reconciled with the
rebirth conditioned by the law of karma, except by recourse to the sophism of
scholasticism? In the face of such incompatibilities, it is common to see in them
the survival of a hypothetical pre-Buddhist substratum; I even suggested this
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myselfconcerning the Tibetan ~ p ~ l - ~(Blondeau
ku.
1997:212-21~,my trmsIation
from French)

neform of reincarnation described in the dBa' bzhcd' seems indeed more
similar to the rebirth theories that Obeyesekere observed among small-scale mcietie~in which a "dead person will circle back to the same kin group; and [. . .I
a neonate can be identified as a specific ancestor returned" (2002:xiii). Throughout Inner Asia, different notions of reincarnation are widespread; they do not
always refer to a Buddhist background, nor are they necessarily "ethicizedn like
Buddhist notions of reincarnation (Obeysekere 2002). For example, Roberte
Hamayon gives a very evocative description of theories of the "soul" and of
reincarnation in the context of Siberian shamanism, which presents interesting
reverberations with practices and beliefs that can be found among Tibetan populations (Blondeau 1997:213; Hamayon 1990:~61-570). In particular, if a child
died it was important to remember any distinguishing marks on the body in
order to establish, once another child was born in the family, whether this was
the same one come back. She also mentions divinatory practices used to establish
whether a child was the reincarnation of a deceased member of the family.
Rebecca Empson (2007:58-82) refers to several s d a r cases of reincarnation,among
common people in Mongolia, that seem to be tightly linked to ideas of ancestry and kinship, rather than to any Buddhist karmic "rebirth eschatology." She
recorded the story of a child who had died in a fire and was subsequently considered to have reincarnated in a neighboring household. When a child with marks
all over his body was born there, the marks were attributed to his experience in
his previous life. The parents then gave the child to the other family, as he was
seen to be the reincarnation of their deceased son. In this case it seems that ideas
of reincarnation were also related to practices that could be called "adoption" in
Western terminology, for they implied the actual transfer of parental rights and
obligations. In this and other comparable cases, children's memories are believed
to reflect experiences of their previous life and play a part in underpinning a
particular form of relationship based on the idea of reincarnation. These forms of
accord with
reincarnation, which seem to merge different rebirth es~hatolo~ies,
some popular Tibetan practices.' Trying to identify distinctive roots is, however,
a challenge, for Buddhist and non-Buddhist notions were already blended in
India, and the picture was further complicated by the process of cultural translation from India to Tibet when preexisting indigenous terminology was adapted
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and redefined. In any case, it might be worth considering the Mongolian in.
fluence on the institution of reincarnation not only as the reenactment ofthe
politico-religious relationship between Tibetan spiritual masters and Mongolian
rulers, as suggested by Wylie, but also as a potential distinctive contribution to
the merging of different rebirth es~hatolo~ies.
This merging adds to the historical and pragmatical aspects of Tibetan ~

~

d

&ism that ~ r o m p t e dsome scholars to see a relation between reincarnated lamas
and shamans, speaking even of a "Shamanic Buddhism" (Aziz 1776:3~3-~6~;
Samuel 1993).~In contrast to other reincarnations, such as the Dalai Lama, the
Panchen Lama, the Karmapa, and so on, the Samding Dorje Phagmo has been
defined through the name of the deity and the location of its main seat instead
of by a name or title of a previous incarnation. In this she is somewhat similar
to oracles who are identified through the leading god that possesses them.4The
Dorje Phagmo institution seems thus to reflect traces of Indian tantric spirit
possession linked to the cult ofvajrayogini (see chapter I), ancient Tibetan territorial cults and healing practices (see chapters 4 and 8), and Buddhist soteriology
against the background of a multiple rebirth eschatology.

The Identification of Chokyi Dronma's Next Reincarnation:
Kunga Sangmo
In Gyurme Dechen's biography of Thangtong Gyalpo, which was compiled in

1609 and draws considerably on the biography of Chokyi Dronma (see chapter
3), it is reported that Chokyi Dronma reached southeastern Tibet, where she
stayed at Menmogang in New Tsari and worked on the production of chains at
his iron mines. She died soon afterward, leaving behind a precious skull that was
kept at the local temple. This biography also tells how he recognized the next
reincarnation and gives a brief account of the life of the next Dorje Phagmo. As
this passage is central for the discussion, I quote it in full:
In order to report the fact that the venerable Chokyi Dronma had died in
Kongpo, the chief nun, Deleg Chodren, arrived in front of the great siddha and
asked, "Will a rebirth appear or not?" [He replied,] "Girl, let's keep quiet! She
won't disappoint us! The new female reincarnation (rku can ma) will come soon."
According to his prophecy, in the earth hare year [i.e., 14571 the venerable Kunga
Sangmo was born in eastern Konpo. Deleg Chodren came to see the great riddhn
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again [with the girl1 and asked, "1s this the true reincarnation or not? you m u t
verify it!'' Then he spoke the prophetic words that she was the authentic one and
added: "In the snake year [i.e., 14611 she will reveal it herself." n e n he offered
her a mirror that, if wiped, would become clearer and clearer; a famous hand
cymbal; and the flour of white barley that would bestow long life. Ihen when
[the new incarnation] was five years old the great siddha took care of her and
gave her a lot of teachings on the old and new secret mantrus. Then he gave her
the following instructions: "Go to the three domains of Ngari to tame the living
beings." The servants5 requested him not to let her go on the journey, u she wu
too young. [However,] he said, "In order to perform thephowa (pho ba) funerary
ritualvor Dode, the mother of your former life, you must go. We can gradually
discuss everything else." She eventually arrived at Ngari Dzonkha and said [to
Chokyi Dronrna's mother], "When my mother escorted me as I was leaving for
Kongpo, I said, 'I will surely come to the pillow of my mother when she dies.'
Was this forgotten?" Then she recounted a lot of events from her former life, just
as if she had woken up from a sleep, which caused great surprise. The great slddha
had sent instructions in a letter: "Tame the living beings in the three domains of
Ngari. Attendants! If you do not feel like going on such a journey you should ask
her!" In fact, she said, "Even if I die, it wouldn't be possible for me to disobey the
order of the lama!" Thus the young queen of the &kinis decided to go. When
they completed the collection of offerings in the three domains of Ngari, she
received a letter from the great siddha that said, "You shall leave again to subdue
the Mongols." All the people requested her not to go, as she might be killed by the
Mongols. However, she said, "Even if nobody wants to go, Pal [Chime Drupa]
and I will go." Eventually, around twenty followers who were ready to sacrifice
their lives followed her and went to Maryul [Ladakh?].' Thanks to her wisdom
and her magical powers, she was able to let the two kings of upper and lower
Maryul negotiate. In some sixty towns in which the Upper Hor%ad settled in
Maryul she gave teachings on mani and on how to renounce sins and turn to
virtue. In order to llfill the wishes of the great siddha, she performed divinations
to intimidate the Mongolian army. A scourge of mice destroyed all the barley,
which caused a great famine and the spread of an epidemic among the Mongols.
Therefore she did not give the army of the Western Mongols the opportunity to
penetrate into the Land of Snows. Later she offered the Iron Bridge Builder all the
donations that she had collected, such as gold, brass, coral, and amber, in order to
support him in his virtuous deeds. The Iron Bridge Builder gave the head of the
ddkinis excellent equipment for encampment, with many precious ornaments,
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and she left for Kham [in eastern Tibet] to collect offeringsfor him. In U-T
Sang
she acquired innumerable followers who kept providing her with generous offerings. Eventually she settled down at Riwoche [in Lato].' Here she made a new
roof of gold and brass for the residence of the great siddhn and decorated
the northern part of the stupa with gold and brass. Furthermore, she worked
her whole life without interruption in order to let the wings of the Iron Bridge
Builder's great deeds fly. (Biography of nangtong Gyalpo 308-309)
In this version of events, Thangtong Gyalpo seems to be in control of [he
process. He replies to Deleg Chodren's questions, gives her instructions, and
eventually validates the reincarnation as authentic. That Deleg Chodren had
asked whether there was going to be a reincarnation or not suggests that this was
already considered a real possibility, which is not altogether surprising, as it was
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries that reincarnation as the basis of
spiritual lineages started to become widely accepted and many Tibetan lineages
were established.
Whatever the circumstances in which Chokyi Dronma was reincarnated in
Kunga Sangmo, memory seems to have played an important role: Kunga Sangrno
recognized the mother of her previous life when she went back to Gungthang,
like the child mentioned in the dBa' bzhed who recognized his aunt. In both
cases the primary form of reenacted relationship is one of kin and is expressed in
the recollection of an individual that seems to transcend death and the passage
from one life to the next. 'The transfer of a spiritual principle seems to provide an
idiom of relatedness that is an alternative to and might override that of the transmission of bodily substances from parents to children through the conventional
notions of "bone" and "blood." Sometimes reincarnation lineages and kinship
lineages coexisted without major problems; sometimes they were the gound for
various conflicts. Tensions between the family and the religious community surrounding the care of a child reincarnationlo as well as disputes concerning claims
to titles and property between family and the reincarnation of a deceased lama"
are not unheard of and bear witness to the very practical difficulties raised by the
existence of competing idioms of relatedness. How reincarnation is connected
to more general ideas of relatedness and notions of the person is a fascinating
and far-reaching topic that needs further exploration, as does the question of
the roots of reincarnation in Tibet. 'The evidence currently available indicates
that the process of discovering Chokyi Dronma's reincarnation-before the formal establishment of a search committee, the formal process of identificatioll.
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the shared knowledge of the institution-could

happen amid a blend of

Buddhist and non-Buddhist popular practices of multiple origin.
Kunga Sangmo was taken care of as a child by the people who had

hen

around the princess before her death; these included Deleg C:hodren and
Chime Drupa as well as, presumably, the nuns, like Tharpa Sangmo, who had
been close to Chokyi Dronma in various capacities. In this environment, the
gir1 grew up seeing herself through the eyes of the people around her. The storifi
she was told formed the basis upon which she interpreted and organiled her
own experience and revealed herself as the embodiment of the deceased princess and as the incarnated deity. From her point of view, the narrative of Dorje
~ h a ~ m o / C h o k Dronma
yi
presumably blurred the boundary between what she
was told and what she experienced, benveen her "semantic memory" and her
"episodic memory" (Whitehouse and Laidlaw zooz:jff.), transcending the sense
of her own individuality. This is best reflected in the passage that describes how
she told her story as Chokyi DronmaIKunga Sangmo "as if she had woken
up from a s l e e p when visiting the homeland and encountering the mother
of her previous life. The community of Chokyi Dronma's disciples was keen
to recognize words and acts that recalled the princess they remembered and
missed, and those provided a reassuring confirmation that she was still among
them in a different form. Kunga Sangmo was thus becoming her own person
through a dialogical process benveen herself and Chokyl Dronma's disciples
around her. Mirroring herself in their eyes and in their spiritual aspirations, and
thus revealing herself as the deceased princess and as the embodiment of the
deity, she became part of the process whereby shared memories can be recalled
by an individual and reproduced from one generation to the next. Spiritually
and socially speaking, she was indeed Chokyi Dronma and Dorje Phagmo, for
she reckoned herself within the same mental continuum. The community of
the disciples defined itself through her while she defined herself through them.
Thangong Gyalpo is said to have presented the young girl with a magic mirror
that would become clearer and clearer the more it was wiped. This ritual item
seems to epitomize her experience of being and becoming. The mirror is indeed
a ritual instrument important not only for tantric practice and funerary rituals.
as a powerful symbol of the mind and means for divination, but also for oracles,
to whom it reveals the deity possessing them (Diemberger zoog:133-136). In the
narrative the mirror, along with the other gifts she received from Thmgtong
Gyalpo, seems an important metaphor that reflects the interaction among the
girl, the master, and the community around them.
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Taking a cross-cultural stance, it might be useful to think that we all embody
words, narratives, expectations, and relationships that predate us and into which
we are born. These are the background against which we construct our sense of
individuality, what is defined in Buddhist terms as the illusory sense of the self,
Rather than being an exotic, incomprehensible phenomenon, the reincarnation
of Chokyi Dronma can thus he seen as a special case of a more general human
experience, as a particular embodiment of a collective memory.

Establishment of the Lineage: The Role of the Biography
As discussed in chapter 3, the biography was presumably compiled with the inpur
of the other disciples' notes, letters, and oral accounts. It was a joint operation
through which the individual recollections were blended into a shared rnd cadified form of collective memory, the written text. Its compilation was an essential component in the establishment of Kunga Sangmo as the reincarnation of
Chokyi Dronma. From this point of view, it shares certain features with a few
other comparable biographies that were instrumental in the establishment of a
reincarnation line, in particular the sense of revelation of a secret level of reality.
For example, the so-called secret biography of the Sixth Dalai Lama narrates his
escape from Chinese captivity in 1706 and his subsequent settlement in Alasha
(Western Inner Mongolia), where he revealed himself as the Dalai Lama in disguise and recognized the reincarnation of the Tibetan regent who had found
him, Desi Sangye Gyatsho (Aris 1989). The narrative provided the foundation
and the guideline for the establishment of two parallel reincarnation lines at the
Baruun Heid monastery, through which the Sixth Dalai Lama and the Tibetan
regent, Desi Sangye Gyatsho, have been reincarnating up to the present day
(Jalsan 2002:347-3~9). 'The biography was written in 1757, shortly after the death
of the alleged Sixth Dalai Lama in disguise in 1746, and the identification of his
reincarnation in a child who became the second Ondor Gegeen.I2The biographer
considered himself the spiritual son of the Sixth Dalai Lama and an incarnation
of the Tibetan regent. Rich in detail from ordinary life and describing deeds that
are not that extraordinary ( h i s 1989), the work was mapping the events shortly
after they had happened. It was part of the process of establishing the institution
by legitimizing the past and presenting a master narrative for future generations.
The biography of Chokyi Dronma, like that of the Sixth Dalai Lama, was
probably written by a disciple who was instrumental in establishing the reincar250
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nation line, Pal Chime Drupa (see chapter 3 and below). It gave the authorimrivc
,wlation of Chokyi Dronma's secret identity as the deiry Dorjc I'hlgmo, the crsentialprerequisite for the legitimate recognition of a girl as the reincarnation of
[he princess. In all likelihood the biography informed and legitimized
xuch
for and the education of Chokyi Dronma's reincarnation when no
existed. It represented both a yardstick for the recollection of what she had been
and a master narrative for the future. It provided the empowerment expressed in
[he language of Thangong Gyalpo's prophecies and the basis for the ritualizarion
of her persona through a set of clearly identifiable features. Chokyi Dronmai lift
narrative was also the background for the later accounts that would tell her story
from different perspectives.

Establishment of the Lineage: The Role of Thangtong Gyalpo
Compared to the previous biographers of Thangong Gyalpo, Gyurme Dechen
highlighted Chokyi Dronma more conspicuously, drawing on her biography.
He may have decided to d o so given the high profile achieved by the Dorje
Phagmo reincarnations by the time he was writing, in the early seventeenth
century. However, he was writing from the point of view of the master's tradition. According to his compilation, Thangtong Gyalpo played an important part
in the early stages of the Dorje Phagmo tradition as embodied by the princess.
He seems to have relied on Chokyi Dronma for support in his own enterprises,
and he committed himself to protecting her and her followers when she lefi for
Tsari, using his network. The death of Chokyi Dronma had therefore left a big
vacuum also in the structure of patronage that held the community together and
made many deeds possible. Both spiritually and materially, Thangtong Gyalpo
must have considered the identification of her reincarnation as important for
his followers as well as hers, and was presumably involved in making it possible. It is significant that one of Kunga Sangmo's first moves was to go back to
Gungthang to be recognized there. She-or more likely those who were acting on her behalf-thus probably laid claims on what was originally under the
l
of relations.
control of the deceased princess and activated her ~ e n o n a network
This would have included her possessions, ranging from ritual objects with great
symbolical significance to precious materials and even estates, and donor-donee
relations; accordingly the Gungthang kings appear among Kunga Sangmoi supporters. Despite Thangtong Gyalpoi backing, however, she might have been less
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successful than he had hoped because she does not appear in the later chronic,es
of the Gungthang kingdom, nor in the life of Tsunpa Choleg, in which (-hobi
Dronma's father, her brother, and some of her followers are mentioned several
times.'%angtong Gyalpo had a difficult relationship with Chopel Sangpo,[he
court chaplain of Gungthang, and perhaps other Bodongpa masters dominating
the Gungthang scene. He might even have been the object of a poisoningat.
tempt when he visited the area around 1435." Whether this was real or an $legation, it is clear that Thangtong Gyalpoi relationship with Gungthang and the
Bodongpa was complex and sometimes strained. Together with later sectarian
differences and allegiances, this might be one of the reasons for a very peculiar
silence concerning him in the Bo dong chos 'byung, in the passages that report the
same events described in his biography.
Despite her difficulties in Chokyi Dronma's homeland, Kunga Sangmo embodied the legacy of the deceased princess with great success. Even though she
spent the final part of her life in the territory of Thangong Gyalpo, it seems that
her main area of influence was farther east, in the U region and especiallyin Tsari
and Jayul, where Tsangnyon Heruka met her in 1472, together with Pal Chime
Drupa, and again a few years later when he visited Chokyi Dronma's niece,
Dondrub Gyalmo, who had married into the Phagmodrupa ruling house in 1481
(Biography of Tsangnyon Heruka folios 32-33, ~ z o - r z z ) . 'Kunga
~
Sangmo was
able to gain support from numerous secular and religious rulers, including the
Phagmodrupa, who were still the main power holders in the Lhasa region even
though they had lost their position of supremacy, which had ~assedin 1434 to
the Rinpungpa. In particular, she obtained substantial support from the lords of
Yamdrog, who played a crucial role in getting her established.

Establishment of the Lineage: The Spiritual Succession of
Bodong Chogle Namgyal
Chokyi Dronma was a princess of Gungthang, a fully ordained nun, and an
incarnated deity. She was the center of a group of Buddhist practitioners and
managed a large and powerful network of political and religious relationships
with links to Thangong Gyalpo and the disciples of Bodong Chogle Namgyal.
Furthermore, she was a candidate for the spiritual succession of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal, for some of his disciples felt that she was the person who had been
closest to their master and who had received most of his teachings (folio 883).
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Her sudden, untimely death had left a number of people not only bereh and
grievingbut also in a very insecure situation.
The lineage of Bodong Chogle Namgyal had so far been transmitted by kin,
from uncle to nephew within a system that continued after his death. His nephov

is reported as having taken over the abbot seats of Bodongpa mon~teries(shd
dkar cbos 'byung folio 4 6 4 , which is confirmed by Chokyi DronmajSbiography
(folio106a). Chokyi Dronma, as an incarnated deity, a fully ordained nun, and a

descendent of the Tibetan kings, had excellent credentials as a spiritual heir, but
she was a woman, and making her into a successor was a daring choice, presumably not shared by the whole community. Anne Chayet (zoo2:66) points out
that "Tibetan tradition reluctantly accepts female lineages," and underlines how
in order to make any attempt to reach enlightenment, a woman had to first reincarnate as a male. She then mentions the most prominent examples of women,
like Tsongkhapa's mother, who were incarnated as holy men before engaging in
a religious career. Soteriological inclusiveness was Bodong Chogle Namgyal's
approach, but not necessarily that of all his disciples and the local people. The
divided opinions concerning Chokyi Dronma are indicated not only by the
passages in which he had to defend his choice to admit her into the inner circle
of his disciples when he was alive (see chapter 4) but also by a number of other
factors: the difficult relationship between Chokyi Dronma and the people of
Porong Palmo Choding; the personal distance between Chokyi Dronma and
Bodong Chogle Namgyal's nephew, despite some belated efforts on the part of
the princess to improve the relationship; and even Thangtong Gyalpo's prophecy
that if she were to stay in her own region she would have "few disciples." All this
seems to indicate controversies or even a rift among Bodong Chogle Narngyalys
disciples following the death of the master. The move toward a transmission line
based on reincarnation rather than kinship was at least an option.I6
The ruler ofyarndrog, Namkha Sangpo, and his nephew Arnoghasiddhi Jigme
Bang, the author of the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, played a crucial role in establishing Chokyi Dronma's reincarnation at Samding. They were
disciples of both Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Thangong Gyalpo, who visited
Nakartse in 1433 (Biography of Thangtong Gyalpo 163). They were presumably
involved from early on in the events surrounding Chokyi Dronma's reincarnation, since Kunga Sangmo was in their palace at Nakartse when the translator Lochen Sonam Gyatsho (1424-1482) visited around 1 ~ 7 0 . "The great translator described how he met Kunga Sangmo as an eleven- ear-old girl and entertained her
with songs (Ehrhard zooz:79) and later wrote her a letter that has been recently
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The fortress of Nakartse, seat of the local rulers, after a photograph by
Hugh Richardson and observation of the ruins. Karen Diem6erger

FIGURE
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reproduced as part of his correspondence (Ehrhard 2002:45-47).18 ?he ruling
house of Nakartse is also known to have later hosted, as a holy relic, the skull of
' ~ lords of Yamdrog are
Kunga Sangmo's reincarnation, Nyendra S a n g r n ~ .The
therefore likely to have had a seminal influence in establishing Chokyi Dronma
as part of a lineage of reincarnations of holy women from preceding centuries.
In fact, in the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, Amoghasiddhi Jigme
Bang reports some original verses either by Konchog Gyaltshen, the secretary
of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, or by his nephew (see chapter 3): "Furthermore,
there is the mother of all Buddhas, Dorje Phagmo, the holder of the secret treasury20on the earth renowned as the fully ordained nun (dge dong ma, bhiksuni)
holding the secret of the emanations' dance" (Biography of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal259).
H e then explains this passage and expands its scope:
As far as the most accomplished among all, the holder of the secret treasury, is
concerned: In earlier times she became Palmo (dPal mo) [i.e., Lak$minkaril,the
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sister of Indrabhiiti in the
of Urgyen (Oddiyina), then the divine prinass
Mandiravi, the consort of the great teacher Padmasambhava. Now in honor of
his Great Man [Bodong Chogle Namgyal], Dorje Phagmo herself, the chief of all
yginir, incarnated in Chokyi Dronme. (Biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal
268)

In ~ r n o ~ h a s i d dJigme
hi
Bang's view, Chokyi Dronma w u not only an incarnation of the deity but also a reincarnation of Lahmihkari and Mandarnvim
While compiling his work a few years after the death of his spiritual muter, he
had decided not only to include the verses concerning Chokyi Dronma but also
to emphasize them through his own exegesis. In doing so he ascribed her divine
origin to Indian roots and mentioned some illustrious Indian predecessors, the
"authorizing referents" (Gyatso and Havnevik 2005:22) that enabled him to craft
her identity and position. H e also recalled, in a later passage mentioning the
people who took care of Bodong Chogle Namgyal's funeral, a brief reference to
Chokyi Dronma's earlier Tibetan incarnations:
In addition, there was the one who in earlier times was born in the locality called
Phag for the accomplishment of the deeds of Phagrnodrupa [Dorje Gyalpo], and
now is rejoicing in the accomplishment of the deeds of the Omniscient, after
having been born at the time of the [Gungthangl King Son of the Gods (/ha sras),
as the great Vajrayogini Ache Droma Chokyi Dronme." (Biography of Bodong
Chogle Namgyal391)
?he references to Lakynihkari and the consort of Phagmodrupa Dorje Gyalpo
(1110-1170)" are not surprising. They were popular and were central to the mythology of the Phagmodrupa rulers, the Neudong Gongma, who dominated
the political scene in fourteenth- to fifteenth-century Tibet (see chapter I). He
mentions Chokyi Dronma's predecessors almost as a quotation from a genealogy,
undoubtedly a way of establishing her authority and legitimacy according to the
ancient use of genealogies as a system of asserting power on the basis of origin
(Stein 1972:195; Gyatso 1998:117-118).

A full system of Bodongpa reincarnations is described in the sixteenth-century
narBO dong rhos 'byung, which follows the literary model of the
rative more than that of the personal account. Afier outlining the life of Bodong
Chogle Namgyal, the Bo a?ongrbo~'byunghas a passage that describes the appointment of his successors: his nephew occupied the seat of abbot in a number of
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Bodongpa monasteries while Chokyi Dronma and Pal Chime Drupa established
a twin reincarnation line embodying the deities Vajravirihi and Cakrasapvan,
Thus Bodong Chogle Namgyali succession seems to have included both transmission by kin and a reincarnation line. I shall discuss here the relevant passage
from folios 18b to 26b.
Bodong Chogle Namgyal's nephew, who was expert in the sutra and the tantra
according to the three disciplines,23occupied the seat of abbot at Bodong md the
other monasteries and spread the holy doctrine with philosophical teachings and
through the practice of meditation. As far as the spiritual heirs (chos kyi rgynlahab)
are concerned: the venerable Chokyi Dronme, a fully ordained nun (bhikpqi),emanation of Vajravarhi, and Palden Chime Drupa, an emanation of Cakrasamvara,
were empowered as representatives (rgynltshab).According to the secret biography,
the venerable Chodron [i.e., Chokyi Dronma] received the following instructions:
X e r having had three reincarnation^,^^ take rebirth accordingly at Tsari! You
shall perform great deeds for the living beings of the ten directions. You shall
produce volumes made of gold, silver, and copper to be presented to the living
beings of the ten directions. You shall go to the realm of the diikinis."
Both the genealogical narrative and the prophecy reflect the issue of succession
that the community of the disciples of Bodong Chogle Narngyal faced. Tellingly,
two parallel principles are followed: kin and reincarnation. The account is consistent with the biography of Chokyi Dronma and that ofThangtong Gyalpo. However, it seems that in the Bo dong chos 'byung the role of Thangtong Gyalpo may
have been intentionally omitted. Conversely, the role of Pal Chime Drupa,
who was almost certainly a previous incarnation of the author of the Bo dong
chos 'byung, was highlighted. H e was definitely among the disciples of Chohi
Dronma (see chapter 3) but was apparently not important enough to be named
among the closest disciples of Bodong Chogle Namgyal in the latter's biography. The probable reference to him, in passing, in the biography of Thangtong
Gyalpo (309)suggests that he was there but in a less authoritative position than
described in the Bo dong chos 'byung, which gives a full account of the genealogy
of the two spiritual heirs as incarnations of Vajravirihi and Cakrasamvara:
The genealogy (khrung rabs), i.e., rebirths (sky~rpa &in pa). of both Chokyi
Dronme and Pal Chime Drupa, the heirs of the omniscient lord of religion, goes
as follows:
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In ancient times, Vajravirihi was born as Lalqn~ihluri.sister of King
Indrabh~tiin Oddiyana. She was known as Bhikuni Labmi, and her deeds
were beyond human imagination. She led her own brother to the land of spiri-

tual realization. Next she was born as Muldirdvi, daughter of King lndmbheti
lLtheMiddle," also called Chenme Jorden, in Zahor." She possessed the signs
of accomplished spiritual realization. She became a m u h i of the great tachcr

padmasambhava. In Tibet, she was incarnated as the &kini Sonam Drenma and
b e m e a rnudra of Phagmodrupa at Phagmodru. Then she incarnated as the &kini
Sonam Paldren at Damsho in Kham and used to stay in retreat and perform
deeds for the benefit of living beings. Then she was born as daughter of the King
of Ngari Gungthang, Khri I-hawang Gyaltshen, and Dodelha Gyalmo. She was
called Konchog Gyalmo, the chief of the &kinis. Later she was ordained and became known as the venerable Chodron. Palden Chime Drupa lived as Indrabhiiti,
who was a brother of &mi;

then as the father of Manhrav$ then as C h e n g

~shulthrimbar," a disciple of Dromton;" then as Khampa Dorje Gyalbo [i.e.,
~ h a ~ m o d r u p awho
] , was one of the three Kharnpa disciples of Dagpo Lhaje;"
then as Chogyal Nasathro of S ~ l p h uthen
; ~ ~as the hero of Kham, Rinchenpal,
who was together with Sonarn Paldren.
'The genealogy clearly refers here to the ancestry of the Phagm~drupa.~"
The
actual link among Sonam Drenma, Sonam Paldren, and Chokyi Dronma remains an avenue for h r t h e r investigation, and future studies concerning Sonam
Drenma and Sonam Paldren may cast new light on this issue.ji Like the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, the Bo dong chos 'byung mentions Chokyi
Dronma as an incarnation of the deity Dorje Phagmo with an ancestry of Indian
and Tibetan predecessors, but in this source she appears as part of a proper
lineage of reincarnations. It is interesting that the author found it necessary to
specify with a note that the genealogy ( k h a n g rabs) referred to a transmission
"by taking rebirths" (skyespa %in p a ) . Relatedness by line of successive reincarnations was thus a distinctive mode of reckoning descent, parallel and analogous
to transmission through patrilineal or matrinileal kinship ties.
'The reference to an ancient spiritual bonding over centuries and generations
propelled the tantric couple Chokyi Dronma and Pal Chime Drupa to continue
the deeds of Bodong Chogle Namgyal:
n e y benefited the doctrine and ~erformeddeeds for the living beings as follows:
After the venerable Omniscient (Bodong Chogle Namoal) had ~assedaway,
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Chokyi Dronma took care of his funeral rites. Then she went to Tsagong,a h
place in Kongpo," and resided there. Following the example of her lama,

O'Y

meditated deeply on the spirit of enlightenment of Mahi~ana.She passed away
the age of thirty-three in Bogong Menmogang where, for the benefit of all living
beings, a s q a was built in which her skull was placed as a sacred relic.

The locality of her death, the timing, and even the detail of the skull correspond
with what is given in the biography of Thangtong Gyalpo, except for the conspicuous absence of Thangtong Gyalpo himself. After Chokyi Dronmir death,

Pal Chime Drupa played a crucial role in the continuation of the tradition and
in all likelihood compiled her biography (see chapter 3). The Bo dong chos 'byung
devotes a brief biographical sketch to him, which proved very helpful in trying
to identify him as the most likely potential author:
Palden Chime Drupa3' was born in Ngari Gungthang. He was ordained during
his youth and went to Sangphu in order to study philosophy. He debated on
about ten volumes of the doctrine. He became famous as Kabchupa Dharmapal.
He was also expert in the tantric tradition of Ribo Gandenpa (Gelugpa). Later,
with the venerable Chodron [i.e., Chokyi Dronma] he became a follower of Jigdrel Bodongpa [i.e., Bodong Chole Namgyal]. He received all his teachings and
instructions, and this tradition was entrusted to him. After the omniscient Jigdrel
had passed away, he went with the venerable Chodron to Tsagong in Kongpo
and offered his services to her. After Jetsun Chodron had passed away, he devoted
himself to meditation for three years and showed signs of accomplished spiritual
realization such as leaving footprints on rock.
According to this source, he took care of the next reincarnation of Chokyi
Dronma:
'The venerable Kunga Sangmo was a reincarnation of the venerable Chodron. She
was born close to Srinmo Nyen in Kongpo as the daughter of Siddha Chogden
Dorje and Jomo Dron. She was cared for by [Pal] Chime Drupa and together they
went to Loro," Lhodrag," and Yamdrog," where they organized a great gathering
and established the holy doctrine. In the three districts of NgariV and in the area
ofTo-Hor,j8 she also performed great deeds that were beyond the grasp of the human mind. In particular, thanks to her instructions, the army of Hor did not come
to Tibet.39The venerable Kunga Sangmo and Palden Chime Drupa went on to
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"isic numerous places from To-Her to Do-Kham (Eastern Tibet). The lords ofcen-

traTibet, such as the King of Ngari Me [i.e., Gungthang], the Ruler of Nedong,
Tshenyi ~ i n ~ o c hand
e , Garpa Donyo Dorje, all became patrons and followers of
[heirs, and they performed deeds limitless like the infinity of the sky. . . . Eventu-

ally he passed away at the age of fifty-eight at Kodrag kyar in Mar Kham.&'
n i s account accords with that already described in Thangtong Gyalpds biography. Pal Chime Drupa may have had a complementary role to that of Dclcg
Chodren and is presumably the "Pal" mentioned there. The network of
and the description of the deeds seem, however, to locate the focus of Kunga
sangmo's activity more in the U region of central Tibet, where she continued

after the death of Pal Chime Drupa:
In Yamdrog she improved the Samding meditation monastery with the support
of both Lhundrub Tashi, son of the Lord of Yamdrog, and the Lady Tshebum
Gyalmo. She took care also of the Yasang4'monastery with the support of Sonam
Dorje, Lord of Yar To (upper Yarlung). The Desi Gongma4' offered Yarlung
Sheldrag4' to her. In this way she founded new monasteries as well as taking care
of the old ones. At that time in Tibet, the Land of Snows, there were no lamas
greater than she and Karma Chodrag Gyatsho.44There was no difference between
them. When they had the chance to meet, the Karmapa used to sit to the right
and Kunga Sangmo to the lefi on identical thrones, and they each received equal
attention. In brief, Kunga Sangmo contributed enormously to the prosperity of
the doctrine of dPal de kho na nyid 'dm ba. At the age of forty-three she passed
away in Lato Riwoche.
For the reincarnation system it was vital that the line of Pal Chime Drupa,
complementing the other side of the tantric couple, continued as a source of
authority for the recognition of the next Dorje Phagmo. Chime Palsang was thus
recognized as the reincarnation of the deceased master:
The Omniscient Chime Palsang was an incarnation of Palden Chime Drupa.
He was born as the son of Shonnu G~altshen,his father, and &kiniTshogdag
Karmo, his mother, at Ronggur, close to Taglung45in U. At the age of six, he was
ordained and given the name Chime Palsangpo by Taglung Ngawang Dngpaa4'
He recognized some objects of Chime Drupa such as the vase for empowerment,
and a painted scroll ofvajrabhairava.
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Chime Palsang eventually recognized the reincarnation of Kunga Smgmo. without &is step, the reincarnation line would have stopped like the one of D~~,,,,,
Sangmo, the consort of Cotshangpa, mentioned above. -fie Bo dong rhos '6Jung
gives great emphasis to the fact that Nyendra Sangmo was vital for the continuirv
of the tradition. In particular, together with Chime Palsang, she established the
Nyemo Chekar monastery:
The venerable Nyendrag Sangmo was the reincarnation of the venerable Kunga
Sangmo. She was born as daughter to Pawo Lhundrub, her father, and T&i pelbar,
her mother, at Damsho in Kham. She was taken care of by Chime Palsang. She
performed great deeds from Kongpo to Ngari. Both teacher and disciple [Chime
Palsang and N~endragSangmo] established a school of philosophy for the study
of the dPal de kho na nyid 'dw pa at Nyemo Chekhar. Later, a monastery was
founded under the patronage of the Lord of Nyemo.

. . . It is said that wirhout this,

the doctrine of the dPalde kho na nyid 'dwpawould have survived in name only. . . .
Eventually, she passed away, at the age of thirty-nine at Samding in Yamdrog.
Among the great deeds of this remarkable woman, the foundation of Nyerno
Chekar was particularly prominent, as it became an important center for the
Bodongpa. This was one of the main seats of Nyendra Sangmo and Chime
Palsang and is the monastery where the mural paintings mentioned in chapters
I

and 4 are located. The author of the Bo dong cbos 'byung described the line of

reincarnation up to his own time and refers to the Dorje Phagrno that was still
alive then, i.e., Urgyen Tshomo (born around 1543), and Chime Palsang, who
had taken care of her and had died some time before:
The incarnation ofletsun Nyendrag Sangmo is the present Jetsun UrgyenTshomo.
Her father was Pawo Chuden, her mother D&ini Thaggo, and she was born at
Sobo Soshi in Kham. At the age of five, she was take11care of and served by the
Omniscient Chime Palsang.

. . . He attained the age of seventy. Thanks to his

blessing, the doctrine of the Bodongpa spread, both in central Tibet and in the
remote places. He passed away at Daki Samding. The venerable Urgyen Tshomo.
despite her youth, took excellent care of the funeral arrangements and the construction of religious memorials.
At this point the author of the Bo dongcbos '%yunghimself enters the narrative in
the first person, creating a sense of continuity with the previous deceased master:
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age of twenty-three [i.e., in the 1.i60sI~'shewent with me to southcrn
Kongpo to benefit dl living beings. Her activities spread as far as
horizon.
h t c r , following the wish of Chime Palung to build a tantric college, she w a
with the support of the religious lords of N k r t s e , to found a callegc in Gya.
n e author of the BO dong C ~ O S'byung, Chime Oser, was apparently the panner of Urgyen Tshomo. H e does not mention whether he was formally recogniled as the reincarnation of Chime Palsang, but his name would suggest that
[his was the case. Chime Drupa, Chime Palsang, and Chime O u r also a p p a r
within a reincarnation line located in the Rinpung region that was described in
a nineteenth-century list compiled for the Qing Amban.4Thimc Oser was a'tive in many places over the whole ofTibet and had some success in establishing
religious institutions. However, some passages betray the fact that he may have
hced certain material difficulties, as he had "scanty ability in worldly affairs" and
thus had "limited wealth." This description is supported by the Shcl dkar cbor
'byung(folio 54b), which mentions a period of little prosperity for the Bodongpa
in the early seventeenth century, possibly linked to the more general unrest of
the political and religious strife that involved Karmapa and Gelugpa, Tibetans
and Mongols. The compilation of the Bo dong rhos 'bung was in all likelihood
an attempt to reinforce or even reestablish the legitimacy of the reincarnation
line. It builds on the narrative model mentioned by Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang,
author of the biography of Bodong Chogle Narngyal, and develops it into a f i l l
genealogical account: a double reincarnation line ofwhich Chime Oser was presumably part, as the reincarnation of Pal Chime Drupa and Chime Palsang. A
prophecy announcing that the teachings of Bodong Chogle Narngyal would extend to the Eastern Sea (Bo dong chos 'byungfolio 30a) reveals grand aspirations,
possibly in relation to an imperial design inspired by the Sakya-Yuan example
pursued by the competing powers of the time.

The Dorje Phagmo and the Karmapa
The areas of Yamdrog and Rinpung were at that time a stronghold of the
Bodongpa. By the beginning of the sixteenth century, a number of connected
local rulers and spiritual masters, with the shared aim of continuing the spiritual
legacy not only of Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma but also of
Pal Chime Drupa and Kunga Sangrno, had brought to the fore a full system
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of reincarnations. After Kunga Sangmoi death in Thangong Gyapo,shomeland around 1502, Chime Palsang recognized her reincarnation in the young
girl Nyedra Sangmo. The parallel malelfemale reincarnation system
established. It was based on the reenactment of the tantric couple, just as
reincarnation lines are based on the reenactment of the spiritual father-y,iritd
son, i.e., teacher-disciple, relationship (e.g., Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama),
This system of reincarnations was not located within the tradition of Thangong
Gyalpo but rather in that of the successors of the disciples of Bodong choglc
Namgyal, who developed close links to the Karmapa. The statement in the B~
dong rhos 'bung that when Kunga Sangmo used to meet Karma Ch0dra.g Gyatsho
they would sit on equal thrones, one to the left and one to the right, indicated
not only her high status but also the symbolic complementarity that she had
achieved in relation to him. She embodied the feminine principle. Karma Chodrag Gyatsho points in this direction as well, as he is reported as saying that he has
"outer, inner, and secret parents" and refers to the secret father (gsang ba i'yab) as
the Lord of the Dharma LokeSvara Camkrasamvara and the secret mother (pang
ba 'iyum) as Vajrayogini Adron (A sgron) (mKbaspa 'i dga 'ston 1207-1208).
Vajrayogini Adron might be a reference not only to the deity but also to Chokyi
Dronma, since Adron is the abridged form of Adrol Chokyi Dronme, the name
that she was given when she was ordained (see folio 46a) and that is reported
in the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (391). Lokeivara C a r n k r a ~ ~ v a r a
seems to refer to the deity as well as to one or more of the spiritual masters who
embodied it. This esoteric passage has a broader scope than the reference to spiritual ancestry and is a remarkable prelude to the account of the birth of Karma
Mikyio Dorje, the Eighth Karmapa, who indeed had a close relationship with
the Samding Dorje Phagmo and the Bodongpa tradition: he was the author of
a later biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (see chapter 3) and was offered a
monastery by the Samding Dorje Phagmo (Karma Thinley x980:92).
The distinctive black hat of the Samding Dorje Phagmo, which can be seen in
both ancient and modern mural paintings and in photographs of the later reincarnations, is very similar to that of the Karmapa and is linked to the Qnkinis and
Khandro Yeshe Tshogyal in particular. The ancient paintings of Nyerno ~hekar
on the first floor of the monastery (see chapter I) reveal a ~ a r t i c u l a rclose
l ~ link
between the Karmapa and the Bodongpa, or at least the Rodongpa branch that
established Nyerno Chekar. The room shows large portraits of both ~ e Hat
d and
Black Hat Karmapas as well as of the spiritual masters of the Bodongpa tradition.
The reincarnations of the Dorje Phagmo, in ~articular,surround the portrait

F I G U R E 5 . 2 The sixteenth-century mural at Nyemo Chekar. ?he central figures are the
Fourth Karmapa (left), Chime Palsang (middle), and Bodong Chogle Namgyal (right).
The Fourth Karmapa is surrounded by a sequence of Dorje Phagmo incarnations. &en
Diem berger

of the Fourth Karmapa, Chodrag Yeshe (1453-1524).Indeed, he is described in
mKhaspa 'idga'ston (1149)as the root lama of Nyendra Sangmo, the reincarnation of Kunga Sangmo: "He became the root lama ofthe fifth incarnation of the
&kini with the skull with marks . . . the venerable Nyendra Sangmo took her
vows and listened to his teachings. Chime Palsang listened to the teachings by
the great scholar MahjuSri."
The interaction between the Fourth Karmapa and Nyendra Sangmo must
have been limited, as he died shortly afterward, while she was still a young
woman. She was actually taken care of by Chime Palsang, but the profile of the
Fourth Karmapa, by then a leading religious and ~oliticalfigure, must have
made such a portrait compelling.
The "skull with special features," which appears in the passage mentioned
above, is a recurring theme in narratives concerning Chokyi Dronma and her
tradition and seems to reflect the complexity of genealogical readings (see chapter 3).4L)It is also worth noting that Nyendn Sangmo is described as the ~ i f t h
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Dorje Phagmo, which suggests that the reckoning system started in this case not
from Chokyi Dronma but from Sonam Drenma, the consort of Phagmo Drupa
Dorje Gyalpo ( I I I O - I I ~ O ) . This
~ ~ ' particular lineage, actually established
the transition from Chokyi Dronma to Kunga Sangmo, saw Chokyi Dronma
as a foundational figure, presumably transplanted into the mythology of the
Phagmodrupa tradition. This highlighted the merging of two sources of ancestral legitimacy: one rooted in Gungthang with its imperial legacy, the other
rooted in ~ h a ~ m o d r u p aancestral
's
Tashi Ombar, the "blue horseman," the special protector of the Bodongpa tradition depicted in the same
room at Nyemo Chekar, has a somewhat parallel mythology of origin. It was
exploredby Guntram Hazod, who showed that Tashi Ombar was linked to the
Phagmodrupa ancestry going back to the ancient dBa' clan but also to a separate
Bodongpa mythology linked to Pang Lotsawa and his journeys to India52(Hazod

1998:68-72).

Some Concluding Remarks on Reincarnation
While still a child, Kunga Sangmo reenacted the relationship toward the mother
of her previous life, which conferred legitimacy upon her. She then reproduced
a set of teacher-disciple and donor-donee relationships, expanding them. In the
reenactment of kinship, political, religious, and economic relations, the underlying reason for the establishment of the reincarnation line and for the construction of the relevant genealogy can be identified.
'The theory of the three bodies (kayas) and the different levels of existence, as
well as the general belief in reincarnation, can be seen as the religious preconditions for the establishment of the lineage. However, the reenactment of relationships appears in Chokyi DronmaIKunga Sangmo's case, as in more prominent examples, as a determining factor; it created the conditions under which
a complex interplay of religious, psychological, and social factors was not only
possible but also highly desirable. This said, the recognition of a human being as
the rebirth of a deceased one requires an understanding that goes beyond sheer
instrumentality, which would imply a cynicism and a degree of manipulation by
the parties involved that would be, at least in principle, incompatible with their
own belief system. Credentials of genuine belief and adequate religious practice
on the part of the validating authority are foundational and central to the claim
of authenticity. This is one of the main points of contention in allegations of il264
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legitimateand personally motivated authenticating procedures, as in current dirutes ~oncerningthe selection of prominent reincarnations (we introduction).
P
construction of lines of reincarnations that ultimately led back to India is

ne

directlyrelated to the position of India in Tibet's spiritual l a n k p e the prime
source of Buddhism. When the Tibetan Buddhist canon was first assembled in
Narthang in 1310-20, the authoritativeness of a text was measured against the
availabilityof Indian originals from which it was translated. Indian origin was
thus an indicator of authenticity and authority. Indian tantric deities, with
rituals and narratives, were embodied in Tibet in many interrelated forms: landscapes, statues, paintings, melodies. gestures, and texts. A human reincarnation
can thus be seen as similar to a sacred text that refers to an Indian spiritual ancestry. It is telling that the biography of Chokyi Dronma begins with an invocation
to Vajraviriihi in which the name is not translated and is rendered in Sanskrit.
This was not only an invocation but also a reference to the spiritual ancestry.
Like a translation, the contingent manifestation of the deity in the local idiom
had to be validated by someone with spiritual authority-in the case of Kunga
Sangmo, either Thangtong Gyalpo or Chime Drupa or both. The question of
authenticity, however, was a source of both legitimacy and potential competing
claims.
Perhaps it is not a mere coincidence that the establishment of formal, institutionalized reincarnation lines acknowledged by the Tibetan tradition gained
momentum roughly during the same period as the codification of the Tibetan
canon as a standard body of scriptures, from the early fourteenth century. Sectarian divides had started to crystallize, often along the lines of politico-religious
alliances, making the boundaries between inclusion and exclusion, authentic
and spurious, acceptable and unacceptable increasingly important.
While the authors of the Bo dong rhos 'Izyungand of Thangtong Gyalpo's most
famous biography were writing, Tibet was ruled by the kings ofTsang, who seem
to have supported the Bodongpa tradition-and notably the more prominent
Karmapa. The kings ofTsang, who had seized power fiom the hnpungpa in 1565,
had become the open enemies of the rising Gelugpa. They also took over large
areas in central and western Tibet, sealing, by 1620, the doom of the Kingdom of
Gungthang in which Chokyi Dronma had been born almost roo years earlier.
The Tsang rulers seem to have controlled and supported the Samding Dorje
Phagmo, for the Shcldkar cbor %prig (folio 54a) mentions that they appointed a
woman called Yeshe Tshomo, an incarnation of L+miizkari, as abbess of Shekar
and all Bodongpa monasteries." She must have been short-lived as claimed by
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the Shrldkar

chor 'byung, for by 1654the Fifth Dalai Lama was already interacr-

ing with her following reincarnation, Dechen 'Thrinle~Tshomo.
is not surprising that when the Fifth Dalai Lama rose to power after having defeated the King of Tsang, the Bodongpa tradition declined drastidly,
given its political and religious allegiances. 'The institution of rhe Samding Doric
Phagmo, however, did not fade under his authority but was reshaped and taken
over by the new religious regime. Its profile was enhanced, like that of its main
seat, Samding-the place where the tradition of the Dorje Phagmo was established and integrated within the ancient m y t h o l o g of the Tibetan landscape
that I shall discuss in the next chapter.
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6

"LADY OF TI-IE LAKE"

T h e Dorje Phagrno at Sumding

Urgyen Tshomo was the third incarnation of Chokyi Dmnmu, aftcr Kunga S a p
and Nyendra Sangmo, and with her the term tshomo started to appear within
the names of the Dorje Phagmo reincarnations: Urgyen Tshomo, Yeshe Tshomo,
Dechen 'Thrinley Tshomo. Tshomo seems to be both part of the personal name
and a sort of title; since tsho (mtsbo) means lake and mo is a female nominalizing particle, the name or epithet can be glossed as "Lady of the Lake," which
is reflected in some travel accounts (for example, Mageot 1974x79). The name
was presumably related to the evolution of the Dorje Phagmo tradition that was
gradually consolidating at its main seat, Samding monastery near the holy Yamdrog Lake in southern Tibet. It also evoked the more general association between
the feminine and the lake that is pervasive in Tibetan landscape mythology and
can still be found today, even in the name gYu mrsho, literally "Turquoise Lake,"
for the Journal of Women? Studies published in Dharamsala-the first issue of
which, in 1993, featured an article on the Dorje Phagmo.

Samding Monastery, the "Throne"Overlooking a Landscape of ~~k~~
Yamdrog Lake, one of the great lakes ofTibet, lies southwest of Lhasa. Known as
Yamdrog Yumtsho or Palti, it has a complex and distinctive shape that resembles
a scorpion. Between its "claws" lies another, smaller and darker lake, called [he
"demoness lake" by using the almost equivalent names Durnotsho ( b ~ mo
~ d
mtsho), Dremotsho ('Dre mo mtsho), or Sinmotsho (Srin mo rntsho). Hills and
marshland separate the demoness from the scorpion, and on one of the
overlooking the demoness lake and the narrow gorge of the stream flowingout
of it lies the monastery of Samding.
a e monastery dominates a vast plain, surrounded by hills and the snowcapped peaks of Nojin Gansang, the Karu La to the west, and the distant Kula
Kangri to the south. The north-facing slopes of the hill where the monastery
perches show what is left of an ancient holy juniper forest, one of the highest
in the world. Across the plain is the village of Nakartse, where the ruins of the
ancient fortress bear silent testimony to the grandeur of its former rulers and
the monastery of Ngonga overlooks the old village and the new buildings and
building sites that are quickly adding to it. Here, in 1453, the rulers of Nakartse
completed the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, defining the locality as:
The excellent house of Nakartse, the site in which [Bodong] Chogle Narngyal accomplished his deeds of virtue, the palace of [the mountain god] Nojing Kangwa
Sangpo (Nojing Gangsang), to the east of the great mountain Kailash, on the
shore of the Yumtsho Chugmo (Lake Yamdrog), the abode ofTshomen Gyalrno
[the Queen of the Spirits of the Lake], the protectress of the doctrine of the
Great Teacher Padma-Akara (Padmasambhava). (Biography of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal415)
Samding has a prominent position in this landscape and is understandably
called "the throne of Yamdrog Lake." A popular song goes:
O n the throne of Ymdrok lake
Sits the Shabdrung' Dorjee Phagmo
We delay not because we lack faith
We are coming, after circumambulating the Yamdrok lake.
( D H O N D U P A N D TASHI TSERING
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1979:12)

neyamdrog landscape has been a privileged site for Buddhist
since Tiberan imperial and even pre-imperial times. The area that used to be
known as Nub (sNubs) stretched westward from Yamdrog Lake, also called Nub
Lake; it was reckoned as one ofthe petty kingdoms unified under the rule of the
kings of Yadung at the dawn of Tibetan history (see chapter I). As was common
,actice all over Tibet, the local ruling house gave great emphasis to territorial
P
for the hng's power was linked to the deities of the country he ruled.
Samten Karmay observes that the ancestral deities called kuh (sku bla) that
playeda major part in ancient Tibetan royal religion were widely venerated:
n e y were propitiated by the kings as well as by their feudal chiefs residing in
differentterritories under the dominion. Feudal c h i e h n s propitiated their own
particular mountain deities, ofien taken as their ancestral clan divinities, just as
the kings themselves in Yarlung propitiated Yar-lha Sham-po. (Karmay 1996:66)
In this context, the relationships among territorial gods, frequently conceived
in the idiom of kinship, ofcen reflected hierarchical relationships among rulers.
The ancient lords of Nub reportedly worshipped their territorial deities before
being integrated in the wider politico-religious design of the Tibetan empire
(see dBa' bzhed folio 30a). The Nub area was probably included in the emerging
kingdom before the reign of Songtsen Gampo, for ministers belonging to the
Nub clan appear already among his ancestors (Bacot 1940:roo). Nub was the
clan name of important ministers throughout the dynastic period (sixth-ninth
centuries). In addition, the Dunhuang Annals and other dynastic texts mention
some localities in this area as sites for the summer residence of the Tibetan sovereign, summer councils, and royal ancestral worship, whereas the mKhapa 'idga '
ston, written in the sixteenth century but notably based on earlier sources, tells
of Songtsen Gampo's filling in one of the Yarndrog lakes (Petech 1988261-269).
With the Buddhification of Tibet, the sacredness of the Yarndrog landscape
was redefined in terms of Buddhist mythology. The Samding monastic community still tells the famous story reported in Sarat Chandra Das's travel account (Das 1988 [1902]), according to which the monastery keeps the demoness
lake under control; if the monastery were destroyed, the whole of Tibet would
be flooded and annihilated. This tale is part of both a general Tibetan and a
more localized landscape mythology: Samding is located on the heart of a giant
demoness lying on her back, covering the entire area up to the demoness lake.
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originally there was a small spring in that place, which was defiled when [he de.
moness washed her hair in it. As a consequence, the spring swelled and became
the lake. Guntram Hazod, reviewing this system of myths, observes that:
f i e monastery and the cultic presence of rDo rje Phag mo serve to cut a laring
spell on the water, which otherwise would flood over Tibet if it was broken.aus
the foundation of the monastery stands in direct relation to the myth according to which Avalokiteivara and Tara, in the form of Ta mgrin (Hayagriva)and
rDo rje phag mo, overpowered the sea monster (chu srin, i.e., makara) of the Yar
'brog lake. (1998:67)
This Buddhist myth is reported by Sarat Chadra Das:
In days of old, before the time when the Buddha Gautama appeared, there was a
hideous monster called Matrankaru, who spread ruin and terror over the world.
He was the chief of the legions of demons, goblins, and other evil spirits. . . .
Finally the Buddha and gods held council to compass about Matrankaru's destruction, and it was decided that Shenrezig [sic]should take the form ofTarndrin
("Horse-neck") and his consort, Dolma, that of Dorje Phagmo ("the Diamond
Sow")

. . . both were lying prostrate at the feet of the two divinities. But their

lives were spared and Mantrankaru became a devout follower of the Buddha, a
defender of the faith. (1902:138-139)
This set of myths works on a number of interpretative levels, as it evokes many
well-known themes: the subjugation of the demoness representing the Tibetan
land through the construction of Buddhist temples that pin her down to the
ground (Gyatso 1989:33ff.); the original lake and the related potential flood (Hmd
1998:67); the scorpion as a symbol averting evil; the Indian mythology of Buddhification through the defeat of evil monsters. The story's wwning stands out in an
examination of its modern history: the monastery-like

many others-was

almost

completely destroyed during the Cultural Revolution. Now it has been rebuilt,
thanks to the efforts of its monastic community led by the senior monk, 'lhubten
Namgyal, and the Twelfth Samding Dorje Phagmo. Before turning to the complexities of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, which I shall do in the next chapter,

I will explore how the Dorje Phagmo in Samding monastery, on the "throne of
Yamdrog Lake," has acquired, over the centuries, a distinctive symbolic character
that links her to the sacred geography and the destiny of the whole ofTibet.
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H~~ did real human beings, like Chokyi Dronma, become inscribed in [he
landscape?This seems to have happened according to different paradips: the
of deceased kaders and extraordinary human beings into ancestors inhabiting topographical features; Buddhist heroes subjugating pre-Buddhist
deities; the integration of preexisting sacred sites in a "landscape mandalan
(~acdonald1997; Huber 1999:26-29) with the interpretation of geographid
featuresas the embodiment of tantric deities. I shall review those aspects that are
most relevant to the establishment of the Samding Dorje Phagmo.
A number of scholars (Karmay 1996:59ff.; Huber 1999:zxff.) have noticed
[hat, in general, two distinctive modes of understanding the sacredness of the
landscape can be identified. When the landscape is perceived in terms of preBuddhist or Buddhified territorial deities, the entities that inhabit it are seen as
endowed with their own subjectivity and agency. When the landscape is perceived as a place for pilgrimage, for the accumulation of merit according to a
Mahayinistic approach, it tends to be seen as the site, the ne (gnas), in which
Buddhist personalities dwelled and a stage for the soteriological itinerary of the
practitioner. These two contrasting readings inform, for example, the general
distinction between yullhas (yul lha) and neris ( g n a ri), i.e., mountain deities
and mountains as pilgrimage sites. Both readings often coexist in the day-to-day
practice of the lay and the monastic communities, albeit with different emphasis
and purposes. They are two of the many possible ways of "being in the landscape" (Humphrey 1996:135ff.).
The tantric view of the landscape as a mandala with embodied tantric deities
offers a creative synthesis of these approaches and of Buddhist and non-Buddhist
elements in general. After all, Buddhism is said to have been established in Tibet
in the eighth century thanks to Padmasambhava, the tantric master and hero
par excellence. Sintaralqita, the saintly monk who had been invited to propagate
Buddhism in the Land of Snows, could not have made it alone and had invited
him. 'The dBalbzhed-one of the earliest sources on this subject-thus describes
a salient moment of the taming:
Padmasambhava performed a mirror divination . . . and pronounced the names
of all the gods ( h a ) and water spirits (klu) that had caused the flood of Phang
thang and the fire in the Lhasa castle, the epidemics among people and cattle, and
the famines. Then, calling the names and the clans of all the wicked [gods and
spirits], he summoned them to his presence. They descended into human beings2
and were severely threatened by Padmasambhava. With the help of a translator,
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Sintarakiita taught them the doctrine of cause and effect and
the
evident. Afterward Padmasambhava told the Tibetan king: "Henceforth,pracrip
the holy doctrine [i.e.. Buddhism] as you like in the country of Tiber!~~d~and
spirits have been bound by oath." (dBa' bzhed folio 12a, b)
Invoking the names of local gods and spirits, he made them present, presumably
like some priests of ancestral and territorial cults still do in remote corners of
Tibet and the Himalayas.' More generally, this passage is a powerful metaphor
for how Buddhification relied on the translation of ritual idioms and their adaptation to the preexisting religious setting.
Since the eighth century, from the foundation of the first Buddhist monastery
at Sarnye and the deeds of Padmasambhava and ~intarakjita,a Meidoscopeof
Buddhification myths has colored the Tibetan landscape. Toni Huber observed
chat the notions defining sacred places have no Buddhist characteristics per se,
even if they can be integrated in Buddhist views (1999:23ff.). In Tibetan landscapes, therefore, we can see how pre-Buddhist beliefs and Buddhist representations merged in many places of memory and religious significance.
Rather than one coherent system or a fluid transformation, the process of
interpretation and reinterpretation of the landscape can be seen as "dialogical,"
following Mumford's adaptation of Bakhtin's notion (Mumford 1989), for it
blended different, mutually defining traditions and ways of "being in the landscape." Over the centuries various "landscapes" reflected the social agencies that
produced them, lay and monastic, ancestral and tantric, local and pan-Tibetan,
and more recently, sacred and secular. As observed by Caroline Humphrey in
relation to Mongolian landscapes, "there is a connection between topographies,
descriptive terminologies for landscapes and political structures, and . . . these
'place' different kinds of 'ego' in the world"' (1995:158).
At Samding, the head monk, the late Thubten Namgyal, used to say, "In
former times Nojin Gangsang was the protector of Yamdrog; today it is Tashi
Ombar" (Hazod 1998:65). The protector of the Bodongpa, Tashi ombar, the
"Radiant Light of Good L u c k riding his blue horse, has thus become integrated
within a preexisting landscape mythology. Even though Tashi ombar has become the central deity in the area, rituals and offerings of incense (!ha brangj)
are celebrated for the ancient god Nojin Gangsang on a regular basis by both the
lay community and the monastics. By custom, when a monastery is established,
the monastic community takes over some of the local re existing territorial
cults, re-forming them. The words of Thubten Namgyal reflect the immedi272
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between lay religiosity and the Buddhist monastic institution,
but on the basis of an ancient mythology that predates the tradition to which
he belongs. The mountain god Nojin Gangsang is the territorial god (yul ha)
a particular protector of the
P rntecting Yarndrog. Historidly he
ruling house and of the local rulers of the Rinpung and Gyantshc area (Hmd
,998:65). Oral traditions of upper Yarlung mention him as the brother of the anate

cestral mountain god of the Tibetan kings, Yarlha Shampo, making a direct link
with the Tibetan imperial ancestry (Hazod r998:66). Nojing Gangsang is also
considered the male consort of the Yamdrog Lake (Karmay 1996:59), in a dyad
[hat is invoked in the final verses of the biography of Bodong Chogle Npmgyal
and recalls other famous couples, such as the lake Namrsho and the mountain
Nyanchen Tnanglha, the lake Tangra Yumtsho and the mountain Chang Targo,
and the lake Mapaham Yurntsho and Mount Kailash (Bel1en.a 1997).
Although specific rituals or myths are not necessarily ancient, they imply
ritual idioms and metaphors that have been part of Tibetan imagery since imperid times. They are based on the ancient vertical tripartition of the cosmos:
gods of the sky ( h a ) ,spirits of the intermediate space (htsan),and spirits of the
underworld and the underground waters (klu). They also refer to forms of royal
ancestral mythology and cults that are known from the oldest historical sources.
Sarnten Karmay, on the basis of both textual sources and ethnographic evidence,
states that "The idea of the local mountain deity as the ancestral origin of the local people goes back a long way into history. It bears a relation to the origin myth
of the first Tibetan king, gNyal-khri btsan po" (1996:60). He also notices that
in the context of territorial cults, "the prestige of the leader of the community is
often thought to be due to the special favors they receive from the local mountain deity" (1996:59). Thus mountains had and have a central role in territorial
cults. Lakes are important too, but often have a different connotation. They can
be the abode of a sort of "soul" of the community, as lamtsho ( b h mtsho), and are
frequently associated with prophecy and oracles. They are also associated with
very ancient categories of local spirits (klu, klu mo, s m n , etc.). In the light of
the mythology of the sacred landscape, the reference to the mountain god Noiin
Gangsang and the lake goddess Tshomen Gyalmo, the "Queen of the Spirits of
the Lake," at the end of the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal can be understood. The author, who was also the local ruler, invoked them as long-standing
protectors of his territory and his ruling house, which undoubtedly reverberated
with pre-Buddhist landscape mythologies beyond any Buddhist reframing of
rituals and gods.
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When the Dorje Phagmo tradition was established at Yamdrog with the support of the lords of Nakartse, the process followed the idiom and the views
of tantric ritualiry However, the Tibetan imperial legacy was evoked as well,
and in a double way: through the imperial ancestry of Chokyi Dronma, the
founding figure of the reincarnation line, and through the sacred landscape in which she became gradually inscribed. It is well known that both the
Karmapa and the Dalai Lama, as competing spiritual and political heirs of
Songtsen Gampo, the Tibetan sovereign and incarnation ofAvalokite~vara,ha,nessed imperial themes to shape their rule and assert their spiritual and tempord
authority (Van der Kuijp 2005324; Richardson 1998:339). The Samding Dorje
Phagmo appeared as a symbolic counterpart in tantric terms as Vajrayogini or
Tsri (Dhondup and Tashi Tsering 1979). However, she also evoked older territorial cults in being associated with the lake, the prophetic, and the feminine. She
might even have evoked the myth of the first Tibetan king, who descended from
the sky on a mountain and married a female spirit of the underworld and the
underground waters. This primal myth in many forms is widespread in Tibetan
historical literature and very much alive in contemporary popular religion, as
a part of the local symbolic exegesis of territorial cults (see Karmay 1996:60;
Diemberger 2007). It seems to reflect a Tibetan "imperial metaphor," paralleling
the definition that Stephan Feuchtwang has evocatively given to popular religion
in China. Thus it shows a connection to imperial cults and refers "to the same
cosmic time as the claims to legitimacy of the ruling dynasties," but is distinct
from them (Feuchnvang 2001:vii).~
'The sense of place and power of Tibetan territorial cults is equally imperial,
yet distinctive. It is usually located primarily within the lay community rather
than the monastic establishment (Karmay 1996:59-7~),even though monasteries
have, at times, taken over some aspects of popular religiosity. l h e relationship
between the monastic and the lay communities is reflected and shaped in rituals
in which both participate. Samding is a telling example: before the Cultural Revolution, a female oracle lived in the village below the monastery; she used to be
possessed by a local mountain god, a certain Gangkar Gyalpo, King of the White
Above the village,
Mountain-either equivalent or related to Nojin Gan!g~ang.~
the Dorje Phagmo seated on her throne within the monastery represented the
monastic institution in the eyes of its subjects in a way not very different from
any other monastery. In the local context, the two holy women epitomized two
different forms of sacredness, territorial and Buddhist monastic, with seasonal
collective rituals (yarsol and gunsol) in which Tashi Ombar, the blue horseman
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Protectingthe Bodongpa tradition, played a central role (see also Tucci 1987:86),
,,iding a tenuous but effective integration. In the broader Tibetan context,
P
however, the Dorje Phagmo had a different, distinctive position nor only a a
tanrricfemale deity but also as the lady of the Yamdrog M e . She was the queen
on the throne of Yamdrog, referring to a landscape mythology of holy mountains and lakes on a different spatial and temporal scale. The imperial mcuphor
could thus be experienced differently locally, regionally, or in a pan-Tibetan
It could also be harnessed, but not fully appropriated, by a rising
and religious power. The Fifrh Dalai Lama put great effort into reviving
places of imperial memory and instigated significant reforms of other religious
traditions and some aspects of lay religiosity. He integrated them selectively into
his political and religious vision, which was built on that of famous precursors
such as Thangtong Gyalpo and the Phagmodrupa rulers." The Tibetan imperial
metaphor, blending Buddhism with memories of ancient Tibet and territorial
cults, was parallel to and potentially competitive with the imperial authority of
China. A distinctive feature ofTibetan culture over the centuries, territorial cults
were also an early and important part ofTibet's religious revival in the post-Mao
era, and have been a powerful expression of regional and national identity up to
the present day (Karmay 1994:112-120).

From Princess to Symbol in the Tibetan Landscape
Local oral tradition claims that Chokyi Dronma erected the first buildings of
what would become Samding monastery.' She came over from Tsari, following
the Tsari protectors,' who showed her the way and who are still considered to
inhabit two small shrines behind the northern wall of the monastery.
From a historical point of view, Chokyi Dronma's participation in the founding of the monastery is unlikely, albeit not impossible. There is no mention in
her biography of her passing through Nakartse and Sarnding when she traveled
through the Yamdrog area in 1454. Even though they were not far from the main
route, a visit would have required a significant detour and is unlikely to have
been omitted in her "travelogue." The Bo dong chos 'byung and the biography
of Thangtong Gyalpo state that she reached Tsari a few months later and died
there, aged thirty-three, in 1455156. She would have had very little time to go to
Samding and establish the monastery, while working on Thangtong Gyalpo's
bridges. Also, none of the earlier sources mentions that she was actually involved
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in the founding of Samding monastery. It is thus more likely that ~~d~~~
Chogle Namgyal or another master first constructed a small meditation place
at Samding, perhaps in a holy site that was already associated with preexisting
territorial cults, and that Chokyi Dronma's reincarnation, Kunga Sangmo,built
on that infrastructure. Kunga Sangmo is reported in the Llo dong choS %yunyung
as having restored Samding with the help of the Yamdrog rulers (see previous
chapter)." She came from southeastern Tibet, and it is quite possible that some
of her deeds and those of Chokyi Dronma may have merged in the popular
recollection. Such narratives blended individual lives and landscape mythology
in innumerable ways that echoed and built on one another. Chokyi Dronma
emerged as a foundational figure, embodying not only tantric sacredness but
also the Tibetan imperial legacy associated with her persona. Kunga Sangmo
reenacted and developed that imperial profile by taking an active part in the
revival of ancient places of dynastic memory such as Yarlung Sheldrag (S~rensen
and Hazod 20oy108). All this presumably informed the process of ritualization
by which Chokyi Dronma, a living princess, became a spiritual entity, inhabiting
Tibetan sacred landscapes and prophetic temporalities. She ultimately appears
as the queen seated on the throne of Yamdrog, beyond the limitations of space,
time, and human generations; and thus she still is, in the eyes of those who see
her there.
Tibetan masters have long struggled with discrepancies in textual sources that
were often clearly at odds with each other and with authoritative religious views.
case of Padmasambhava's journey to Tibet is perhaps the most famous example; contradictory findings concerning the length of his stay and extent of
his deeds were often reconciled by referring to different levels of perception and
of life, as in, for example, Dudjom Rinpoche's Histoy of Buddhism (Gyurme
Dorje and Kapstein r991:518), following the example of many earlier ~ i b e t a nauthors. n i s sort of solution, however, did not prove completely satisfactory for a
"rationalist"'o such as the Tibetan historian Tiranitha ( 1 ~ ~ ~ - 1who
6 ~ stated:
~),

ne

In the eyes of his disciple whose vision is pure, he is still alive now . . . whatever
length of time is adopted [for his stay], it is appropriate since he is [capable] of
simultaneously and permanently manifesting an apparition of his body in all
paradises. This is true, but the juxtaposition of the early and the late periods is
nevertheless not correct because what was the general opinion of men at that time
has to be regarded as more correct than anything else. (Thiranitha in Blondeau
1980:48)
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6.1 An incarnation of the Dorje Phagrno called Chokyi Drollme Kunga
Sangrno, after a modern mural painting at Nyemo Chekar rnonasten. h;rret~Diemberger
FIGURE

In the spirit of both approaches, I have tried to elucidate Chokyi Dronma's
undeniable link to Samding monastery despite its doubtful historicity. Chokyl
Dronma and Kunga Sangmo were considered to be successive reincarnations
of the same person and the embodiment of the same deity. That two successive
reincarnations may, at times, be considered as one person is not unfamiliar in
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the Tibetan context, as shown by the case of the Karmapa (Wylie 1 9 7 8 : 9 ~ )hi^
,
perception also seems to underlie the visual representations of the Dorjc Phagmo
at Nyemo, where one of the women is called Chokyi Dronme Kunga Sangmol
merging the names of both reincarnations into one.
Samding monastery appears in several independent historical sources covering
Kunga Sangmo's time," so it must have already been functioning as a religious
center. Kunga Sangmo, however, did not reside there permanently and spent a
great deal of her life traveling around. Nyendra Sangmo, the next reincarnation.
established a school of philosophy at Samding, which led to significant growth
of the monastery. Around this time, Samding gradually became the main seat
of the tradition, for it is where both Nyendra Sangmo and Chime Palsang died.
~t the time of Urgyen Tshomo (born around 1543), the Dorje Phagmo tradition
seems to have been solidly established and had entered the landscape mythology
of the Yarndrog region.

The Time of the Fifth Dalai Lama and the Time of
Manchu Overlordship

Eminent figures of the Gelugpa tradition such as Gendun Drupa ( I ~ ~ I - I ~ ~ ~
posthumously recognized as the First Dalai Lama, and Khedrub Geleg (138~1438), posthumously recognized as the First Panchen Lama, had been disciples
of Bodong Chogle Namgyal. At that time, teacher-disciple relations often cut
across sectarian affiliations. However, that had changed dramatically in the intervening years, and the Fifth Dalai Lama seems to have been suspicious of the
Bodongpa of his time, which is not surprising given their political and religious
allegiances (see previous chapter). He first encountered the Samding Dorje
Phagmo when he was three years old, around 1620. Reporting his sighting of the
holy woman, at that time the elderly Urgyen Tshomo, the Dalai Lama mentions
in his autobiography that he did not have any contact with her and comments
on the fact that there was then no understanding of what was to be respected
and what not in relation to doctrinal corruption (Autobiography of the Fifth
Dalai Lama 50).
The fate of the Samding Dorje Phagmo might have been different if the mother
of the Fifth Dalai Lama had not been from the ruling family of Nakartse. She
was a remarkable figure and still an important historical figure when Giuseppe
Tucci traveled through Nakartse in 1949, for he noticed a statue of her:
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?he daughter of the Nakartse prince gave birth to the Fifth Dalai Lma. A bakedearth statue of her is kept in the fortress temple, built above the ancient polacc;
a likeness with strong, marked features pointing to a bold nature, lib that of
her son, who was undoubtedly one of Tibet's outstanding personalities. (Tucci
198737)
For centuries the Yamdrog rulers had been supporters of Samding monastery,
and the Deb ther dmarpo gsar ma (58) states that the whole area followed the
Bodongpa tradition. ?here must have been some regular interaction between
the Sarnding Dorje Phagmo and the ruling family of Nakartse throughout the
Fifih Dalai Lama's life. His autobiography tells that when he went to Shigatse in
1654and stopped at Lungsang (in the vicinity of Nakartse), his maternal uncle,
the Shabdrung of Nakartse, arrived there with Dechen Thrinley Tshomo, the
reincarnation of Urgyen Tshomo (448). The relationship to the Samding Dorje
Phagmo was by then much closer than it had been during his childhood. However, his attitude toward the Sarnding reincarnation probably reflected not only
his maternal family ties and beliefs but also a wider political and religious design
that bore the traces of Thangtong Gyalpo's vision (see page 275).
Having established the Tibetan government in 1642, thanks to the armed intervention of Guushi Khan and the Hoshuud Mongols, who defeated the King
of Tsang and various rival Mongolian groups, the Fifth Dalai Lama instigated
radical administrative and religious reforms of the country. He thereby reserved
a particular position for the Dorje Phagmo, the incarnation of a female religious
figure who had been close to Thangtong Gyalpo, a spiritual master who deeply
inspired him. Within the new religious and political order, the Dorje Phagmo
was enhanced, reformed, and redefined in relation to the Dalai Lama. Dechen
Thrinley Tshomo, the successor of Urgyen Tshomo, and probably of a short-lived
Yeshe Tshomo, became a new foundational figure, often more clearly remembered than Chokyi Dronma (Sarat Chadra Das 1988 [1902]:136; K. Dondhup and
Tashi Tsering 1979:12). Her treatment is in striking contrast to that of another
sacred woman of the time, the so-called Lhatse Ponmo, who was condemned
for an unfavorable prophecy and escaped to eastern Tibet, where she became the
founder of another, less prominent female reincarnation line, that of the Gunru
Khandro (Chayet 2002:74ff.; Tashi Tsering 1994:27-47). The stories of the Samding Dorje Phagmo and the Gunru Khandro, together with those of female
spirit possession and prophecy linked with the cult of Vajrayogini (Germano
and Gyatso 2000:246-2~7), seem to indicate that these female reincarnations,
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although exceptional, were probably related to a larger range of popular practicer
in which women played an important part. The destiny of these women and
their traditions was inextricably intertwined with the politics of their day.
AS the institution of the Dorje Phagmo was altered and enhanced, the [,dition she actually belonged to waned. The decline of the Bodongpa under
Gelugpa rule is clear from the accounts of how the new government ofTibet
transformed some of their most important monasteries into centers of Gelugpa
worship ( Vaidurya rerpo 396-410; Shel dkar chos 'byung folio 61b). Remarkably,
after a complex negotiation, some of these monasteries were allowed to retain
Tashi Ombar, the blue horseman of the Bodongpa, as their protector, for he was
able to defend monasteries and villages against weather catastrophes and famines

(Shel dkar chos byung folio 65-66).

nelate n u b t e n Namgyal, head monk of Samding until his death in July
2000, commented on how the weakening of the Bodongpa tradition paradoxically corresponded to the strengthening of Samding monastery itself. He
reported that at the time of the Fifth Dalai Lama, the main seat at Bodong E
became one of the tenures of Samding, which in turn became the most important monastery. In making this statement, he referred to land tenure documents,
which unfortunately were destroyed in the Cultural Revolution, that reported
Bodong E as one of the thirteen main tenures of Samding.
The new symbolic complementarity of the Dorje Phagmo to the Dalai Lama
is reflected not only in the allocation of thrones inside Samding monastery but
also in a series of mural paintings at Nenying monastery, near Gyantse. In a
temple rebuilt after the destruction during the 1904 Younghusband military expedition are several mural paintings said to reproduce those that adorned the
walls of the previous building. The portrait of the Fifth Dalai Lama with his two
main disciples is located diametrically opposite to that of the Dorje Phagmo
with two junior Dorje Phagmos. The numerous wrinkles on the face of the larger
figure suggest that this was the Dorje Phagmo the Fifth Dalai Lama experienced
first, the elderly Urgyen Tshomo. The smaller two, one with a red hat and one
with a black hat, similar to that of the Karmapa, may refer to other reincarnations of that period.
According to the local monastic community, Nenying monastery was offered
by Pholhane Sonam Tobgye (1689-1747) to the Dorje Phagmo as a reward for a
favor in a crucial moment: she presented him with a horse when he was escaping from his enemies. Later, when he became the ruler ofTibet, he remembered
this and expressed his gratitude generously. Like the more famous legend (see
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Preface) about how the Dorje Phagmo transformed herself into a sow to defend
her monastery against the Dzungars, this story reveals the monastery's allegiance
in the politics of the era.
Mongolian rule in Tibet, which in 1642 had allowed the Fifth Dalai Lama
to unify the country and establish the new government within a loose alliance
among Mongols, Manchus, and Tibetans, was characterized by a difficult relationship between Tibetan and Mongolian leadership. When Lhabsang Khan,
a grandson of Guushi Khan, in 1697 reclaimed the title of King of Tibet and
tried to restore the political authority his gandfather had wielded, these tensions exploded in a ~ e r i o dof unrest and disputes that culminated in 1705 with
the execution of the Tibetan regent, Desi Sangye Gyatso, and the deposition of
the Sixth Dalai Lama. Many Tibetans were critical of the Mongolian ruler and
welcomed the arrival of another Mongolian group, the Dzungar, who killed him
in 1716.However, as the Dzungar started destroying monasteries and sacking
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villages, the attitude of the Tibetan population quickly changed. Amid internal
strife and foreign invasion, Pholhane emerged as a powerful leader with [he
backing of the Qing emperors. In 1720 the Qing army intervened, pacified [he
situation, and established formal suzerainity over Tibet. Under their protection,
Pholhane became the ruler and the Seventh Dalai Lama was enthroned. Samding seems to have been both supportive of Pholhane and hostile to the Dzungars. In gatitude, the Seventh Dalai Lama bestowed upon the Eighth
Dorje Phagmo the title of Hu thug tu. This indicated by the use of a Mongolian
term a high reincarnated lama and ensured that the Dorje Phagmo was officialy
recognized by the Qing court, which she also visited during her lifetime (Dorje
Phagmo and 'Thubten Namgyal1995:40).
eighteenth-century events were a hrther step in the institutionalization

ne

and ritualization of the Sarnding Dorje Phagmo, part of a larger process in which
the Qing court incorporated Tibet in its imperial framework, instigating some
reforms ofTibetan religious practices, especially those that had political implications such as the selection of reincarnations and the use of oracles. A decree in
1792 by Emperor Q ~ a n l o n greveals the spirit of these reforms: "Improve their
religion without changing their custom; straighten their policy without inconveniencing them" (Richardson 197478).
For example, the procedure for the selection of important reincarnations such
as the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama, which had been redefined under
the Fifth Dalai Lama in the new political setting, was increasingly formalized
and brought under the control of the Qlng empire through the introduction of
practices such as the drawing of lots in the so-called "Golden Vase" ceremony.'2
The reforms benefited the Samding Dorje Phagmo, who enjoyed a rise in rank
and recognition. 'This moment is illustrated in a mural painting at Samding
monastery showing the Eighth Dorje Phagmo seated on her throne and being
presented with her hat and numerous donations. She was indeed venerated, bur
appeared increasingly distant from common people's experience. Yet, every time
a Dorje Phagmo died and was reborn, a human aspect once again came into
play. A female child who showed spontaneous signs considered to be miraculous
underwent the complex process of selection, which revealed her as the new reincarnation in the eyes of the search committee. Once the final decision was taken,
the girl grew into her predefined identity. She adopted the distinctive ritualized
behavior of the Dorje Phagmo and added further knowledge about what she
had been in her previous life by learning preexisting narratives, just as Kunga
Sangmo did after being recognized as the reincarnation of Chokyi Ilronma.
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Insreadof the loose network of Chokyi Dronma's disciples, an institution cdled
labrang (b,!a brang), which managed dl the practicalities and the
implicationsaround a reincarnation, was in charge. The authority to declare [he
as "authentic" now rested, formally, with the Dalai Lama or his
regent, and was endorsed by the Qing emperor.
Commenting on reincarnation as a political innovation in Tibetan Buddhism, Wylie drew on Max Weber, suggesting that this change "would facilitate
[he transition from charisma of the person to a charisma of the office" ( 1 3 7 8 : ~ 8 ~ ) .
" n e office" was in this case identical with the deitylhuman embodiment as
defined through a narrative template and a system of ritual behaviors. Doqe
phagmo's long hair, full monastic robe, and postures reflected the shared, often
vague memory of the princess who had founded the line in the fifieenth century
and the distinctive features of the deity. The Dorje Phagmo, through a ritualization that shaped every single moment of the life of the woman embodying her,
had thus become incommensurably removed from the day-to-day experience
of her worshippers. She was close to them in a different way as a religious icon.
Her person itself had become the ritual-in her own behavior, in how people
related to her, and in the way she was made present through ritual recitation.
For example, a text dating from the second half of the nineteenth century, still
in use at Samding, reports a set of prayers that invoke the esoteric manifestation
of the deity and her human emanations. Its title is 7he Prayer to the Genealogy
of the Mother of the B d h a s Doge Phagmo, Called the Steady Rain of Blessings.'"
It consists of two parallel recitations; the first starts with an invocation to the
deity Dorje Phagmo, followed by verses that mention the Indian and the Tibetan worldly emanations of the deity, recalling their salient features. The second
ritual text, attached to this, is called Prayer to the Biography of the Gnerabk Dorje
Phagmo with the Sequence of Human Reincarnations, Which Brings the Rain of
Blessing Nectav.14
Reciting these prayers, the celebrating community creates continuity between
the esoterical spiritual entity and its human manifestations, coming to the world
as "a rain of blessings." The words evoke powerful images in the minds of those
reciting and listening. They make the presence of the Dorje Phagmo immediately
perceivable in her current embodiment and revive the memory of the women
who have embodied her. They celebrate Chokyi Dronma as the first holder of the
Bodongpa tradition and a foundational figure and recall all the great women of
the past who have been authoritative referents for the followers of the tradition.
Over the centuries, Chokyi Dronma's life became first a narrative, then pa^ of
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a spiritual lineage, and eventually an evocative ritual recitation. Seated on [he
throne of Yamdrog, the Dorje Phagmo held an "office" that did not imply [he

rule of the country, as did that of the Dalai Lama, but a considerable symbolic
and real power complementary to it.

n e "Holiest Woman ofTibet": The Dorje Phagmo in the
Eyes of Foreign Travelers
As the Dorje Phagmo was among the highest ranking personalities of her time,
some foreign travelers met her on religious and social occasions in Lhasa or Shigatse, while others visited Samding monastery, which was close to one of the main
routes linking those two major cities of Tibet. In the late eighteenth century,
the Samding Dorje Phagmo thus began to be mentioned in travel accounts and
books on Tibet. In 1775 George Bogle and Alexander Hamilton, respectively an
envoy and a doctor of the East India Company, had several interactions with the
Dorje Phagmo, who was a relative of the Third (Sixth) Panchen Lama, and described her in the accounts to which I referred earlier (see Introduction). One
century later Sarat Chadra Das, having fallen ill during his journey, took refuge
at Samding and enjoyed a closer interaction with the Dorje Phagmo, which he
described in his book, an invaluable source on the Dorje Phagmo and the Yamdrog mythology (Das 1988 [1902]).
The members of the Younghusband military expedition visited Samding in
1904 but did not meet the Dorje Phagmo, who was at that time a young girl and
had taken refuge in Lhasa with her mother. Waddell, the doctor and archaeologist of the mission, was rather disappointed, as previous narratives of the sacred
woman had undoubtedly captured his fantasy and titillated his sense of exploration of virgin territory:
Taking advantage of our halt and that day's armistice, I rode over with a few
others to see the sanctuary of the tutelary genius of this great sacred lake, the
famous sorceress called the incarnated Pigfaced Goddess, a Tibetan Circe, who in
holiness ranks almost next to the Grand Lama himself, and whose shrine does not
appear to have been visited by Europeans before. ([1905] 1988:292)
In Waddelli eyes, the Dorje Phagmo represented a corrupted form of Buddhism, in contrast to what was perceived as more ancient and authentic, a classi284
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calBuddhist civilization gradually being rediscovered in the ancient sacredsites
,flndia (Snellgrove 2002 [19871:1-5) and capturing the imagination ofVictorian
scholarsand travelers alike:
%is august, if youthhl, lady is alleged by the Lamas to be the human reincarnation of one of those monstrous creations of later Indian Buddhists who followed the Brahmans in admitting female energies into their grotesque pantheon.
([19051 1988:294)
To Waddell, the same "grotesque" Buddhism shrouded Lhasa, a sleeping
beauty awaiting the kiss of Civilization:
But now, in the fateful Tibetan Year of the Wooden-Dragon, the fairy Prince of
"Civilisation" has roused her [Lhasa] from her slumbers, her closed doors are
broken down, her dark veil of mystery is lifted up, and the long-sealed shrine,
with its grotesque cults and its idolised grand lama, shorn of his sham nimbus,
have yielded up their secrets, and lie disenchanted before our Western eyes. Thus,

alas! Inevitably, do our cherished romances of the old pagan world crumble at the
touch of our modern hands. ([rsor] 1988:2)
Unfortunately, the fairy tale cost the lives of several thousand Tibetans and
would have far-reaching consequences. It combined concrete imperial claims in
the name of modernity and fascination with a world that was ultimately "other."
almost like the
It killed its people while "rescuing" the texts of its ci~ilization,'~
paradoxical fascination of a rape: the fatal attraction that entails the damage or
even the destruction of the object of desire. This attitude toward Tibet in many
ways recalls the poetic metaphor of "Butterfly" used in Puccini's tragic opera
that both denounces and reproduces the widespread orientalism of those times.
From a historical point of view, this event triggered a series of chain reactions
that would shape Sino-Tibetan relations throughout the twentieth century and
set a powerful precedent for making claims on Tibet in the name of modernity.
The military intervention represented Tibet's "violability" and the paradigm of
its "violated specialness" (Barnett 2001:269ff.), which was reflected, kaleidoscopically, in innumerable later narratives both supporting and undermining
the cause of Tibetan independence.
The Younghusband expedition opened the door to a more conspicuous
presence of British officers in Tibet, who developed increasing interest in its
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and had a determinant influence o n the development of Tibetan
Studies (McKay 2001:67ff~).'These officers and members of their families, as in
the case of Margaret Williamson, left telling accounts of their interaction

the Samding Dorje Phagmo and took the earliest photographic images.
Charles Bell met the eleventh reincarnation of the Dorje Phagmo in penon
in 1920; he could converse with her in Tibetan and even had photographs taken.
H e describes her with the following words:
Twenty-four years of age, a pleasing face, bright rounded eyes, a low broad forehead, high cheek-bones and a rather heavy mouth with small, regular teeth. such
was Dor-je Pa-mo, who, though of humble parentage, ranks above all thewomen,
and nearly all the men, in Tibet.

. . . I know not whether a jury of my country-

men or countrywomen would find her fair of face. Perhaps not; but her sweet,
though pensive, smile, her youth, her quiet dignity, invested the young abbess
with a charm of her own. (Bell I994 [19281:166-167)

An increasing cohort of explorers and Tibetologists traveled to Tibet, including Alexandra David-Neel, an extraordinary woman herself, complimentarily
defined by the l l i r t e e n t h Dalai Lama as an incarnation of Dorje Phagmo. In
1948, the Italian Tibetologist Giuseppe Tucci met the young Twelfih Samding
Dorje Phagmo during a visit to the monastery and witnessed the celebration of
one of the big rituals that involved both the monastic and the lay community:
We stopped for two days at Nangkartse (sNang dkar rtse), a dilapidated fort
watching over the unruffled mirror of the Yamdrog (Yar abrog) lake and the
surrounding flooded meadows. We had to change horses there, and I could not
leave the place without seeing the Samding monastery, built by Potopa Chogle
Namgyal (P'yogs las rnam rgyal). That convent is famous on the account of the
incarnation of the Dorjepamo (rDo rje p'ag mo), "the hog-headed One," supposed to dwell there uninterruptedly changing her mortal form. Never fear: the
goddess's mortal mirror does not look that dreadful and was, at the time, a pretty
girl of 13. The pilgrims were just gathering for the feast which was to take place
within a few days (the rrth, n t h , and 13th day of the fifth month). Three garishly
caparisoned horses stood patiently in the sun, listening to the monk's chant and
smelling the incense being burnt in their honor, as they were supposed to impersonate the protecting spirits of the place (gzhi bdag) and had to be
twice a year. They were known as "lungtangonpo" (rLung rta rngon po) [i.e., the
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blue horse of good fortune] and their respective narner were P h u r b u q p a (Plur
bu rags ~ a )better
,
known as Trashi obar (bKra shis 'od 'bar), the most important
of the three, Shinkyongbapa (Shing skyong Iba pa), and Dritsangshagpa (Dri
gtsang zags pa). The goddess to whom I was presently introduced received me
very affablyand, laying her hands on my head, bestowed her blessing upon me.

We exchanged scarves and gifts. (1987:85-86)
n a t young girl shortly af~envardsaw the most radical transformation of her
country. Through the multiple ways she has been interpreted at different times
and by different people, I shall explore, in the next chapter, her life amid the
dramatic and complex events that shaped the modern history ofTibet.
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Lhasa airport, July 1997.Among the rucksacks and suitcases of incoming tourists, the

eight rectangular wooden crates seem incongruous. 'They are taken off the baggage carousel very carefully, placed on trolleys, and pushed toward the exit. There
is no difficulty going through customs, as these items are accompanied by a
letter of accreditation signed by the chairman of the Tibet Autonomous Region.
Outside the entry gate, the Venerable Dorje Phagmo with her retinue welcomes
the arrival, draping khatags over the precious boxes as a welcome for the honored
guests. The crates contain the collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, a
reprint of an original set that was taken to India in 1959, arriving in disarray but
almost complete after a long and difficult journey from Porong Palmo Choding.
The texts are to be taken to her monastery, where they will be ceremonially we[comed; other sets will follow soon, destined for other Bodongpa monasteries.
When one of these copies arrived at Bodong E, it was carried around the fields
in a processional blessing ceremony by the community in full ceremonial regalia,
the women in the traditional jeweled headdresses of Tsang and the men in their
best chupas. Everywhere the books were welcomed as a blessing not only for the
temples but also for the community and the land.

l h e Dorje Phagmo and other members of the Bodongpa network were instrumental in malung this repatriation of holy texts possible. This elderly lady,
embodying a long line of holy women of the past, was playing her part in the
reconstruction of her tradition in the complex political situation of post-Mao
Tibet-icon

and agent at the same time.

Over the centuries, the significance of the Dorje Phagmo has grown through a
process of ritualization that increased the distance between the people who worshipped her and the women who embodied her. Every girl who was recognized
as the reincarnation of the Samding Dorje Phagmo went through a complex
process that merged her individual experience with the features of the deity and
the memory of its previous historical incarnations. Some of these women came
to embody the sacred persona in such a way that their individual identity almost
disappeared as a simple name in the lineage, while others became significant
personalities and scholars of their time over and above the sacredness artributed
to them by their "office."' The Ninth Dorje Phagmo, for example, became a
renowned spiritual master not only for Samding but also for the Nyingma tradition, discovered some termn, and died at Samye. Her skull is still preserved
and worshipped as a holy relic in the Nyingmapa monastery on the island of
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F I G U R E 7 . 2 Samding monastery as it used to be in the early twentieth century, after a
photograph by Austin Waddell. /and Diemberger

Yumbudo in Yamdrog Lake. The current Dorje Phagmo has survived and maintained the tradition in a socialist context, adapting to the varied ways political
and social practices have transformed and shaped contemporary Tibet during
her lifetime.
The Twelfih Samding Dorje Phagmo, who is currently the head of Samding
monastery, underwent the same process of identification as her predecessors, but
her life experience has been unusually eventful. Born in 1938~in Nyemo, she has
lived through the most dramatic vicissitudes of modern Tibetan history, including the Chinese annexation of Tibet in 1951, the uprising in 1959, the Cultural
Revolution, and the post-Mao era. As a religious leader she experienced both the
extreme hardship of class struggle and the subtle ways prominent members of
her class were co-opted as part of the modern ~oliticalelite. She was included in
the Chinese administration's effort to integrate preexisting political and religious
leaders of minority nationalities, a strategy that is usually defined as the United
Front policy and takes its name from the organ of the Communist Party that
has the specific task of dealing with the noncommunist elements of society (see
Dreyer 197~416-450). The Samding Dorje Phagmo was appointed to various
positions in the Chinese People's Political Consulting Conference (CPPCC) at
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both the regional and national levels in the 1950s and early 1960s~and again in
[he post-Mao em. In 1984 she became the vice president of the People's Congress
of [he Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR); she was reconfirmed in this position

in January 2003. Praised as a heroine according to Chinese modernist propa-

pnda that leaded for gender equality and promoted women as revolutionary
subjects, she received various appointments by virtue of her ethnicity and her
role as well as her gender. She has been described in many officid md
narratives and has even been made a heroine of Chinese novels and
films.In sharp contrast to these images are the more critical narratives about her
that have emerged from the Tibetan community, both in exile and inside Tibet.
n e s e highlight the controversies around her identification as Dorje Phagmo and
[he ambiguity of her political position, but they ofien reflect at least some of the
respect customarily attributed to her sacred office. Yet, mocking her inactivity
and powerlessness, Tibetans both outside and inside Tibet sometimes describe
her-like other high-ranking female cadres, such as the female vice-party secretary of the TAR, Pasang-as one of the "ornaments" (rgyanja) or "statues"
(sku) of the political system (Barnett 2ooya:2gGzg7). However, to dismiss such
political personalities simply as propaganda figures or collaborationists would
not do justice to the complexity of their role (see Barnett 2005b:2yfT).
So far, this book has explored the ways the Dorje Phagmo, as an institution,
was transformed over the centuries to merge with the prevailing social and political climate, while retaining the spiritual tradition and the reincarnation lineage.
?he institution established with the death of the Gungthang princess was thus
integrated in different political and religious frameworks: Bodongpa, Karmapa,
Gelugpa, the Qlng empire, and eventually the PRC. The last step was a huge
leap and involved the transition from a Buddhist religious and political culture
to a radically secular ideology Chinese Communism. However, there are some
surprising continuities with premodern political practices, for the United Front
policy followed strategies that, in practice, had certain similarities with those
of the Qlng empire. Implemented by the Communist Party since its early days
in order to secure control over Tibetan and Mongolian areas, the policy often
required a process of negotiation with the local traditional leadership. ?his approach was important particularly in the 1950s and afcer Mao and tried to harness, strategically, the moral authority of the past within the modernist project of
communist China; it was one of the many forms in which earlier social ranking
and values were reflected in communist regimes (Humphrey 1999:375-389). It is
therefore possible to detect some continuities between b re modern and modern
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Tibet, across the conventional divide between "old society" (spyi tshogs rlyingpa)
and "new society" (spyi tshogs gsdrpa).
When we first met in 1996, the Twelfth Samding Dorje Phagmo made clea
me that the contribution to her culture and her people that her position allowed
her to make was very important to her. The revival of Tibetan Buddhism in
contemporary Tibet had already gone a long way and the new policy of containment' had already started to have some effects, but was still in its infancy:
After the destruction of the Cultural Revolution, the Samding monastery was
restored, and now we are trying to improve the training of the monks by
studying the scriptures of Chogle Narngyal and reintroducing some of the ancient
ritual customs. This year, after many decades, we are again observing the great
rituals of the fifthTibetan month, which culminate in two days of sacred dances.
n e s e dances are peculiar to the Bodongpa tradition, and the great protector of
this tradition, Tashi Ombar, is one of the main characters.
The Samding Dorje Phagmo's training followed the Bodongpa tradition,bur
she had not been able to practice for a number of years and found it difficult to
perform her ritual duties. However, thanks to the head monk, Thubten Namgyal,
who skillfully coached her, she had found a new spiritual life in the post-Mao
era. The Samding Dorje Phagmo's combined religious and political role, along
with Thubten Namgyal's scholarly knowledge, made it possible not only to reintroduce the Dorje Phagmo to religious practice but also to reconstruct part
of the ancient building and to revive religious teachings, monastic debate, and
Cham dances. The monastery has also benefited extensively from the support of
the Samding Dorje Phagmo's elder sister, a member of the CPPCC in the TAR,
who has proven very effective at generating support among the communities
surrounding the monastery and even internationally, and at developing welfare
projects for the lay population.
In her complex and often disputed position, the Dorje Phagmo can perhaps
be considered in terms of the patterns of behavior and discourse we know from
late socialist Russia, given the shared history and ideology between the two
countries. Through the work of Alexei Yurchak it is possible to understand how
cadres' multiple ways of speaking and behaving, their "heter~~lossia:'seems to
have accommodated contradictory positions while keeping up the ~erformance
of communist practices and statements-yet
the cadres adhere neither to the
image of the collaborationist nor to that of the system's manipulator in disguise,
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7.3 The Twelfth Dorje Phagmo on her throne at Sarnding in 1 9 9 6 Jann
Diem berger
FIGURE

for the paradox and multiplicity of living practices exceeds the binary model
implied by notions such as "reading in reverse" or "hidden transcripts," which is
often used to describe this kind of situation (see Yurchak 2003; Barnett 2oo5b). A
"ritualization" of communist acts and words that partly detaches them from their
immediate meaning and original intention seems to have opened new spaces for
multiple interpretations, reconciling the irreconcilable. From this point of view.
the Dorje Phagmo recalls many other religious figures in socialisr and postsocialist contexts, such as Siberian shamans (Vitebsk~1995). In 7heArrherypalActiom
$Ritual (1994; see also 2006; forthcoming). Laidlaw and Humphrey developed
the theory that "ritual" is "a quality that action can come to have, rather than
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being

. . . a definable category of distinctive kinds of events. Ritualizationin-

volves the modification-an

attenuation but not elimination-of [he normal
intentionality of human action. Ritual is action in which intentionaliq, is in a
certain way displaced so that . . . participants both are and are not the authors
of [heir ritual actions" (Laidlaw and Humphrey forthcoming). In this light, it
might be useful to look at the Dorje Phagmo's shifiing life arrangements and [he
pragmatic synthesis between heterogeneous forms of rituality, to which I Shdl
return in the final part of this chapter.

?he Twelfth Samding Dorje Phagmo 'Through the Eyes of Her Sister:

Life and Narrative Models
The life of the Twelfth Samding Dorje Phagmo illustrates, from a particular
perspective, the general role of literary models in life fashioning and the rpecific complexities of the history she has experienced.' Her elder sister, Kesang
Dronma, who was present at the most significant events of the Dorje Phagmo's
life, gave me a detailed and contextualized recollection in an interview in July
1999. Putting aside the significance of this account as a source for an oral history,I
primarily focus on it as a narrative. It is a remarkable example of an oral life story
that frames events in tropes distinctive ofTibetan biographical writing, adapting
them to new circumstances. This feature has been noted by Hanna Havnevik in
the oral accounts of contemporary Tibetan nuns (1990; 1994:259-284), but is
striking in this case for the profile of the protagonist. More generally, it is a clear
example of how a distinctive literary form of cultural production such as Tibetan
biographical writing has an important bearing on oral narrative, challenging
the conventional divide between orality and literality and pointing to a creative
interface between the two (Goody 1991; Ong 1982). The Dorje Phagmo's sister
gave an oral account of the early life of the current reincarnation that appears to
mirror, in certain details, the description of the life of Chokyi Dronma in the
fifieenth-century biography, even though she had no access to the actual text.
This ranges from the role of childhood illness to extravagant behaviors that in
hindsight appeared as a sign of her divine secret identity. As in the case of Chokyi
Dronma's biography, it is impossible to distinguish between literary models that
informed the biographical account and those that informed how the protagonists
enacted them in their own life. Literary models are not necessarily only applied
aposteriori in the process of a biographical compilation. As illustrated in the first
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art of this book, Chokyi Dronma was presumably aware of a numbcr of prcP
existingliterary models, fashioned her own life accordingly, and interpreted her
against that background. Eventually her life became an inspirational
narrative and sometimes an authorizing referent for later generations.
it
b e m e a powerful and lively part of an open-ended process in which written and
oral stories of remembered lives are continually reenacted and interwoven.
Kesang Dronma gave an account of her sister's life that sometimes contrasts but
is generally not incompatible with accounts of the s m e events written from other,
more critical or controversial perspectives. It can be subdivided into five separate
a childhood recollection in which traditional biographical tropes arc very
evident; the more secular account of her sister's life in a gradually modernizingXbet; the Tibetan revolt and the dramatic 1959 journey to India, which has almost
an epic character rich in circumstantial detail; an interlude with brief flashes from
the Cultural Revolution, intermingling common tropes with sketchy, random detail, typical of accounts that do not want to delve into the turmoil of that period;
and finally the religious revival of the post-Mao era, in which biographical tropes
of miraculous deeds partly reemerge. In presenting Kesang Dronma's account, I
give a series of quotations in their original sequence and summarize the rest, to
show as much as possible the structure and the temporality of her narrative.
Being older, Kesang Dronma recalled events earlier than those described by
the Dorje Phagmo herself. She framed her childhood experiences in a narrative
that placed them, with the benefits of hindsight, in light of the extraordinary
events that led to the recognition of her sister as a reincarnation of the Dorje
Phagmo and perhaps even of her reemergence as a prominent religious figure
in the 1980s. The ordinary process of reading backward into a child's past had
acquired a particular significance in her case: the actual recognition had been
prefigured by her mysterious illness, the subsequent consultation of oracles, and
eventually her encounter with a member of the entourage of the previous Dorje
Phagmo. Kesang Dronma drew multiple figures into the story, members of the
family and other people who were part of the events and of the collective process
of decoding the child's behavior, in which Kesang Dronma had ~ a r t i c i ~ a t eItd .
was the beginning of a continuous interpretation that has framed and reframed
the Twelfth Dorje Phagmo's life up to now, as it did the lives of her predecessors.
Kesang Dronma started her account by locating herself in relation to her sister:

nus

1 was two or three years older than her. When she was around three [i.e., two,

about 19401 she became very ill. At that time there was no hospital. We used to
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ask for Tibetan medicine and to make ceremonies in a monastery and to ask [he
The reply was that she was the rebirth of a religious practitioner, a monk,of
someone with a high rebirth. If she were a boy it would have occurred to us
she could be the reincarnation of a lama, but since she was a girl we did not think
any more about that. However, it was said that she should devote her life to religion and that she could not lead a secular life. If she were to do so, she would die,
SO,

without knowing that she was the Samding Dorje Phagmo, it was decided

that she should become a nun in the Tsangkhung nunnery [in Lhasa].
The gender of her sister was originally a reason not to consider her a potential
candidate as a reincarnation. Indeed, almost all known reincarnations are male,
which has definitely shaped the popular perception of the institution. Here we
see a number of tropes drawn from traditional literature. There is the implicit
disclaiming of any initial effort to promote the child, here explained by the fact
that she was a girl. Then there is the highlighting of her mysterious illness, a
common element in narratives referring to a spiritual calling, as we have seen in
the case of oracles and Chokyi Dronma herself (see also chapters 3 and 4).

ne

invocation of illness as a kind of liminal experience refers to a psychosomatic
world in which body and mind display signs of prefiguration. Later Kesang
Dronma told a series of stories that referred to signs that showed the natural
world participating in the event. Almost all Tibetan accounts of rebirth feature
a rainbow or a similar incident.
In Tsangkhung there is a resident local goddess. Some say that it is Palden Lhamo.
Her birthplace was near Tsangkhung. In fact, our house was near Tsangkhung,
so the goddess of Tsangkhung was her birth [protective] deity (skye h a ) . There
were some extraordinary things that happened at the time of her birth. A rainbow
appeared over our house. We did not see it, but people did and told of it. It is said
that this was made by the goddess ( h a mo) of Tsangkhung. When Mother was
pregnant, a woman dressed as a lady from Kham came. At that time there was a
cook in our house and this lady gave him some wool. "We do not need any wool!
We are about to leave for the countryside," he said. "Keep it! The time will come
when you will need it," said the Kham lady. So he took it and put in one of the
empty spaces that are always there in our Tibetan houses. Then the time of birth
came. The umbilical cord had to be cut. If the birth takes

lace in the hospital,

the cord is cut and the remaining part is wrapped [in white cloth]. But at that
time birth always took place at home. So when the cord was cut, this had to be
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wrapped in wool. The birth came all of a sudden and they were somovhat unprc-

[as we usually were not staying in Lhasa]. So there was no wool. %en the
cook suddenly remembered, "Here is some wool! It was given to me some time
ago by a lady." But who was that lady? Nobody seemed to know or have m y idu

P

she might have been

. . .and then they started to think that this might have

been the goddess of Tsangkhung. The goddess of Tsangkhung wears Khampa
clothing. She looks as if she is originally from Kham.

Old marginal women, more rarely men, have a special role in Tibetan stories, appearing in some minor capacity and unrecognized at the time; thq are
always later identified as a visiting goddess or emanation of a high lama. %is

was the case with the carrier of Thangtong Gyalpo's letter in Chokyi Dronma's
biography.
After recalling the extraordinary circumstances surrounding her sister's birth,
Kesang Dronma went back to the episode of the first divination that was made
because of the child's ill health:
Since the reply in the divination was that she had to become a nun at Tsangkhung,
she became a novice. And she recovered from the illness. Two, three years after
she recovered, we moved somewhere else. We went to a locality called Jorra. We
had a manorial estate and Father was staying there. Our family stayed there for
some two or three years. While we were there, she was always dressed as a nun and
used to play with a girl from central Tibet. Together they used to play with earth
and used to make little heaps, and she used to pick up a stick and act as if she
were beating a drum. She looked like she was celebrating some kind of offering
ritual. And she was mumbling, just like an urntse (a chant leader in a monastery)

. . . though of course she did not know the words. We were very different in our
ways of playing. I used to run around with other girls. At that time there was no
school, was there? She was always looking for a quiet corner where she would sit
and make her "offerings."
If illness reflects a spiritual calling, an adequate response brings about improvement or healing. 'This passage underlines the nature of the illness that had
prefigured her religious life. This is further supported by the recollection of
episodes showing that her sister had retained memories from her previous life.
Many anecdotes pointed t o her sister's extraordinary character. According to
Kesang Dronma, when nobody had yet thought of the possibility of her being
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identified as a reincarnation, the family happened to visit an important state
oracle; he behaved in a peculiar and unusual way in front of the child, but [he
family did not recognize the significance until later, in retrospect:
One day we passed by Tolung. There is a god [i.e., a human being who gets pas-

sessed by a god] there called Gadong. He is the same as the Nechung chabOniong
[the most important state oracle]. Gadong . . . was a state oracle. . . . At that time
I was a little girl, and in front of this oracle I was scared, I shut my eyes, I did not
dare to move, and I trembled in fear.

. . . At that time my sister was very small

and had to be carried. As soon as the god saw her, he suddenly stood up. Everybody was surprised. A god would stand up only if a lama were coming. We were
quite confused. We also could not think of any reason the god would stand up.
'The god said, "Bring the offerings!"-I

was young and my ability to remember

is confused, but my father used to relate all these details-and

gave them to the

little Samding Dorje Phagmo. And the god gave her a red cord and a &hatag.To
laypeople he used to give white or green, but to the Samding Dorje Phagrno he
gave a red one. The monks who assisted the oracle were surprised and wondered
why he gave these offerings to this little girl. If it were a boy they would think that
he was a reincarnated lama, but it being a girl, they just could not understand. A

girl as a lama, this is never spoken of. They said, "Perhaps she is somethingspecial.
Keep her pure." So we started to think that there was something special about her.
Since she was quite sickly, many religious ceremonies were held for her.
Tnis episode builds on and enhances the narrative of extraordinary indications prefiguring the revelation. Minor and almost ordinary signs give way to
events that raise public surprise. The intervention of oracles in the revelation
of reincarnations is not only a biographical trope but also an institutionalized
practice. However, Kesang Dronma underlines that this was not a prearranged
consultation but a fortunate coincidence that was not fully interpreted at the
time, reinforcing the trope of a spontaneous revelation. According to Kesang
Dronma, around 1941-42 the family came to know that the Samding monastery

was searching for the reincarnation of the Eleventh Sarnding Dorje Phagmo in
a casual, surprising way:
At that time the monastery was looking for the reincarnation [of the previous
Samding Dorje Phagmo], wasn't it? At that time we were living in Nyemo.
f i e former Samding Dorje Phagmo had a very young assistant. Her name was
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Nyipun. Nyipun arrived at our house together with a monk fmm the m o w t c v .

In order to find a reincarnation, they had to make many connections merywhere,
didn'[ [hey? When Nyipun and the monk dismounted from their horses and
came to our house, they directly bumped into my sister. The Sanding Dorje
Phagmo immediately said, "Nyipun has arrived, Nyipun has arrived.* Nobody in
our house knew them. But as soon as they heard her saying this, they started to
cry. ~ n she
d was very happy and behaved as if she were very familiar with them.
~ ~ r m a lshe
l y would be shy in front of people she didn't know, like any child.
~ uwith
t them she started to play. And as they probably guessed something, they
remainedat our place for some days.
fiis passage follows the trope of highlighting the key role played by objects
and people that were close to the deceased spiritual master in the process of
selecting a reincarnation. However, it is also particularly evocative of the role
played by Deleg Chodren in the identification of Chokyi Dronma's reincarnation. Given the popularity of Thangtong Gyalpo's biography, presumably this
was, deliberately or unconsciously, a narrative inspiration. After this initial,
rather private moment of disclosure of the girl's secret identity, a more public
one followed, which was apparently controversial. The public recognition of
the Dorje Phagrno also marks a change in the narrative, which becomes less
emotional and more factual.

The Twelfth Sarnding Dorje Phagmo Through the Eyes of Her Sister:
Turmoil and Transformation
Kesang Dronma told a unique firsthand account of the process by which her
sister became recognized as a reincarnation, and more generally the history of a
woman of the Tibetan elite against the background of the radical sociopolitical
shifts she experienced.
Kesang Dronrna mentioned, just in passing, the controversies that surrounded
the selection. These are generally ignored in the sources published in China, but
are highlighted in the article by K. Dhondup and Tashi Tsering (1979:13-14),
which attributes the identification to the dose relationship between the father
of the current Dorje Phagmo and the regent, Taktn. It reports the view that
personal interests had flawed the process and refers to the problematic birth date
of the selected Dorje Phagmo, who was allegedly born one year before the death
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of her predecessor, and the likeliho~dthat one of the other candidates war
authentic (a girl said to have had hog bristles on her back).' They also emphasiE
the damage caused to the institution by the controversy and the loss of
authority of the Dorje Phagmo. In contrast, Kesang Dronma highlights the find
endorsement of the highest Tibetan authorities, evoking the common tmpe of
multiple reincarnations and the fact that evenrually all the candidates took a
religious path, as an acceptable solution to the conundrum. Both readingsare
shaped by their authors' positions and by the time of ~ritinglnarratin~.
~h~
1977 article questions, from the perspective of the exile community, the authoritativeness of the current Dorje Phagmo in the light of not only the controversy
concerning her identification but also her later political readiness to collaborate
with the Chinese authorities. It is significant that this was written prior to the
Buddhist revival in the Tibet Autonomous Region. Once acknowledged, the
revival promoted a more differentiated interpretation of Tibetan cadres and religious personalities in general.' Kesang Dronma's narrative reflects the Tibet of
the 1970s, in which the religious resurgence had already flourished for a number
of years. It reveals her wish to endorse the status quo, arguing in terms meant
to

with Buddhist religious and moral premises. It is clear from both ac-

counts that an identification was associated with such an elevation in rank and
honors that having a child recognized as a reincarnation had become a very attractive opportunity and a frequent source of disputes. Both readings refer to the
controversy around the discovery of the Dorje Phagmo against the background
of the common privately motivated interference in ~ ~ i r i t u a l / ~ o l i tmatters,
icd
which made potentially flawed selections of reincarnations objects of ~opular
jokes.
When the time came to decide who the reincarnation was, there were naturally
many other candidates.

. . . There are always issues of there being many reincar-

nations, of body, speech, and mind, and so on [because a high lama can reincarnate in more than one body]. In any case, they [the other candidates] became
nuns. There were people supporting one or the other. Then the Regent ofTibet,
Taktra, was asked, and he replied that this was the one. Then Kundun 1i.e.. the
Dalai Lama] was asked. If he gave approval, then the appointment would be
definitive. And he confirmed it. The order was then passed on to the monastery,
and the monastery could not oppose this decision. The process of identification
was sorted out in this way.
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In the recollection of Kcsang Dronma, the transfer of her younger sister to
[he monastery went together with her Full recovery. Kcsang Dronma war
to give details of the young Dorje Phagmo's training, which involved rigor,Us

discipline and followed the Bodongpa tradition, relying on rhc network of

monastic institutions in the region:
She had a teacher, a monk from the monastery. His name was Dongag. He ws
very expert in the scriptures and followed the Bodongpa tradition. This teacher
was not a lama in a strict sense. But he had an amazing spontaneous expertise
in the texts. He was very learned and knew dl the different aspects of religious
theory and practice. He was also very good at writing, despite the fact that he
never went to school. I learned some Tibetan writing from him. She stayed at the
monastery until she was sixteen or seventeen. There was another teacher, Jiggyal
Rinpoche, a lama. He was one of the Bodongpa followers. His seat was in Rong
in the Rinpung area. Jorra Tulku also gave teachings and empowerments before
he died. The Samding Dorje Phagmo received all the necessary empowerments,
those of the Bodong tradition.
Except for short separations, the two sisters lived together in the monastery.
There they witnessed the arrival of the Chinese PLA (People's Liberation Army),
who had come to Tibet in 1951 to carry out its "peaceful liberation" afier the
controversial signing of the Seventeen-Point Agreement that conferred upon
China full sovereignty over Tibet while recognizing Tibet's autonomy. This event
marks another shift in the narrative, which becomes more secular according
to the radical transformation of the background against which the events were
taking place:
At one point the PLA arrived. They constructed the road reaching straight to
Nakartse. At that time we were still young. The soldiers were coming, loaded
with their packs on their backs. Nakartse county was founded. One of the army
leaders came to the monastery. They showed some movies they had brought with
them. We were invited to a banquet in Nakartse county. 'The soldiers brought a
lot of gifts.
AS a member of the traditional elite, the Dorje Phagmo was given great attention by the Chinese officials (see, for example, Mangeot 1979:108ff.).This
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was part of the United Front policy of making strategic alliances with membeu
of the local elite in areas where the Communist Parry was not otherwise able to
assert its control. In 1956 the young Dorje Phagmo, at that time a teenager, was
appointed as a vice president of the Buddhist Association, with the Dalai Lama
as president and the Panchen Lama also a vice president. This organization had
been established by the Chinese administration in order to manage the relationship with the Buddhist religious elite. As a high-ranking religious dignitary,she
was invited to Beijing twice. Kesang Dronma did not go along on these trips,
in which her sister had the chance to meet Mao and other top-ranking Chinese
officials:
Around 1715 the Samding Dorje Phagmo went to Beijing to pay a visit. May
aristocrats went there to see the place before she went. Many lamas and aristocrats
went. It was not the first time [that people were sent to see mainland China].

ne

Samding Dorje Phagmo and Mother went together. At that time the road was
not good. 'They went by car. It seems that they went by car until Xi'an and then
from there went on by rail. When she came back from her trip she became the
vice director [president] of the Buddhist Association.
Soon afterward she left again for Beijing, this time with her father. It was an
eventful journey, both personally and politically, described through the eyes of
the Manchurian secretary of the Buddhist Association in an account published
by Silvain Mangeot (1979:112ff.). Kesang Dronma did not refer to any personal
relationship between her sister and this adventurous Manchurian. She focused,
rather, on the fact that the prolonged absence of the Dorje Phagmo created some
discontent in the monastery. In fact, the management and the whole system of
lay support of the monastic institution would function only if the sacred donee
was present:
In 1957, they were sent again to visit China. That time Father went as well. When
they came back, the monks expressed their concern about the fact that there
was no lama in the monastery. And they said that if no lama was staying in the
monastery, they could not really practice religion. They conveyed their request
for their lama to the government. If no lama is staying in the monastery, then
the patrons also become fewer and fewer and the monastery falls into decay. The
monastery had big land holdings, yaks and sheep, and if the lama was not there 111
this was not properly managed.

. . . The request was forwarded to the Religious
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Affairs Bureau. So after coming back from China they went back to living in the
monastery.
Having obtained permission, the Dorje Phagmo resumed her residence at
samding, engaging in religious training and practice. Meanwhile, the
situation was becoming more and more tense, for a Tibetan uprising
[ha[ had started in the east had been crushed and the unrest was spreading to
centralTibet:

In 1958 the Samding Dorje Phagmo was living in the monastery, At that time
she went to Lhasa, met the Dalai Lama, and received the empowerment on
yamintaka. She received the empowerment on Vajrayogini from Trijiang
Rinpoche [the Dalai Lama's tutor]. After the empowerment she went back to the
monastery.
While there, the Samding Dorje Phagmo saw the onset of the big 1959 uprising during which the Yamdrog area became a stronghold of Tibetan guerrillas.
They were Khampas coming from the east, and their organization went under
the name Four Rivers Six Ranges (Chushi Gangdrug).' The description of this
event marks a radical shift in the narrative and a change in its temporality. ?his is
the prelude to the epic journey that would take both sisters to India:
The whole of the Yamdrog area was controlled by the Chushi Gangdrug (chu
bzhi sgang drug). In the countryside there were guerrillas. The road was blocked.

Father and Mother were in Nyemo. We could not move back and forth. We were
isolated. I was already married at that time and my husband had become one of
the four treasurers of the monastery. The monastery had started to do quite well
just as the [1959]uprising broke out. While the Chushi Gangdrug were here, they
used to come to the monastery to get butter and other kinds of food.
In the middle of the turmoil, the Dalai Lama escaped from Tibet to India.
The two young women were quite uncertain about what to do, but eventually
they decided to follow the example of their leader and flee:

At that time we escaped. At that time in Nakartse there was one Chushi Gangdrug
leader; he was called Amdo Legshe; he seems to have been a monk before. He
sent us a note saying that the Gyalwa Rin~oche[i.e., the Dalai Lama] had already
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gone to India and that all the major lamas were supposed to leave, and that it ,,,a
better if we went as well. The Chushi Gangdrug sent a group of ten soldiersto
protect us. We knew nothing about where to escape. We were very young. We
went to the lake and then continued. It was 1959. the third or fourth month.
Since the Dalai Lama had already left, there were many people leaving with their

yaband donkeys and their belongings.

. . . We took the ritual instruments and

the famous hat. This was the hat of Khandro Yeshe Tsogyal.' 'The hat had inside
it some red hair from Khandro Yeshe Tsogyal. This hat does not exist anymore; it

was destroyed in the Cultural Revolution.
Her account is a travelogue that highlights how everything was happening in 1
rushed and confused way and also how everybody was expecting this journey to
be a short-term expedient:
O n the way my husband went to visit his own place at Lhodrag Bodong, and
then we continued to Bhutan. My father-in-law came along. They were a rich
family; they had gold and silver, but he just came with his pack. He had taken
along a new pair of shoes. As he said, "On the way, if the shoes get torn it is a big
problem, unless you have shoes to change into." He did not think at all about
taking along silver or gold or any precious things. He had one small bag of tsampa
and just went with that. They had taken along the three children . . . or were they
four? . . . no, one was already with us. They had the one bag of tsampa flour and
just went. The mother had her Lhokha hat. This hat is absolutely useless if it is
cold or hot or whatever, it is just a useless thing. It just looks nice.
They arrived at the border with Bhutan (on the route leading via Monla Karchung pass t o Bumthang), immediately to the south, which was a natural port of
call both for its geographical proximity and for its ancient religious ties. The account published by Sylvain Mangeot hints at the fact that Dorje Phagmo's journey may have been motivated by personal reasons-her

involvement with the

Manchurian secretary of the Buddhist Association and her attempt to trace him
after he had left for Bhutan. However, this is not mentioned in Kesang Dronma's
account, nor is the story that her father-in-law had tried to leave Tibet with a
caravan loaded with valuables and belongings and was beaten to death either by
guerrillas or by Bhutanese, as reported by some sources in various, discrepant
versions (Mangeot 1974:201; K. Dhondup and Tashi Tsering 1979:16). Kesang
Dronma concentrated on the events she had seen unfolding before her eyes:
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Ar that time there were many people coming from Tibet. . . .The journey lvtcd
some fifteen or sixteen days. The path was quite tough and m n y got fool injuries. But all the way, since people were very religious, we found a lot of help.
Many of them invited us to their houses; they often came offering khnrogr and
provided food. We arrived at Tiampa, the Tibetan-Bhutanese border, and there
were many aristocrats from the Dewashung [the Tibetan government]. The
&ere is densely forested; people stayed in tents. We made an improvised shelter
from some cloth and stayed there.

. . . Gradually the food ran out. We started to

go into the forest to look for berries and whatever was there that was edible. Some
people got ~ o i s o n e dbecause of eating the wrong things. Lots of people died.
At that time the Indian Premier Nehru spoke on the radio and announced that
theTibetans could come to India. So the authorities of Bhutan were told to allow
the Tibetans to pass through their country.

. . . The Bhutanese let the lamas and

the aristocrats proceed along the main route. The others, soldiers and ordinary
people, were sent by an alternative path which went through the area of Lo. This
path was considered to be quite bad. It is said that those who went by this ocher
route had a hard time on the journey. When we arrived in the area where the
Bhutanese government was, we were guests of Ashi (Princess) Pema Chodron.
In Bhutan the two sisters were particularly welcomed by people who followed
the same religious tradition and were devoted to the Dorje Phagmo:
Truly speaking, Bhutan is very pleasant. It is a very nice land. In Bhutan there is a
big monastery on the top of a hill that follows the Bodong tradition or something
similar. It is said that one of the former Sarnding Dorje Phagmos had resided
there.

. . . 'The Samding Dorje Phagmo was riding a horse, and the people were

offering bushels of g e e n rice to her horse. Everybody was very happy. In this way
the Sarnding Dorje Phagmo went to perform an offering in this monastery. Many
people came to see the famous hat of Khandro Yeshe Tsogyal.
From Bhutan, the two sisters moved to Assam. While they were fighting their
way through the refugee camps in India, their parents were still in Tibet, but as
soon as the situation had stabilized they started to look for their daughters:
At that time Father and Mother were in Nyemo. The road was blocked by the

fighting around the.iron bridge at Chushul [over the Brahmaputra River]. Since
Father and Mother had received some sort of salary from the Chinese government,
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the Chushi Gangdrug were very suspicious. They took away all that they could
from the family. Mother was badly beaten while Father managed to escape to
Lhasa. However, we had also helped the Chushi Gangdrug in Yamdrog, and later
we had to face quite a few difficulties for this. In fact, all the treasurers were put
in jail for this. We ended up in the middle of the war; we were between the two
fronts and were "beaten" by all sides. Since we were in the middle, both fronts
considered us as belonging to the other side. In the Yamdrog area most families
had stories of this kind.
Histories from this period of successful and failed attempts to steer a middle
course between opposing fronts, of equivocal behavior, and of shifting alignments across fragmented families are common. Personal and p o l i t i d issues appear inextricably intertwined in a multitude of survival strategies. The Dorje
Phagmo and her family were in this sense a high-profile case of a widespread
(Mangeot 1979:182).In order to track their daughters, the parents
of the Dorje Phagmo relied o n PLA support:
Mother and Father came accompanied by the PLA to look for us and got as far as
Bhutan. However, they did not find us and went back.

. . . They sent some people

from Phari [near the border with Bhutan, where the monastery of Samding had
an estate] to look for us. From them we heard that we should come back and
that the monastery did not suffer any damage. They confirmed that during the
uprising many people had died, but said that if we were to return to Tibet now,
nothing untoward would happen. In that difficult situation the idea of returning
home became the simplest one. Once we had taken this decision, we established
some contacts with the Chinese embassy in Delhi and stayed there for a few
days.
According to K. Dondup and Tashi Tsering (1979:16),the Chinese trade agent
at Kalimpong, whose duties included trying to convince China-friendly members of the religious and political elite to return to Tibet, had a major part in
reestablishing contact between parents and daughters and in organizing their
return. It is unclear at what stage this became an important political matter.
Certainly, at some point it became a most public affair, for the return of the
Dorje Phagmo and her sister was managed with the involvement of the highest
authorities in Beijing:

From Delhi we were sent by plane to Afghanistan and Pakistan. 'lhen we went to
[he Soviet Union. We arrived in MOSCOW.
Then we went also to Outer Mongolia.
We stayed two or three days in Afghanistan. We stayed three days in the Soviet
Union. At that time the Soviet Union was very fmous, and there were such big
houses there. Food, however, was not that good, and for a little food one had to
pay high prices. We visited some exhibitions and museums. We saw some rnilitar-displays concerning space exploration, etc. We tried to visit the mausoleums
o f k n i n and Stalin, but that day they were closed.
Kesang Dronma told about this adventurous journey, showing a few phoq r a p h s that were taken during their visits. Eventually, the two young women
arrived in Beijing. It was just before the celebration of the tenth anniversary of
the founding of the PRC, o n October

I,

1959 (see also Wangdu 1999:119),and

they were given a special welcome as patriotic heroines:
We arrived at Beijing exactly for the shi-yi [Chinese: the first of October, China's
national day since 19491. It was 1959. How quick we were! In that same year in the
fourth month we had left, and by the ninth we had come back. We went by plane.
As we arrived, there were so many people showing happiness and welcoming us.

In Tiananmen Square, Mao Trushi (Chairman) was above [in the rostrum]. We
were there with He Long. He was so big, majestic with his short beard, wen intimidating. Besides him there were many generals. The honorable lady (hacham),
the wife of Ngabo [the former Tibetan cabinet minister and general], was with
us. That evening they gave a banquet at the Great Hall of the People. At that time
Zhou Enlai gave a speech and said that it was very good that the female lama
had come back from abroad. He said something like, "She chose to follow the
luminous path." I cannot say much about that. When the speech was finished,
we toasted. All stood up, toasted. 'There was so much food at one time.

. . . One

evening, just at sunset, suddenly an invitation came to go to Zhongnanhai [the
central headquarters of the Communist party and the government of China]. At
that time we did not go. The Sarnding Dorje Phagmo met Zhou Enlai and later
Chairman Mao. H e praised her all the time as a female living Buddha. At that
time Chairman Mao spoke about freedom of belief. Chairman Mao said that the
policy of freedom of belief and the nationalities policy (mi rigs sridjw) would
remain unchanged. This is also what he said to Lhalu [another Tibetan former
cabinet minister]. Lhalu repeated this in some meetings of the CPPCC.
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The return to China had given the Dorje Phagmo a particular position in
Chinese propaganda narratives and imagery, which was used not only by displaying her at the grand celebration of the anniversary of the PRC but also
in broadcasting her later statements on the radio inviting Tibetans to return
(K. Dhondub and Tashi Tsering 1979x7). In the 1980s, the epic journey was narrated in a novel and a film, called Female Living Buddha (Ch. Niu Huofu), that
celebrated her loyalty to the motherland and reiterated the invitation to Tibetans
abroad."e
increased symbolic value of the Dorje Phagmo was also reflectedin

nese

the positions to which she was appointed afier her return to Tibet in 1960.
were briefly mentioned by Kesang Dronma in a flat, factual account leading
to her recollection of episodes from the Cultural Revolution: ''After returning
to Tibet she received various appointments in the Buddhist Association, as a
representative in the People's Congress in Lhokha, as the vice-parry secretary
[he Political Consultative Conference of Tibet, as a vice director of the People's
Congress of the Tibet Autonomous Region, as a member of the committee of [he
Political Consultative Conference of China [at national level] ."
'The fortunes of the Samding Dorje Phagmo and her sister would change

radically a few years later. In 1962 the Panchen Lama denounced what was actually happening in the Tibetan areas in his famous 70,000 Character Petition''
to Zhou Enlai, in the hope that he could enter into a dialogue with the Chinese
leadership according to the terms agreed upon in the 1950s and convince the
highest authorities to change their course of action. Li Weihan, the head of the
United Front, at first took the Panchen Lama's suggestions into consideration.
However, in 1964 Mao declared the petition "a poisoned arrow aimed at the Party
by reactionary and feudal overlords" (Barnett 1997:iv, xx), and subsequently the
Panchen Lama underwent struggle sessions and spent almost ten years in prison.
Around the same time, Li Weihan, the mastermind of the United Front policy,
lost his position and numerous members of the traditional elite who had worked
together with the Chinese authorities as part of this policy fell into disgrace.
Kesang Dronma briefly commented on this, saying, "In 1964 Panchen knpoche
[i.e., the Panchen Lama] got in trouble, and as a result of this problem other
people got into trouble as well. So in 1965 our father was put into prison.''
This was a prelude to the Cultural Revolution, which began in 1966. Like
many lamas and aristocrats, the two sisters went through a period of hardship, yet
they were luckier than others: during this period a great number of representatives of traditional political and religious institutions, as well as many ethnic cadres, were killed. The monastery of Samding, like many others, was destroyed:
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The monastery was destroyed in 1966. Before that it was quite well pr=rvcd. A
few things were missing, but on the whole all the religious symbols were there.

Since she was considered a lama who had come back and was friendly to China,
the monastery had so far been specidly protected. The treasurers, however, had
been put in jail for the suppon that the monastery had given to the
n e n during the Cultural Revolution the monastery was completely destroyed.
n e y tried to take her [the Dorje Phagmo] around-like

many other lamas-

wearing that hat [to be ridiculed in public struggle sessions], but they were prevented by some leaders. So she was spared from this, but the famous har was
lost in Lhasa. I was sent to a road construction unit. At that time the children of
poor families were assigned more comfortable situations, while the children of
big families were sent to remote places and assigned very hard work. During the
Cultural Revolution Dorje Phagrno was under some sort of house arrest or in a
labor camp (sa 'khul).The government gave her the money to live, but she was
constantly under control. If one was assigned to such a situation one had to carry
out all kind of tasks that were assigned, from farming work to emptying toilets.
'The sisters faced some hardship but survived. Their father suffered significantly and died shortly afier being rehabilitated in 1978. Like many other religious dignitaries, the Dorje Phagmo was rehabilitated after Deng Xiaoping had
inaugurated his new political course in 1978. His government relaunched the
United Front policy in minority nationalities areas and restored many arrangements that had been first set in place in the 1950s. Premier Hu Yaobang visited
Tibet in May 1980; he expressed a formal apology for what had happened there
during the Cultural Revolution, invited the Tibetans to take advantage of their
autonomy, and explicitly revived the memory of the Seventeen-Point Agreement
(Wang Yao 1994:285-295). H e inaugurated the new political course that promoted the revival of religious practices and of "minority nationality traditional
customs" (Ch. minzu xiguan) as well as the establishment of new education and
research institutions. From a new position of relative power, the Samding Dorje
Phagrno intervened on behalf of her destroyed monastery:
From 1977 or 1978 she was appointed as a vice chairman of the Political Consultative Conference of the TAR. She immediately asked for a rehabilitation of the
monastery. . . . The Sarnding Dorje Phagmo and 1, together with an official of
the Religious Atfiirs Office and an official from the United Front, went to the
monastery. It was completely destroyed, and we had to work out a plan. We all
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felt very sad on seeing the condition of the monastery. We went to look for
former monks. They were dispersed. Once we had gathered them together, we
could start organizing the work. nubten-la [Thubten Namg-yal] organi~d[he
monks who had responded to the call.
Thubten Namgyal thus became the leading force in the monastic communiv
[hat had gradually started to gather again at Samding. They were taking care of
the restoration work on a day-to-day basis:
At that time the Samding Dorje Phagmo and I were both staying at the Political
Consultative Conference [office]. nubten-la, together with the late Tsondru,
was taking care of the actual organization of the work. He purchased everything
that was necessary in Lhasa, and then with great hardship started the reconstruction and the restoration. They did the hardest part of the work.
Official permits and government support made it possible for the monastery
to be revived on a solid basis, attracting further local and international support:
In 1987 it was possible to establish the monastery properly with the support of
the Religious PLfFairs Bureau and the United Front.

. . . Among other things, it

was possible to solve the problem ofwater. nubten-la remembered the site of an
ancient spring, and by digging the ground there we were able to find the water.
He performed a ritual for the spring and made a lukhang [a temple to the water
spirits (klu)].The water gradually increased and then became a good spring with
good water.
Thubten Namgyal was a driving force as an excellent scholar who mastered
both traditional and modern forms of scholarship, but he also had special knowledge concerning the spirits of the place and embodied the memory ofwhat Samding used to be. Thus the restoration of the monastery acquired an epic character
in Kesang Dronma's narrative, similar to the establishment or restoration of
monasteries and shrines in traditional Tibetan biographies. Reconstructing the
monastery meant reviving what Caroline Humphrey has defined as the "moral
authority of the past" (Humphrey 1ggz:j75-389) in a late socialist or postsocialist
setting. Samding Dorje Phagmo and Thubten Namgyal in their article refer to
the ancient glorious past of the Tibetan empire and to the relevant ~rophecies,
to the history of the Dorje Phagmo tradition, and to how, with the help of the

it was possible to restore the monastery "without fault compred to
how it used to be" so that it was ''dive and prosperous for the practice of the doc-

old

trine" (Dorje Phagmo Dechen Chodron and Thubten Namgyd 199(:46).This
feelingis also expressed in many ordinary acts, like using ancient monastery sealr
dong with new ones in correspondence. Thubten N m w l wu t y p i d of the
many monks and laymen who reconstructed the fabric of Tibetan cultural and
Sociallife within the new political spaces that Deng Xiaoping and Hu Yaobang
had opened. Kesang Dronma concluded her account by describing the impact
that Hu Yaobangi visit had on the Tibetan way of life, even in small everyday
things:
Before Hu Yaobang came to Tibet there was no Tibetan clothing to be seen in
the shops. When he came he gave instructions that Tibetan clothes should be
made and sold on the market. In one meeting that I also attended, he said, "Your
traditional Tibetan nationality clothes are so beautiful, why do you not wear
them?Why do you wear these Chinese clothes instead?The multicoloredpang&
(apron) is so beautiful, how come you do not wear it?" . . . Afier Hu Yaobang's
visit, the people wearing Tibetan clothing became more and more numerous.
Hu Yaobang visited monasteries everywhere. After this, when Wu Jinghua was
appointed Party Secretary of the TAR [in 19851, the attention given to Tibetan
culture increased a lot, the support to the monasteries increased. and the custom
of wearing Tibetan traditional clothing became more and more widespread. He
used to visit the Samding Dorje Phagmo often, and they discussed many issues.
At that time also, people like Ren Rong [the previous Party Secretary in the TAR]
and Tian Bao [a leading official] used to visit her. For example, they used to come
to visit her at New Year.

. . . Wu Jinghua used often to wear Tibetan clothing. His

chuba had been offered to him by the Panchen Rinpoche. Things have changed

now!
Kesang Dronma's final comment was presumably hinting at the new political
climate in the TAR and the general change of policy that followed the Third Forum. Since 1994, in fact, Tibetan cultural and political life has been increasingly
restricted. Anything related to claims of ethnic difference, autonomy, the practice of traditional customs, and, to varying extents, religion had become an inle
tolerated but liable to be seen as akin
creasingly risky matter, in ~ r i n c i ~legally
to "splittist" attitudes and thus the object of sanctions. Most notably, monasteries underwent a series of campaigns examining the political allegiance of monks
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and nuns, many local festivals were reduced in scope or eliminated, and Tibetan
cadres were carefully examined to make sure that they had the correct thinking
in relation to culture, ethnicity, religion, and motherland. The list of special measures did not stop there. Chen Kuiyuan, the Parry Secretary appointed in 1991,
had become a local icon of the hard-line policy, with moments that peaked into
what sometimes was labeled as "the second Cultural Revolution." The tension
appears to have eased since his transfer in September 2000.

T h e Power o f Silence, the Agency o f the Statue
The Dorje Phagmo is one of the longest-serving Tibetan cadres in the administration. She has managed to sustain both her political and her religious position
over a long period of time and many changes of policy. Throughout her career
she has been rather silent, limiting her public words to the minimum necessary
to fulfill what was requested. This is undoubtedly a feature of her personality,
but in being silent she seems to have deployed a common survival strategy of
minority nationality cadres. Her image allowed for multifarious interpretations:
a modernist heroine standing for the new society and women's emancipation in
earlier slogans; the orientalized beauty and sacredness of the Tibetan nationality;
an expression of loyalty to the motherland in Chinese novels and films; an icon
of Buddhism in the communist setting when she was described as the inhabitant
of "the only house with a prayer-flag" in a compound of high-ranking cadres
(Wangdu 1999x09).
It is also clear that there have been many activities (political, charitable, and
religious) taking place in her name, linked to very different networks of people
and institutions operating on her behalf. It might be useful to see the Dorje
Phagmo as a representative of what Robert Barnett has called "constructionist politics"-the strategic pursuit of practical achievements, such as building
schools or encouraging rural development, in lieu of suspended or inadmissible
larger objectives (Barnett 2005:319). Through her efforts in monastery restoration and initiatives in favor of rural communities she is, like Pasang, "rescued in
the popular imagination from the apparent subservience of her ~ u b l i cposition"
(Barnett 2005:po).
This point is also supported by an example from a different ~ e r s ~ e c t i vDure.
ing the same period, a Tibetan communist cadre became famous for his involvement in the regeneration of Tibetan culture and attacking poverry in the rural
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areas. He has become a hero in popular narratives and has staned to be labeled,
in popular hearsay, as an incarnation of Avalokiteivara. Hc w u cventuaIIy tmnsferred, but when he later visited Lhasa Tibetans spontaneously lined up to pay
respect to him, offering the traditional white scarf as if he were a lama.
rumors that went around are witness to the unique sense of sacredness associated
with him in the popular imagination. The respectful act of offering the white
scarfwas similar and yet radically different from the thousands of times in
the same gesture has been a simple display of "traditional Tibetan customsn in
the modern setting. It reflected a intentionality and a reverence that transcended
any formal, ritualized repetitions of gestures.
Looking at these minority nationality cadres merely in relation to how they
participate in what Yurchak calls "hegemony of form" focuses on only one aspect
of their political practice, and probably not the most significant one. To analylx
the act of raising the hand in a meeting "only for its truth conditions-as 'real'
support or 'dissimulation' of support-is to miss the point" (Yurchak 2003486).
An official once told me, "In our situation we have to be like those tantric deities
that have many faces and many names." As in the case of Chokyi Dronma, it
has been a long-standing practice for Tibetans, especially for religious personalities, to have several identities and names, often defined as "outer," "inner," and
"secret," that allow them to operate according to different "selves" in different
spheres (see chapter 4). A multilayered understanding of the political and the religious can thus be rooted in both ancient cultural notions and political practices
of the modern communist state. These arrangements recall and parallel those of
the Siberian shamans in their communist context (see, for example, Vitebsky
1995). In the modern Tibetan world, ancient spirits and communist bureaucracy
may appear strangely similar, capricious, mysterious, and manageable only, if at
all, through the use of the appropriate ritual language and a creative translation
of political and ritual idioms.

ne

When the grand seasonal celebrations take lace, local people gather at the
monastery to receive a blessing, monks and nuns from branch monasteries come
to pay their respects and join in the religious activities, officials come from the
county seat and from Lhasa, and even a few tourists might turn up. Everyone
makes a different sense of the Buddhist and communist rituality blending in a
continuum that seems much less paradoxical than it sounds when described.
1s the event genuine or staged? Is it a strategic use of religion for ~oliticalpurposes or a strategic use of politics for religious purposes? The answer lies with
each of the participants, mirrored in their ~ersonalview of the occasion and in
3x3
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the different "interpretative communities" that they create. As in contemponry
Christian movements in China, such "interpretative communities" includethose
groups of ~ e o p l e"defining the meaning of symbols and practices . . . which are
not identical to the interpretation of official media and education"
2000:~70)and may include representatives of the state in a private capaciry
(Diemberger 2007). This multiplicity of interpretations allows for different,
sometimes contradictory positions to coexist in a milieu that continuously generates readings and re-readings, transcending any binary opposition between [he
authentic and the disguised, the genuine and the staged, the common people
and the state. It is a metaphorical space that enables, in practice, many creative
arrangements, whose potential and fragility I shall refer to below and in the next
chapter.

The "Meeting Monastery" a n d the Network of the Blue Horseman
After arriving in Lhasa in August 2000, I was told that Samding's head monk,
Thubten Namgyal, was in the hospital, terminally ill with liver cancer. Together
with the Samding Dorje Phagmo's sister, I was able to pay him a last visit. He
asked us to support the doctrine in his monastery, and asked about the whereabouts of the text dPal de kho na nyid &spa snyingpo, 7he Essence of the tradition." He also said, in a sad and enigmatic way, "I have been excessively caught
up in the new work. I became sick for this." He died the next day. I did not think
much about his last words until we visited the monastery a few days later. The
place was more splendid than ever, a huge restoration having been just cornpleted. The famous stairs, which had been rebuilt in the 1980s according to the
original shape, had been replaced by new larger ones of polished and glittering
stone. But there was a strange contrast between the luxury of the building and
the monastic community that looked more exhausted and lost than ever. They
seemed to feel something deeper than the demise of the man who had been their
spiritual guide. Gradually the story behind the restoration became clear: after
the Karmapa's escape from Tibet in January 2000, the government gave more
attention to the high reincarnated lamas in Tibet and had allocated huge funding
to the monastery, while increasing its control on the Dorje Phagmo herself. The
money, however, had to be used exclusively for construction, and the monks had
been largely preoccupied with managing the restoration work. So the monastery
appeared as a wonderful shell, emptied of its spiritual content with the loss of the
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monk who had achieved a successful compromise between the genuine pursuit
[he doctrine and the demands of the administration. In 1996, when we h d
first met, he had told me, "It is not so important to make a beautiful monastery;
really matters is a solid spiritual training and practice."
The nickname that some local people had promptly invented, the Tsondu
Gompa (Tshogs 'dus dgon pa), the "n~onasteryof the [political] assembly,"
mocked the propaganda use of the monastery. The Samding Dorje Phagmo in
her secluded life in Lhasa did not seem to be in a position to ratore the spirinuIiry of the lace, at least for the moment. The 'statue" was scarred by the loss
of one of its important faces. It seemed that along with Thubten Namgyal, the
delicate balance achieved in the 1980s, thanks to the political space granted by
the so-called United Front policy, had passed away. The policy that had enabled
Tibetans to do a great deal of reconstruction after the Cultural Revolution
seemed to have met its end in the Chen Kuiyuan" era.
Some time later, a story started to circulate among the Bodongpa communities: someone had knocked at the door of the Dorje Phagmo's residence, but
when it was opened, no one was there. Then they saw an ancient rosary that
they had believed lost on the threshold. It was said that the blue horseman, Tashi
Ombar, had been calling on her. As time has passed, some of the monks seem
to have resumed the legacy of solid religious commitment of Thubten Namgyal,
who has become a revered spiritual ancestor of the Samding community.
Meanwhile, the world around the monastery has been rapidly changing.
Since 2005 Nakartse has become reachable by a new paved road that replaced
the old dirt road, and Samding now seems much closer to Lhasa than it used to
be. Grand infrastructural projects are changing not only the geographical but
also the political and cultural landscape ofTibet, and while I am completing
this book, the new railway from China is being inaugurated. All this is going
to transform the landscape radically, with a vastly increased number of people
gaining access to the area, representing an unprecedented challenge to the social
and natural environment. Nakartse is already expanding at the speed of light,
with new hotels, restaurants, discos, and shops. Will this just mean increasing
urbanization, secularization, and tourist consumption of the land? Samding recently obtained some support from a Chinese donor from Shenzhen, a wealthy
Buddhist trader. Things are changing yet again, in unpredictable directions.
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8

THE LIVING TRADITION A N D THE
LEGACY OF THE PRINCESS

7he legacy of thej?freenth-centuryprincess lives on in the most ritualizedfom, hrr
current reincarnation as the Twelfth Samding Dorje Phagmo, and also very
much in the minds and deeds of all who revere her as an emanation of the deity,
beyond the controversial issues that concern her current embodiment.
Furthermore, Chokyi Dronma's legacy is reflected in the deeds of the less conspicuous monks and nuns of the Bodongpa monastic community who have reconstructed and revived monasteries, nunneries, and shrines all over Tibet since
the 1980s. They are part of the wider process of revival of Tibetan Buddhism
in the post-Mao era (see Goldstein and Kapstein 1998) that sometimes goes
under the name yangdar, i.e., the "further spread" of the doctrine, following the
"earlier spread" in imperial Tibet and the "later spread" after the tenth century
(see chapter I).
The Bodongpa nuns perhaps epitomize this living legacy best, in all the hardships and difficulties that they have faced over the last few decades-like those of
their male counterparts, but with an additional gendered dimension (see Karma
Lekshe Tshomo 2004). Except for Samding, which has direct patronage from
the Twelfth Dorje Phagmo and, through her, links to government resources,
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the Bodongpa monasteries are small and not particularly wealthy. They often
struggle to survive under the new economic regime. However, quite a few remain
and seem to have managed their situation more or less successfully.' Surviving
Bodongpa nunneries are much more rare, and fewer of those that existed before
1959 have been revived.
On the way from Samding to Gyantse, beyond the Karu La pass, there is
a small farming village. It is overlooked by a modest square building, a newly
rebuilt nunnery that hosts a small community of eight Bodongpa nuns. A steep
climb leads to the simple entry gate that gives access to the couryard. Inside
the enclosure is the main temple, a new and naked cement building, the walls
adorned only by a couple of modern prints of deities. O n the simple altar are new
statues ofAvalokiteSvara in the four-armed form and one in the thousand-armed
form, T?ua, and of course a statue of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, the founder of
the tradition. An energetic-looking nun in her forties is currently the abbess; she
wears her hair short like a regular nun. I had first seen her when she had come to
Samding in June 1997 for the celebration of the Cham dances; then she wore her
hair long, as did the other nuns who were with her. 1 am told that a few years ago
it was strongly recommended' that they wear their hair in the "proper" fashion
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for nuns-even

though long hair used to be a distinctive feature of nuns here

before 1959, and of Bodongpa nuns more generally. Eventually, they decided to
conform.
However, the senior nun, who masterminded the reconstruction, still wears
her hair long. She is seventy-four and lives most of the time with her family, She
told her story and that of her nunnery:"
Lungmar nunnery was originally established in a tenure of a local ruler from
Bonpo Tengchen. He had a daughter, a princess who wished to become a nun.

I became a nun when I was seventeen. I was born in a family of farmersand as
one nun had left the nunnery, I became a nun in her stead. At that time, we used
to participate in family life and go to the nunnery for ceremonies.
When I was 28/29 [around 19601, the nunnery was closed down and was
eventually destroyed. At that time I did not have two avenues to choose from. I
had only one. So I married and had seven children.
When I was about 5 0 [around 19821, a small group of friends came together
and decided to rebuild the nunnery. We started to collect funds as begging nuns,
wandering all over the region. Part of that original group was a nun who had
stayed at Chagsam Chubori, the residence of ?hangtong Gyalpo. She died some
seven years ago.
At first we asked permission to build a small place, the size of two pillars, for
the practice of ritual fasting (smyunggnar).It was very difficult. We applied to one
officer, who then referred us to another officer, and so on. We were allowed to
practice, for the local authorities were good to us, but it was difficult to get a formal permit. Eventually we managed to receive it. It was 1993. I then became the
formal leader of the nunnery and some nuns joined in. For the construction we
received some donations from Samding, including some wood. The local people
provided labor and we kept collecting funds as begging nuns. Recently because of
my health I moved away, but I still go back when there are ceremonies.
The legacy of Chokyi Dronma seems to live o n in her resilience, her fund-raising
activity as a begging nun, her religious tradition, and her memory of another
princess, who had a similar wish t o renounce the world and first established the
Lungmar nunnery:
In general we go to Samding for training and for major ceremonies. We practice the Bodongpa tradition, but we also practice the dKon mrhogspyi iius ritual
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cycle of the Nyingmapa tradition and ritual fasting according to the (;elugpn

tradition.
We have tried our best to arrange the altar with the symbols of body, jpmh,
and mind, but I was not able to find a model of the statue of the t h o ~ a n d - ~ ~ ~ ~
and thousand-eyed King of the Sky (Namkha G y a l p ~ )He
. ~ used to be the central
image on the altar and the main focus of our practice; I have looked for a model,
but to no avail. What we have now is a regular Avalokiteivara, but it is different.
I would love to have that image on the altar again, if we were so lucky as to find a
model and have it reproduced.
Chokyi Dronma's legacy is also reflected in the life of the many nuns who dwell
in lay homes, keeping their vows and practicing, where they have been unable to
restore their ancient monastic buildings. In the vicinity of Yamhog Lake, not far
from Samding monastery, lies what is lefi of a nunnery d l e d Shugseb, the "juniper grove"-the same name of the more famous nunnery where the venerable
shows
Lochen5 used to reside. A photograph by Charles Bell (1994[1928]:r69)
its original appearance; now only ruins remain beside a small stream, with a few
juniper bushes and the deep blue of the lake in the distance. The nunnery was alIt is said that the nuns had repeatedly tried to restore it
legedly destroyed in 1959.~
but could not obtain a permit. By now they have all died except one, at that time a
novice, who practices while living at home and who ofien performs ritual services
for the village communities around the lake. Dorje Phagmo's husband also mentioned a nunnery that was successfully established in 1984 in the Rinpung area,
hosted fourteen nuns,' and was recently dissolved for lack of the proper permits.
The experience of these Bodongpa nuns reveals the fragility of the informal
enterprises that are protected only by the good will of grassroots cadres; without
legal recognition, they lack formal protection when policies and cadres change.
Looking at the current number and the condition of monasteries and nunneries,
it seems that the administration has not managed to live up to its claims of more
gender equality. While celebrating femaleness in Buddhist or communist terms
in the person of the Dorje Phagmo, the administration seems to have reproduced
the female subordination that Chokyi Dronma had experienced and tried to address and that is part of the lives of nuns generally. Charlene Mackley observed
how contemporary nunhood retains "a cultural logic of gender hierarchy that
grants primacy to maleness" while offering some possibility of resistance and
autonomy, "representing a far more ambiguous gender identity than monkhood
. . . tethered on the boundary between monastic and lay worlds'' (2005:276).
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Chokyi Dronma's story resonates with that of the nuns who went to Tsari
on pilgrimage claiming that modernity gave them a new access. When they
encountered some misfortunes, rumors blamed their transgression (see chapters
I

and 3). Nuns who try to take innovative routes do not always achieve success.
Chokyi Dronma liver on, perhaps, in her skull, still preserved and worshipped

somewhere in Tibet, and in what she represents for the transnational network of

[he followers of Bodong Chogle Namoal's tradition (Diernberger 20o2:33-@)~
which the forthcoming work by Jill Sudbury will provide further insight. The
name of the blue horseman, Tashi Ombar, the special protector that appears in
any monastery and nunnery of the Bodongpa, old or new, has become an e-mail
address for the Research Centre of the Bodongpa in Dharamsala.
The biography tells us that Chokyi Dronma was aware of the need to ensure
an ~nbiaseddistribution of the relics of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, independent
rank and monastic status, to prevent conflict. She therefore distributed the
bone splinters among the members of the monastic community, converted the
ashes into innumerable tsha t ~ h aand
, distributed them among the lay community. The blood of his nose, mixed with ink, presumably blessed the first printed
edition of his collected works and is still preserved in some of his effigies. Thus
her master has lived on in the relics and his written works and in the hearts of
his innumerable followers of varying rank, gender, and religious affiliation. His
scholarship and his blessing are reflected in disciples who became leading scholars within the different schools ofTibetan Buddhism.
Chokyi Dronma's endeavor to reproduce the texts of her master also continues, in the ongoing attempt to reassemble the collected works of Bodong
Chogle Namgyal, a search for missing volumes and effort to identitjr the organizing principles that allow for a better understanding of the extant collection.
The endeavor involves numerous small networks of scholars and adepts both
inside and outside Tibet. It is a collective effort made of infinite individual acts
and aspirations-like Thubten Namgyal's deathbed request that a copy of the
ancient block print of the tradition's Essence (the dPal de kho na nyid A s p a
snyingpo), produced in the fifteenth century at Nakartse and preserved in the
British Library, be returned to Samding monastery. This text was among those
transported out of Tibet by Waddell during the Younghusband military expedition (see chapter 7); in June 2007 copies were delivered to Samding and Nyemo
Chekar.
Chokyi Dronma's legacy is also reflected in the modern copies of the biography that have returned to her twenty-first-century followers in Tibet: in what it
may represent not only for exceptional women, for whom she can be one of their
"authorizing referents" (Gyatso 2005:22), but also for ordinary women and men,
lay and monastic, in their challenges and life choices in contemporary Tibet and
elsewhere.
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EPILOGUE

September 2005, Kongpo. A web of multi~oloredpra~erfla~sfestoom
tbf way up
to the main temple that takes the name Copper-Colored Glorious Mountain
(Sangdog Palri) from the heaven to which Padmasabhava has retired after his
worldly adventures. It is a fine building, with a distinctive pagoda shape, that
owes its construction to the daughter of the late Dudjom Rinpoche (the leader
of the Nyingmapa tradition, who died in 1987) and her husband, a renowned
spiritual master and artist.
While we are climbing up the narrow dirt lane, all of a sudden a woman
comes down the slope, hopping among the stones and ruts in the ground. As
she comes closer, she slows down and takes a more majestic posture. She looks
remarkable: a jolly face with a bright smile, round features, long wild black hair
hanging loosely over her shoulders, two big white conch-shell earrings adorning
her fleshy earlobes, a maroon monastic robe, and a cell phone in her hand! A few
steps behind, two nuns follow, more withdrawn but similarly curious. They wear
monastic robes as well, but their hair is short in the typical monastic haircut. As
she approaches, we smile and introduce ourselves. To my question about her
name she replies: "Dorje Phagmo." I am taken aback. She is in her late twenties
and is from a remote place in Chamdo ~refecture,where she has been a nun for

ten years. She is here with two nuns of her retinue to receive religious teachings.
Her master, her root lama, has sent her here with a recommendation letter,

she

stay for two months. 1 tell her about my research and then dare to ask,
"Are you an emanation of the deity Dorje Phagmo?" She smiles, is silent for a
rnoment-and then replies, "Ask the lama."
Later, intrigued, I brought up this question in a conversation with the lama.
With some hesitation, he said, "People say that she is a Dorje Phagmo emanation. This is what people say. She is here to receive teachings on 'Ihrorna, the
&kini; for the Nyingmapa it is equivalent to Dorje Phagmo." He added
a few details about her place of origin and the fact that she was sent by her lama;
then the conversation moved on to different themes. I had no definitive answer
or clarification to my question, for apparently it was not to be given. I t was uncertain or had to remain her secret, at least for the time being. Perhaps it will be
written down one day; perhaps it will just remain unrecorded, like many of the
appearances that Dorje Phagmo has undoubtedly taken over the centuries.
Much later I came to know, through a lama horn her area, that there is indeed
someone considered to be an incarnation of Dorje Phagmo, living in a small
nunnery. Others said, "Yes, she is, but she is just one of the many new incarnations and oracles that are emerging these days." Is she authentic? Perhaps.

T W I N R E I N C A R N A T I O N LINE
A N D TENTATIVE C I I K O N O L O G Y

~ajraviriihi
~ ~ b m i r i k a(seventhleighth
ri
century?)
Mmdiravi (eighth century)

Cakra~a~vara
Indrabiithi

sonam Drenrna (twelfih century)

Phagrnodrupa Dorje Gyalpo
(1110-1170)
Kham Rinchenpal
(fourteenth century)
Pal Chime Drupa (1420s-1480s)
Compiler of the biography
of Chokyi Dronrna?
Chime Palsang (1480s-1550s)

Sonam Paldren (fourteenth century)

CHOKYI DRONMA (1422-1455)

Kunga Sangmo (1459-1502)
Nyendra Sangmo (1503-154213)
Urgyen Tshorno (born 1543)

Indrabtithi "the middlen
Chengnga Tsultrim Bar (1038-1103)

Chime Oser (sixteenth to early
seventeenth century)
Compiler of the Bo dong chos 'bung

Yeshe Tshorno?
[efomz under the Fsfh Dalai Lama]
Dechen Thrinley Tsomo
(seventeenth century)
Chodron Wangrno (died 1746)
Kesang Chogden Wangrno
(174617-177415)
Choying Dechen Tshorno (died 1843)
Ngawang Kunsang Dechen Wangrno
(born around 1857)
Thubten Choying Palrno
(born around 1896)
Dechen Chokyi Dronme (born 1938?)

.
This tentative dating is based on the Bo dong C b o ~'bybyung and the biography of
Chokyi Dronma. It roughly corresponds to Tashi Tsering's dating based on a set
of independent sources. Tashi Tseringi chronology is followed in the later part of
the genealogy except for the last Dorje Phagmo (see Tashi Tsering 1993:39-40).
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NOTES

Preface
Quote from my interview with her in July 1999(see also chapter 7).
2. The tradition established by Bodong Chogle Namgyal to which the Dorje Phagmo
belongs (see chapter I).
I.

Introduction
The Oxford English Dictionary defina a dynasty as "a succession of rulers of the
same line or family." Seyfort Ruegg noticed this distinctive feature of Tibetan religious
leadership and commented that "Religious heads, abbots and spiritual masters . . . are
regularly invested with temporalities that are frequently considerable and sometimes
truly princely; very often therefore, they are in effect abbot-princes in hicrocratic lines"
(Seyfort Ruegg 1988:1249).
2. As pointed out by Steinkellner (2006:194) and SeyFort Ruegg (2004:329,123)
in
relation to Tibetan texts: "innovative creativity in the Tibetan tradition does not occur
in the garb of originality, which is only pejoratively attributed to results of 'personal invention (rang bzo)' but occurs in all efforts to restore the final intentions of the Buddha's
I.

,.
teaching with an awareness of the various Indian systematic and exegetic
This applies more generally to cultural production aiming at the restoration o f ~ u d d h i s t

traditions. There was, however, a significant degree of creative innovation [hat was parsible within this framework and this varied significantly according to historicd period,
religious school, and individual.
3. Heruka is a male tantric deity of the Anurrarayogatantra, often seen as a partner of
Vajravirihi (Dorje Phagmo).
4. Sanchen lana mepa (gsang chen bkz na medpa).
5. From the Mahdparinibbanasutta (6o), translated by Henry Clarke Warren in ~ ~ d dhism in Translations (1984:107).
6. I am using the term "Renaissance" as a metaphor applicable to Chokyi Dronm&
time in a different, although not unrelated way from Davidson's usage of the term
to define Tibet's revival of Buddhism between the tenth and the thirteenth centuries
(Davidson 2005). Some of the dynamics that characterized that period reemerged in
the post-Sakya era in a new cultural and political context of regional powers competing
for control over Tibet. It is to this that I am referring. The term "Renaissance," a trope
that refers to the interpretation of a number of movements of cultural innovation in
European history, in any case precludes "any facile comparison" with the Tibetan context
(Davidson 2005:19).
7. Looking at examples of translation practices between other languages, I operated
according to what Lawrence Venuti (2000) defines as the "relative autonomy" of translation, i.e., translation as a literary work in its own right, trying to go beyond the blunt
question of faithfulnesslunfaithfulness to the original. I aimed at a compromise that rendered the Tibetan in an accessible prose that respects the distinctive features ofTibetan
narrative without "colonizing the text" for the sake of ease of reading (Ferme 2002:16). I
also tried to provide a certain amount of technical detail when this was significant. More
comprehensive information can be obtained by consulting the Tibetan original that will
be available in a separate publication (Diemberger and Pasang Wangdu forthcoming).
8. For a general overview on the literature about these exemplary women see Shaeffer
2004.
9. This was remarkable given that her mother called her and her sister "misfortunes!"
since she had given birth only to daughters. Chokyi Dronma rebuked her for this, saying,
"Don't call us misfortunei (byur mo), I am an excellent one" (dpal chig), and announced
that she wished to take the vows (folio 8a).
10. Alan

Sponberg (1992:3-36) describes different, sometimes contradictory views
al
is the only one
concerning gender in early Buddhist sources. S ~ t e r i o l o ~ i cinclusiveness
that is egalitarian and includes women as full religious subjects.
11. In transliteration: Bud med dus chen.
In transliteration: Bud med mnyam 'brel lhan tshogs.
13. In transliteration: g. Yu mtsho.

12.

Introduction

14. In transliteration: Bod kyi bud med rigpa 'idus &b.

15. see B u l q 2002 for an analysis of the wider implications of his p o l i t i d
c o n s p i c ~ ~ ~used
s l y in policies concerning minority nationalities of China.
16. O n ~oliticalpractices of Tibetan cadres, which transcend the conventional dichotomy martyrlcollaborator, see Barnett 2006:25ff.
17. See Schein and Strasser 1997:7ff.;Yanagisako 1997:33ff. for a more general discussion on "intersexions" between gender and other issues.
18. Female full ordination is currently being reintroduced in Tibetan Buddhism, and
[he modalities were discussed, for example, at the Third Seminar of Vinaya Scholars
bout the Bhikuni Lineage, organized by the Department of Religion and Culture
(DRC), in Dharamsala, India, May 22-24, zoo6 with the participation of His Holiness
the Dalai Lama. This process parallels what is currently happening in other Buddhist
traditions where the practice of female hll ordination was lost (Karma Lekshe Tsomo
2004:8-9; de Silva zooq:119).
19. The earliest block prints in central Tibet presumably followed the technology of
the "Mongolian prints" (Horpar ma) of Tibetan works made under the Yuan emperors
~ ; also van der Kuijp
in the late thirteenth and fourteenth century (see Ehrhard z o o o : ~see
1993:279-98).
20. It is probably not a coincidence that the earliest known prints made in Tibet were
those of the Collected Works of Tsongkhapa (see Ehrhard ~OOO:II),
the founder of the
Gelugpa tradition that would become dominant in later centuries.
21. Caroline Humphrey, studying the notion of "regret" in the Mongolian context,
outlines it as a reflective state in which "the subject separates itself into two, seeing itself
doing something at another time, and this vision of 'me doing' is the object of reflection and evaluation. . . . Regret can be self-oriented, and unspoken painful reflection
addressed dialogically to oneself alone." But it can also be expressed publicly and have
political importance (Humphrey 20074).
22. Biographies and autobiographies ofTibetan women are rare compared to those of
male Buddhist personalities, and most famous biographies were compiled long afrer the
demise of the protagonist. The fifteenth-century biography of Chokyi Dronma is one of
the earliest examples of a biography written by a contemporary of the female protagonist. The autobiography of Urgyen Chokyi is the first female autobiography known so
far and goes back to the seventeenth century (see Schaeffer 2004:49ff.).
23. Dan Martin (zoo~:49ff.)and a number ofTibetan scholars (http:llwww.thubten
chodron.orglBuddhistNunsMonasticLife)have recently demonstrated that there were a
few holy women in Tibet who were defined asgelangma (Skt. bhiksuni) at dderent times
in Tibetan history. O n this issue see chapter 4.
24. Many archives and libraries (e.g., Drepung, Sera, Potala, Sakya) are currently revealing a wealth of unknown sources that have survived the Cultural Revolution. Many
books that were withdrawn from circulation at the time of the Fifth Dalai Lama are
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now becoming accessible, and this is going to transform Tibetan studies ( e e Kapstein
2006:24; Steinkellner 2006:193ff).
4. For example, Xinhua (New China News Agency) on January 16,2000 reported a remakable description of the search for the reincarnation of Reting Rinpoche: "Following
the passing away of the Sixth Reting on 23 February 1997 theTibet Autonomous Regiond
Government and Lhasa City Government formed a leading group to search for a reincarnated boy soul, aided by a leading search advisory group composed of senior Tibetan
rnonL, and began the search according to religious rites and to the traditions of searching
for a boy soul. . . . [The boy was discovered and had features that were] in accord with
the indications of divinations and the observations of the lake. The discovery was ]ater
reported to the state Bureau of Religious Atfairs under the state Council for approval."

Part I
I. The World of Chokyi Dronma

Feast of Miracles: Ihe Life and the Tradition of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (rj7J/614p
A.D.) According to the Tibetan Texts "Feast of Miracles" and
Lamp I[[uminatingthe
History ofBodong" (Diemberger, Pasang Wangdu, Kornfeld, and Jahoda 199,).
I.

"

I discovered later that Chokyi Dronma had left her own one-yen-old daughter
with the child's grandparents when she left for a momentous journey.
3. The PT 1287, one of the most significant documents among those found in the
caves of Dunhuang, which goes back to the ninth1tenth centuries (see Bacot, Thomas,
and Tuissant 1940). See also OTDO (Old Tibetan Documents Online), http:llotdo
.aa.tufs.ac.jplarchives.
4. In ancient Tibetan political systems, uphang (dbu )hang) and ngathang (mnga'
thang) were key notions linking political power and prosperity to religious cults (e.g.,
Sagant 1990:151ff but also dBa' bzhed folio 27-28).
5. For example, in the "Songs of Victory" (rGyalgzhes),a cycle of epic songs and dances
typical of the Porong area (see Ramble 2002:~9-84).
6. This radical change can also be perceived in a profound, albeit gradual, alteration
in the way people were named. It is not certain how extensive the use of clan names
was in imperial Tibet-whether it was only among the ~oliticalelite or included the
rest of the population (see Sneath forthcoming). In any case, from the twelfih century
onward the ancient clan names seem to have almost disappeared from records except for
reported passages from earlier sources (Uray forthcoming). Birthplace and residence,
administrative units, and religious affiliation became the dominant defining ~rinciples
of the society, superseding clans in many areas ofTibet.
7. In his analysis to this effect Tucci quotes a telling example from the Blonpo bka'
thang: "By an embodied fiend the Hor [i.e., Mongols] will be invited (to come); the royal
race's descendants will be brought into subjection; due to their coming, people will take
2.
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vows and become initiated, monks will wear the Chinese cap and following
customs, evil will be accumulated" (Tucci 1999 [1949];253).

H

~

~

~

8. The Phagmodrupa rulers, the Neudong Gongma, i.e., "sovereigns of Ncudong,"
still claimed supremacy over Tibet at the time of Chokyi Ilronma's birth in 1422. H ~
ever, in 1434, taking advantage of a succession dispute in the ruling fmily of Neudong,

~

-

the lords of k n p u n g were able to seize power. They moved their main seat from their
place of origin in the Rinpung area to Shigatse, where in 1454. on her way to Lhasa,
Chokyi Dronma paid a short visit to the ruler of her time, Norbu Sangpo.
9. This term is derived from the Italian word for bell tower (campanik) and indicates
an extreme form of identification with local interests. In English it can be glossed as
parochialism.
10. Arts seem to have flourished not only thanks to but also in spite of the patrons,
as Peter Burke points out on the basis of the contrasting comments by Filarete, praising
the patrons, and Michelangelo, denouncing the constraints imposed by them (see Burke
199989-124).
11. I have seen and photographed this inscription. It is also reproduced in a publication by Pasang Wangdu (1996:56-63).
12. It used to be called Lower Shangsung (Zhang zhung smad) and later became
known as Lower Ngari (mNga' ris smad).
13. The Gung thang rgyal rabs was compiled by the Tibetan historian Rindzin Tshewang Norbu (1698-1755) on the basis of historical documents he had collected. This
text has been translated into German and published with a detailed set of notes and an
extensive study of the history of Gungthang by Karl Heinz Everding (2000).
14. The local houses recall those of other Himalayan valleys and are different from the
houses on theTibetan plateau. In Kyirong I have also seen several temples with Nepalese
features, like the typical pagoda roof, dating from different periods of Tibetan history.
Most famous are the Chamdrin Lhakang and the Phagpa Lhakang that go back to imperial times, but there are later examples as well (see also Martin Brauen's edition of Peter
Auficbnaiteri Eight Years in Tibet, 2002).
15. Tea had already come to Tibet during imperial times, but it was the object of renewed attention in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, as is witnessed by the account
of the introduction of tea and ~orcelainmentioned in the fifteenth-centu~source r G y
bodyig tshang chen mo (172-176).

16. This relationship (thugsgrogs) that produced Thri Lhawang Gyaltshen is also mentioned in a fifteenth-century source, the biography of the court chaplain chopel Sangpo
(folio 4b), which indicates that the lover was from a local ruling family (dpon chen). The
name Jamyang is given in this source, but it is not completely clear whether it refers to
the woman or her father.
17. This is reflected, for example, in the imperial titlw hase ( h a srm), n g d g (mnga'
bhg), and t5enpo (btsan PO), used in both Chokyi ~ r o n m a ' sbiography and the Gung
thang rgyal rabs to refer to her father and brother.
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18. She is called Dode Gyalmo (mDo sde rgyal mo) in her daughter's biography(folio
2b). Dodelha Gyalmo (mDo sde lha rgyal mo) in the Bo dong Chos 'byung (folio 2oa),
and Lha Gyalmo (Lha rgyal mo) in Gung thang r
- rabs (124). There is ul important
discrepancy between the Gung thang rgyal rabs and the biography of Chokyi Dronmain
this respect (see chapter 4).
19. Shel dkar chos 'byung folios 4a-34b.
20. H e took over the throne in 1402 after the death of his father. O n his gendogy see

Shel dkar chos 'byung folio 7a, 31,130.
21.

This principality kept its semi-autonomous status until 1959, thanks to the sup-

port provided to the Tibetan government for the Tshewang Rabten military mission to
Lad& in the seventeenth century and to its privileged relationship to Pholhane in the
eighteenth century (according to documents owned by the Porong community in Nepal).
22. Dreyfus, following Hobsbawm, identified these feelings, which had already appeared in the eleventh century, as proto-nationalism. During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the sentiment gained articular momentum.
23. O n e of his texts giving an apocalyptic vision stated: "The line of Gungthang will
be cut by the demon. The end of Tibet begins in Gungthang" (sNying tig kyi man ngag

don bdun in rGod ldem gter chos, quoted by Everding 2000:488).
24. For example, the text indicating the way to the Hidden Valley of Khenbalung
says that the proper time for opening the door will come when "the monastery of Samye
will be completely ruined

. . . the lineage of the Kings of Mangyul Gungthang will be

contracted by the sword" (Diemberger 1997:324).
25. A large portion of it would become part of the popular ritual text gSol deb le'u

bdun ma.
26. Thangtong Gyalpo reckoned among his teachers Kunpang Donyo G~altshenand Lhadongpa Sonam Chokpa, who were both disciples of Rindzin Godem (see Stearns 2007).
27. "Gods of Clear Lightn was a title that referred to Sakya rulers as well as the ancient
Tibetan emperors (Everding 2000:493).
28. Red is very often associated with blood, &kinis, and female tantric symbolism in
general.
29. Dynastic and early postdynastic sources often refer to the notion of "majesty" and
describe how in the early days of the Tibetan kingdom political rule was intrinsically
linked with territorial cults. In an account concerning an eighth-century debate between
Buddhists and anti-Buddhists, an anti-Buddhist minister is reported to have pleaded
for keeping the ancestral custom as follows: "The lords of the petty kingdoms were conquered and the kingdom obtained great majesty and became endowed with the sacred
law. The view and the practice of the priests acting as kushen (sku gshen) was good and
the funerals celebrated by them were great and auspicious. . . . Ifwe were to reverse this.
political authority based on the relationship between the lord and the subjects would
certainly decline" (dBa' bzhed folio 28a).
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lnTibetan terms, however, this is reckoned as a nephew line (dbonw&),ime.,the
focus is on the male representative of the lineage, which is not defined in terms offemale
31.

(e.g., zha rgrud= flesh line, or khrag rgyud = blood line).
In fourteenth-century Tibet, references to Vajrayogini are found in the

ofbnchen Rabjampa (Germano and Gyatso 2000:239fF.).
32. Vanantna together with the great translator SonGyatro trmrlated a Vajravirhi
centered on the realization of Vajravilkini, the 'dpal rdo jt phng
i sgrub
thabs rdo rje rnam par sgeg ma" (mP4681; Derge vol. phu folio 43-45; see also Erhard
2oo2:117; Roerich 1988:824).
33. Toni Huber observes that "by equating the Tsari area with the Indian Tmtric char-

nel

,ground of Ciritra (or Tsaritra in Tibetan) the Tibetan accounts link it into a complex

cosmicand terrestrial network of sites" (r999:43).
34. See Huber 1990:125ff. for a detailed discussion of [his dispute.

2.
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This date is based on that given in the biography and is used as a starting point for
the periodization given there. O n chronological discrepancies, see chapter 4.
2. The biography gives Chokyi Dronma's age according to Tibetan convention, which
means that she was in her sixth year of life, corresponding to the age of five according to
Western count.
3. The Mani bKa' 'bum is a popular text considered to be the testament of Songtsen
Gampo. During the reign of Chokyi Dronma's brother, Thri Namgyd De, this text was
first printed in Gungthang (see Ehrhard 2000:15). The G a l mbs gsal ba 'ime long is an
important history ofTibet compiled in the fourteenth century by Lama Darnpa Sonam
Gyaltshen, belonging to the Sakya tradition but with particularly close links to Bondong
E (see Ssrensen 1994).
I.

4. 'The river called Arun in Nepal.

5. Also called ~ r i r ithis
, is a rugged mountain chain that became famous as a retreat for
great masters such as P h a d a m ~ aSangye and Gotshang~aand as a site for pilgrimage.
6. Alias Chokyi Dronme (Chos kyi sgron me), as she appears in other sources.
7. According to the biography of Chogle Namgyd (385-390). this took lace on the
29th sliver of moon of the third month, that is, April 30,1451. He was then cremated on
the first day of the fourth month, May 2,1451.

8. Aher the date of the death of Bodong Chogle Namgyal ( I ~ S I no
) , dates are mentioned in the biography. It is possible to reconstruct an approximate time frame following the seasons and the events. Since she lefi Southern Lato during harvest time (i.e.,
autumn) and met Vanaratna on the way, their encounter can be tentatively dated: the
biography mentions that the Indian pafrdirawas on his way back from ~ h a ~ r n o d r u p a ,
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and it is known from Thrimkhang Lotsawa's account that he was returning toward ~~~a
via Rinpung in autumn 1454 (Ehrhard 2004:245-265).
9. The fact that she died at age thirty-four is mentioned in the Bo dong char %yung
and is consistent with the chronology of the events given in the biography 0fFfiangtong
Gyalpo (see chapter 5).
10. Thangtong Gyalpo was by then ninety-five yean old (see Gyurme Dechen, biography of 'Thangtong Gyalpo, 283; Stearns 2007). The prayer is reported at the end of the
biography composed by Konchog Palsang and Monpa Dewa Sangpo (586-588).

3. The Manuscript and Its Enigmas
I. Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang belonged to the ruling family of the Yamdrogarea,
which had a seminal influence in the establishment of the Dorje Phagmo reincarnation
line (see chapter 5). He is also mentioned in the Blue Annals together with other disciples
of Bodong Chogle Namgyal as the recipients of teachings by Sonam Gyatsho (14Z41482), the spiritual son and translator of Vanaratna (Blue Annals, Roerich 1988:829).
'The Eighth Karmapa.
3. According to Gene Smith, a copy of this text was seen by some scholars in Nepal but is currently not available. It was compiled by Ngawang Gyaltshen, the nephew
of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, when his uncle was still alive (see Biography of Bodong
Chogle Namgyal414-415; Sheldkar chos 'bjung46b). The author of the Feast ofMirach
2.

quotes and comments on verses from this biography extensively.
4. See Konchok Palsang and Monpa Dewa Sangpo, 464-466. They also quote verses
by her, interspersed in the biography. In the biography by Konchok Palsang and Monpa
Dewa Sangpo (466) there is a reference to the Dorje Phagmo reincarnation in the Tsari
area and then in Bhutan, which might be related to the Dorje Phagmo tradition related to 'Thangtong Gyalpo that flourished there (Bell 1992 [1928]:165). currently there
is a Dorje Phagmo Tulku in Bhutan who was recognized by the Sakya Lama Rikey
Jatrel, considered an incarnation of Thangong Gyalpo. In 1976 this lama established the
Thangtong Dewachen nunnery at Zilungkha in ?himphu, which follows the Nyingma
and the Shangpa Kagyu traditions. His current incarnation, ThangtongTulku Ngawang
Thrinley Lhundrup, is eighteen years old. The Dorje Phagmo is currently a member of
the monastic community of this nunnery.

5. For example, the biography of Thangtong Gyalpo by Gyurme Dechen describes
events that appear in the biography of Chokyi Dronma, such as the construction of the
stzipa of Chung Rjwoche (281-z82), Thangtong Gyalpo's prophecies concerning her life
and her mission in southeastern Tibet (282), Lama Rigsum Gon~o's~ r o ~ h e tstateic
ments concerning Chokyi Dronma's journey to Tsari (283), and an explicit reference to a
dialogue between Chokyi Dronma and Deleg Chodren concerning Thangtong ~ ~ a l p o j
announcement that he would die in an extraordinary way (338-339).

2.
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6 . This has been suggested also by Kurtis Schaeffer in a paper presend at
American
Academy of Religion conference, November 20,2003, and by Cyru Stearns (2007).
7. The most striking m e is the pasage conurning the cornpletion of the ,rupa at
Chung ~ i w o c h ewhere
,
Gyurme Dechen inserted the description of the episode t k n
from chokyi Dronma's biography within the narrative copied horn Sherab Palden
Gyurme Dechen 281-282; Sherab Pdden 485-486).
8. This passage is a discrete narrative that follows an unrelated quote of an edict by
?hangtong Gyalpo and precedes an unrelated section taken from Konchok Palsang and

Dews sangPo's biography (see also Stearns 2007). It mentions Deleg Chodren and
Chokyi Dronma's mother using the same orthographic features found in Chokyi Dronma's biography.
9. The author of the Blue Annals explicitly states that although the Bodongpa schrnl

was important, he did not have adequate sources to write about its history accurately
(BlueAnnals, Roerich 1988:346).
10.A few examples: marginal people who are reported in Chokyi Dronrna's biography
appear also in the biography of a contemporary of hers from the same area, Tsunpa
Choleg (1432-I~ZI),compiled on the basis of the lama's own autobiographical account
(Everding zo00:223-226). In addition, Chokyl Dronma's two encounters with the Indian scholar Vanaratna are perfectly consistent with the dates of his journeys (Ehrlard
zooq:245-265). Also, the meeting with the lord of Rinpung in 1454 is consistent with the
fact that he was ruling at the time and was also known as a patron of Bodong Chogle
Narngyal.
11. See folios ~ o z b103b,
,
128b.
12. In the account given in the biography, Chokyi Dronma seems as reluctant as
Bodong Chogle Namgyal to meet the Neudong Gongma, whereas 'hangtong Gyalpo,
who played an important role in establishing the second reincarnation, had a solid
relationship with him. Among other things, the Neudong Gongrna offered to Kunga
Sangmo the monastery of Yarlung Sheldrag (see chapter 5).
13. See folios 131b-134b.
14. Some passages in the biography of Thangtong Gyalpo by Sherab Palden seem also
to indicate his familiarity with the narrative of Chokyi Dronma's life as reported in her
biography (even though Sherab Palden did not draw as extensively from it as Cyurme
Dechen did). This would also suggest a compilation date before 1485.
IS. Kurtis Schaeffer in his 2003 paper given at the American Academy of Religion
conference comes to the same conclusion.
16. Forty-three folios cover the period when she related to Thangtong Gydpo, whereas
58 folios are devoted to the 9 years when Chokyi Dronma was mainly relating to ~ o d o n g
Chogle Namgyal.
17. The theme appears repeatedly but is explicitly stated in the most poignant way
when Chokyi Dmnma, not recognized, is offered dirty water at Bodong E and states that
this is a sign of her relationship with the Chodingpa (folio 129b).
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18. The year 1496 corresponds to the death ofTaglung Ngawang Dragpa, who recog-

nized Pal Chime Drupa's reincarnation.
19. Sangphu was one of the great centers of philosophy before the rise of [he Gelugpa,
It belonged to the Kadampa tradition.
20. The Bo dong chos 'byungdescribed a parallel line of reincarnations ofCakasamvara
and Vajravarahi (see chapter 5).
21. In this source it is mentioned that Taglung Ngawang Dragpa, the disciple of
Bodong Chogle Namgyal who became the twelfth abbot of Taglung monastery, recognized his spiritual son, Chime Palsang, as the reincarnation of Pal Chime Drupa,
who was in his turn a reincarnation of Phagmodrupa. Chime Palsang passed on the
Bodongpa teachings to Pawo Tsuglag, author of mKha ?pa 'idga 'ston (see Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center, http://www.tbrc.org).
22. "Karma Kamtshang" is the chapter devoted to the Karma Kagyupa school in this
important historical work. Pal Chime Drupa is mentioned as the previous incarnation
of Taglung Ngawang Dragpa's disciple Chime Palsang, who had a particular relation to
the Queen of Ngari, i.e., Chokyi Dronma. H e also appears as a member of a group of
important teachers that included Taglung Ngawang Dragpa and Kunga Sangrno.
23. He is mentioned by name in the Bo dong chos 'byung but not in the biography
of Bodong Chogle Namgyal. So he was probably one of the disciples who were more
loosely connected to the master.
24. For a reconstruction of the dates of Dorje Phagmo reincarnations, see "Twin
Reincarnation Line and Tentative Chronology" and chapter 5.
25. The blocks of the dpal de kho na nyid 'dus pa snyingpo preserved at the British
Library were produced by him (Ehrhard 2000:13), ~ossiblyas part of a larger Bodongpa
collection (the collected works according to Samding monks) that survived until the
1960s (see also Demo 1970:zrz).
26. Slightly later than Chokyi Dronma, the yogini Kuntu Sangmo compiled the biography of her master and consort, Dawa Gyaltshen (1418-1506), a master of the Baraba
transmission of the Drugpa Kagyu sect (see Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center, http:ll
www.tbrc.org) .
27. Diemberger, Pasang Wangdu, Kornfeld and Jahoda 1996:73.
28. From the biography we learn that she spent considerable effort in teaching the
nuns of her retinue how to read and write, and that she and her retinue were involved in
the extensive work of editing the collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyd.
29. A text is mentioned in her biography; others are referred to and quoted in works
by Thangtong Gyalpo's disciples (see chapters I and 4).
30. For example, the name Chokyi Dronma is consistently given in the form ~ h o b ' i
Dronme in the whole passage related to Bodong Chogle Namgyal's death.
31. If Pal Chime Drupa was the biographer, we may see here a clue to his choice of
being present in the first person at the beginning of the text, in contrast to mentioning
himself in the third person, as part of the context, in the narrative proper.
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32, For example, the princess herself appears as Chokyi Dronrna (Chos kyi sgron m),
chakyi Dronme (Chos kyi sgron me), 2nd Chokyi Droma (Chos kyi sgrol ma).
33. I am borrowing this term from Weintraub (1978) and Gyatso ( 1 ~ ~ 8who
: ~ ~ ~ ) ~
it

in the context of biographical writing.

34, See the synoptic Gospels and the relevant discussion about authorship, dating,
and genre (for example, Sanders and Davies 1989).
35. A further factor that is likely to have informed the enumeration of peoplei nama

is

most of them were presumably still alive at the time of writing. It was [herefore
important that help was credited, loyalties were expressed, and patrons were
duly praised so as to properly recognize the members of the group who had been particularly supportive and the social networks in which the group was embedded.
36. ~ h a ~ m o d r u pDorje
a
Gyalpo (1110-1170) was the chief disciple of Dlgpo Lhaje,
who founded the Phagmodrupa Kagyupa tradition. In fifteenth-century sources, he was
considered to be an incarnation of Indrabhuti (see Blue Annalr 1988353). He was instrumental in the opening of major Tibetan holy places identified with the Indianpifhas of
Ciritra, Devikofa, and Himavat, i.e., Tsari, Lapchi, and Kailash (Petech 1988:357; Huber
1990:121ff.).
37. Personal communication from Professor Klimburg Salter at Vienna University.
38. See both Sherab Palden's biography of Thangtong Gyalpo (411, 488-489) and
Gyurrne Dechen's biography of Thangtong Gyalpo (139; 283-284). The prophecy is reported in a slightly different way by these two authors.
39. There is no specification in the original Xbetan text of the Blue AnnaL whose skull
that was, and George Roerich suggests in the English translation that it was Milarepa's.
This is, however, not certain (see Ehrhard zoo2:57).
40. This is likely to be the object preserved at the Bodongpa monastery called Drog
Gangding, in the vicinity of Samding, where Situ Chokyi Gyatsho (188-1925) passed
by and observed that there was a Nepalese-style painting that had belonged to a Chokyi
Dronma, consort of Thangtong Gyalpo (Stearns 1980:27).According to the description
attached to the thangka, it was given to Phagchog Rin~ochewhen he went to Tsari to see
Chokyi Dronrna's skull. Phagchog Sonam Dar was a specialist in Labrninkari's teachings
on Avalokiteivara and a disciple of Khenchen Sonam Sangpo (1341-1433)~a disciple of
Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Vanaratna (Roerich 1988:1017; Ehrhard 2002:39). He was
also the teacher of Gyaltshen Oser, one of the teachers of the author of the B l u Annals,
Go Lotsawa Shonnu Pal. The fact that a text explaining how the thangka was handed
over was attached to it "to avoid misinterpretationv and that the skull was tmsferred
several times "due to local feuds" emphasizes that holy laces and relics were likely to be
at the center of conflicting claims.
41. In particular, a skull cup revealed by Terton Kunkyong Lingpa (1396-1477) in ~6
from Padmasambhava's white stzipa at Samye (see Stearns 2007).
42. The "skull endowed with special features" (mtshan ldan h o d p a ) was used as a
ritual item by Lochen Sonam Gyatsho when he went on ~ i l ~ r i n l a gtoe Tsari in 1460,
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which is mentioned in his biography and in the Blue Annah, albeit without refercnce
to Chokyi Dronma (see Ehrhard 2002:57). It is also said that at the time, this skull wa
taken to Dagpo because ofTsarii internal feuds, which had caused the monastery where
it was preserved to fall in ruins (Roerich 1988:824).
43. Many epithets for Chokyi Dronma contain the common word palm,, meaning
"glory, magnificence, prosperity,'' which is also used to translate the name & p i .
44. In the eleventh to twelfth century Abhayadatta compiled a text with short biographies of the eighty-four mahasiddhas. It is available in English in the translation
by James Robinson (1979).The earliest known image of her shows her with Indrabhijti
in a thirteenth-century thangka of the Drigung Khagyu tradition; see Klimburg-salter

2004348-53; Lucanitz 2006382-83.
45. G o Lotsawa (Blue Annals, Roerich 1988:552-554) outlines the ancestral mythology of the Phagmodrupa, suggesting that Phagmodrupa Dorje Gyalpo was an incarnation of Indrabhuti and implying that Phagmodrupa's consort was an incarnation of
Lakmitikari. 'This theme was ~ i c k e dup more explicitly by later sources such as the Bo

dong chos 'byung (see chapter 5).
46. Shaw r994:11+113,231; Dowman 1998:179-183;Ehrhard zoo4:294.
47. For example, the story of the protagonist who, as a child, uses his or her own
clothing to shelter insects and is eventually found naked is applied almost identically to
the account of the childhood of both Bodong Chogle Namgyal and Chokyi Dronma.
48. Copies of these early print editions are preserved both in the National Archives of
Nepal (see Ehrhard 2000:15) and at the Cambridge University Library.
49. 'There is record of a block print produced in Mangyul dated 1535 (see Ehrhard
2000:16).

4. Princess, Nun, Yogint
I.

Despite the fact that Dawa is largely self-taught, with one year of formal school-

ing, he took full advantage of the reprints of classical texts that became more accessible
beginning in the 1980s.
2. fie Lives of the Most Excellent Painters, Sculptors and Architects, first published in

1550 in Florence, and revised and extended for a second edition in 1568.
3. Although the term "city" might be somewhat of an overstatement in reference to
Gungthang, it captures its particular feel of a bustling trading center. 'This feature is also
reflected in the distinctive urbanistic structure ofwhat remains of the ancient citadel and
the royal palace.
4. The most famous go back to imperial times, like the Phagpa Lhakang and the
Chamdrin Lhakhang, but there are later buildings in this style as well (see chapter 1).
5. She1 dkar chos 'byung folio 29a, b.
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6. "Padmasambhava made a number of suggestions: the sand of upper and laK.
Ngamsho should be transformed into meadows; many spring, should appeu in upper
md lower Dra, Dol, Shung and up to Tagla; thanks to the fields the pmpIe
bve
intensivefarming activity for their livelihood; the rivers and lakes should be trained with
gabions and [made such that t h q
be1 crossed; the barren Tibecan Irnd, becoming
fenile, would enjoy happiness" (dBalbzbedfolio 131). This sort of vcount apparr nor

only in the dBa' bzhed but also in later sources such as the founecnth-cennuy rc;yIIlmb
pl ba 'ime long (S~rensen1994369).
7. oddiyina, the homeland of Padmasambhava, is considered to correspond roughly
to the Swat area of northern Pakistan. That region, like other areas in Central Asia, m m s
to have had access to very advanced irrigation technologies particularly suitable for arid
climates, which made it possible to transfer water over long stretches of desert (see, for
example, al-Hassan and Hill 1986). Nepal had advanced irrigation technologies as well,
but more geared toward humid environment agriculture.
8. The ~ o l i t yencompassed both nomads and farmers, part of a large network of transHimalayan trade, but the core of Gungthang was definitely a predominantly agricultural
community. Some of the recurrent internal fights within Gungthang can be understood
against the background of the complex interface berween nomadic and agricultural
groups (see, for example, Everding 2000; Vitali 1996:102j-1036).
9. Yikeba means scribes, and may refer to both the people copying texts of a manuscript edition or the people involved in copying texts in the production of a printed edition. Chokyi Dronma's biography does not refer explicitly to w e r s and uses a generic
verb such as "produce" (bzheng), which leaves all hypotheses open. The Gungthang rgyal
rabs speaks explicitly of a printed edition. However, until exrant block prints become
available, it is difficult to make any definitive statement about the production of a print
edition of this massive collection of texts at Chokyi DronmalThri Lhawang Gyaltshenls
time. The biography mentions that after completing the work Chokyi Dronrna offered
a copy to Palmo Choding (folio 99a), which implies the ~roductionof more copies and
possibly a printed edition. The amount of carving work, however, would have been
extraordinary for that time, comparable only to much later canonical productions. The
technology was definitely available, since it is well attested that it became increasingly
important during the reign of Chokyl Dronma's brother, Thri Namgyal De (see Ehrhard
2ooo:rz-13) and was also used by the Yamdrog rulers for Bodongpa prints (see page 82).
10. The term kunycn (sku brnyan) indicates a realistic reproduction of the image of
a master. Originally it referred to h e silhouette of Buddha reflected in the water as his
portrait was first painted (Chayet 1994:114).
11. Women, especidly noblewomen and nuns, are conspicuous in the lists of donors of multifarious deeds (see, for example, Biography of Tsunpa Choleg folio 147).
Sometimes they are important instigators, such as the nun C h a n ~ h u bSangmo, who
requested Tsunpa Choleg to give an account of his life and was thus instrumental for
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the compilation of his biography (Biography of Tsunpa Choleg folio 2b). Encounrers
between masters such as Thangtong Gyalpo or Tsangnyon Heruka and women who were
involved in their deeds are too numerous to single out.
12. I am referring, loosely, to the notion that Frederik Barth used in the very different
context of the Lop Swami, where certain individuals played a crucial role in recombining
elements of different cultures and instigating cultural change (Barth 1963).
13. Cross-fertilization between Bodongpa and Karmapa is evident in the case of
Nyemo Chekar, established by the Bodongpa master Chime Palsang together with the
Third Dorje Phagmo. He was also a teacher of Pawo Tsuglag (see chapters 3 and 5 ) .
14. The first one was built in 1430 (see Stearns 2007).
15. See Alfred Gell's Art a n d Agency (1998).
16. The Tibetan term drelba ('brel ba) has many connotations, some of which are
covered by Carsten's term "relatedness."
17. Goiter is due to an abnormal growth of the thyroid gland because of iodine deficiency. It is very widespread in the Himalayan regions and is at times linked with mental
conditions.
18. During Tibetan imperial times ministers were so powerful that they could occasionally put serious pressure on the sovereign; they repeatedly split into competing groups of
interest that supported or opposed Buddhism and eventually caused the collapse of the
empire. Some of these ministers, known as zhang blon, i.e., uncle-minister, belonged to
clans that provided queens to the sovereign and enjoyed a high status as "bride givers."
There is sparse evidence of the identities of ministers in fifteenth-century Gungthang.
Maternal uncles of kings and their kin were also called "uncle-ministers" (zhang blon)
and were important both inside and outside the kingdom: as ruling elite of allied polities, as ministers, or as religious ~ersonalities.For example, the court chaplain, Chopel
Sangpo (see chapter I), was related by kin to Sakya and was the maternal uncle of Choky-i
Dronma's paternal great-uncle, Thri Chodrub De, the king who was murdered before
Chokyi Dronma's grandfather ascended the throne. In Rindzin Godem's ~ropheciesthere
are telling references to dangerous evil-intentioned ministers (nang blon nagpo) as well as
to uncle-ministers (zhang blon) who fail to be trustworthy (see Everding zooo:619-627).
19. The biography says that it was indefinitely ~ o s t p o n e dand that Chokyi Dronma's
husband eventually married a local girl. The sister of Chokyi Dronma was still residing in
Gungthang in the late 147os, as "Dzamling Gyalmo, the sister of the king" is mentioned
as arriving at Tsangnyon Heruka's retreat together with the king's daughter, i.e., one of
her nieces (Biography ofTsangnyon Heruka 88).
20. AS commonly in Inner Asia, Tibetan kinship is conceptualized here as referring
to substances that make up the human body, bones and blood in ~articular,and are
transmitted by the parents to their children (see chapter 5).
21. In Tibet there are a few areas where matrilocality seems to be dominant, but
Gungthang does not seem to be one of them (see Diemberger and ~ a r n b l eforthcoming). Even where patrilocality is the rule, cases of men marrying into their wife's family
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formally taking over as head of the household are common even now. An
L
provided by Thangong Gyalpo's father, who married into the how of hngron
~ ~ a l ~mother
o ' s (see Biography of ?hangtong Gyalpo 12).
22. There are numerous cases of powerful female regents, although I know of only
one case of a princess who formally inherited the throne from her father: QinPng
Tarhi Tsering, who, in 1940, ascended the throne of Henan in the Tibetan-Mongolhn
borderlands. See Dhondup and Diemberger 2002:197; Diemberger 2007. The powerful
Tibetan regent Thrimalo (d. 713) may have been an interesting precedent, for she ruled
powerfully and for a long time bypassing the rules of the patrilinul Tibetan dynvV
(uebach 2005:37). She was close to, and perhaps inspired by, a remarkable and controversial female political figure of her time: the empress Wu, Tang emperor Gaomng's consort,
who was recognized as an incarnation of the bodhisattva Maitreya and ruled in her own
name, establishing her own dynasty. Although Thrimalo's reign is conspicuously absent
from later historical works, she is mentioned as 'lhrichen (Khri chen), "great throne,"
in a thirteenth-century Sakya work reporting the Tibetan imperial genealogy (Uebach
2005338). It is not impossible that Lama Choepel Sangpo, closely related to Sakya, used
this precedent to support his political design. He may have also tried to use the concept
of Buddhist emanation to contrast female exclusion from formal political rule.
23. During my fieldwork in the Himalaya I often heard of such incidents, and
daughters-in-law in crisis were often healed by an oracle (Diemberger 2oo(j:q1ff.).
24. The Gung thang rgyal rabs (130) mentions the fact that nrigyal Samdrub De, a
nephew of Chokyi Dronma, being born at Dingri Gangar, "is said to have worshipped
Dingri Gangmar as his birth god" and makes a direct link between this deity and the
protectors of the Tibetan emperor Thrisong Detsen. This passage and the relevant link
between territorial and ~ersonaldeities and ancient royal cults has been analyzed extensively by Ariane Macdonald (1971:joo). The Buddhification of Gangmar, however, was
probably not as complete as assumed on the basis of textual sources.
Women's ability to reach enlightenment is stated here very explicitly; this is remarkable, as it has often been a controversial point (see Paul 1985 [19791).
25.

26. This famous account, written down sometime after the Buddha's demise, seems to
express a number of discrepant positions concerning gender that were present in the early
monastic community and to reflect a compromise among them (S~onberg1~92:14-18)
27. Ten or twelve filly ordained nuns who complement ten fully ordained monks, see
Karma Lekshe Tsomo 2004:54; Havnevik 1990:qff.
28. Currently this is being discussed in relation to the introduction of full ordination in Tibetan Buddhism; see, for example, Bhibuni Jampa Tsedroen 2006 ( U C ~ n ference of Gelongma Ordination Creates Awareness,'' http://www.thubtenchodrron
.erg/ BuddhistNunsMonasticLife).
'

29. See volume 23 of the collected works of Buton, Lhasa Zhol gsar edition; see also
volumes 20 and 21 of the collected works of Bodong Chogle ~ a m ~ ( ~
a nl ~ c b p e d * a
Tibctica).
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30. Geshe Pema Dorje and other scholars in India are currently involved in a Systematic study of the extant work of this master, while other scholars in Tibet are trying to
find the missing parts of his collected works.
31. Cyrus Stearns (1980:49-50; 2007), following the views of contemporary ~,,ddhist masters and Situ Chokyi Gyatsho (1880-1925) and the editors of the biography
of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (1791), mentions Chokyi Dronma as the consort of either
Bodong Chogle Namgyal or Thangtong Gyalpo or both.
32. This issue has been raised again and again since AtiSa's time; see Karmay 198~;
Snellgrove 1987:475; Onians 2002.
33. Delog ('&s log) are human beings, usually women, who have experienced death
and have returned. They are considered to have acquired extraordinary powers through
this experience; see Pomrnaret 1989.
34. The biography of Thangtong Gyalpo (270) describes how his many bodies (rku)
are engaged at the same time in grand deeds in different areas ofTibet.
35. Nevertheless, the biographer chose it for the title (see chapter 3), according to
the standard practice of using ordination names after one has joined the monastic
community.
36. For example, the dBa' bzhed (folio 3a-4a) tells the story of two monks of Khotan
who had come to Tibet afier hearing that the Tibetan ruler was the incarnation of
AvalokiteSvara, the god of compassion. As they arrived and saw the effects of draconian
Tibetan laws, they doubted their original beliefs. Songtsen Gampo, however, took them
to a secluded place and countered their skepticism by revealing himself as the deity; he
showed his body as being the body of AvalokiteSvara. The two monks were delighted
and
to the king bodhisattva. This episode became part of many later narratives
around Songtsen Gampo as the incarnation of AvalokiteSvara that inspired a number of
leading Tibetan political and religious figures.
37. Verses by Chokyi Dronma reported in the biography of Thangong Gyalpo by
Monpa Dewa Sangpo (167-168).

Part I1
Translation of the Biography of the Venerable Chokyi Dronma
I.

Rdo rje rnam par sgeg mo (Vajravilisini).

2. Jigdrel

('Jigs b r a ) is a frequently used name for Bodong Chogle Namgyal.

3. The term "Ngari" (mNga' ris), spelled in various ways in the text, refers in this
context to the region of Mangyul-Gungthang also known as Ngari Me (see chapter I).
Gungthang is the name of the central part of the kingdom. Currently this area is part of
Kyirong County in Shigatse Prefecture.
4. The ancient kings of Tibet are considered to have descended not only from the
gods of heaven, as usually described in older sources, but also from the Indian dynasty
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into which the Buddha was born (see, e.g., the eleventh-century b&>hCmd bkd1&b0i
ma, the history written by Buton, and the founeenth-century rCJd

g& brl ;

long for a review of the relevant sources, sec Serensen's translation of thc latter, Sercnsen
1994:138).
5. chopel Sangpo was the court chaplain of the Gungthang kings
I).
6. This passage can be read in several ways, for it highlights the qency of the deity, of
the ~rincess,and of her mother while diminishing the role of the chaplain and of
conventions. This view might be related to the extraordinary nature of the princess but
might also be related to the particular position of the court chaplain in the kingdomk
religious politics; see folio 101b.
7. Three in the text. I have consistently rendered age following English conventions.
8. Possibly an evocation of the healing practice called j$ by which a healer sucks out
the illness of a sick person (see chapter 4).
9. Langpokhar (Glang po mkhar) was one of the main fortresses in the Kyirong a m ,
at times also a royal residence (see Everding zooo:412).
10. The princess is ofien indicated with different names and epithets; in some cases
I've added the name Chokyi Dronma for clarity. This is the name she received after
ordination and the name under which she is best known (see chapter 4).
11. Deden Yangtse (bDe ldan yang rtse) was presumably a building in the compound
of the royal palace (see Everding 2000:544).
12. Tenma are a well-known group of twelve ancient goddesses protecting Tibet (see
Nebeskyi 1993:181ff.). Considered to have been subjugated by Padmasambhava when
he traveled through the area of Mangyul-Gungthang on his way to central Tibet, they
are particularly associated with this region and appear, for example, in the biography of
Milareya and in many local oral traditions.
13. Byang chub s e m dpalspyodpa la jugpa. The Bodbisattvacaydvatdra (Entering the
Path of the Bodhisattva), composed by the Indian scholar Sintideva in the eighth century, was a Buddhist text of the Mahiyana tradition particularly popular and influential
in Tibet (see T T P cat. 5272).
14. Gangkar (sGang dkar) is the capital of the Dingri area, currently marked on maps
as Old Dingri.

15. Shag in upper Mangyul (see Everding 2000:316). Monastery ruins are still visible
on the Shag hill, south ofTrakar Taso and west of Longtse.
16. A real or divine family related to a locality in the region (Bong tshogs?see Everding
2ooo:214; or even sPo/sPong tshogs? i.e., the Porong confederation). The "three brothers
from Bongdzogn (Bong rdzogmchedgsum) are mentioned in relation to Chokyi ~ronma's
brother in the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (311). Bongchu is the 104
name
for the river that crosses the Dingri lain and becomes the Arun in Nepal.
17. This is Thri Namgyal De, often called Chenneba ( e n ne ba), meaning brother.
This identification is made evident later in the text. The term "Chenneba" as a name
defining this king is also used in the biography of Bodong Chogle N a m ~ d!1*311.
,
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51. Presumably Jarnpal Dragpa ('Jam dpal grags pa), a senior scholar of the time who
belonged to the inner circle of the people around Chogle Namgyal. Together with he
attendant Loden, he is mentioned in the colophon of the biography of B0dong chogle
Narngyal as an inspirational figure (Biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal 4 1 ~ ) .
52. Chodzema, the Lady of the Dharma, appears repeatedly in the biography;
could be both her title and her name. She was a woman from the ruling house ofTagtse
(sTag rtse sde pa), residing at Laru Gedzong Karpo, north of the Palkhu Lake and south
of the Brahmaputra River. This family had been closely linked to the Gungthang royal
house since the early days of the kingdom (Everding ~ O O O : ~544).
II,
53. rGyal ba 'iyab yum or enlightened couple.
54. I.e., the fully ordained woman from the Sdcya lineage, which is the original lineage of the historical Buddha.
55. Narratives and verses concerning the great twelfth-century yogin were already
popular in the region where he was born and had spent most of his life. A few years later
the famous L~J$and Songs ofMiiizrepa were compiled by Tsangnyon Heruka (1452-150~)
(see Smith 1969; Erhard zooo:17-18).
56. This is the gcod practice introduced by the famous twelfth-century yogini Machig
Labdron.
57. The geat-great-uncle of Chogle Namgyal (see chapter I).
58. This passage sounds slightly defensive and has some resonances with an episode
described in the biography of Chogle Namgyal in which the master initially opposed the
teachings of Machig Labdron's spiritual master, Phadampa Sangye, but after a mystical
experience accepted them (Biography of Chogle Namgyal98-loo).
59. Torma (gtor ma) are dough figures used in rituals as offerings and as a support for
the temporary embodiment of deities on an altar.
60. This master is mentioned both as Shakya pa and as Sha kha pa and seems to
be from the region. H e was a tantric practitioner, possibly of the Nyingma tradition.
H e might be the famous scholar with this name from Yolmo (which is just south of
Mangyul-Gungthang). His dates are not certain, but unless he had a very long life, these
events are too early for him (see Everding zooo:559).
61. Presumably the rNying ma rgyud 'bum, the most important and comprehensive
collection of tantra of the Nyingmapa school.
62. Pal Chime Drupa (dPal 'Chi med grub pa) was the disciple of Chokyi Dronma
who followed her in the later part of her life and took care of her second reincarnation
(see chapter 5). In chapter 3 I 'suggest him as the most likely biographer of Chokyi
Dronma.
63. Chos kyi phungpo brgyad khri bzhi stong, all conceivable aggregates of mental,
moral, and material substances, name of a classic Buddhist work.
64. Presumably a representative of the monastery Gendun Shar, in ~ o r t h e r nKyirong
(see Everding 2000:641).
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65. Presumably this was the site of the famous debate hetween Sakya Paadita and
~ ~ r i n a n a dand
a other prominent Hindu masters, probably Sivaita, in Kyirong around
the year 1238 (Tucci 1949:626; Everding zooo:353).
66. The "spontaneously arisen" union; on the notion of Sahaja see Kvaerne rq75:88-135.
67. The constellations (rgyu skar) on the ecliptic that are used in Tibetan rimcreckoning systems.
68. This expression indicates royalty. Formulae such as "the orders of the king are
more precious than gold and heavier than a mountain" arc still used in some Tiibetan
areas with this connotation (e.g., in Bhutan). Chokyi Dronma's royalry is also highlighted here by the use of the title lba sras for her (see chapter I).
69. These are four verses in the middle of the prose that might have been quoted ( s e
chapter 3).
70. This is the first quote in which she is publicly declared the embodied Vajravkhi
(see chapter 4).
71. This episode might correspond to the one described in the biography of Chogle
Namgyal in which the spiritual master intervened as a mediator and spiritual guide for
the Gungthang royal house, sorting out conflicts between father and son and tensions
within the leadership of the kingdom (Biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal 310-311).
72. For the sake of clarity, I refer to him simply as "prince." In fact, Thri Namgyal De
Palsangpo is often called Chenne (gcen ne) or Chenneba, meaning "brother," in the text
~ 68-69). Apparently this term was a sort of title for him; he was the
(see also folios I I and
eldest sonlbrother of the royal house even though he was the younger brother of Chokyi
Dronma. Such household-centered kinship terminology is common in the Himalayan
regions (see chapter 4).
73. Changsungpa (Byang gzung pa) was part of the core group of disciples around
Chokyi Dronma and Chogle Namgyal.
74. Gyalse Thogme (rGyal sras thogs med) was a famous Sakyapa lama (1295-1369).
75. This is an ancient and very popular metaphor for the religious and temporal legal
orders. It appears, for example, in the dBalbzbedfolio zyb, Nyang Chos 'byrmg446, referring to ninth-ltenth-century imperial Tibet.
76. This passage makes it clear that Chenneba and Thri Namgyal De are the same
person.
77. Migrnang is near the northern shore of the Palkhu lake (there are still ruins them).
The nunnery was apparently established observing rules and regulations of the Knaya,
the part of the Buddhist canon that d d s with monastic discipline. However, the biography does not say whether the specific rules that had originally been established for the
female monastic community were observed (see Karma Lekshe Tsomo 2004:45ff.).
78. In this meditational practice used for sustenance, the practitioner was able to
extract the essence from things and thus live with Little or no food. This prac.cdce is also
associated with those for longevity.
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79. Dung sgra mThong smon.
80. Chos kyi sgron me, in the text.
81. Both the mind of Chokyi Dronma and the mental continuum of the deity [hat
she embodied.
82. This is the distinctive dark red special woodwork, made of very thin stick, usually
found in monasteries and other religious buildings as decoration and insulation.
83. As in other similar passages, Chokyi Dronma is deliberately described as one with
the deity, so that through her deeds, the deity acts in the human world.
84. Changchub Sangmo (Byang chub bzang mo) apparently became an important
nun in Ngari and appears among the disciples of Tsunpa Choleg who requested this
master to write the account of his life (Everding 2000:223).
85. Tharpa Sangmo, together with Deleg Chodren and Changchub Sangmo, seems to
have been part of the core group of Chokyi Dronma's disciples; she appears repeatedly,
carrying out tasks of some responsibility. Tharpa Sangmo followed Chokyi Dronma in
her journey to Ngari.
86. The area in southern Tibet where the Yamdrog Lake and the Samding monastery
are located.
87. See the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, 362-363.
88. The present Kyamgo village near the western shore of the Palkhu lake. The ancient
route coming from the Gungthang Pass to Kamgo proceeded to Koron (presumably
Gurmu village on the northern shore of the lake) and then to Palmo Choding.
89. Even though they are mentioned only by title, not by personal name, it is clear
that these are the attendant in charge of food and provisions (gsoldpon), Loden, and the
attendant in charge of the sleeping quarters (gzims dpon), Osang, who appear several
times in Chokyi Dronma's biography.
90. The visit by the King of Gungthang and Chokyi Dronma, who would then stay
with the master until his death, is also reported in the biography of Bodong Chogle
Namgyal (376-391), where it is described in detail.
91. Throughout the passage concerning the death of Chogle Namgyal, Chokyi
Dronma's name is mentioned as Chos kyi sgron me, not as Chos kyi sgron ma. I have
continued to use Chokyi Dronma to avoid confusion; however, this discrepancy is interesting in a closer analysis of the text (see chapter 3).
92. The text mentions the verb bris, meaning to write, take notes. However it is also
~ossiblethat this is an orthographic mistake for dri ba, to ask.
93. According to the biography of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (see Diemberger, Pasang
Wangdu, Kornfeld, and Jahoda 199797-88), this took place on the twenty-ninth sliver
of moon of the third month, i.e., April 30, 1451. He was then cremated on the first day
of the fourth month, May 5,1451.
94. The crowd of followers of Chogle Narngyal apparently comprised both religious
and secular personalities.
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95. Distinctive tsha rsha are still produced in the Bodongpa monsurier,
96. Chogle Namgydi robes, shoes, hat, and r i t d items are among

precious rclicr

at various B o d o n g p monasteries (especially Samding, Bodong E, and Mmo
Choding).
97. The God of Wealth (see Ncbesky-Wojkowitz 1993 [197~]:68ff.).
98. The presumed biographer.
99. ChmgchubkYi Sung ( b a n g chub hi gzungs) is the same religious practitioner
previously mentioned as Changsung. He belonged to the inner circle of Bodong Choglc
Namgyal's disciples.
roo. Yikeba means scribes, and may refer to the people copying texts of a manuscript
edition or the people involved in copying texts in the process of production of a printed
edition. The Gung thang rgyal rabs speaks explicitly of a printed edition. However, until
extant block prints become available, it is difficult to make any definitive statement about
the ~roductionof a print edition of this massive collection at Chokvi D r o n m a / l ~ r i
Lhawang G~altshen'stime. The technology was definitely available, since it is well attested that printing became increasingly important during the reign of Chokyl Dronma's
brother, Khri Namgyal De (see Ehrhard 2000:~~-13).
Whether Chokyi Dronma initiated
an actual print edition or just promoted it indirectly, it is certain that from then on the
reproduction of texts gained momentum in Gungthang.
101. The secretary had also written a set of notes on Chogle Namgyal's life that were
later used by Arnoghasiddhi Jigme Bang and by Mikyo Dorje for the compilation of their
biographies of Bodong Chogle Namgyal.
102. Palden Sangye (dPal ldan sangs rgyas) (1391-1455) was one of the leading spiritual
masters in Gungthang at that time. He belonged to the Bodongpa tradition and even
though Chogle Narngyal's nephew took over as abbot at Dzonkha Chode, he seems to
have been one of the guiding figures in the monastery, which had been split into two colleges a few years before. He was the teacher ofTsunpa Choleg (see Everding ZOOO:~ZI-JZZ;
Erhard 2ooo:203; 2004:93,403).
103. The mother of her father (see chapter I).
104. This was possibly one of the earliest examples of printed work in Tibet (see
chapter 4).
105. This is one of the passages mentioning the core group of nuns around Chokyl
Dronma. Changchub Sangmo also became a disciple of Tsunpa Choleg and was instrumental in the compilation of his biography (Biography ofTsunpa Choleg folio zb).
'bum.
106. Presumably the same teacher mentioned before. who taught her the

107 Presumably the Kathmandu Valley, famous for its Newari craftsmen.
108. Presumably a riddha from R l m o Ganden (Dpd mo dga' Idan), a l o d i r y in the
vicinity of Palmo Choding where Chogle Namgyal had tried to build a water channel
(Biography of Bodong Chogle Narngyal~Jz).
109. Presumably a misspelling for Phyag rgya chen mo, i.e., Mahamudri.
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110. Earlier (around the wood hare year, i.e., 1435), ?hangtong Gyalpo had visited
Gunghang when Chopel Sangpo (1371-1439), the chaplain of the Gungthang royal family, was still alive. According to the biography of Thangtong Gyalpo (173-1~5)~
the latter
had tried to poison him. Following this real or alleged murder attempt, Thangong
Gyalpo had kept some distance from Gungthang (Everding 2000:~18-519). Thangong
Gyalpo was a follower of the tradition of Rindzing Godem and was linked with the
Phagmodrupa rulers, whereas Lama Chopel Sangpo had close ties with Sakya. lt is thus
plausible that the difficult relationship between these spiritual masters was not only a
matter of personal jealousy, as suggested by the text, but reflected the wider context of
Gunghang's divided ~oliticaland religious allegiances (see chapter I).
111. 'This is Chung Riwoche (gCung Ri bo che), the site that became famous for the
wonderful stzipa built by Thangtong Gyalpo during this period, 1449-1456 (see Vitali
1990:123ff.).
112. Chagsam Khar (1Cags zam khar) was apparently a locality in the vicinity of the
iron bridge of Chung Riwoche.
113. In the letter he used a particular form of her ordination name, Adrol Chodron
chos sgron), that appears several times in contemporary and later sources (see
(A
chapters 3,4, and 5).
114. Presumably the bCom ldan ' h s ngan song thams cad yongs su sbyong ba Run rig
rnam par snang mdzad chen po i' dkyil 'khor cho ga, by Sonam Namgyal (1401-147~),a
disciple of Chogle Namgyal and peer of Chokyi Dronma.
115. Onpo Tingdzin (dBon po Ting 'dzin) appears earlier as one of the main editors
of the collected works and was one of the members of her retinue.
116. Ngawang Gyaltshen, the successor of Chogle Namgyal, compiler of one of his
biographies (see chapters 3 and 5).
117. This is presumably Shakya Sangpo, the same master from whom she had received
the teachings of the rGyud 'bum and who had been appointed as caretaker of Chogle
Namgyal's shrine at Dzonkha.
118. Chogle Namgyal had already tried to build a water channel in this location,
which is in the vicinity of Palmo Choding and is also called Palmo Ganden. He had invited monks from Shekar and Gungthang to do the work, but a flash flood had destroyed
the construction (Biography of Bodong Chogle N a m g a l 152-153).
119. 'The divination is made by putting different responses inside each of three balls
and placing them in a bowl. This is rotated until one of the balls falls out and gives the
response. This practice is still used.
Labla (Blab la) is a pass on the way toward Northern Lato above Bormo village
in Porong.
121. Ritual offering with items and gestures that evoke a mountain in the middle of
120.

a man&la.
122. Sog was listed among the areas belonging to Ngari and was apparently located
between Gungthang and Northern Lato, in the vicinity of the ~ r a h a m p u t r aRiver.
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123. Onmo Palkar (dBon mo Dpal d h r ) could be either her niece or a woman from
a local ruling family. The term on (dbon), meaning nephew, can also be a title for a 1 4
ruler (see ~ e b a c h1980:301-310). In this case, the woman might have been
to the
family of the Porong princcr, who had the title je on ( v e dbon)
,).
124. The Buddhist canon translated into Tibetan. '%is had first been assembled at
k h a n g between 1310 and 1320 and had started to circulare as a corpus.
125. These are the buddhas of the cardinal directions as they appear in a
The identification of a religious hierarch with Amithiba had been =d, for
for
Lama Phagpa (see Tucci 1949:627).
126. This was probably the rainy season of 1~53.
127. Machig Labdron, the famous twelfth-centuryyogini (see chapters r and ,+).
128. Kabshiba Namkha Sabgpo (bKa' bzhi pa Nam mkha' bzang
was a local
scholar proficient in the four main subjects.
129. A description evocative of the female mMahisiddha IAqmihkari (see chapter 3).
130. Chogden Legpe Lodro (mChog legs pa'i blo gros) was a reacher of 'lhangton
Gyalpo (see Stearns 2007).
131. Thangtong Gyalpo is indeed considered to have died in an extraordinary way
in 1485; his death was kept secret, and his remains were eventually enshrined in a precious stzipa (see Stearns 2007). If the biography was actually completed shortly after
Chokyi Dronma's death, Thangtong Gyalpo was probably still alive. I wonder whether
the passage announcing his extraordinary demise may refer not only to the trope of
the physical body miraculously disappearing, or almost disappearing, in the rainbow
body but also to practices of death through self-starvation, ~ o p u l a ramong Jains but
not unknown in Buddhist circles (possibly related to processes of self-mummification
in dry climates).
132. The nephew of Chogle Namgyal residing there.
133. Mutre (Mu skrad) is the name of a monastery she had previously visited, where
she was gellerously hosted. It was located in the area between Gungthang and Northern
Lato.
134. This is possibly Chopel Sangpo, the court chaplain who had made the relationship between Thangong Gyalpo and the Gungthang royal house difficult and who allegedly tried to poison him during his visit in 1435 (see Everding 518-519; Oiography of
Thangrong Gyalpo 173-175).
135. According to the biography of Thangtong Gyalpo, the work was completed in
1456; this must have happened some time before (see Vitali 1990:123ff.).
136.ja sbyorgcig = the length of time used for drinking tea.
137. Bya, Dags, rKong, areas in southeastern central Tibet.
138. Glo kha h a , Mi nyag, Chu rug mon atsua, areas in southeastern central Tibet
and eastern Tibet.
139. This monastery was one of the seats of Thangtong Gyalpo and was located near
the iron bridge on the Brahma~utraRiver, not far from Lhasa.
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140. If the reconstruction of dates for the period between Chogle Namgya]'s death
in 1451and her meeting with Vanaratna in 1454 is accurate, this must be the autumn of
1454.
141. The ruler of Northern Lato at that time; he was born in 1395 and died in 1475.
He was not only a political personality but also a famous scholar in medicine, a.qrology.
and the kalacakra practice. He was either the father or the brother of Chokyi Dronmds
mother-in-law (see folio 17b and relevant notes); it is therefore not surprising that she
avoids visiting him.
142. Samdrubtse (bSam grub rtse) is the fortified palace in the center of Shigatse, the
residence of the local rulers. At that time the lords of Rinpung, after seizing power over
Tibet from the Phagmodrupa rulers, had established their seat here (see chapter I).
143. Narthang (sNar thang) is a famous monastery in the vicinity of Shigatse, where
the Tibetan Buddhist canon was first assembled and edited between 1310 and 1320.
144. Ngorchen Kunga Sangpo (Ngor chen Kun dga' bzang po) (1382-1456), first head
of the important Sakya monastery of Ngor.
145. Norbu Sangpo (Nor bu bzang po) was the son of the Rinpung ruler Namkha
Gyalpo and was the de facto ruler ofTibet (see chapter I). He would die a few years later,
in 1466.
146. Norbu Sangpo was also a donor of Chogle Namgyal.
147. Lhacho, the Lady of Dragkar (Brag dkar dPon mo L,ha chos), was a daughter of
the Rinpung Ruler Norbu Sangpo and was polyandrously married to two brothers of
the local ruling family. This was named after its original residence at Dragkar in Upper
Kyisho; see S ~ r e n s e nand Hazod forthcoming.
148. Around 1436, in Gungthang during Vanaratna's second journey to Tibet. The
second meeting took place in Ranga (present Ramba) on the ancient route between
Rinpung and Yamdrog, at one day's walk from Rinpung town.
149. The pass that leads from the Yamdrog area to the Brahmaputra valley and eventually to Lhasa.
150. This locality is famous for the Droma Lhakhang temple, where AtiSa passed
away.
151.

The Iron Hill (1Cags po ri) at Lhasa, where the traditional school of medicine and

a Thangtong Gyalpo temple used to be located.
152. The Tshal Gungthang monastery of the Kagyupa school, founded by Lama
Zhang (1123-1193).
153. The Nepa (sNe pa) were local officials (rdzongdpon) who served the ~ h a ~ m o d r u p a
rulers and acted as donors of Thang-stong rgyal-~o;TS 1193-99, 207, 215-219, 243-245
(see Serrensen and Hazod forthcoming).
154. The Ushangdo ('U shang rdo) was built in the ninth century by the Tibetan
l
temple (see S~rensen
emperor lhride Tsugtsen, alias Ral~acen,as his ~ e r s o n a tutelary
1994:413-414).
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These are hrther defined by the terms k g s , ~pyif,shfn p).
1 ~ 6He
. was a disciple of Thangong Ciyalpo and the first abbot of the Mcnmclpg
155.

monastery, established by n a g t o n g Gyalpo, at New 'rsari (Biography of .lhmgong
Gylapo 239).
117. The text mentions maspa, i.e., a cotton-cld ascetic. This could possibly h read
as ra/pa, an ascetic with dreadlocked hair, making for a closer correspondence with the
brief description of the same event given in the biography ofThnngtong Gydpo ( ~ 8 ~ ) .
158,Alias dBa' ru rnam whal. This was another monastery established by Thangong
Gyalpo in Kongpo (see Biography of n a n g t o n g Gyalpo ru),later transformed into a
Gelugpa monastery (see kk&?ya Srrpo 229).
159. The first and historically most important Buddhist monastery in Tibet, csmblished in 779 by the Tibetan emperor llrisong Detsen.

Part 111
5. Succession and Spiritual Lineage: Meaning and Mysteries of
Chokyi Dronma's Reincarnation
1. ?he

theme of the pearl seems to point to a non-Tibetan origin of the story (Kapstein

2000:39ff.), which does not affect the overall argument of Anne Marie Blondeau concerning death rituals and reincarnation.
2. Bell refers to comparable Tibetan popular beliefs and practices (Bell 1994
[1928]:198-199). The Bhutanese scholar Karma Phuntso told me about specific incidents in his village in Central Bhutan in which claims to objects or personal relations
were informed by links from previous lives. I have often heard this kind of narrative
in Tibet, but I never came across an actual transfer of rights over people or property
in the name of links from previous reincarnations, except in the case of reincarnated
lamas.
3. The term "Sharnanic Buddhism" is conhsing for the multiple connotations that
can be attributed to it. However, Geoffrey Samuel's distinction-and synthesis-between "Clerical Buddhism" and "Shamanic Buddhism" as that between scholarly learning and spiritual attainment associated with ritual practice is important and distinctive
ofTibetan Buddhism (Kapstein 2000:18).

4. Chokyi Dronma's life and the process of identification with the deity Dorje Phagmo
present remarkable similarities to the way a woman, but potentially also a man, is recognized as an oracle: she usually undergoes disruptive life experiences that are subsequently
identified as divine illness; this is healed through the acknowledgment of the religious
call and is followed by the revelation of a master narrative that reframes the woman's life
by merging the identity of the human being with that of a articular god or goddess,
usually a mountain or lake spirit (see also chapter 3).
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5. Even though the text uses the word "servants" (phyagyog), it seems to indicate the
closer retinue that was taking care of the young girl, probably including Deleg Chodren.
Yog may indicate a category of people but also a caring and assisting function that can
be taken on by anyone.
6. 'The ritual of transfer of the principle of consciousness, which leaves the body after
death.
7. It is disputed whether in this case "Maryul" (Ladakh) may have been a misspelling
of "Mangyul" (Everding 2000:551).
8. Probably Mongols in western Tibet.
9. Riwoche, the main seat of Thangtong Gyalpo where he built his stiipa (see chapter
4).
10. For example, I am familiar with a case in which there have been controversies
concerning the education of a young reincarnated lama and whether the father had a
say in this.
11. 'The story of the Lawudo Lama in the Everest region provides a modern example of
the tensions between transmission by kin and by reincarnation, which referred not only
to the spiritual heritage but also to the ownership of cave, houses, and fields (Wangmo
2005:138).
12. Ondor Gegeen and Lamatan, respectively the reincarnation of the Sixth Dalai Lama and Desi Sangye Gyatsho, became the spiritual leaders of Baruun Heid
monastery.
13. For example, Palden Sangye, one of the religious figures mentioned when the
new edition of Bodong Chogle Namgyal's collected works was celebrated, was Tsunpa
Choleg's teacher. 'The nun Chanchub Sangmo, a member of Chokyi Dronma's retinue,
was one of the main instigators for the compilation of Tsunpa Choleg's biography and
a supporter of his deeds (see Biography of Tsunpa Choleg folios 2b, 147b; Everding
2000:223-225).
14. According to Gyurme Dechen's account (Biography of ?hangtong Gyalpo 174175), after 'Thangtong Gyalpo was presented with iron donations in Kyirong, he stayed
in Gungthang. At that time Chopel Sangpo sent his consort to see him with an offering
of poisoned chang. Thangtong Gyalpo drank; he became ill and his skin turned dark,
but thanks to his spiritual power he survived. Stories of poisoning are very common,
especially in southeastern Tibet and in the Himalayan regions, and are part of a range
of popular beliefs (see Da Col forthcoming). Sometimes they may refer to actual intentional poisoning, sometimes to unexplained illnesses and deaths interpreted against ill
feelings in the community. In the case of Thangtong Gyalpo, although an intentional
poisoning cannot be excluded, a coincidental case of arsenic poisoning related to the processing of the iron is plausible. An illness could have been read against the background
of Gungthang religious and political factionality.

15. 'This marriage seems to be part of an interesting shift in ~oliticaland religious
allegiances during the reign of Chokyi Dronma's brother Thri Narngal De (see also
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Everding 2000:543). He also became one of the main supporters ofTsangnyon H e r u b ,
like Chokyi Dronma, was close to Thangtong Gyalpo and had a strained relationship with the nephew of Bodong Chogle Namgyal (Biography of Tsangnyon Heruka
folios 32-33].
16. The spiritual legacy of Bodong Chogle Namgyd was act~~ally
distributed m o n g
a great number of disciples belonging to different traditions, who referred to specific

aspects of his comprehensive teachings. Later, some spiritual masters were also considered to be his reincarnations, most prominently the Jorra Tulkus (Guru Tashi's History
726)
17. Some fifteen years afier having acted as a translator on Vanaratna's third trip
to Tibet (on which occasion the latter met Chokyi Dronma in Rinpung) (Ehrhard
zoo4:245-265).
18. Lochen Sonarn Gyatsho was in touch not only with the rulers of Yamdrog but
also with a number of other disciples of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, including Zimpon
Osang, one of the attendants who had followed Chokyi Dronma to Northern Lato,
where Thangtong Gyalpo was based, and Taglung Thangpa Ngawang Dragpa (see chapter 3).
19. See Stearns 2007.
zo. gsang ba 'imdzod is apparently a reference to the secret teachings and ritual practices. This term is used in the biography with a similar connotation.
21. Ache Droma Chokyi Dronme (A ce sgrol ma Chos kyi sgron me) was the Full
name that she was given when she was ordained as a novice (see chapter 4).
22. Phagmodrupa Dorje Gyalpo (IIIO--1170)was the chief disciple of Dagpo Lhaje,
who founded the Phagmodrupa Kagyupa tradition. In fifieenth-century sources, he was
considered to be an incarnation of Indrabhiiti (see Blue Annalr 1988:553). A h k i n i , incarnation of Vajravirihi, was prophesied as a suitable tantric partner for him (see Brug

pa chos 'byung406).
23. That is to say the training in moral discipline, the training in concentration, and
training in wisdom.
24. kyed rang skyes ba gsum du byas kyi shd / tsa ri 'iphyogs nc skyes ba bshes mdzod.
The author of the Bo dong chos 'byung follows the Tibetan convention that counts
as many as three Indrabhiitis and L&mirikaris that go back to a time between the
eighth and the eleventh century. The dating of these figures is still uncertain; see English
zoo2:9-10.
25.

26. Chenngaba Tsunthrim Bar (1038-1103) was a master of the Kadampa tradition.
27. Dromton Gyalbe Jungne (1003-106314) was an important master of the Kadampa
tradition who had been recognized as incarnation of AvalokiteSvara by AtiSa (Van der
Kuijp 2005:21).
28. Dagpo Lhaje (1079-1153 A.D.), disciple of Milarepa.
29. O n e of the six monasteries that were main centers for philosophical studies before
the foundation of the great Gelugpa monasteries.
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30. As he was considered to be an incarnation of Indrabhuti (see Blue Annals
1988:55zff.), Phagmodrupa Dorje Gydpo's consort, Sonam Drenrna, was considered to
be an incarnation of Dorje Phagmo and a reincarnation of L&minkari.
31. Tashi Tsering at the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives has a biography of
Sonam Paldren that is currently being translated by Susanne Bessenger.
32. Area in southeastern Tibet in the vicinity of the river Nyangchu.
33. In this text Pal Chime Drupa is often mentioned as Palden Chime Drupa.
34. Loro is an area in southern Tibet to the east of Lhodrag.
35. Lhodrag is an area in southern Tibet close to the border with Bhutan.
36. Yamdrog is an area between U and Tsang where the famous Lake Yamdrog is
located.
37. Traditional definition of western Tibet, indicating the "three circles of NgariW
ruled by descendants of the ancient Tibetan kings.
38. To-Hor indicates an area inhabited by some Mongolian troops living in western
Tibet.
39. This seems to be a brief reference to the episode mentioned in the brief biographical outline of Kunga Sangmo reported in the Biography of ?hangtong Gyalpo by
Gyurme Dechen (see above).
40. Mar Kham is a locality in Kham (eastern Tibet).
41. The monastery of Yasang was founded in Yarlung at the beginning of the thirteenth century by Chokyi Monlam. His teacher was Kalden Yeshe Sengge, a disciple of
Phagmodrupa, and his tradition was known as the Yasang Kagyupa.
42. The ruler of Phagmodrupa.
43. Yarlung Sheldrag is a monastery located in Yarlung.
44. Karma Chodrag Gyatsho (1454-1506), the Seventh Karmapa.
45. This Taglung, also called "Northern Taglung," is located north of Lhasa and was
the main seat of the Taglung subsect of the Kagyupa tradition.
46. Taglung Ngawang Dragpa was a scholar abbot of the Taglung monastery and a
disciple of Bodong Chole Narngyal (see chapter 3).
47. This approximate dating is based on the ages of the Dorje Phagmos and their partners as given in the Bo dong rhos 'byung. By and large, this corresponds to Tashi Tsering's
reckoning (Tashi Tsering 1993).
48. THDL-A List of Recognized Reincarnations (made in about 1819). Input and
adapted by Dan Martin. http:/lwww.thdl.org/collectionslhistory/texts/tulku~list
.html.
49. In chapter 3 I referred to a short text attached to Chokyi Dronma's thangka of
the White Cakrasamvara that mentions "Chokyi Dronma's skull with special features."
Like the prophecy mentioned in the Bo dong rhos 'byung (see above), this may link
Chokyi Dronma to the narrative of the skull of Phagmodrupa's consort at Tsari and to
the relevant spiritual ancestry. A reference to this skull can be found in the 'Brugpa rhos
'byung (406), according to which Phagmodrupa Dorje Gyalpo was told that a girl with
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special features (mtshan
bu mo) was the incarnation of Dorje Phagmo and t h t if
he had taken her as a consort he would have acquired the rainbow body. However, as he
neglected her twice, she died. Eventually, during the hnerary rituals, "from her skull a
voice was heard: 'I (kho mo) shall go to my place!' Hence it was ordered that her skull had
to arrive at Tsari. . . . Buddha C a k r w v a r a was Phagmodrupa, the specid girl w s the
real vajraviirihi (Dorje Phagmo)."
50. This spiritual master whose disciples promoted the spread of ascetics in the three
major Tibetan holy places identified with the Indian pim of Ciritra, Devikofa, and
Himavat, i.e., Tsari, Lapchi, and Kailash (Petech 1988:357; Huber rgqo:rzrff.), had been
particularly instrumental in shaping the Buddhist sacredness of Tsari.
51. This merging of genealogical narratives may account for the discrepancies in relation to who was the first Dorje Phagmo: Chokyi Dronma seems to be reckoned as h e
first, the third, or an indefinite successor of the Indian Mahisiddha Lalqmilikari; some
later traditions ignore her and refer instead to Nyendra Sangmo, who was a close disciple
of the Karmapa and a foundational figure of'the tradition based at Nyemo; or to Dechen
nrinley Tshomo, the first Dorje Phagmo after the reform of the institution at the time
of the Fifth Dalai Lama. These discrepancies undoubtedly reflected the political circumstances and the viewpoint of the compiler of the genealogical account.
52. According to this tradition, the deity was taken from India to Tibet in the hat
of the great-great-uncle of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, Pang Lotsawa, and became the
protector of the Bodongpa tradition (see Shel dker rhos 'bung 37b).
53. Shortly after 1620 the young Sarnding Dorje Phagmo was established on the
abbatial seats that had been under the control of the nephew line of Bodong Chogle
Narngyal. This was not entirely a novelty: Namkha Dorje, the last abbot related by kin
to Bodong Chogle Namgyal on the seats of the Bodongpa monasteries mentioned in the
Shel dkar chos 'bung, was followed by spiritual masters who had a close relationship with
the Nyemo monastery (Shel dkar chos 'bung folio 53b).

6. "Lady of the Lake": The Dorje Phagmo at Samding
"Shabdrung" is an honorific title for a religious and temporal leader. For example,
it was used for the local rulers of Nakartse at the time of the Fifth Dalai Lama (AutobiI.

ography of the F@h Dahi Lama 448) and was used for the rulers of Bhutan before the
monarchy.
2. The expression mi laphab indicates literally "make into human being." It is remarkable that the verb is related to 'bab, used for a god talung possession of a medium.
3. I noticed ritual recitations that seem comparable among the Lhabon priests in the
Arun Valley in northeastern Nepal (Diemberger 1997287).
4. In his analysis he observes that " p ~ p ~ l areligion
.r
includes some elements of both
Buddhism and imperial cults, more of Daoism, but it is identifiable with none of them.
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In fact 'religion' here is simply a category not a singular thing. . . its content is an imperial metaphor, which stands in relation to the rest of its participants' lives, politics and
historical events. . . . The performance and imagery of local temple rites and festivals are
sufficiently different to present a sense of place and of power which is a supplementary
power to that of the ruling orthodoxy" (Feuchtwang 2001:vi-vii).
5. The oral account of a relative of the woman, who had died in 1966, was not precise
on this point. The identity of spirits possessing oracles is ofien a matter of delicate negotiation (see Diemberger zoo5:130-132).
6. An adaptation and reconstruction of a divine heritage leading back to imperial
Tibet was part of an ambitious national project, which implied the revitalization
key sites and drew inspiration from similar ideas and programs of earlier innovative
visionaries such as Drigung Rinchen Phuntshog and 'Thangtong Gyalpo. The &lugpa
saw themselves in continuity and of an identical nature (sroggcig) with the Phagmodrupa
rule (Sorensen and Hazod 2005:33). From this point of view, the integration of the
Samding Dorje Phagmo with its Phagmodrupa-related genealogy was consistent with
the broader political and religious vision.
7. This view is expressed in local oral tradition and in some Tibetological works,
where it is claimed that she established the monastery in I440 (Dorje Phagrno and
Thubten Namgyal 1995:35). I endorsed this statement in the book Feast ofMiracles, but
the biography casts serious doubts on it, as in 1440 she was in her marriage in Southern
Lato.
8. The Tsari protectors, Shinkyong Yabyum, are protectors of the Cakrasamvara tradition to whom the Fifth Dalai Lama was particularly devoted; he refers to them appearing in his secret visions (Karmay 1988:29) and composed prayers for them (Huber
1997:245).
9. The ruling family of Nakartse descended from the ninth Sakya Ponchen Aglen,
to whom the myriarchy had been entrusted in the thirteenth century. Before that, parts
of the area had been bestowed to the Phagmogrupa hierarchs "in order to defray the
expenses of the ritual lamps to bkra shis 'od 'bar at gDan sa mthil" (Petech 1990:58;
Hazod 1998:68).
10. "Rationalist" is how Anne Marie Blondeau defines him and his position in her
article on the sources about Padmasambhava's life (1980:48).
11. See, for example, BlueAnnah 1988:829, where it appears as a meditative monastery
(sgrub sde) hosting hermits.
12. 'The Golden

Vase implied the use of tally sticks with the names of the candidates,
drawn by a qualified religious and political authority.
13. rGyalyum rdo gephag mo 'ikhrungs rabs gsol 'debs byin rkzbs char rgyun zhes bya ba.
The last name mentioned in the genealogy is that of Jetsun Choyin Dechen Tshomo,
who died in 1853 (see Tashi Tserillg 1993:31-32,40); this text seems thus to go back to the
second half of the nineteenth century.
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14. $e btsun rdo jephag mo i' rnam thargsol '&bs mi rim byon danRbcapa byin b&br

bdud rtsi char 'bebs shes h a ba.
11.

waddell o r g a n i d the transfer of

200

mule-loads of Tibetan texu and religiour

items to England (Waddell 1912:1-3~),which included some texts from the Bodongpa
tradition. These are currently at the British Library, the Bodleian in Oxford, and the
Cambridge University Library.

7. Dorje Phagmo in the Twentieth Century: Embodied Divinity
and Government Cadre
I. For a sequence of the successive reincarnations and relevant tentative dating, see
Tashi Tsering 1993, Dorje Phagmo Dechen Chodron and Thubten N a m 4 1995, and
Diemberger, Pasang Wangdu, Kornfeld, and Jahoda 1997.
2. There are several birth dates given for her, ranging from 1937 to 1942. The year of
the tiger 1938 is the date that I was told by her sister and by the Sanding monks. The
Dorje Phagmo's birth date is controversial since sometimes it is argued that she was born
in 1937, before the Eleventh Dorje Phagmo died (Tsering and K. Dhondup 1979).
3. I am referring here to the general policy shift chat followed the Third National
Forum on Work in Tibet, Beijing, July 20-23,1994.
4. My sources for this investigation include a short interview with the current Dorje
Phagmo; a long oral account of her life by her sister, Kesang Dronma, and subsequent
conversations with her over a number of years; a few brief conversations with the Dorje
Phagmo's husband; and extensive conversations with the abbot of Samding, Thubten
Namgyal, who died in 2000, and other members of the Bodongpa monastic community. In addition, there are several sources published in China, including an important
article by n u b t e n Namgyal and the Twelfth Dorje Phagmo on the lineage to which
I have already referred several times (Dorje Phagmo Dechen Chodron and n u b t e n
Namgyal1995); an interview with her published in Tibetan in 1991 (Wangdu 1999); a
film on the flight and return to Tibet of the current Dorje Phagmo (Niuhuofir 1985);and
various pieces and fragments published in Chinese journals. Two articles written by

K. Dhondup and Tashi Tsering (1979) and by Tashi Tsering (1993) from the perspective of the Tibetan exile community in Dharamsala provide invaluable information
on the lineage and history of the Dorje Phagmo, on the current incarnation, and,
most importantly, on Tibetan views about her. Finally, the book published by Silvain
Mangeot (1979), with the account of the life of the Manchurian who acted as the
secretary of the Buddhist Association in the 1950s and was involved in various ways
with the Samding Dorje Phagmo, is a source of additional information (although
this is difficult to use and verify, given the nature of the publicatio~land the use of
pseudonyms).
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5. This is often considered to be a distinctive feature of the Dorje Phagmo.
current Bhutanese Dorje Phagmo (see chapter 3) is also considered to be an exceptionally
"hairy girl."
6 . Paradigmatic is the change in the interpretation of the Panchen Lama, who was
considered a Chinese puppet before his engagement for Tibetan issues became fully
known (Barnett 1997).
7. The revolt had started in the east, for in those areas a series of radical reforms had
already been implemented, alienating a great deal of the local population. There the
guerrilla organization was first established (see Shakya 1999:165ff.).
8. The famous hat of the Dorje Phagmo (see chapter 5).
9. This 1986 film became an important turning point in film production for its peculiar "transitional style" (see Barnett forthcoming) that combined Communist epic motifs
with exoticizing religious themes.
10. The full text is given in Chinese and in English i11 Barnett 1997.
11. The block print is preserved in the British Library. It is one of the earliest works
printed in Tibet, and the blocks were carved by the Lords of Yamdrog in the fifteenth
century. The print came to England with the texts taken by Waddell during the Younghusband military expedition. Apparently there is a different version of the same text
contained in the published collection of works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, but this
block print is indeed unique and particularly meaningful for the people in Yamdrog.
Thanks to Burkhart Quessel and Gene Smith, it was retrieved.
12. The Party Secretary who was in charge of the Tibet Autonomous Region from
1992 to 2000 and is renowned as an extreme hard-liner (see Barnett 2oo1a).

8. The Living Tradition and the Legacy of the Princess
I.

A forthcoming work by Jill Sudbury maps out the reconstruction of the Bodongpa

tradition both inside Tibet and in exile.
2. This recommendation came especially from senior religious figures linked to
Sarnding monastery; in fact, the monastic community of Samding underwent various
training sessions with Gelugpa scholars from Sera monastery, which might explain the
tendency to conform to Gelugpa standards.
3. This interview goes back to September 2004.
4. The center of the Avalokiteivara cult introduced by Laksminkara (see Ehrhard
2004:294,448-449).
5. The famous nun of Shugseb called Jetsun Lochen Rinpoche (1865-1951); see
Havnevik 1999.
6. Probably in connection with the 1959 uprising.

7. It had been mentioned to me as a surviving nunnery in the first interview with
Thubten Namgyal.
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Ihe Collected Works of Grub-chen Bang-stong rgyal-po. Vol. 11. 1984. Bhutan.
Biography of Thangtong Gyalpo by Sherab Palden = Shes rab dpal Idan, de grub
thob chen po lcags zam pa i' rnam par tharpa ngo mtshar rgya mtsho 1-565. 19g4/g5.
Thimphu: National Library of Bhutan.
e
Biography of Tsangnyon Heruka = rGod gTsang ras pa sna tshogs rang grol, fie ~ i f of
the Saint of Gtsan. Ed. Lokesh Chandra. 1969. New Delhi.
Biography of Vanaratna = 'Gos Lo tsa ba gZhon nu dpal, mKhaspa chenpo dpal nags kyi

rin chengyi rnampar tharpa. 1985. Thimphu: National Library of Bhutan.
Bod kyignasyig b h m s bsgriigs = Bod kyi pas yig bdams bsgrigs. 1995. Lhasa: Bod ljongs bod
yig dpe rnying dpe skrun khang.

Bo dong chos 'byung = dPal de kho na nyid dus pa las bo dong rhos 'byung gsal byed
sgron me zhes bya ba dPal thams cad mkhyen pa 'Chi med bd zer gyis mdzadpa (sixteenth century). Manuscript of 35 folios by 'Chi me 'Od zer, kept at Bodong E
monastery.

Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo = Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo. 1985. Beijing: Mi rigs dpe
skrun khang (The National Press).
'Brugpa 'ichos 'byung = 'Brug pa Pad ma dkar po, 'Brugpa i' chos 'byung.1990. Lhasa: Bod
ljongs bod yig dpe rnying dpe skrun khang.
Bu ston chos 'byung= Bu ston Rin chen grub, Bu ston chos 'byung. 1988.Tshongon: Krung
go bod kyi shes rig dpe skrung khang.
Byangpa gdung rabs = gym ru Byangpa ' i gdung rabs. Manuscript of 24 folios kept in the
Beijing National Library.
Chokyi Dronma (Chos kyi sgron ma). Untitled. In Supplemental Texts to the Collected
Works of rlhang stong rgyalpo Series (Grub chen thang stong bka ' 'bum gyi rgyab chos),
2:24+248.1984. Thimphu: National Library of Bhutan.

Collected Works of Bodong ChoglevNamgyal= dPal de kho na nyid 'duspa. Edition of the
collected works of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, 119 vols. 1973. New Delhi: Tibet House
Library.

Deb ther dmarpo gsar ma = bSod nams grags pa, Deb ther dmarpo gsar ma. Ed. and trans.
G. Tucci, 1971.Roma: IsMEO. Also 1989. Lhasa: Bod ljongs mi dmangs dpe skrun
khang.

Deb thersngonpo = 'Gos lo tsa ba gZhon nu dpal, Deb thersngonpo. June 1985 ~ h e n ~ d u :
Si khron mi rigs dpe skrun khang. B e Blue Annah. 1988 [ 1 ~ ~ Trans.
9 ] . G. ~oerich.
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass.
Demo 1970 = Demo Ngawang Deleg. Bree firchacks. 1970. Including a survey of printing blocks in Central Tibet, Gangs can gyi ijongs su bka'dang bstan bcos sogs kyigiegs
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barn spar gzhi ji [taryodpa r m m nas dkar chag spar thor p b o p tsam du bkodpa phan
bde 'ipad tshal 'byedpa 'i nyin bed. New Delhi.
Dorje Phagmo and 'Ihubten Nmgyal. 1995. rDo rje phag mo bde chen chor sgron &%
grwa Thub bstan rnam rgyal = "Bsam sdings rdo rjc phag mo'i 'khrungs =bs kngl
sku ~ h r e n grim byong gyi mdzad r n m l yar 'brag b u m sdings dgon gyi dlur chq
bcas rags tsam bkos pal." Krunggo 'i bod kyi shes rig. Nr. z, pp. 31-58.
d ~ ardo
l ge phag mo 'is p b thabs rdo mam par sgeg t 7 ~ 1Zhes Czya &a.Trans. Vanaratna
and Lochen Sonarn Gyatso of the kjravildsini~mawravar&is&ana. (1TP4681;
Derge vol. phu folio 43-45).

+

Gung thang rgyal rabs = Gung thang rgyal rabs by Rig ' k i n The dbang nor bu, Bod kyi
lo rgyus deb ther khag lnga. 1990. Lhasa: Bod ljongs bod yig dpe rnying dpe skrun
khang.
Guru Tashi's History = Gu ru bKra shis, Guru bKra shis chos 'bung. 1990. Krung go'i bod
kyi shes rig dpe s h u n khang.
rGya bodyig tshang = dPal 'byor bzang po, rCya bodyig tshang chen mo. 1985. Chengdu:
Si khron mi rigs dpe skrun khang.
rGyal rabsgsal ba 'i me long = rGyal rabsgsal ba 'i me long. 1981. Beijing: Mi rigs dpe skrun
khang.

rGyal yum rdo rje phag mo'i khrungs rabs gsol 'debs byin rlabs char rgyun zhes bya ba.
Manuscript of 10folios kept at Samding monastery.
rJe btsun rdo gephag mo 'i rnam thargsol 'debs mi rim byon dang bras pa byin brlabs bdud
rtsi char 'bebs zhes bya &a.Ritual text of 8 folios kept at Sarnding monastery.
mKhaspa 'i dga'ston = dPa' bo gtsug lag phreng ba, Dam pa 'i chos kyi Mor las bsgyurpa
rnams kyi byung ba gsal bar byedpa mkhas pa 'i dga ' ston. 1986. Beijing: Mi rigs dpe
s h u n khang.
bhk ' thang sde lnga = bKa ' thang sde lnga. 1986. Beijing: Mi rigs dpe skrun khang.
rLangs kyipo ti bse ru = Phag mo gru Byang chub rgyal mtshan, rLangr kyipo ti bse nr
rgyaspa. 1986. Lhasa: Bod ljongs mi dmangs dpe s h u n khang.
T T P = Catalogue and Index to the Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking edition. 1962. Ed. D. T.
Suzuki (Otani University, Kyoto). Tokyo: Suzuki Research Foundation.
Shel dkar chos 'byung = Ngag dbang skal ldan rgya mtsho, She1dkur chos 'byung.History of
the " White Crystal." ReIigion and Politics of Southem La stod. Trans. and facsimile edition of the Tibetan text by Pasang Wangdu and Hildegard Diemberger with Guntram
Hazod. 1996. Vienna: Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften and Tibetan
Academy of the Autonomous Region Tibet.
sEg lung chos 'byung = s72g lung chos 'byung. 1992. Lhasa: Bod ljong bod yig dpe rnying
dpe skrun khang.
n ~ byong
Tashi Tshering. bKra shis tshe ring "bSam sding rdo rje phag mo sku ~ h r e rim
gyi mtshan dang 'khrungs gshegs kyi lo khams star chags su 'god thabs sngon 'gro'i
zhib 'jug mdor bsdud." 1993. IngYu mtsho I (I) (20-53).
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Changchub Tsemo (Byang chub rtsc rno) (Tlbetan
scholar), 45-46
Changsem (CD's grandmother), 36,55,202,
349n103. See aLo Changsem Sangye Wangmo
Changsem Sangye Wangmo (Byang sems sang rgyas
dbang mo) Uamyang) ('Jamdbwgs), 35.36,

331~116

Changsungpa (Rymg pung pa) (didplc of W o n g
Choglc Narngyal), 186,197~z12,
~ 7 ~ 3 .
35on121.Ser do Changchubkyi Sung
C h q Targo (Bymg rTa mgo) (mountain), 273
Chayer, Anne, xiv, xvi, 14
25)
Chckv monastery. See Nyemo Chdur (~Nycmo
Bye dkar) monastery
ChengngaTsdtrim Bar (spyan s n g ba Tshd
khrims 'bar) (reincarnationof C3krara~vm),
325. Srr d
o ChenngabaTsunrhrim Bar
Chen Kuiyuan, 312, 315
Chenncba (gCen ne ba). Set Thri Namgyal D c
ChenngabaTsunthrimBar (Tibetanscholar), 257,

35~26
Chenpo Namrin (Chen po Nun rin), 185
rhidar (phyi dar) (later diffusion), 9, 30
Chime Drupa. See Pal Chirnc Drupa
Chime 0x1('Chi mcd 'od wr) (Tibcran scholar),

261,325. Scc oh0 610 dong obos 'byung
Chime Palsang ('Chi mcd dpd bzang) (Tibetan
sd~olar):
and Chirnc Oser, 261; i m a p of, 27,
insert p. 3; and Karrnapa lineage. 262,263; and
Nyemo Chekar monastery, jwrnj; and Pal
Chime Drupa, jj6nzz; and Taglung lhangpa
Ngawang Dragpa, 82, 259, 336m1;and win
reincarnation line, 259-260,3z>
Chinese People's Political Consulting Conference
(CPPCC), 290-291, 292
Choding (Chos sdings) monastery. Sn Mmo
C h d n g (dPal rno chos sdings) monastery
Choding Breboche (Chos sdings Brc bo chc)
(place), 193
Chodingpa (people of Chodine; followers of the
Bodongpa tradition). Srr Palrno Choding (dPd
rno chos sdings) monastery
Chodrag Ycshe (Chos grags ye shes) (Fourth Red
H a t Karrnapa), 263
Chodron Wangmo (Chos sgron dbang rno)
(Seventh Dorie Phagmo), 326
Chodzema (Chos mdud ma) (lady ofTagw), 177.

178,213, 220,346~52
rho rod), 140.182,3467156
Chogden Dorje (mChog ldan rdo rje) (Kunga
Sangmo's fither), 258
Chogden Legpe Lodm (mChog Ida11legs pa'i blo
gros), 217,351n130
Chogle Namg~d.
See Bodong Chogle Namgyal
Chogyal Nasathro (Chos rgyal N a bza' 'phmd), 257
Chokyi Dronma: as begging nun, 61.109~177-182;
birth of, ~ ~ , I z 151-152,
I .
j33n1; and bridgebuilding projects, 52,69, 113; brother of. S c n r i
Namgyal De; Buddhist scripcure influence on,
154, 343n13;childhood of, 54-55, 90.152-156.
239; commitment to women, 9-H. 12~61-62,
123;and m y p g i n tradition, 60,66,140;
dance master, 109, 194-195; death of, 8,47- 5 2 3

69,76.80.89,97.236.258.334nn5,9; elite

Chokyi Dronma (continued)
status of, 11, 12, 28, 35, 41, 134, 178; epithets for,
7,41,99,115,141.144~338n43, 343nlo; and
family conflicts, 36-37, 59,118,124,125,165166, j4on18; father-in-law of. See Situ Lhatsen
Kyab; Father of. See?hri Lhawang Gyalrshen;
feminist perspectives on, 11-13; gender
experience of, xiv-xv, xvii, 7, 120-123, 328n9;
of (Changsem), 36, 55,102,
jqgn~oj;and hair symbolism, 60, 134, 135,171,
174,345n43; as healer, 139,140,153,155,343n8;
husband of. SeeTshewang Tashi; and illness, 59,
116,124-125, 139-1419164-~65134~n23,
345n39;
images of, 28, 72,75,111. 147, 150, 277.278,
insert p. I, insert p. 2, insert p. 13; and imperial
legacy, 38-39,41.120-1z1, 151,184-185,~76,
332nn27,28,347n68; importance of, 1-2; legacy
of, 316-321; marriage of, 55-58, 117-118, 145,
156-160,340n17; Menmogang monastery
period, 52; motherhood of, I, 58-59, i n , 123128,163-164, 165, 166, jjon2; mother-in-law of.
SeeTsencham Gyalmo; mother of. See Dode
Gyalmo; multiple selves of, xi, 2, 3, 7-8, 18, 141148; ordination of, 7, 12, 60-61,132,133-134,
177,183-184, 346n54; Palmo Choding irrigation
project, 64-65,102-103, 106-107, 211-212, 219220; Palmo Choding monastery period, 60-65,
127-128,172-177; and patronage, 44; and
printing technology, 64,349nroo; prophecies
about, 6 6 , 7 j 7 7 6 , 7 9 , 9 7 , 9 8 , 3 3 4 n 5 and
;
relatedness, 116-120, 340n16; religious vow
decision of, 37, 59-60,124, 129-130, 135,139140,168-172; and Samding monastery, 275-278,
358n7; and sexuality, 135-138; Shekar life of, 5859, 160-162, 345nn36-38; sister of (Dzamling
Gyalmo), 55, 65, 166,169,171,210-211, j4on19;
skull of, 97-98, 236, 258,263-264, 320, 337339nn39-42.356-357n49; and Southern Lato,
37-38; teachers of, 45-48, 99, 176, 182, 210,
346n51,349n106,35on117;textual effacement of,
3,108; 7hongmon nunnery establishment, 134,
188-190, 347nn77,78, 3487279; Tibetan
Renaissance role, xi, 109,115-116, 340nrz; and
transgression, 10-11, 58,60,66, loo, 118; and
wisdom sttipa, 145.191-192,193-194,348nn8z,
87; writings of, 84, 336n29 See aho Bodong
Chogle Namgyal collected works project;
Bodong Chogle Namgyal's relationship with
Chokyi Dronma; Chokyi Dronma, names of;
Chokyi Dronma as embodiment of Dorje
Phagmo; Chokyi Dronma biography; Chokyi
Dronma's journeys; Chokyi Dronrna's times
Chokyi Dronma, names of, 333n6; biography
inconsistencies, 336n30, 337n32.348n91;
childhood, 7, 53, 119, 141,144,152-153; and
Chokyi Dronma as embodiment of Dorje
Phagmo, 7, 53. 144-145, 343n6; and multiplicity,

7-8, 141-142; and Pdmo Choding monastery
admission, 60, 174,355n21; and ?hangtong
Gyalpo, 35on113
Chokyi Dronma as embodiment of Do+ Phagmo,
I, 239-241; in Bodong Chogle Narngyd's
biography, 254, 355nzo; and C D biography
authorship, 79,85-87,88,89,90; C D biography
references, 4,41, 53,144-145,151,185, 211,228,
347n70; and C D biography style, 92-93; and
CD's marriage, 159; and childhood, 55, 90, 239;
and Deleg Chodren, 18, 89; and Dorje Phagmo
lineage establishment, 251; and illnesses of
Bodong Chogle Namgyal, 191,348n81;m d
imperial legacy, 41, 53,115; and multiplicity, 18;
and names, 7, 53,144-145,343n6; precedents for,
240; and Sonam Drenma, 95; and Thangong
Gyalpo, 47, 50,143,144, 239; andTibetan
Renaissance role, 115-116; and Vanaratna, 50;
and wisdom sttipa, 192,348n83
Chokyi Dronma biography: as act of discovery, X;
CD's marriage in, 156-160; Chokyi Dronma as
embodiment of Dorje Phagmo in, 4,41,53, I&145,151,185,211,228, 347n70; dates in, 3333jqn8; dating of, 17~75-77,33snnro,12,14;
discovery of, xvii; and Dorje Phagmo lineage
establishment, 5,18,95, Z ~ O - Z ~genre
I ; of, 17,
92, 329~~21;
illustrations, 71; importance of, 3-4,
8,16, 17, 321, 329n22; incomplete ending of, 70,
95-98, 235-236; inconsistencies in, 85,336n30,
337nj2,348n91; Indian Buddhist origins in, 265;
individuality in, 17-18; limited circulation of,
19-20,329-330nt4; literary influence of, 112,
251; narrative methodology of, 88-92; opening
invocation, 3-4, 50-51, 85, 92-93, 135, 131,
342nz; and oral narratives, 3,4; on ordination
ofwomen, 61,133,177,183-184,346n54;
patronage in, 42; on prosperity, 35; readership
of, 87-88; style of, 17, 82, 89, 92-94, 111, 337n35;
supporting sources for, 71-75,334nn1-5,
j35nn7-9; terms for women in, 10; textual
authority of, 4-5, 93-94; title of, 94-95;
translation approach, 8, 328n7; translation text,
151-236; and women's status in Buddhism, 8788. See aLo biographical models; Chokyi
Dronrna biography authorship
Chokyi Dronma biography authorship, 77-92;
Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang, 78, 80, 81,82; and
Chokyi Dronma as embodiment of Dorje
Phagmo, 79.85-87,88,89, 90; clues to, 77-79;
and Deleg Chodren, 61,79, 81,82,83,88-89,
90; and multiplicity, 6-7,83,84-87, 88, 91-92;
and narrative methodology, 88-92; Pal Chime
Drupa, 47,79-81, 82, 250-251,258,336n31;
Taglung ?hangpa Ngawang Dragpa, 81-82; and
women, 83, 87, 336n26
Chokyi Dronma's journeys, 67-69,333nn4.5;
biography text, 224-234; dating, 352n140; map>
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xii; and Rinpung rulers, 6 7 - 6 8 , 1 o g , z ~ 5 - ~ ~ 6 ,
in Buddhism, 319. See& 1)orje P h q p o ,
331n8; and Thangtong Gydpo, 65,67.141-143,
Twelfth
215,220, 222-224, 334n5, 3 ~ ~ n 1 3 7 - 1 3Tsari,
9;
CPPCC (Chines People's Politid C ~ n s u l t i n ~
66,73,76,90-91,144~ 234-235
Confercncr), 290-zgr, 291
Chokyi Dronma's secret identity. Sce Chokyi
crazy yogin tradition: u hiognphid modd, looDronma as embodiment of Dorje Phagmo
lor; and CD'a religious vow decision, 60; and
Chokyi Dronrna's times, xi,6 , 28-51; patronage,
healing, 140; and illness, 140; ldqmihkari, 60.
41-44, 331nro;periodization, 32; political
67,99; and Thangong Gyalpo, 66-67, roo;and
history, 28-33. 330-331nn6-8; prosperity, 35.
women's status in Buddhism. 11. Src nLo
331n15; religious influences, 44-48; Vajraynginil
transgression
Vajravkai cults, Xiii, 48-52. See ah0 GungCultural Revolution, xvii, 270. 280,292, 304, 308thang politics; imperial legacy; Tibetan
3099 3z!5'-33rnzq
Renaissance
Chokyi Gyatsho (Chos kyi rgya mcsho), 337n40
Dagmc 6 D a g mcd) (wife of Marpa), r8o
Chokyi Monlam (Chos kyi smon lam) (founder of
D?gpo (Dwags po) (place), 134-235
Yasang monastery), 356n41
Dagpo Lhaje ( h a g s po Lha rjc) (disciple of
Chokyi Rinchen (Chos kyi rin chen). Set Siru
Milarepa), 257,355nn22, zf~
Chokyi Rinchen
Daki Sundine, @Sam sdinp) (place), 260. k rrLo
Chokyi Wangchug (Chos kyi dbang phyug), 183
Sarnding (bSam dings) monastery
Chokyong Drencig (Chos skyong 'dren cig) (female
D&po Sonam Tashi ( h a g s po bSon names bkra
siddha), 181
shis), 112
Chopel (Chos d p d ) (practitioner). 182
Dalai Lama. First (Gcndun Drupa) (dCe 'dun grub
Chopel Sangpo (Chos dpal bzang po) (Gungthang
pa), 46,113,241, 278
court chaplain), 343n5; biographies of, 73,
Ddai Lama, Fifth, 32, 266,275,278,279-280,281,
344n18; and Bodongpa tradition, 45; and CD's
j58nn6,8
birth, 53,119,152;and gender, jqrnzr; and
Dalai Lama, Sixth, 250, 181, 354n11
Thangtong Gyalpo, 221, 252, 35onrro, 3yrn134,
Dalai Lama, Seventh, 282
Dalai Lama, Fourteenth (current). 300, joj-poq;
354n14
Chos kyiphungpo b'gyad khri bzhi stong ("Eightyand Communist China, 302: and women's full
Four Thousand Dharmarkatdz"), 183,346n63
ordination, jzgnr8
Choying Dechen Tshomo (Chos dbyings bde chen
Ddai Lama lineage, xiv, 20, 283; Scc also s p c 4
mtsho mo) (Ninth Dorje Phagmo). 289-290,
rcincamationr
Damsho, 257,260
choyon (mchodyon) (donor; chaplain-donor
ddnapati (jindad, 41-42
relationship). 42-43
Das, Sarat Chandra, xv, 269,270,284
David-Neel, Alexandra, 286
Chubori monastery (Chu bo ri), 223, 226, 231-233,
351n139.See alro Chagsam Chubori
Davidson, R.328n6
Dawa Gyaltshen (Ua ba rgyal mtshan) (Drugpa
Chung Riwoche (g~ung-Ribo che) mipa 65, 73,
206, 221-222, J ~ O ~ I I351n136;
I ,
date of, 35rn135;
Kagyu mastcr), 3367126
images of, 66, insert p. 8; in nangtong Gydpo
dBa'behnL 93, Z.+.+-L+~. 248, 271-272. 353nr
dBu-gTsang (Central Tibet), 222
biographies, 334n5,335n7;and Tibetan
Deb ther sngon po (Blur Ann&) (Go Lotsawa
Renaissance, 112, 113
Shonnu Pal). 47,74,77,99, roo, 179,3)4n19
Chushi Gangdrug (Four Rivers Six Ranges; chu bzhi
sgangdrug) uprising, 303-304,306, ~ 6 o n n 6 , 7
331n9~337n39,358n11
de Certeau, Michel, 88
Chushul (Chu shur) (place), 305
Dechen Chokyi Dronme (bDe &en chos kyi sgron
city model: and Gungthang, ro4,107,338n3,339n8;
me). Set Dorje Pllagmo, Twelfth
and Padmasambhava, 107,339nn6.7: and
Dechen Thrinle~Tshomo (Sixth Do j e Phagmo)
Tibetan Renaissance, 104,106-107,338nj
(bDc chen 'phrin las mrsho mo), 266, 267, 279,
clans, 30, 33on6
Communist China: Cultural Revolution, xvii, 270,
326
Deden Yangtse (bDe ldan yang rtse), 153,j43nr1
280,292,304,308-309, 329-33onzq; and
Deleg Chodren (bDe legs chos 'drcn): and begging
feminist perspectives, 13-14, 291; PLA arrival in
trips, 61,178; and C D biography authorship, 61.
Tibet, 301-302; recent hard-line policy, 292,
79,81,82,83,88-89,go;
and C D biography
3rr-312,36on1z; Tibetan exile perspectives on,
limited circulation, 19; and CD's Full ordination,
14, 300, 360n6; Tibetan uprising against. 303183;and CD's journeys, 224-225, 229, z30.2jt.
304,306, 36onn6, 7 ; United Front strategy, 290235; and CD's meeting with Thangong Gyalpo.
291, 301-302,j08,309,315; and women's status

Deleg Chodren (continued)
206-208, 213, 214, 217, 218, 219; CD'S teachings
to, 180,186-187,188,192; and Chokyi Dronma
as embodiment of Dorje Phagrno, 18.89; and
death of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, 62, 64,195,
196,197,198; and death of Chokyi Dronma, 69,
334n5; guruyoga training of, 137,181;and illnesses
of Bodong Chogle Namgyal, 190-191; and
irrigation projects, 209, 219-220; name of, 178;
and relatedness, 120; and Second Dorje Phagrno
(Kunga Sangmo), 89,120,246-247,248,249,
299, 35415;and sexualiry, 137; in Thangtong
Gyalpo biographies, 73,120,334n5, 335n8; and
Thongmon nunnery establishment, 190;
and Tsongkhapa Lobsang Dragpa, 230-231;
and twofold perspective, 18; and Vanaratna,
delog ('dac log), 140,342n33
demoness lake, 268,269-270
Deng Xiaoping, 309, 311
Desi Gongma (sDe srid gong ma) (Phagmodrupa
ruler), 259
Desi Sangye Gyatsho (sDe srid Sangs rgyas rgyan
rntshb) (Tibetan regent), 250,281,354n12
Devikola (place), 337n36,357n50
Dharmapel (Dharrna dpal). See Pal Chime Drupa
Dharmard,a role, 32-33, 4 0 ~ 4 3
Dhondup, K., xiv, 268, 279, 299
Dingri Gangkar (Ding ri sgang dkar) (place),
345n39
Dode Gyalmo (rnDo sde rgyal mo) (CD's mother),
105-206; and CD's birth, 151,152;and CD's
childhood, 55; and CD's departure from
Gungthang, 65, 119, 210-211; as donor, 4 ;
marriage of, 36; name of, j3zn18; and
relatedness, 119; and Second Dorje Phagrno
(Kunga Sangmo), 240,247,248,249,264; and
succession, 53-54, 121, 122, 154,344n18;in
Thangtong Gyalpo biographies, 335n8
Dodelha Gyalmo (mDo sde Iha rgyal rno). See Dode
Gyalrno
Do-Kham (mDo-Khams) (place), 259
Dolrna (sGrol ma) (deity), 270
Dondrub Gyalrno (Don grub rgyal rno) (CD's
niece), 252
Dongag (mDo sngags) (teacher ofTwelfth Dorje
Phagmo), 301
Dongphub (gdong phub), zoo
Doratshug (rDo ra tshugs) (place), 231, 234
Dorje Gyalpo. See Phagmodrupa Dorje Gyalpo
Dorje Naljorrna. See Vajrayogini/Vajrav%rihi cults
Dorje Phagmo, Second (Kunga Sangrno) (Kun
dga' bzang mo), 325; and Arnoghasiddhi Jigrne
Bang, 82; and C D biography, 250; and Deleg
Chodren, 89,1zo,z46-247,248, 249, 299,
354n5; and Gungthang politics, 252,354-355n15;
identification of, 47,69,89, 240, 243-2++, 246250, 299, 354nn~-9; images of, 277,278, insert

p. 10; and Neudong Gongma, 76, 335n12; and
Pal Chime Drupa, 79,80-81, 249,258-160,
336n22; and Phagmodrupa rulers, 2y2,259,
356n42; and Samding monastery, 276-278,
358n11; in Thangtong Gyalpo biographies, 73,
93; upbringing of, 249; and Yarndrog rulers,
253-254 See aho Dorje Phagmo lineage
establishment
Dorje Phagmo, Third (Nyendra Sangmo) (Nyan
grags bsang mo), 325; identification of, 82, 260;
and Karrnapa lineage, 263; and Nyerno Chekar
monastery, 260,340n13; and Samding
monastery, 278; and Yarndrog rulers, 254
Dorje Phagmo, Fourth (Urgyen Tshomo) (Urgyan
rncsho rno), 325; and Bo dongchos 'byung, 74,
260,261; and Fifth Dalai Lama, 278,280; name
of, 267; and Sarnding monastery, 278
Dorje Phagrno, Fifth (Yeshe Tshorno) (Ye shes
mtsholgtso mo), 265,267,279, 325
Dorje Phagrno, Sixth (Dechen Thrinley Tshomo)
(bDe chen 'phrin las mtsho rno), 266,267, 279,
326
Dorje Phagrno, Seventh (Chodron Wangrno) (Chos
sgron dbang rno), 326
Dorje Phagmo, Eighth (Kesang Chogden Wangrno)
(Kal bzang mchog ldan dbang mo), 282,326
Dorje Phagmo, Ninth (Choying Dechen Tshomo)
(Chos dbyings bde chen rntsho mo), 289-290,
326
Dorje Phagmo, Tenth (Ngawang Kunsang Dechen
Wangmo) (Ngaga dbang kun bzang bde chen
dbang mo), xv, 284,326
Dorje Phagmo, Eleventh (Thubten Choying Palmo)
(Thub stan chos dbyings dpal rno), xiii, 286,
326, 359n2, insert p. 11
Dorje Phagmo, Twelfth (current) (Dechen Chokyi
Dronrne) (bDe chen chos kyi sgron me), 2-3,
8-9, 288-312; birth of, 290, 296-297, 359n2;
and Bodong Chogle Namgyal works repatriation, 288; childhood of, 295-299; China visits,
302-30~,306-308; and Chinese PLA arrival,
301-302; and Cultural Revolution, 308-309;
exile of. 303-307,360n8; and Femak Living
Buddha film, 308,360n9; and feminist
perspectives, 13,14; identification of, 290, 291,
z98--300,36on5; images of, 293, insert p. 12,
insert p. 13; importance of, 2; and multiplicity,
292-294, 312-314; political position of, wi, 9,
13, 290-291; and recent hard-line policy, 292,
311-312, 360n1~;and Samding monastery, 270,
301, 303, 309-310; sister of, 292, 294-312;
Tibetan exile perspectives on, 300; and Tibetan
Renaissance, xi; training of, 301; Tucci
encounter, 286-287; and United Front strategy,
290-291, 301-302,308, 309,315
Dorje Phagmo lineage: Bhutan, 334n4; black hat of,
262, 280. 304, 309, 360n8; Bogle description.
18-19; and C D biography, 5; chronology of,
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325-326; as dynasty, 2, 327n1;feminist
perspectives on, 13-14,15; and Gelugpa rule,
278-282; images of, 8, 25-28,IIr, 262-263,
insert p. 2, insert p. 3; and imperial legacy, 145,
275; importance of, 2; international scholarship
on, 15-16; and Karrnapa lineage, 261-263, insert
p, 3; possible new emanation, 322-323, insert p.
16; and Qing empire, 282.358nrz; reckoning
system of, 95, 263-264; ritualization of, 282284, 289, 358n12;significance for women, xiv, 9,
99; symbolic nature of, xv; textual construction
of, 2; Tibetan exile perspectives on, q;and
Yamdrog rulers, 278-279. See alro Dorje
Phagmo lineage establishment; twin reincarnation line
Dorje Phagrno lineage establishment, 8 , ~ + o - q 1 ;
and Amoghasiddhi Jigme Bang, 82,253,154255; and Bodong Chogle Namgyal's lineage,
252-253, 255-257, 355n23; and Bo dong chos
'bung. 252, 255-261,3557125; and C D biography,
5,18,95, 250-251; and CD's skull, 98.263-264,
356-3577249; and Chokyl Dronrna as embodiment of Dorje Phagmo, 251; and oracles, 246,
353n4; and Pal Chime Drupa, 47; and Taglung
Thangpa Ngawang Dragpa, 76;and Thangtong
Gyalpo, 47, 251-252; and Thangtong Gyalpo
biographies, 243, 244, 246-247. 251; and
Tibetan reincarnation context, 741-246; and
twin reincarnation line, 256-257,259-260, 261;
and Yamdrog rulers, 50, 253-254,259,334nr See
alro Dorje Phagmo, Second (KungaSangmo)
double reincarnation line. See twin reincarnation
line
dough ball divination, 211, 350nII9
dPal a$ kho nu nyid &pa (Bodong Chogle
Namgyal): and Bodongpa tradition, 45,115;as
C D biography source, 72-73; current studies of,
133, jqtnjo; as influence on CD, 59,168; and
Namkha Sangpo, 82, 336n25; repatriation of,
288-289, 314,321,360n11,insert p. 15; women's
full ordination in, 133. See aho Bodong Chogle
Namgyal collected works project
Dragkar (Brag dkar), 226,352n147
Dragpa G~altshen(Grags pa rgyal mrshan), 45-46
Dragpa Jungne (Grags pa 'byung gnas), 47
Drangsong Sinpori (Drang srong srin po ri)
(mountain), 230
drelba (%re1ba), 340~116.
See aho relatedness
Dremotsho ('Dre rno mtsho) (demoness lake), 268,

Dromton Gplbe Jungne ('Brom ymn rC;y.J b a ' ~
b u n g gnad Wadampa muter), 257,355nz7
Dron Nyerpon ('Gron gNycr dpon), zro
Drowa Svlgmo ('Gro ba bzang mo) (mmrr of
Gotshangpa Gonpo Dorje), q ,
260
Drugpa Kagyu ('Brug pa bka' brgyud) tradition.
336n26

Drugpa Kuleg ('Brugpa kun legs), loo
Drungchrn Kyabma (Drung chen sKyab ma), 160
Dudjom Rinpochc (bDud 'joms Rin po chr), 922
D u d d ( b h d ' d d ) (~rafrsmul),194
Duldzin Ngawang ('Dul 'dzin Ngag dbang) (lama),
182

Dumotsho (bDud mo mtsho) (demonas I&),

Dusurn Khyenpa (Dus gsum mkhyen pa) (First
Karmapa), 242
Dzamling Gyalmo ( r D m gling rgyal mo) (CD's
sister), 5 5 , 65, 166, 169, 171,210-211, Iwnlq
Dzatrul Ngawang Tendzin Norbu (mzasprul Ngag
dbang bstan 'dzin nor bu). 126
Dzongkha ( r h n g khaldkar) (place), 35,192,194195. insert p. 4
Dzongkha Chode monastery ( r h n g khaldkar
chos sde), 176,182,2og.349nroz
Dzungar (Mongolian group), 281-282
Edward, Derek, 85
"Eighty-Four Thousand Dbarmaskanda" (Cbos kyi
phungpo 6typ.d khri bzhi stong), 183,346n63
Eisenstein, Elizabeth. 16
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101;and landscape mythology, 268, 271-272;
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Pakshi (Second Karmapa), 242
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164-165
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354n13
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return to, 189,190,193;and C D biography
authorship, 78; CD's admission to, 60,127-128,
172-177; and CD's marriage journey, 157,
34.4~226;CD's relationship with, 78,335n17;
CD's support for, 59,167; CD's rime at, 60-65,
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73; and Rodong C;hogle Nungyal, 46,356n.46;
and C D biography authorship, 81-82; and
Chime Palsang, 82,259. 336n21;d a t h of. 76;
and Lochen Sonam Gyauho, 355nr8; and Pal
Chinlc Drupa. Ur, 336nnz1,22
Tagtse (sTag rrsc) (placc), 178,179-180,zm
Taktra tag brag) Knp& ( b e n t nbet),
299.
3'30

Tamdrin (rTa mgrin) (deity; consort of Dorje
Phagmo), 270
Situ Chokyi Gyatsho (Si tu Chos kyi rgya mtsho),
Tangra Yumtsho (lake), 273
rantra: CD's a u d i a in, 182, 3q6nn60,61;and hair
337n40
symbolism, 134;and healing. 139;and landscape
Situ Chokyi Rinchen (Si tu Chos kyi rin chen), 37myrhology, 271-272; and mirror mmphor, 249;
38,58,114
and multiplicity, re-143.145-146; and red
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father-in-law), 3qqnzz; approval ofCD, 58, 162,
color, 4,33zn28; and reincarnation, yz-243;
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165;and C D biography authorship, 90; C D
135-138, jqznnjl, 32; and Vajnyoginil
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Palmo Choding monastery, 173,175;and CD's
reincarnation line
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tea, 331n15
Phagmo incarnation), 94-95,114,~64,325,
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356n30
Sonam Gyatsho (bSod narns rgya mtsho), 97,333n32, Tmjur ( b s h b u r ) (part of Buddhist canon), 131
Tenma (bsTan malbrTan ma) (deities), 154,343n12
334nr
t m @er
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Sonam Namgyal (bSod nams rnam d),
35on114
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CD's demand for debate with, 130, 160; and
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CD's marriage, 58,117,145,157,158-159.
Songtsen Gampo (Srong btsan sgam po) (King of
3qqnn29,30,32; and CD's Shekar life. 168; and
Tibet), 29,55,101,145,151,269,
jjony, 342n36
Chokyl Dronma as embodiment of Dorjc
Southern Lato (La stod Iho), 37-38,55-58,118* 156.
Phqmo, 145;contemporary rcvibd, 275; and
332n2o. 345n49
death of CD's daughter. 166;and education of
Sponberg, Alan, 11,1y, 88, 328n10
CD's daughter, 59,122,163-164; and h d i n g ,
Sriri (Tsibri) range, 57,175.333n5~34~49
139;and imperial legacy, 274-275, 341nw. 357s Z g lung rhos 'byung'(Hkc0ry of Taglung), 74,80,82
358n4; and landscape mythology, 269, 272-273,
Stearns, Cyrus, 46,97,113,342n31
274-275,357n3; and oracles, 139,274and
Stein, Rolf Alfred, 104
reincarnation, 24.4-246,353nn1,z; and Second
Steinkellner, Ernst, xx, 327n2, 33anz4
Dorje Phagmo identification, @ - q 9
Stories of the Eighty-Four Mahritrddha (AbhayaTerton Kunkyiong Lingpa (gTer ston Kun &wng
datta), 99,338n4.4
ding pa), 3 3 7 ~
Strathern, Marilyn, 13, I43
Thaggo
(mKha' 'gro ma Thag mo)(mother of
Sudbury, Jill, 321
Urgyen Tshomo), 260
Sulphu (Zul phu) monastery, 257~355n29
T h q o n g Dcwachen (Thang stong tide ba h e n )
Swat. See Urgyen
nunnery, 3 3 4 ~
Thangtong Gyalpo CIhang stong rgyd PO):and
Taglung (place), 259.356n45
Baru Namtshal monastery. j ~ n 1 ~and
8 ; CD
Taglung (Thangpa) Ngawang Dr-pa (sTag lung
biography authorship. 78-79.80.89.33ynl6;
thang pa Ngag dbang grags pa): biographies of,
269-270

Thangtong Gyalpo (Thang stong rgyal po) (continued)
and Chokyi Dronma as embodiment of Dorje
Phagmo, 47,5o, 143,1#,239; and Chopel
Sangpo, 221, 252, 35onllo, 351n134,354n14;and
crazyyop tradition, 66-67,100; death of, 219,
351n131;Deleg Chodren's visit to, 206-208; and
Dorje Phagmo lineage establishment, 47,251252; father of, 341n21;and Fifth Dalai Lama,
279, 358n6; images of, insert p. 8; and imperial
legacy, 38-39,275,332nz6,358n6; on Machig
Labdron, loo; and Menmogang monastery, 5152,353n156; and Neudong Gongma, 335nrz; and
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Thangtong Gyalpo biographies; Thangtong
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Tibetan Renaissance, 33,112; and Tsari, 51
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decision, 59,169;CD's visit to, 209; and death
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